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Abstract  

My thesis engages critical feminist theory and Pacific studies literature to explore the 

concept of vulnerability in climate change politics from a historical and decolonial 

perspective. My thesis argues that climate change vulnerability is a racialised and gendered 

concept that builds on historical imaginative geographies that have a colonial history and a 

paternalistic and developmental politics. This conceptualisation enables First World 

fantasies of invulnerability, diminishing the importance of climate action and mitigation in 

particular. This argument is developed through an analysis of how vulnerability has been 

framed in key sites of climate politics, notably the IPCC and the UNFCCC, the origins of those 

framings, and their discursive effects. It also engages closely with the discursive strategies of 

islander discourse through texts including poetry, and satirical short fiction. I also seek to 

develop a new conceptualisation of vulnerability through the ‘islanding’ concept, drawing 

on the work of decolonial island feminists, artists and activists.  
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Chapter 1. Resisting Vulnerability 

The conference title for the 2023 Australian Association for Pacific Studies (AAPS) is ‘To Hell 

With Drowning’ (AAPS 2022). Whilst the Pacific has long been used as the charismatic icon 

of global climate vulnerability, many scholars and activists in the region are vocal in their 

rejection of this identity. This rejection is not to deny the enormity of what climate change is 

causing in the region, but to deny the depoliticising passive voice of the ‘sinking island 

states’ or the ‘drowning islands’. Nor is this rejection new. In 2013, the slogan, ‘We’re not 

drowning, we’re fighting’ (350 Pacific 2013b) accompanied a Warrior Day of Action 

organised by the Pacific Climate Warriors, which both denied the global narrative of 

victimhood, and expressed solidarity across the region. The actions took place on ten islands 

across the Pacific and featured fighting dances and demonstrations in a show of strength, 

pride, and a demand for a dignified future for their islands and their children (350 Pacific 

2013b).  

Vulnerability is being resisted in this Pacific activism in two ways that open up questions 

about the politics of climate change vulnerability that are central to this PhD thesis. Firstly, 

vulnerability is being resisted as an identity due to its victimising implications, an argument 

that resonates strongly with critical feminist work (Parpart 1995; MacGregor 2010; Butler 

2016). Resisting vulnerability in this sense does not mean denying the problems of 

inequality and injustice, but arguing that victimising discourses naturalise and essentialise, 

rather than challenge, vulnerabilising politics and policies. This resistance is a political 

rejection of the use of depoliticising language which relies upon the dualist construction of 

the ‘Third World’ as impoverished and in need of salvation from the developed North, 

reinforcing “the authority of Northern development agencies and specialists” (Parpart 1995, 

222). Hence, ‘we are not drowning, we are fighting’ is a rejection of the depoliticised 

vulnerable victim identity, and its paternalistic political responses.  

Secondly, vulnerability is being resisted as a condition that is being created through an 

ongoing violent politics of disposability. In the Pacific, as I draw out in this thesis, climate 

change does not appear as a new threat, but as a continuation of the politics of harm 

perpetuated for ‘the good of mankind’ (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017a). Resistance in this second sense 

takes place as a repoliticising set of demands for strong and urgent climate action, to 

prevent the unfolding of what vulnerability discourse too easily frames as inevitable. This 

resistance resonates with arguments about sacrifice zones (Klein 2015), slow violence 

(Nixon 2013) or necropolitics (Mbembe 2019). Hence, ‘to hell with drowning’, means to hell 

with being sacrificed again. The Pacific is a region which has seen waves of violence for the 

enrichment of others, from colonial land theft, to blackbirding, nuclear testing, 

militarisation, forced displacement, ruinous mining, and now climate change (K. M. Teaiwa 

2014). Resisting vulnerability as a demand for ending violence is therefore decolonial as well 
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as being a call for strong mitigation and commitments to reparative redistribution through 

loss and damage and adaptation funds.   

This thesis argues that the concept of vulnerability is of fundamental importance to 

understanding climate change politics, and is reflective of how climate change itself is 

conceptualised. It is through the concept of climate change vulnerability that the question is 

asked: “whose world, exactly, is expected to end?” (Mitchell and Chaudhury 2020, 309). 

Beginning with Pacific resistance is therefore a deliberate challenge to the dominant stories 

told about both vulnerability and about the Pacific Islands. My central research questions 

are broad, ‘how is vulnerability conceptualised in climate change politics?’, and ‘can 

vulnerability be reconceptualised as a critical concept?'. These questions are designed to 

trace how that question has been answered over time, and to understand the disconnect 

between the feminist and decolonial literature on resisting vulnerability, and the use of the 

term in climate change politics. This thesis takes discourse and narrative seriously, using the 

‘storylines’ concept (Hajer 1997) to politicise the assumptions that are found to be 

embedded in the dominant frame of vulnerability.  

In this introduction, I start by discussing my research design and how I collected and 

organised my research material. This discussion shows how I navigated the large amount of 

literature on climate vulnerability in order to enable me to answer my research questions. I 

follow this section with a reflection on my orientation to the research and how I navigated 

various methodological and ethical dilemmas. I then outline some of the central arguments 

of the thesis, establishing my decolonial feminist approach which is focused on amplifying 

the work of feminists from the Pacific, but also piercing the masculinist fantasies that I argue 

underlie the dominant understanding of climate change vulnerability. Finally, I provide a 

description of the chapter structure of the thesis, including how I build my argument and 

the central original contributions this thesis makes to the scholarship on global climate 

politics, feminist vulnerability studies and the decolonial move within island studies.   

Research questions: Locating vulnerability in climate change politics  

My research questions explore how vulnerability operates as a concept in ‘climate change 

politics’, which I hold to be a broad and global category. The narrow definition of 

international politics is generally concerned with “treaties, international agreements, 

diplomacy, wars, institutions of which states are members... and the actions of statesmen 

and -women” (Edkins 1999, 2). The broad definition includes more sites of enquiry beyond 

the formal institutions, and is especially interested in ‘the political’, meaning the moments 

of struggle, when the limits of a social order are being contested (Edkins 1999, 126). In this 

thesis I understand ‘climate change’ as one such political and contested phenomenon 

(Pettenger 2007). Understanding climate change as political means paying particular 

attention to the ‘de’ and ‘re’ politicisation that operates through climate change politics, 
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with interventions being “rendered technical but then repoliticized” (Paterson 2021a, 9). 

This means recognising that whilst climate change is having material effects, “it is also being 

shaped by social and cultural norms and discourses” (MacGregor 2010, 229). Identifying 

discursive struggles is therefore key to understanding climate change politics. I identify 

vulnerability as one such struggle, meaning that it is not simply a benign research term that 

describes the distribution of climate change effects, but a concept that is contested, and 

that does itself shape the power relations of climate change politics. 

An analysis of climate change politics that takes this broad interest in the political means 

two things. Firstly, it means looking beyond the formal statements and documents of the 

climate institutions of the IPCC and UNFCCC, wherein the ‘rendering technical’ often takes 

place. Secondly, it means placing importance in the discursive struggles over meaning. My 

methodology therefore follows the work of poststructural researchers who have taken 

discourse seriously in the realm of environmental politics (Litfin 1994; Hajer 1997; Epstein 

2008). This work understands both that discourses of environmental politics matter, but 

also that these discourses are part of a broader discursive landscape (Feindt and Oels 2005, 

162). They have histories, and a material and institutional basis (Feindt and Oels 2005, 163). 

Drawing out the history of climate vulnerability as a discourse that pre-dates the climate 

institutions as an acknowledgement of this broader discursive landscape is a core 

contribution of this thesis.  

In his guide to discourse research, Reiner Keller distinguishes between 'Discourse Analysis' 

as a "comparatively elaborated methodological procedure" (Keller 2013, 55), and the 

'Discourse Theories' of Foucault, or Mouffe and Laclau. This formal ‘Discourse Analysis’ 

according to Keller is the critical discourse analysis of Norman Fairclough, German Kritische 

Diskursanalyse, and quantitative approaches such as Corpus Linguistics and Historical 

Discourse Research. These approaches are distinguished from the 'Discourse Theories' of 

Foucault, or Mouffe and Laclau (Keller 2013, 55). In my thesis, I follow the latter, and in 

particular the work of Maarten Hajer (1997), and John Dryzek's application of the concept of 

storylines (Dryzek 2013).  

Hajer is categorised by Keller as 'linked' to Foucault, and as having a "strong linguistic and 

sociological base" (Keller 2013, 53). Hajer himself calls his discourse theory, ‘social-

interactive’, meaning that reality is constructed through discursive practices and interaction. 

Interaction is not ritualised, but argumentative, with “contradictory suggestions of how one 

is to make sense of reality” (Hajer 1997, 53). This approach made sense for my research for 

how actors are given an awareness of and agency over discourse. Hajer writes that 

environmental conflict has changed, “it has become discursive. It no longer focuses on 

whether there is an environmental crisis, it is essentially about its interpretation” (Hajer 

1997, 14). These conflicts should be understood as an argumentative struggle, in which:  
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“actors not only try to make others see the problems according to their views but 

also seek to position of actors in a specific way. Hence it is not as if actors do not 

have an intuitive idea about discourse theory in actual fact they constantly practice 

it” (Hajer 1997, 53, my emphasis).  

This is important for my context, where many of the documents I look at are either 

supposedly politics-free technical documents, or creative responses to a politics of harm. 

Hajer’s approach allows me to see both as equally political, as even “seemingly technical 

positions conceal normative commitments” (Hajer 1997, 55).  

In my analysis, I use Hajer’s concept of storylines, which I discuss below, and Judith Butler’s 

concept of ‘frames’ (Butler 2009a) to organise and make sense of my empirical material. 

This choice helps to create a consistency between my theoretical framework and 

methodology by drawing on Butler for both, but it also makes sense for my context. For 

Butler, frames are operations of power as they set the limits on what is important and to be 

included in the version of reality that they project. These limits are “politically saturated” 

(Butler 2009a, 1) as they create these limits whilst attempting to obscure the choices made 

through naturalising the narrative that is created. However, Butler argues that this cannot 

be successful, as what is excluded from the frame troubles the picture created, creating 

inconsistencies and, paradoxically, making the frame visible, “Something exceeds the frame 

that troubles our sense of reality; in other words, something occurs that does not conform 

to our established understanding of things” (Butler 2009a, 9). A frame analysis of climate 

change vulnerability therefore involves “working with received renditions of reality to show 

how they can and do break with themselves” (Butler 2009a, 12) in order to identify the 

frame and the politics of its limits. This means that a frame analysis is particularly attentive 

to moments of contradiction, making it particularly useful for countering the fantasies of 

invulnerability that I identify later in this chapter.  

In this thesis I have identified two frames of climate change vulnerability, a dominant frame 

and a resistance or counter-frame that comes from the Pacific. The dominant frame of 

vulnerability forms around the racialised Other, and the geographical distribution of harm is 

framed as a biophysical coincidence, exacerbated by social factors. Geographically, this 

distribution forms along what W. E. B. Du Bois called the global colour line (1903), the line 

drawn according to skin colour, and “enforced at the level of social reality by the lawlikely 

instituted relation of socioeconomic dominance/subordination” (Wynter 2003, 310). This 

frame is reproduced throughout climate change politics, including in justice arguments that 

reproduce fantasies of invulnerability and require a vulnerable other to be the victim of 

injustice. Vulnerability in this frame is racialised and gendered, and follows patterns of 

invulnerable First World and vulnerable Third World, and vulnerable victim and invulnerable 

Western expert.  
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I argue that ‘what exceeds the frame’ of climate change vulnerability is the full humanity of 

the climate vulnerable, which I discuss in chapter 3 through the concept of ‘grievability’. It is 

when this humanity is on display, through activism and demands of survival, that the 

dominant frame of disposability becomes visible. It is therefore through an engagement 

with the resistance of the Pacific that the dominant frame can be apprehended, and thereby 

politically contested. It is the dominant frames’ fascination with the vulnerable islander that 

has created the space for the contestation. Butler writes that frames, “decide which lives 

will be recognisable as lives and which will not... [However] as frames break from 

themselves in order to install themselves, other possibilities for apprehension emerge” 

(Butler 2009a, 12). In other words, the power of the sinking islands story, even when told as 

an inevitability, creates the space for the islander to be apprehended otherwise.  

Islanders have been sensationalised through the story of the sinking islands, which together 

with a colonial fascination with the Pacific, has created a large amount of interest and made 

the imaginative link between vulnerability and islanders strong. Islanders are invited to 

perform at opening ceremonies (UNFCCC 2017), the Talanoa Dialogue was named for the 

Fijian concept of inclusive and receptive conversation (UNFCCC 2018) and the Alliance of 

Small Island States (AOSIS) have been described as a key orchestrator of the 1.5°C aspiration 

in the Paris Agreement (Hoad 2015). Butler describes successful contestation of an 

established frame as analogous to a ‘prison break’ (Butler 2009a, 11). This break is difficult 

within the UNFCCC, as participation requires the language of the institution, in which time is 

limited (Barnett and Campbell 2010, 166). Appropriation of vulnerability discourse is 

therefore strategically risky for islanders, as it risks reinforcing the dominant frame. 

However, the way that the Pacific is making itself visible through climate change politics 

more broadly is, I argue, an effective contestation that is overcoming the dehumanisation 

and naturalisation of climate change vulnerability. Through a resistance that is a show of 

power and a refusal of the politics of disposability, the Pacific is making the dominant frame 

visible through its refusal to exist within the limits of what being climate vulnerable is 

supposed to mean.   

Hajer’s concept of ‘storylines’ is also important for my research. The stories told about 

climate change, and the importance of imagined futures, is an area that is getting increasing 

research attention within environmental politics through a few different concepts, such as 

imaginaries. Imaginaries are, “a form of world-creation, the construction of a world-view 

encompassing narratives, characters, places, practices and technologies” (Death 2021, 240). 

Understanding climate change as a struggle of imaginaries, shows how the dominant 

climate change story, or the language of the Anthropocene, only becomes interested at the 

point where white futures seem threatened (Mitchell and Chaudhury 2020). Anthropocene 

work is therefore an intervention into the fantasy of white invulnerability, but not one that 

challenges the forms of violence that have created the epoch (Yusoff 2018). Where 
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imaginaries are a deliberate imagining of futures, storylines are ways of narrating and 

understanding the world as it currently is. I focus on the storylines of vulnerability, 

especially in relation to islands, in order to explore the politics of familiar tropes and 

arguments such as the ‘sinking islands’ or the ‘world’s first climate refugees’.  

According to Hajer, a storyline is a subtle mechanism of creating and maintaining discursive 

order, “a generative sort of narrative that allows actors to draw upon various discursive 

categories to give meaning to specific physical or social phenomenon" (Hajer 1997, 56). 

Under the definition of a storyline, Hajer puts metaphors, “analogies, historical references, 

clichés, appeals to collective fears or senses of guilt” (Hajer 1997, 63). All of these discursive 

practices share the ability to evoke, with one word or phrase, the rest of the storyline. 

Storylines are useful for understanding climate change vulnerability as fundamentally, 

storylines have an expected ending. They highlight the way that problems are framed, 

including what the problem is, “how it came about and, therefore, what needs to be done 

about it” (Epstein 2008, 95). Extinction narratives such as the sinking islands are therefore 

depoliticising, as the ending of uninhabitability and displaced islanders is already written. 

Refugee discourses in particular “contribute to legitimizing the displacement of millions of 

people” (Oels 2015, 189).  My focus on island resistance is therefore important for telling an 

alternative story, with a different ending, as a process of repoliticisation. Using storylines as 

an analytical device therefore involves looking for the repetition of particular stories, but 

also how they developed. Storylines therefore led me to an historical analysis.  

Figure 1: Checklist of elements for the analysis of discourses, from (Dryzek 2013, 20). 

  

In using Hajer’s concept of storylines to analyse my material, I also draw from John Dryzek’s  

(Dryzek 2013) framework. Dryzek breaks down the questions to ask about discourses into 

four sets of questions (Figure 1). In order to identify storylines, and their politics, I therefore 

follow Dryzek’s checklist, and ask questions about:  

1. The ontology of vulnerability: Is it inherent? Who is vulnerable? To what?  

2. What are the hierarchies in the story? Thinking particularly about race, gender, 

colonial relationship, knowledge, political power, and development status.  
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3. Who are the actors of each storyline? Who is passive and who is active? These actors 

can be people, peoples, or states. Who are the heroes and villains? 

4. What metaphors are repeated in this storyline? What emotional story is being told? 

Is it a tragedy? And crucially: what is the implied ending of this story?  

Research design: Organising the sites of vulnerability discourse 

At the start of my research, I understood that my research questions were broad, and the 

answers would therefore be complex. All the review articles of climate change vulnerability 

agree that whilst the concept is researched across disciplines and institutions, there is little 

consensus (Methmann and Oels 2014, 277) and multiple “competing conceptualizations and 

terminologies” (Füssel 2007, 156). These reviews were helpful starting places for 

understanding the institutional politics of vulnerability, and they located the concept 

historically through strands emerging from geography and disaster studies. These reviews 

are written for different purposes, but all accept that vulnerability is a concept that is 

important, with most therefore focusing on how to make vulnerability a useful research 

concept, that can be “integrated into a common framework” (O’Brien et al. 2007, 74).  

The understanding of climate change vulnerability that I brought to my research design, was 

that there was an initial biophysical conceptualisation, that over time became contested and 

developed into a social vulnerability model that took into account marginalisation and 

political economy (Methmann and Oels 2014). I therefore expected a linear story of how the 

concept developed institutionally. However, I also had questions about the vulnerability 

indexes and how their methodologies could represent such a highly contested concept; the 

feminist vulnerability critiques that were absent from the climate change literature, and the 

counternarratives of vulnerability that were present in the speeches of AOSIS members in 

the UNFCCC. All of these questions represented potential challenges to this linear story.  

Below I organise my research into seven sites of vulnerbaility discourse, but I began with 

two: the IPCC, representing the institutional knowledge of vulnerability, and Pacific 

resistance. These two sites represented two broad stories of climate change vulnerability, 

one formal and one disruptive. To understand these stories, I read every IPCC WGII report, 

looking in particular at the discussion of vulnerability and the vulnerable, and the ‘Small 

Island’ chapters. I read these chapters with my checklist in mind, identifying key actors and 

metaphors. For the Pacific counter-narrative, I began with the UNFCCC speeches of island 

diplomats at COP15, and the poetry performed by Kathy Jetñil Kijiner at the UN Climate 

Leaders Summit of 2014. Again, as I read, I identified the key elements of the story, and how 

it differed from the story being told by the IPCC.  

From this starting point, I then began to widen out, with a spiralling method of finding more 

sources. For the IPCC story, this meant bibliographic tracing. I identified key authors such as 

Neil Adger on vulnerability and John Connell on islands, and explored their publications 
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further. Through this I started to find the colonial documents that were feeding into the 

early IPCC reports, and I was therefore able to identify colonial tropes that persisted in 

climate politics. The importance of counter-narratives to my research meant that for each 

historical site I found, I then searched for Pacific authors who were resisting the story being 

told. Two examples of this are when I read about Paul Gauguin, I found the poetry of Selina 

Tusitala Marsh (2009), and the classifications of ‘mela’ ‘micro’ and ‘poly’ nesia led me to 

Tracey Banivanua-Mar (2007). This process retained a balance of the colonial and anti-

colonial, and meant my research constantly moved between different time periods and 

stories. 

During this process, I redesigned my research around seven sites of discourse. I did this in 

order to identify exactly how the dominant frame of vulnerability had been constructed 

over time, and to tease out the differences between literatures that are often conflated. 

With these tools in hand, I identified six key sites of vulnerability discourse through which 

the dominant frame of climate vulnerability can be traced, and one site where the dominant 

frame is resisted and contested. These seven sites represent moments in the discourse of 

vulnerability. 

Below I give a description of each of the seven sites, and the documents I looked at in these 

periods. These sites represent a rough chronology, ranging from the early colonial moments 

of European presence in the Pacific to current debates about climate change vulnerability. 

Over time, these sites modify the language and metaphors that are used, but all work within 

the same frame of vulnerability. In Wynter’s terms, the racialised classification remains the 

same, as do the racialised and capitalist logics of extraction and disposability, whilst the 

justifications and forms of violence shift (Wynter 2003, 303). These sites show how the 

dominant frame of vulnerability has developed over time without moving away from the 

politics of disposability.  

Each site also has a section in Appendix 1 that lists non-exhaustively the documents that I 

read for each period. The relationship between these sites and the chapters is not linear, 

because my thesis unfolds as an argument rather than a chronology; however, this section 

will make clear how I collected and organised my research material in order to understand 

what was happening within vulnerability politics and discourse. As I discuss more in chapter 

3, Oceanic vulnerability is important throughout my thesis. The counter-narrative of this site 

becomes my concept of ‘islanding’ which I use a tool of critique in each chapter and then 

develop as a reconceptualisation of vulnerability in chapter 7.  

1. Colonial literature on island vulnerability 

Colonialism cannot be said to be over in the Pacific, as formal independence has not been 

achieved by many islands including West Papua, Hawai’i, or Kanaky/ ‘New Caledonia’ (Swan 

2022). Colonialism also endures in re-named relationships such as ‘dependent territories’ or 
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‘non-self-governing territories’, as well as enduring through neocolonialism in islands with 

‘flag independence’ (Tamale 2020, 29). However, this site is important as it is where the 

storyline of the doomed islands was established, and then developed through the 20th 

century. It is identifiable through its explicitly racialised discussion of islands and islanders, 

and the authorship of European ‘explorers’ anthropologists, colonial administrators, and 

artists.  

I found these documents through bibliographic tracing, and through the secondary 

literature. H.E. Maude’s work was cited in articles that were cited in the first IPCC report, 

and was key for me identifying the colonial story of island uninhabitability. Teresia Teaiwa, 

Katerina Teaiwa, and Robert Kiste all have archival documents in their work that enabled me 

to find new threads. Finally, I was able to locate contemporary examples of the US debate 

around nuclear testing in the Pacific, and examples of anthropology in the Pacific. An 

interesting example of how I traced quotes from secondary literature back to the original 

source was the Henry Kissinger quote discussed in chapter 4. This quote was attributed to 

various secondary sources, and it took me a while to locate the original source, a book that 

tells the quote as an anecdote, written by Walter J. Hickel who was interior secretary for 

Nixon (W. J. Hickel 1971). I first read this quote in an online article that cited Teresia Teaiwa, 

who herself cited Kiste, who then cited Hickel1. Following the citations back gave me access 

to a whole new set of documents and bibliographies. This is what I mean by spiralling as 

both a careful method of avoiding false attribution, and a way of tracing the genealogy of 

arguments.  

Documents include the writing and art of Paul Gauguin and Robert Louis Stevenson, and the 

scholarship of H.E. Maude and Andrew Peter Vayda. Assisted by the scholarship of feminists, 

island studies and Pacific Studies that has traced these discourses, I was able to locate 

enough of these texts to identify the main tropes of how islands and islanders were 

produced discursively as vulnerable in the colonial era. Researching coloniality in the Pacific 

spiralled to a history that ranges from the violence of the early encounters, through 

blackbirding, and then the nuclear experimentation and destruction of the 20th century. As I 

discuss in the next section, European knowledge making is itself heavily implicated in the 

violence of this site.  

2. Early literature on climate change vulnerability 

This site is important for its early development of the climate change vulnerability concept, 

and also as these documents formed the references of the early IPCC reports. It still largely 

 
1 To add a final layer of complication, this book is not currently available online, so I only managed to confirm 
the page number (208) through a listserv discussion where someone else was searching for the origin of the 
quote. The listserv also discusses the accuracy of the quote, and also references a newspaper column in 1971, 
in which Kissinger says he can’t remember making the statement (Lighter 2013).   
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addresses the island storyline due to the strong relation between climate change 

vulnerability and sea level rise at this time. Included in this site are the early attempts to 

translate the colonial literature on islands into theories of scientific vulnerability. 

Documents included in this site often relate to islands as the first identified climate 

vulnerable subjects, and are funded by environmental and meteorological national and 

international institutions, for example United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), and 

the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Knowledge on islands in this site come 

primarily from ‘island expert’ academics based in Australia, Aotearoa2 and the University of 

Papua New Guinea.  

I was able to identify documents in this site starting with a few examples that are cited in 

the first IPCC reports, and then tracing their bibliographies. Important documents in this site 

include ‘The Changing Climate in Paradise’ (Brook et al. 1991) which highlighted for me the 

coloniality of the science used in early climate change knowledge production, and 

‘Implications of expected climate changes in the South Pacific region: An overview’ 

(Pernetta and Hughes 1990) which directly cited the colonial documents of site 1. It is also 

within this site that I found the ‘Chalk on the White Wall’ chapter (Meyer-Abich 1980) that 

made the violent logics of the developmental story of climate change vulnerability clear, as I 

discuss in chapter 5.   

3. Formal climate change documents, focusing primarily on IPCC WGII chapters on 

vulnerability and policy documents  

This site covers all the IPCC WGII reports from 1990-20193 and a few special reports that 

directly address vulnerability and / or island states. I understand the IPCC reports as key in 

the production of climate change knowledge. They are synthesis reports of the literature 

that is being written and therefore reflect thought over time; however, the IPCC also has an 

influential role on climate change knowledge production, shaping what is researched and 

published (Hughes and Paterson 2017). By tracing the development of vulnerability 

conceptualisation through the IPCC WGII chapters, I am therefore able to show both a 

reflection of dominant thought, and its constraining effect. In this site I do include some 

other documents that provide important context for certain IPCC arguments, for example 

policy documents from Australia.  

 
2 I am using Aotearoa rather than New Zealand throughout the thesis as part of my decision to use Indigenous 
names and language as much as possible.  
3 AR6 came out February 2022, after my research period, and the Synthesis Report came out after I submitted. 
I therefore left this report aside for future research. I will note that whilst lots of analyses have since said that 
AR6 is the first to mention colonialism (see for example, Atmos 2022, ‘the word “colonialism” finally made its 
way into the IPCC’s sixth assessment report’), colonialism was mentioned before, as I discuss in the following 
chapters. This inclusion, according to my analysis, is not the radical moment that some commentators are 
arguing that it is. 
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4. Critical intervention of social vulnerability  

This fourth site is the focus of chapter 6, where I discuss the limitations of contestations into 

the dominant storyline of vulnerability. This site has been very influential in the later IPCC 

reports, but is kept separate as it contains some more radical literature that is not cited 

within the reports. This site is particularly important for its influence in moving vulnerability 

away its initial, largely biophysical understanding as related to sea level rise. This move was 

informed by the work of some critical geographers, but its dominant form as represented 

through the IPCC reports draws largely on the work of Neil Adger, Thomas Downing, Hans 

Bohle and others. The importance of social vulnerability is its role in formalising how 

development and poverty relate to vulnerability. I identify this site through its development 

of social vulnerability as a concept, and its focus on contributing to the knowledge 

production of the IPCC, but many of these scholars also produce vulnerability indexes.  

5. Vulnerability indexes  

The vulnerability indexes were a starting place for this research, and are a key site of 

vulnerability knowledge production. Whilst their function is to scientifically formalise 

vulnerability for the purpose of comparability and ranking for the UNFCCC mechanisms, no 

method has been agreed upon. These indexes are often contradictory, and rely on 

significantly simplified proxy measurements of vulnerability, or the IPCC’s vague and difficult 

to quantify formulae. This site is important for understanding the difference between how 

scientific vulnerability is understood, and what these indexes and this site actually measure 

and demonstrate.  

I looked at the indexes produced in conversation with the IPCC, but indexes are also 

constructed by private companies such as Maplecroft, a risk management firm (2018) and 

international organisations such as the Climate Vulnerable Forum (DARA 2012). I also found 

a difference between indexes that are primarily interested in the biophysical effects of 

climate change, and those that attempt to work with the insights of social vulnerability or 

feminist research on gender. Even including all of these, there were very few indexes that 

even claimed to be measuring climate vulnerability, considering the amount of literature 

dedicated to enabling that project. The indexes cited in the IPCC are sometimes 

environmental indexes instead, or even broader risk indexes.  

6. Strategic use of vulnerability in the UNFCCC 

The final site of the dominant storyline of vulnerability that I have identified and explored is 

the speeches and documents made through the UNFCCC that use vulnerability strategically. 

This site is interesting as it involves a self-identification as ‘vulnerable’ on the part of island 

diplomats, but is also often a direct contestation into the storyline. This site requires a 

reproduction of the extinction storyline in an attempt to mobilise resources or mitigation 
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action. As such, I discuss this contestation in chapter 6 as an example of ‘strategic 

essentialism’ (Spivak 1987; MacGregor 2006). For this site I look at the UNFCCC 

contributions of AOSIS member states at COP21, at the negotiation of the Paris Agreement. I 

also include some interviews given by island diplomats around this time to give additional 

context to the arguments being made. Islander diplomats have spoken about their 

deliberate use of their story to gather support globally and raise their island profile. This also 

happens within the UNFCCC, as with the speech given for COP26 by Simon Kofe, Tuvalu's 

Minister for Justice, Communication and Foreign Affairs whilst stood in the sea (Guardian 

News 2021).  

These first six sites address my first research question, ‘how is vulnerability conceptualised 

in climate change politics?’ by tracing a history that includes the entire discursive landscape 

from which vulnerability as a climate change concept emerged. They also address my 

second research question ‘can vulnerability be reconceptualised as a critical concept?' by 

critiquing the limits of the contestations that have been made into vulnerability over time. 

The final site pushes my answer to this question one step further, by beginning to show how 

a genuine reconceptualisation is possible.  

7. Oceanic vulnerability  

This seventh site, ‘Oceanic vulnerability’ offers both resistance to the dominant story and a 

reconceptualisation of vulnerability that does not reproduce the coloniality of the other six 

sites. I call this resistance ‘Oceanic’ and refer to ‘thinkers of Oceania’ to locate this 

resistance in the work that has built from the initial interventions of Albert Wendt and Epeli 

Hau’ofa (Wendt 1982; Hau’ofa 1993). These interventions have been of enormous 

importance in Oceania, and using the term immediately locates this site as part of that 

tradition. Oceania is the concept through which the region is reimagining itself, against the 

storyline of the doomed and isolated vulnerable islands. Oceania challenges fantasies of 

invulnerability through its challenge to thinking that centres state sovereignty or even land, 

“The construct of Oceania has deep, complex, and politically explosive implications for the 

ways in which any scholar might approach the field (or, to use a better metaphor, ocean) of 

study” (Te Punga Somerville 2012, 7).  

To engage with Oceanic thought is to reject a number of constraints, such as engaging only 

with academic work. I therefore locate the site of Oceania in activism (350 Pacific 2013a; 

Youth4Pacific 2021), scholarship (Wendt 1982; Hau’ofa 1993; T. K. Teaiwa 2007; K. M. 

Teaiwa 2011) and poetry (Siagatonu 2015; Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b; Kihara 2019; Nyman and 

Olul-Hossen 2021). I also look beyond academic work as the distinction is not always clear. 

Many Oceanic scholars were or are also artists and activists. For example Teresia Teaiwa  

and Wendt were both poets, Hau’ofa was a fiction writer, and Katerina Teaiwa works a lot 

with visual artists (K. M. Teaiwa 2020e).  
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Methodology: Vulnerable research 

To add a final layer of complication to the way that vulnerability is understood in this thesis, 

I have also taken a vulnerable approach to my research, embracing vulnerability as method. 

Debbie Lisle suggests that accepting vulnerability is an important re-orientation for 

researchers (Lisle 2016, 419). For neoliberal governance, vulnerability is, “the condition that 

must be overcome in order to achieve the ultimate goal of resilience” (Lisle 2016, 427). 

Embracing vulnerability therefore disrupts this fear, “recognizing the anxieties created by 

vulnerability is the first step in revealing its capacity to disrupt, un-work, and reorder 

dominant rationales of global governance” (Lisle 2016, 427). Doing this as method has been 

particularly apt as my thesis is a COVID thesis. It has undergone some redesign in response 

to the immobility of lockdown, it has also been written in a state of acute awareness of my 

own vulnerability and the vulnerability of my loved ones.  

Researching vulnerability under these conditions has therefore to some extent required a 

resistance to its negative and fear based politics for my own sake.  More importantly, 

embracing vulnerability has enabled me to adopt a feminist approach that denies the trope 

of the ‘objective researcher researching subjects’ but also ‘invulnerable researcher 

researching vulnerable subjects’ (Page 2017). One decision I made early on that is based on 

embracing this vulnerability, is deciding not to conduct field research in the Pacific. 

Returning to Lisle’s article, she describes how fieldwork has had an enriching effect on 

research, but that the idea this legitimises research has now become too embedded, “I am 

concerned that the methodological pendulum has now swung too far in this direction—that 

our shift “into the field” now favors empirical “evidence” derived from ethnographic 

fieldwork over detailed textual, linguistic, and visual analysis” (Lisle 2016, 429). She argues 

that fieldwork is now being done to cover over vulnerabilities inherent in the research 

process, “those nagging and inescapable questions like what is the point of this theoretical 

research, who actually cares about this work, and am I really changing the world or just 

commenting on it?” (Lisle 2016, 429). In the rest of the section I discuss these concerns in 

more detail, reflecting on how my position as a white woman researching in the UK has 

been something I have challenged myself to think carefully about in order to reduce as far 

as possible the reproduction of coloniality in my work.  

This thesis takes the politics of resisting climate change vulnerability seriously, and it does so 

whilst foregrounding Oceanic resistance as much as possible. Making this decision, to think 

about vulnerability through thinking with those who are most vocally resisting vulnerability, 

immediately changes the landscape of climate change politics from the position of a 

researcher in the United Kingdom (UK). Teresia Teaiwa once wrote in a gently scathing 

manner about Europeans who study the Pacific, “I wonder how Europeans studying the 

Pacific stay motivated? How they feel justified in studying distant islands, when so many 

things are happening at home and closer to home that demand their attention and 
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command research funds?” (T. K. Teaiwa 2006, 71). My answer to this question, is that 

researching vulnerability led me to a Pacific focus because I found so much of the history of 

climate change vulnerability as a concept started in assumptions about islands. From there, I 

became aware of the richness of the scholarship that has come from the region, but that is 

marginalised in European universities.  

One way that I could have answered my positionality, as I discuss above, is through field 

research in the Pacific. However I decided against this for three reasons. Firstly, to avoid the 

extractive model of knowledge creation that is the subject of much of my critique in chapter 

4. Islands have been treated as laboratories and resource pools by white researchers since 

the arrival of Europeans in the region, and the effect of this has been devastating. Secondly, 

I am focusing on the discursive constructions of the Pacific and Oceania and as such 

fieldwork would not help me to answer my research questions. Finally, this is a climate 

change project and I therefore deemed it completely inappropriate to fly to places so far 

away without sufficient justification. Before COVID I was intending to attend COP26, and 

would have made contacts there for written or online interviews, but my research design 

would not justify the carbon cost of a long distance flight.  

One other thing to mention is that I am connected to the Pacific, as I was previously a 

‘permanent resident’ of Aotearoa. I attended school in Pukekohe on North Island, worked in 

Bombay, and my family still live in Aotearoa as settler citizens. This gives me more 

knowledge than none of the Pacific, and perhaps also explains my interest and love of the 

region. Whilst I do not wish to overstate my connections as I have spent most of my life in 

the UK, I gained something from this experience of the region that meant I was sceptical of 

accounts of the vulnerable islanders when I first encountered them.  

In thinking through these questions, I am also guided by Wendt who wrote that papālagi4 

can write about the Pacific if their writing is rooted in love and respect and humanity:  

“I am not saying... that papalagi should not write about us, and vice versa. But the 

imagination must explore with love/ honesty/ wisdom/ and compassion; writers 

must write with aroha/ alona/ alofa/ loloma5, respecting the people they are writing 

about, people who may view the Void differently and who, like all other human 

beings, live through the pores of their flesh and mind and bone, who suffer, laugh, 

cry, copulate, and die” (Wendt 1982, 58).  

This is of course something that can only be aspirational, but I have made efforts to 

maintain respect. From this, I keep in mind that I must not slip into claim-making about the 

 
4 Papālagi and pālagi are Samoan words for white Europeans, similar to the Māori word pākehā or Hawaiian 
word haole.  
5 These words all mean love in different Pacific languages, but in an expansive way, not just the romantic sense 
of the English word.  
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islands from which I am so far-removed. I am attempting this through striving for a feminist 

thinking-with which generous and intentional scholarship can be (Ahmed 2015). My hope is 

that my islanding concept, developed in chapter 3, can work towards a deliberate 

reimagining of what vulnerability to climate change is that learns from the scholarship and 

activism of Oceania. Reimagining it not as something that stems from poverty or 

marginalisation, but from the violence of politics as usual, a choice made every day by those 

with power. This is a choice that is vulnerabilising everyone, not just those who can be 

comfortably understood as ‘vulnerable’ in the imaginations of those who currently 

dominate in climate change politics.  

I have also paid careful attention in this thesis to the politics of citation. Māori scholar Alice 

Te Punga Somerville writes of the huge amount of published work on the Pacific, “when I 

read discussions of Pacific literature, I am often forced to peer over the shoulder of the 

expected reader: the white reader from the metropole” (Te Punga Somerville 2012, 33). I 

would like to be explicit from the start that much of the work of this thesis would be familiar 

to a Pacific scholar, and my audience is not those who already know what is at stake in the 

stories of the inevitably sinking islands and the doomed to be climate refugee islanders. In 

that sense, I very much am addressing the white reader from the metropole. However, I 

hope in doing so to act in solidarity with the urgent demands for substantial emission 

reductions, an end to the high consumption lifestyles of the Global North, and reparations 

for the damage already done.  

As a way of attempting this, and as part of adopting a feminist approach to my research, I 

have taken the politics of citation seriously. I follow Sara Ahmed who describes citation as “a 

rather successful reproductive technology, a way of reproducing the world around certain 

bodies” (Ahmed 2013, n.p.). Citation is itself an act of storytelling, and by centring island 

scholarship and Oceanic thought as much as possible, I intend to decentre the dominant 

stories of climate vulnerability and build my critiques and reconceptualisation around 

Oceanic thought. This decision also means that at times my quotations are long. Again, this 

decision has been made in order to bring the words of islanders into the thesis without me 

‘translating’ them, or claiming them as my own.  

One challenge of doing this successfully is that the Pacific contains massive diversity. That 

the Pacific is huge is a point that is often raised against the belittling narratives of the small 

islands, “it actually covers one third of our entire planet. You can fit all the earth’s lands into 

the Pacific and still have space for another continent” (K. M. Teaiwa 2020d, 2.50). Within 

the ocean lies, “approximately 30,000 islands which were first settled thousands of years 

ago by sea-faring peoples who developed complex societies and trans-oceanic relations” 

(Perez 2020b, 241). This enormity and diversity means there is a lot of work to read and to 

cite. Not only due to the vastness of the region I am looking at, but also the huge variety of 

cultures and languages spoken. Vanuatu alone has over eighty native languages in addition 
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to the ‘official’ languages of English, French and Bislama (Jolly 2022, 233). Due to the 

colonial history of the region, there are also areas of work that are hard to reach as a non-

French speaker. The question of where to include has the additional difficulty of the ‘rim 

countries’ (K. M. Teaiwa 2020d), of Australia, Aotearoa, Canada and the US, all of which 

contain large diaspora communities.  

Doing justice to the amount of literature written from the Pacific is made difficult both by 

the enormity of the options and the region I am trying to discuss, but also the range of 

identities and the dangers of assigning identity to people. Hau’ofa discussed the difficulty in 

identifying ‘who is a Pacific Islander’ within his larger project of creating a regional identity 

(Hau’ofa 1998). Many islanders have emigrated and raised children in the US, Canada, 

Australia, and Aotearoa; Fiji still struggles with the identity of Indo-Fijians, and dual 

citizenship is common in islands that are yet to gain full independence, “To what degree are 

these people Pacific Islanders? Similar questions could be raised about the New Zealand 

Māori, Native Hawaiians, and Australian Aborigines” (Hau’ofa 1998, 401). However, Hau’ofa 

describes this problem as reductive, reducing people to their nationality and race rather 

than their common heritage and commitment, "As far as I am concerned, anyone who has 

lived in our region and is committed to Oceania is an Oceanian" (Hau’ofa 1998, 401–2). This 

heritage and commitment is placed by Hau’ofa in the ‘oceanness’ of the Pacific Island 

cultures, the thing that binds them across their heterogeneity. Oceania to Hau’ofa is the 

places where ocean cultures developed in relation to the ocean (Hau’ofa 1998, 404).  

Yet Winnie Siulolovao Dunn writes of growing up in West Sydney as someone with Tongan 

heritage but no connection to the ocean, or her culture, until she grew older, “Not every 

Pacific Islander feels a connection to the ocean” (Dunn 2019, n.p.). Similarly, many of the 

poems of the US diaspora reflect a heartache at growing up disconnected from the ocean as 

well as experiencing racism in the place they grew up (Siagatonu 2015; Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b; 

Perez 2020b). There is also an issue of access to knowledge centres and publication 

opportunities. The islands of ‘Micronesia’, for example, have “not had the same amount of 

resources and support to anthologize our own literature or to make major contributions to 

Pacific literature” (Perez 2020a, 244). I therefore look widely to avoid reproducing the 

Polynesian-dominance which is called ‘polycentrism’ in the region.   

Making these decisions, I look to what the texts themselves tell me. As Hau’ofa began to 

outline in his canonical texts for Oceanic literature, a key theme is the need for cooperation 

across the colonial boundaries, alongside an acknowledgement of the differences in 

experience across the islands. Cynthia Enloe reflects on learning this lesson from Teresia 

Teaiwa who told her that with the Pacific you always need to look deeper, and stress the 

importance of context at all times (Enloe, speaking at International Feminist Journal of 

Politics 2022). For my purposes here, I have interpreted this as a challenge to include voices 

from across the region that reflect the different colonial experiences. I therefore include 
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literature from Hawai’i and Aotearoa as settler colonies, Banaba as an ecologically 

devastated and colonially-cannibalised land, Vanuatu as an independent state , and Fiji as an 

independent and multicultural state. The Pacific Climate Warriors represent regional 

cooperation, and whilst the ‘Tikong’ of Hau’ofa’s ‘Tales’ is widely understood as a pastiche 

of Tonga, the satire is targeted at, “the assumed hierarchies of the broader Asia Pacific, 

which too often contrast Pacific Island nations both with their “dynamic” and capitalistic 

Asian neighbors like Japan and Taiwan, and frustrated subimperial neighbors Australia and 

New Zealand” (Watson 2016, 245).  

I also look beyond scholarship and focus on fiction writing and poetry. This is consistent with 

the way that Pacific studies has developed, with a deliberate weaving of the two, 

“scholarship and art [should be treated] as equally creative perception for the consolidation 

and political analysis in Oceania” (T. Teaiwa and Marsh 2010, 243). A lot of this comes in the 

form of anthologies, due to a lack of access to publishing resources (Trief 2021) but also 

because of an importance that has been placed on anthologies, that have “shaped the 

literary navigation of the region” (Te Punga Somerville 2012, 28). The legacy started with the 

anthologies created in the 1970s by Wendt that are credited, along with the rest of his 

work, as the beginning of an Oceanic imaginary and politics that is still being developed “as 

a direct consequence of Albert Wendt's having traveled there first” (T. Teaiwa and Marsh 

2010, 244). These anthologies started as island-based or regional, but were always about 

making connections, “Wendt conceptualized this trans-oceanic, decolonial network of 

Pacific artists, writers, editors, journals, and anthologies as linking the colonially divided 

Pacific into an interconnected assemblage of islands, archipelagos, cultures, voices, and 

stories— and helping us navigate “towards a New Oceania.”” (Perez 2020a, 242). The recent 

anthology ‘Indigenous Pacific Islander Eco-Literatures’ (Jetñil-Kijiner, Kava, and Perez 2022) 

is an example of how this regionalism is now forming around a new identity, that is still anti-

colonial, but is also now specifically grappling with climate change and other ecological 

harms.  

In my analysis through the thesis, I do include some poems from these collections, but the 

core texts I have chosen are all single authored. My focus is on work that is ocean-focused; 

that acknowledges the complexities of Oceanic identities but that is critical of these colonial 

boundaries. I also focus on work that draws out interdependence, a key theme of Hau’ofa’s 

work, “the ancient practice of reciprocity—the core of all oceanic cultures” (Hau’ofa 1993, 

11). I do not only look at texts that address climate change explicitly, although most do. I am 

looking at work that is as interested in the ocean as in land, and that has felt the colonial 

attacks of disposability, now occurring through climate change. Although even here, I am 

making choices, as I do not discuss Okinawa, or West Papua. Nor do I discuss at length the 

Japanese violence enacted in the Pacific during World War II. My critique is of European 

coloniality, or perhaps even Anglophone coloniality, as for the context I am looking at 
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“history is written by the first world countries. It’s written by the places which have more of 

Cook’s people than any other. It’s written by the Anglophones” (Te Punga Somerville 2020, 

39).   

Establishing my arguments 

In this section, I will establish my theoretical perspective and the debates into which I am 

contributing. This thesis argues that climate change vulnerability is a concept that is of 

central importance to understanding climate change politics, but that the politics of the 

concept has not been sufficiently deconstructed. Critical theorists of climate change know 

that framing matters. How the problem of climate change is framed, “discloses possible 

responses, closing down certain options and opening up others” (Paterson 2021b, 924). 

There are political effects to the framing of a problem and the subsequent limitation of 

possible solutions. There are two particular climate framings against which I argue in this 

thesis for their depoliticising effects, especially in their use of vulnerability.  

Firstly, I argue against the securitising discourse of the climate emergency. Emergency 

frames are widely critiqued and yet widely adopted by justice movements (Patterson et al. 

2021). Since 2016, when the city of Darebin in Australia became the first local government 

in the world to declare a climate emergency, other local governments have followed suit 

(Patterson et al. 2021, 847). Beyond the explicit use of emergency language, the logic of 

emergency and extinction underlies arguments that range from neo/Malthusian 

populationism, to justice demands that rest on examples of uninhabitability (Chaturvedi and 

Doyle 2015). In my thesis, I draw out how the story of the sinking island states is an 

extinction narrative that depoliticises the damage and violence of unmitigated climate 

change. This narrative presents migration as a rational adaptation response, silencing 

alternative futures, or demands for “significant emission reductions and lifestyle changes by 

residents in the major developed economies” (Methmann and Oels 2015, 51).  

Secondly, I argue against understanding climate change as a development problem. This is a 

dominant framing in the climate institutions, where there is a line drawn between 

developed and developing that structures debates about responsibility and mitigation, 

finance and adaptation, and assumptions about how vulnerability is geographically 

distributed. This understanding “articulates climate change as an economic issue that 

requires market-based solutions to facilitate cost-effective technological solutions” (Oels 

2005, 185). Whereas the emergency demand is one of urgency, the developmental framing 

instead preaches rationalism and practicality, and relies on the advancement of modernity 

and the logic of the market to solve climate change. In my thesis, I draw out how this 

understanding sees vulnerability as natural for some, and the existence of the vulnerable 

Other only reinforces the need for a continuation of development policies.  
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I have also identified a distinction that needs to be made between two different 

understandings of vulnerability that are at work within climate change politics, but that 

have not yet been identified in the literature. Firstly, there is an underlying, intuitive or 

imaginative way in which vulnerability is understood to be distributed. As I trace through 

the thesis, this imagined vulnerability dominated in climate change politics until the point 

where vulnerability became formalised into IPCC definitions and vulnerability indexes. Yet 

this understanding did not get replaced, but continued to underlie both the values and 

assumptions made in the formalised methodologies, and created contradictions within the 

frame of vulnerability. This imagined vulnerability is related to and reliant upon colonial 

geographic imaginations and assumptions about risk and danger. It is in this imagined space 

that islands have become synonymous with vulnerability, something that has endured even 

as the scientific understanding has been formalised.  

My understanding of this imagined vulnerability builds upon the work of Gregory Bankoff 

who uncovers the historic, colonial roots of the discursive framework of hazards and 

disasters (Bankoff 2001; 2004). Bankoff’s argument is that “tropicality, development and 

vulnerability form part of one and the same essentialising and generalising cultural 

discourse that denigrates large regions of world as disease-ridden, poverty-stricken and 

disaster-prone” (Bankoff 2001, 19). His work shows that these patterns have a colonial 

geography, but also political consequences, justifying ‘Western’ intervention at each point in 

the history (See Table 1). These discourses, whilst proposing ‘cures’, are also used to 

naturalise the condition they claim to be solving. In a climate change context this means 

naturalising vulnerability that is produced and exacerbated through climate change politics, 

through discourses of inherent danger. My addition to Bankoff’s framework is the final row, 

where climate change vulnerability becomes the new inherent condition that requires 

intervention.  

Table 1, Historical framework of vulnerability discourse, developed from (Bankoff 2001, 28).   

Concept Period Condition  Cure / Technology 

Tropicality 17th – 20th century  Disease  Western medicine 

Development  Post-WW2 Poverty Western aid 

Natural Disasters Late 20th century Hazard Western science 

Climate Change  20th – 21st century  Vulnerability  Western adaptation – 

finance, technology 

The second way that vulnerability is understood in climate change politics, is as a scientific 

positivist, and individually measurable phenomenon. This is a largely methodological project 

working through interventions in the IPCC and other formal documents for the purpose of 

ranking vulnerability across states. This ranking is necessitated by the UNFCCC’s Article 4 
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which requires that Annex II Parties assist “the developing country Parties that are 

particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change in meeting costs of 

adaptation to those adverse effects” (UNFCCC 1992). Vulnerability is mentioned 12 times in 

the Paris Agreement, and its link with adaptation is reinforced, especially in Articles 6, 7, and 

11 (UNFCCC 2015d). Whilst the Articles address different areas, the point of vulnerability is 

still that it needs to be identified so that adaptation resources can be directed to 

‘particularly vulnerable’ developing country Parties. Vulnerability is also sometimes related 

to Article 2 which addresses mitigation, where greenhouse gas concentrations are to be 

stabilised “at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the 

climate system” (UNFCCC 1992). Vulnerability is therefore a  mechanism through which 

‘dangerous’ levels can be judged. However, as I argue in the thesis, the mitigation 

implications of vulnerability are perpetually side-lined in these conversations, and 

vulnerability has largely become an adaptation concept.  

Whilst this scientific project has formalised vulnerability, the coloniality of the geographic 

imaginations that underlie climate change vulnerability as a discursive concept are still 

discernible in this conceptualisation that is used to attempt to map and rank global 

vulnerabilities. This is most visible in moments of contradiction, for example the continued 

dominance of islands as particularly vulnerable in UNFCCC documents such as the Paris 

Agreement, despite islands not featuring as the most vulnerable states according to the 

vulnerability indexes. This absence is often acknowledged by the authors themselves, who 

either redesign the project in order to correct the ‘mistake’, or include a note that islands 

are differently vulnerable, in a way that cannot be picked up by their methodologies: 

“vulnerability of small island states is likely to be under-represented as they constitute a 

minority ‘‘special case’’” (Brooks, Adger, and Kelly 2005, 161). The importance of population 

to many indexes also explains this, and choices about whether population as a percentage 

of population, or total population make a large difference for islands (Moss, Brenkert, and 

Malone 2001, 6). By separating out the scientific project from the enduring colonial 

imaginary that operates as an intuitive understanding of where vulnerability lies, I am able 

to make sense of these contradictions of climate change vulnerability, and thereby the 

politics of the concept.  

In this thesis I argue that differentiating these two understandings of vulnerability, to 

answer my research questions and fully understand how vulnerability is conceptualised, is 

of fundamental importance to decolonising climate change politics. The theoretical 

approach that I take to this research is rooted in critical work on vulnerability, particularly by 

feminists and critical geographers. It also contributes to a fast growing literature on the 

coloniality of climate change politics (see for example, Bhambra and Newell 2022; Perry 

2022a; Sultana 2022; Táíwò 2022). This literature takes an additional step to the argument 

that colonialism has driven climate change, through its extractive and destructive use of 
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both land and people. It argues that coloniality continues to structure the logics of global 

politics. Farhana Sultana writes of the “theatres of climate colonialism” (Sultana 2022, 2) 

where climate politics is both performed and contested. This performance is a struggle 

between ‘de’ and ‘re’ politicising technologies and alliances, but it also a struggle between 

competing narratives. I argue that vulnerability is a key concept in this struggle, and a key 

site of contestation and performativity.  

It is through the work of decolonial feminism that questions can be asked about both the 

intuitive and scientific conceptualisations of vulnerability. Decolonial feminism is a critical 

feminism that actively rejects the white imperialist project that liberal or ‘civilisational’ 

feminism has historically been part of (Vergès 2021a, 4). Through this rejection, a decolonial 

feminism’s objective is “the destruction of racism, capitalism, and imperialism” (Vergès 

2021a, 5). A decolonial feminism is also not just concerned with ‘women’, but with acting in 

solidarity with the struggles of the majority world to assert its right to exist (Vergès 2021a, 

10). It asserts that the most encouraging and original practices, experiences and theories are 

being articulated from the Global South, through movements that are making links between 

gendered violence, and “the fight against policies of dispossession, colonization, 

extractivism, and the systematic destruction of the living” (Vergès 2021a, 11). Notably, 

these movements are not new, but are women-led movements that have a long history of 

struggle: “Indigenous women during colonization, enslaved women, Black women, women 

involved in the struggles for national liberation and the feminist subaltern internationalism 

of the 1950s–1970s, and racialized women who struggle daily even today”  (Vergès 2021a, 

11).  

Decolonial work in the Pacific has a long history, through the independence struggles of the 

20th century, to the present day. It is important to note that contemporary decolonial 

struggles in the Pacific are not only against neocolonialism and coloniality, but also for the 

“principles of Indigenous self-determination and repatriation of Indigenous land” 

(McDonnell and Regenvanu 2022, 235). This thesis is interested in stories that are told of 

climate change and vulnerability, but it is also in agreement with those who remind us that 

decolonisation is not a metaphor (Tuck and Yang 2012). What is most important for my 

thesis then, is to return continuously to the decolonial feminist work from the Pacific Islands 

that I have identified as resisting vulnerability in all these ways. If both the dominant 

iterations of vulnerability are reproducing coloniality, then it is through decolonial work that 

vulnerability can be fully understood and potentially even reconceptualised in ways that 

escapes this trap.   

Oceanic decolonial work also resists the politics of vulnerability through an imaginative 

piercing of the ‘First World fantasies’ (Butler 2004) of invulnerability. Butler describes First 

Worldism as reliant on masculine rejections of vulnerability. It is the denial of vulnerability 

that can fuel violence, as in Butler’s example of the US response to September 11th, as a 
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vulnerability-exposing attack. The fear response in this case was to “banish it in the name of 

action invested with the power to restore the loss or return the world to a former order, or 

to reinvigorate a fantasy that the world was formerly orderly” (Butler 2004, 29). First World 

fantasies are therefore violent, and reliant on masculinist ideas of sovereign manhood. This 

figure of the ‘original man’ writes dependency out of the picture:  

“he is somehow, and from the start, always and already upright, capable, without ever 

having been supported by others, without having held onto another’s body in order to 

steady himself, without ever having been fed when he could not feed himself, without 

ever having been wrapped in a blanket for warmth by someone else. He sprang, lucky 

guy, from the imaginations of liberal theorists as a full adult, without relations, but 

equipped with anger and desire, sometimes capable of a happiness or self-sufficiency 

that depended on a natural world preemptively void of other people” (Butler 2020, 34).  

This natural world, ‘void of other people’ shows that this rejection of dependence is not only 

masculine, it is colonial.  

In this thesis, I identify three fantasies of invulnerability that structure climate politics. I 

identify them as the fantasy of modernity, the fantasy of mastery and the fantasy of 

continentalism. These fantasies are all First Worldisms, and as such as fundamentally 

masculinist and colonial. The fantasy of modernity is familiar to critical theory, as the 

assumption of a universal and linear development path that leads to becoming European, 

and therefore safe. This fantasy is found in arguments that vulnerability is a condition of not 

being sufficiently developed and that development leads to invulnerability. What this 

fantasy denies, is that this invulnerability of Europeanness is only a partial safety, and one 

that is achieved through exploitation and marginalisation. This fantasy requires a denial of 

the effects of climate change that are being felt in the invulnerable, developed world and 

reducing climate action to a question of ‘supporting’ developing, vulnerable countries.   

The fantasy of mastery is related to modernity and is therefore also familiar to critical 

arguments. This fantasy relies on assumptions that technology can overcome any obstacle 

to achieving perpetual domination over ‘nature’. Invulnerability can be created according to 

this fantasy, through overcoming the reliance on a liveable environment and non-renewable 

resources. The fantasy is that ‘development’, technology, wealth, or whiteness can defeat 

the human reliance on a liveable earth. What is denied is planetary limits on expansion and 

growth, as well as practical limits on technologies that do not yet exist, but that are still 

relied upon in climate models. This fantasy also works against arguments for mitigation, 

assuming that technologies such as carbon capture can overcome the need for the levels of 

carbon-reduction that would require societal change.  
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The final fantasy of invulnerability that I discuss in the thesis is the fantasy of 

continentalism. I identify this fantasy through an engagement with Teresia Teaiwa’s 

provocation to ‘island’ the world, a provocation to which I will return in chapter 7:  

“Let us “island” the world! Let us teach the inhabitants of planet Earth how to 

behave as if we were all living on islands! For what is Earth but an island in our solar 

system? An island of precious ecosystems and finite resources. Finite resources. 

Limited space. The islanded must understand that to live long and well, they need to 

take care. Care for other humans, care for plants, animals; care for soil, care for 

water. Once islanded humans are awakened from the stupor of continental fantasies. 

The islanded can choose to understand there is nothing but more islands to look 

forward to. Continents do not exist, metaphysically speaking. It is islands all the way 

up, island all the way down. Islands to the right of us, islands to the left” (T. K. 

Teaiwa 2007, 514, my emphasis).  

This fantasy relies on a colonial Othering of islands that is discussed extensively in both 

Island Studies and Pacific Studies. This fantasy is a racialised fantasy, where the vulnerable 

island is tropical, it is small and uninhabitable, and populated by savages. Tracy Banivanua-

Mar talks of Melanesia, a region of the Pacific racialised as Black as I discuss in chapter 4, as 

a colonial frontier, “an epistemically murky and liminal site, a ‘‘space of death,’’” 

(Banivanua-Mar 2007, 21). The state of exception was active in this region during the 19th 

century due to its imagined illegitimacy, an Othering with terrible violent effect, justifying 

the British colonial interests in the area as they “gained their moral imperative and sanction 

through that Melanesianism, or the Pacific’s own Orientalism” (Banivanua-Mar 2007, 22). 

Other research has shown the Othering that enabled the illegitimation of island lives and 

cultures across the global ocean. All of this relies upon the fantasy of continentalism, and a 

fear and obsession with ocean as a vast and empty space, “as an anthropocentric and 

colonial “aqua nullius,” or a blank space across which a diasporic masculinity might be 

forged” (DeLoughrey 2019, 22).  

At the same time, as Sasha Davis explains, islands are the epitome of the modernist, 

masculine idea of self-sufficient, independent man, and therefore also the proof of the 

falsity of the myth:  

“What makes geographical islands the deathbed of modernist thinking... It is that 

showing that island environments are in fact deeply interconnected and relational 

shreds the ontological possibility of disconnection anywhere because it is not even 

true in the places that many still believe are emblematic of that possibility. Simply 

put, if even (geographic) islands aren’t really (conceptual) islands, then nowhere is. 

Islands are where modernist logics make their last stand. The modernist world seems 
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to end because island lives and environments, with their constant modulation within 

global flows, never seem to end” (S. Davis 2021, 417).  

The fantasy of continentalism is therefore also deeply reliant on the fantasies of modernity 

and mastery over nature. The fantasy relies on an imagined binary of continental spaces of 

endless space and resources, to be conquered and settled according to imperial logics of 

manifest destiny and frontierism; versus the islands that are not real places of habitation, 

that are only sources of resources or strategic outposts for military bases. The fantasy is 

particularly visible in the case of the United Kingdom (UK), an island state itself yet an 

imagined global continent, where its language and ‘overseas territories’ spread across the 

world in a legacy of Empire (Colley 2003).  

Climate change politics reproduces the fantasy of continentalism in its racialised 

assumptions about island vulnerability and continental invulnerability. The idea that islands 

are the epitome of vulnerability to climate change denies that continents also have 

coastlines, and also lie in the path of extreme weather events such as hurricanes. By making 

climate change a problem either for inherently unsafe environments such as islands, or for 

particularly undeveloped, war torn or unviable states, climate change vulnerability remains 

the condition of the Other, with the safety of the imagined continents of Europe and North 

America protected by the strength of their imagined borders. The fantasy of limitless space 

and resources of these continents denies the vast amount of material that has been 

extracted from other places in order to create the fantasy.  

Overall, I argue that the politics of climate change vulnerability is paternalistic and 

developmental, building on a conceptualisation of vulnerability that is both racialised and 

gendered, and built on historical, colonial imaginative geographies. This conceptualisation 

enables First World fantasies of invulnerability, diminishing the importance of climate action 

and mitigation in particular. I build this argument through three moves. Firstly, I argue that 

what is called vulnerability in climate change politics is not the universal human condition of 

life and dependence on the conditions of a safe and liveable climate. What is called 

vulnerability in climate change politics is actually the dual processes of precarity and 

un/grievability and a discursive construction that justifies inequality through the 

continental, capitalist, masculinist and colonial fantasies of invulnerability. Secondly, I argue 

that this construction of vulnerability is powerful as it has an intuitive element that is 

drawing on a violent colonial discursive history. Vulnerability is a justificatory language for 

the perpetuation of established patterns of harm and disposability, where the familiarity 

allows for normalisation, and the illusion of safety on the part of those in the ‘safe’ places of 

the world. Finally I argue that this construction of vulnerability is formalised through a 

scientific element where it has come to mean something very specific in climate change 

politics. This scientific understanding is not free from the colonial history, and also pacifies 

vulnerability to a governmental, developmental proxy.   
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Whilst making this argument, I stay rooted in the resistance work of Oceania, due to their 

dual resistance of vulnerability, and the centrality of islands in the development of the 

concept. This Oceanic work is also conceived broadly, ranging from engagement with the 

discipline of Pacific Studies, to the counter-narratives found in activism and poetry. 

Recognising the resistance of islanders to vulnerability is not commonplace in the literature 

or in media representations of Pacific Islands. The story there continues to be that of the 

sinking island states, a story with the added tragic element of their innocence; their small 

contributions to greenhouse gas emissions making them the perfect climate victims. This 

story does not focus on resistance, as it requires islander victimhood (Farbotko 2010). The 

resistance of Oceania is therefore also theoretically important to reconceptualising 

vulnerability in a way that does not reproduce the colonial and developmental politics of the 

current conceptualisation.  

Chapter structure and contributions  

In the next chapter, I discuss the debates within the three areas of literature to which this 

thesis is contributing: climate change vulnerability, island literature, and feminist 

vulnerability studies. The chapter starts by discussing the dominant frame of climate 

vulnerability that also forms the basis for much of my critique. I then argue that whilst 

critical adaptation studies (CAS) as a subdiscipline is beginning the process of politicising 

vulnerability, it does not go far enough in challenging the racialised storylines of the climate 

vulnerable. One contribution of this thesis is therefore pushing this literature forward, 

through an engagement with the growing literature on climate coloniality, and the critical 

feminist scholarship on vulnerability that has not yet been systematically applied to climate 

change research. I then prefigure my theoretical chapter through a discussion of the recent 

literature on islands and environmental change, and end with a review of the feminist 

vulnerability studies literature that has been important for the development of my 

theoretical framework. A central contribution of this thesis is bringing these literatures 

together.  

The theoretical framework developed in chapter 3 brings three concepts together to create 

a repoliticising approach that contributes theoretically to the study of climate change 

vulnerability. Using the theoretical work of Butler and Oceania, I develop a way of 

understanding vulnerability to climate change that is informed by critical perspectives. This 

framework seeks to avoid the victimising and / or paternalistic politics of vulnerability using 

Butler’s concepts of ‘precarity’ and ‘grievability’ which together re/politicise vulnerability as 

a produced condition, and draw attention to the racialised and gendered way that the 

distribution of harm is naturalised. The third concept I use is an ‘islanding’ concept that 

draws on Oceanic thinkers such as Hau’ofa to draw out how understanding vulnerability 

through relationality and interdependence challenges the First World fantasies of 

invulnerability. This chapter contributes to feminist vulnerability studies, as it extends this 
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work to apply it to a climate change context, and also to the decolonial move in island 

studies that has not systematically engaged with Oceanic thought.  

Chapters 4 to 6 use my theoretical framework to historicise and critique the coloniality of 

vulnerability, the development logics of vulnerability, and question the limits of 

contestations. These chapters form an empirical contribution to scholarship on global 

climate politics, that historicises established storylines of island vulnerability, and shows 

how colonial research has affected the scientific development of vulnerability that has 

revolved around the IPCC reports. This coloniality continues through development logics 

that create a politics of disposability. By clarifying the relationship between imagined 

vulnerability and scientific vulnerability, these chapters show that contestations into the 

scientific that do not address the coloniality of vulnerability discourse cannot overcome the 

problems of the concept. There are further implications of this argument for those seeking 

climate justice and who participate strategically in vulnerability discourse.  

In chapter 4, I trace the coloniality of island vulnerability discourse, arguing that the 

separation of vulnerability as a scientific concept and imaginative and strategic concept 

becomes clearest through the case of islands. I show that the increasing formalisation of 

vulnerability in the IPCC, required to create complex comparable methodologies, means 

that islands are seen as less scientifically vulnerable over time; especially with the 

introduction of social vulnerability and the developmental markers and proxies this involves. 

However, islands continue to be strongly imaginatively linked with vulnerability, appearing 

multiple time in the Paris Agreement as ‘particularly vulnerable’. This is explained through 

an historical analysis that finds the discourse of extreme vulnerability has been used in 

relation to islands since their first ‘discovery’ by Europeans. This discourse is therefore seen 

to be reliant on colonial imaginative geographies that endure through the language of 

climate change vulnerability.  

In chapter 5, I argue that within the scientific conceptualisation, vulnerability has become 

increasingly tied to adaptation and development, making climate change itself increasingly 

unimportant. One chapter from 1980 had argued for this politics explicitly, arguing that for 

the developed world, adapting to climate change is the ‘rational’ pathway option rather 

than prevention or compensation, as the effects will not reach them except in the form of 

increased migration. I argue that this logic is still prevalent: climate change fades into 

insignificance compared to development like ‘chalk on a white wall’. This logic is traced 

through the IPCC WGII chapters, and contributing documents, through discussions of 

thresholds and tolerable limits, and through the assumptions that a global capitalist 

development strategy will overcome the need for mitigation.  

Chapter 6 broadens into a discussion of the limits of critical contestations of vulnerability, 

such as the interventions of social vulnerability and a feminist intervention to include 
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gender as an empirical category. I argue that these contestations have been pacified, failing 

to overcome either the colonial geographical imaginations and assumptions about global 

lines of naturalised harm, or the developmental politics of assuming that climate change 

invulnerability is created on the basis of proxies such as GDP growth or liberal democratic 

institutions. This chapter argues that the ongoing desire to contribute to policy or to 

strategically wield a recognised vulnerable identity has prevented these contestations from 

engaging with the imaginative geographies and coloniality of the dominant vulnerability 

frame.  

My penultimate chapter engages with Pacific Studies and discourses of Oceania in order to 

directly address my second research question and begin to develop ‘islanding’ as a concept 

that works to overcome the difficulties of reimagining vulnerability to climate change within 

the existing frameworks. As I stated earlier, the thesis is not intended as a contribution to 

Pacific Studies. Instead, the contribution is to the climate change research of Europe and the 

US, that has marginalised this critical work. This chapter engages with Oceanic poets, 

scholars and activists who resist the dominant framings of climate change. This resistance 

work refuses the politics that come from island extinction narratives and paternalistic 

development solutions. This chapter’s contribution is to begin to build a critical feminist 

approach to the study of vulnerability that frames vulnerability through decoloniality, 

radical hope, and interdependence. This approach seeks to overcome the fantasies of 

invulnerability upon which dominant conceptualisations of vulnerability rely.  

I conclude by summarising the answers to my research questions, and giving a five point 

argument for what this means for those who are interested in questions of climate justice, 

or decolonising climate change politics. In answering my research questions, this thesis 

contributes to the understanding of what is meant by climate change vulnerability, whilst 

also pushing the boundaries of critique towards a radical reimagining of vulnerability. The 

aim is to politicise vulnerability, through a feminist and Oceanic engagement with the 

history of the concept, and the politics of the various stories that are told about 

vulnerability. I argue that without a radical reimagining of vulnerability, the current 

paradigm will continue to reproduce climate coloniality and allow for more violence against 

the vulnerable other.  
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Chapter 2. Framing vulnerability  

In the previous chapter I established that vulnerability is of key importance to 

understanding climate change politics, but that its conceptualisation within the climate 

change literature fails to reckon with the history of the discourse, or the scholarship from 

outside of environmental studies. In this chapter, I therefore do three things. Firstly, I 

establish the literature and debates of what I have called the dominant frame of climate 

vulnerability. I discuss how this frame conceptualises vulnerability, briefly recounting its 

development through the IPCC, and the two main contestations into this frame: social 

vulnerability and feminist interventions. I also discuss the idea of resilience as a suggested 

replacement concept. I then explore the subdiscipline of Critical Adaptation Studies (CAS), a 

literature that makes some important moves to re/politicise vulnerability, but that I argue 

does not go far enough. My argument for this review of climate change vulnerability 

literature is that contestations that remain within this dominant frame are constrained by a 

paradigm which is inescapably colonial and developmental. As much of this work becomes 

the subject of my critique in the following chapters, this section is a broad review, rather 

than a detailed engagement.  

The latter two sections establish the terrain for my theoretical framework through 

discussions of the literature on island vulnerability, and politicising feminist vulnerability 

work. The island vulnerability section establishes how islands are discussed in the broad 

climate change literature. I begin with a survey of how the institutions frame islands as 

vulnerable, I then discuss the broader literature on islands and some recent moves within 

critical theory to think with islands. This broad review of the literature establishes the basis 

for my concept of ‘islanding’. Finally, I discuss two contemporary debates within which I 

would like to position my thesis: the recent work that is highlighting ongoing coloniality 

within climate change politics, and feminist vulnerability studies, an area of research that 

has not yet been theorised alongside climate change. This section establishes the premise 

for chapter 3, that critical feminist and Oceanic work provide the theoretical tools to 

critique and reconceptualise vulnerability. 

The dominant frame of vulnerability 

In this thesis I argue that the dominant frame of vulnerability is both a racialised and 

gendered concept that draws on colonial imaginaries of danger and safety, and a scientific 

positivist project of managing vulnerability, reducing it to development and governance 

proxies. This critique applies across the development of the concept through the different 

sites that I identified in chapter 1, including the major contestations into the concept that 

have managed to change the direction of vulnerability research. In this section I will first 

review the dominant frame of vulnerability, giving a brief timeline and summary of the 

major contestations of the concept. I then discuss ‘resilience’ as a contemporary example of 
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a contestation, and my position on the limits of this move, and the subdiscipline of CAS as a 

step in a politicising direction.  

The dominant frame of climate change vulnerability has developed over time, drawing from 

an assumed distribution of vulnerability that is based upon colonial geographic imaginations 

of risk and fantasies of invulnerability. This frame is reproduced in climate change politics 

through an increasingly formalised, scientific and positivist project of vulnerability 

measurement. The importance of the concept institutionally means that significant research 

attention has been paid to developing how climate change vulnerability can best be 

conceptualised in order to enable accurate measurement and indexing of global 

vulnerabilities. In this literature, vulnerability is understood as a measurable phenomenon 

that can be used to quantify which states and regions are most exposed to the impacts of 

climate changes in relation to their ability to adapt to these impacts. However, even within 

this dominant frame, vulnerability is a highly contested term, creating a huge literature on 

the topic from a wide range of theoretical angles (review articles include Adger 2006; Füssel 

2007; Methmann and Oels 2014).  

In a climate change context, the term ‘vulnerability’ is strongly related to risk, referring to 

the level of risk various systems are deemed to have to the effects of climate change. This 

comes from the work of scholars of natural disaster studies who have used the term in this 

way since the 1970s, to address how exposure to hazards is unequally distributed 

(Methmann and Oels 2014, 277). Where vulnerability is left undefined, climate vulnerable 

groups are intuitively assumed to be the poor, women, or marginalised groups. It is often 

raised in this way in questions of climate justice and adaptation (Adger 1999; Barrett 2014; 

Shue 2014). Vulnerability is an organising mechanism for who should ‘get’ climate 

adaptation resources, and justice is measured through the success of vulnerability 

identification, “The climate justice imperative is whether vulnerability is the main 

determinant” (Barrett 2014, 130). Justice needs to be provided for the vulnerable, and the 

imperative to protect the vulnerable is a moral one, “The concept of vulnerability is central 

for climate justice because it helps to tie the primary concerns of adaptation scholarship to 

those of moral philosophy” (Paavola and Adger 2006, 604). This use of vulnerability is 

paternalistic, uncritically reproducing the idea that vulnerability is an absence of sufficient 

outside protection.  

Vulnerability has also become a central concept in the large climate change institutions 

(Methmann and Oels 2014, 277), appearing twelve times in the Paris Agreement (UNFCCC 

2015d), and with an IPCC Working Group dedicated to ‘Impacts, Adaptation, and 

Vulnerability’ (IPCC 2014a). The IPCC definitions of vulnerability are used widely in the 

literature, due to the respect afford to the assessment reports (ARs). These definitions often 

shift slightly in between reports, but all revolve around: exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive 

capacity. As these three elements show, there is a calculation to be made in the relationship 
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between exposure to biophysical phenomena, sensitivity to harm, and the capacity to adapt 

to these harms. A key feature of this institutional use of vulnerability is the lack of 

exploration or explanation of where this vulnerability comes from, instead posing it as 

something inherent, or natural. In this framework, vulnerability has no relationship to what 

is driving the harm; there is no sense of what is causing the hazards themselves.  

In the thesis, I identify two major contestations into the concept of climate change 

vulnerability that have had a discernible effect on the dominant frame. These are social 

vulnerability and the ‘impact’ work on gender and climate change. These contestations 

come from researchers who have recognised the institutional importance of vulnerability, 

and are therefore intervening in the scientific project of vulnerability measurement. 

However, to begin with, the ‘climate change’ element of vulnerability was sea level rise. All 

other vulnerability was understood to be pre-existing. Vulnerability calculation at this point 

therefore involved either listing the countries “already at the limits of their capacity to cope 

with climatic events” (IPCC WGII 1990, 5;6), or a sea level rise calculation: "A simple 

measure of a country's vulnerability to sea level rise is the proportion of its population and 

productive land that is within a few metres of present mean sea-level” (IPCC WGII 1990, 

6;2).  

Through the early reports, this understanding expanded in reaction to the use of 

vulnerability as a term in the UNFCCC, and began to include socio-economic vulnerability, to 

describe vulnerability that is not biophysical, but based on “economic circumstances and 

institutional infrastructure” (IPCC WGII 1995, 5). It is in AR3 that things changed 

significantly. The chapter title of WGII was changed to include vulnerability, and all 

subsequent reports tend to refer back only as far as AR3. It was also the first report which 

included the work of social vulnerability, and made the first mention of gender. These 

changes reflect a move away from only looking at the vulnerability of states or 

environment-type, such as desert, wetland, ocean or island.  

I discuss social vulnerability and the limits of its contestation in chapter 5. However, it 

inarguably shifted the way that vulnerability was understood in the IPCC. The intervention 

was intended to re/politicise vulnerability, bringing in non-climate change literature to 

create an “analytical triangle... [of] human ecology, expanded entitlements and political 

economy” (Bohle, Downing, and Watts 1994, 39). Social vulnerability research is informed 

by the ‘unnatural disaster’ literature, Sen’s entitlements, and a critique of the IPCC for too 

much of a focus on physical geography in vulnerability assessment, “concentrating on the 

regions or ecosystems which are threatened: forests, agriculture, and coastal regions for 

example” (Adger 1999b, 250). The key point of social vulnerability is to complicate earlier 

biophysical understandings, and to include notions of class and power, and different scales 

of analysis rather than state comparisons only. Social vulnerability is more about ability to 

cope, than exposure to danger, “It is the state of individuals, of groups, of communities 
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defined in terms of their ability to cope with and adapt to any external stress placed on their 

livelihoods and well-being” (Adger and Kelly 1999, 253). 

This change in focus means that social vulnerability creates a causal narrative for 

vulnerability, including notions of power, class, and to a lesser extent, race and gender. The 

global political economy is no longer framed as benign, “Vulnerability is the result of 

processes in which humans actively engage and which they can almost always prevent” 

(Adger 2006, 270).  Social vulnerability is therefore not ‘natural’ as it produced by society. 

However, the importance of climate change is diminished in this understanding, with ‘ability 

to cope’ being more important than likelihood of being affected. This solidifies vulnerability 

as an adaptation concept, rather than an argument for strong preventative mitigation.  

Gender as related to vulnerability is first mentioned in AR3 with a section on the 

feminisation of poverty, arguing that as poverty determines vulnerability (Kelly and Adger 

2000), and poverty is differentiated by gender (Agarwal 1991), then “vulnerability is likely to 

be differentiated by gender” (IPCC WGII 2001, 939). However, it is not until AR5 that women 

and gender are discussed systematically, including a ‘Gender and Climate Change‘ Cross-

Chapter Box, which includes some nuanced critical literature (IPCC WGII 2014, 105–6). On 

the whole, this inclusion of gender further embeds the move within social vulnerability away 

from analysis of vulnerable zones, and towards identifying vulnerable groups such as 

‘women’ or ‘indigenous peoples’ (Manzo 2010). 

Again, I discuss this feminist contestation in depth in chapter 5, but it is important at this 

point to distinguish between different feminist approaches to vulnerability research. I divide 

feminist work on vulnerability according to V. Spike Peterson’s distinction between feminist 

work that understands gender as empirical category, wherein “men and women... are 

differently affected by, and differently affect, political economy” (Peterson 2005, 499) and 

feminist work that uses gender as an analytical tool, in order to “study how masculinity and 

femininity –gender understood as a meaning system – produce, and are produced by, 

political economy” (Peterson 2005, 499). This distinction is necessary to distinguish between 

firstly, the research that uses gender empirically, that Sherilyn MacGregor describes as 

‘impact-focused’ (2010). This research is aimed at policymakers and development agencies 

(MacGregor 2010, 224–25). Then secondly, the research that uses gender analytically, and 

that critiques vulnerability discourse.   

Empirical gender research focuses on the way that women are differentially affected by 

climate change. It does this in three different ways. Firstly, it links vulnerability to the 

gendered effects of poverty (Enarson 2000; Masika 2002; Denton 2002; Hemmati and Röhr 

2007). This link comes from poverty’s supposedly “self-evident relationship to vulnerability, 

since poverty tends to lead to greater vulnerability” (Arora-Jonsson 2011, 746). It is 

therefore assumed to follow that women, who are themselves disproportionately the 
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poorest and most vulnerable “within nearly any society” (Cuomo 2011, 694) will feel the 

worst effects. Secondly, it is argued that women are more vulnerable to death in climate 

change related disasters (WHO 2003; Neumayer and Plümper 2007; Brody, Demetriades, 

and Esplen 2008). This is explained through social and cultural norms which mean, for 

example, that women do not learn to swim (Röhr 2006), or are expected to stay in the 

house when unaccompanied (Bradshaw and Chant 2010).  

Finally, it is argued that women are more vulnerable as they will bear heavier care burdens 

as the climate changes (Enarson 2000; Goldsworthy 2010). This is due to “their social roles 

as carers and provisioners” (MacGregor 2010, 226), meaning, for example, that as the 

climate changes, “many poor people, but particularly women and girls, will have to spend 

more time and energy fetching water from further away” (Stern 2009, 70). These roles 

create patterns such as women eating least and last in poor families (Cannon 2002) and the 

feedback loop of increased poverty exacerbating difficult conditions (Dankelman et al. 

2008). These arguments are tested through case studies, usually in the Global South, and 

the development of vulnerability indexes that take gender into account (Ahmed and Fajber 

2009; Chindarkar 2012; Morchain et al. 2015).  

In recognition of the limitations of research that stays within the “men-versus-women 

dichotomy and [pays] little or no attention... to power and social and political relations”  

(Djoudi et al. 2016, 248) there has been a move within empirical gender research to include 

intersectional analyses that pick out factors such as class, caste, and ethnicity within their 

analyses (Owusu, Nursey-Bray, and Rudd 2019; Kuran et al. 2020). There is also some work 

on gender minorities (see for example, Gaillard et al. 2017). However all this work, whilst 

complicating the initial man / woman dichotomy, is still engaging in the debate of how 

vulnerability and resilience are characteristics of certain groups. Empirical work that stays 

within the dominant frame of vulnerability therefore reinforces the politics of the frame, 

where gender is only used in arguments about the distribution of adaptation resources 

“gender is addressed less frequently in studies on mitigation than in those on adaptation” 

(Djoudi et al. 2016, 257). This leaves researchers “responding to the symptoms rather than 

[working] towards (something at least moving in the direction of) a ‘cure’ for global 

environmental destruction” (MacGregor 2010, 228).  

The construction of the gendered vulnerable subject is also a racialisation, where the 

vulnerable woman is the rural woman of the Global South, as illustrated by the familiarity of 

the “climate victim imagery used in the popular media [of] a lone South Asian woman 

standing chest-high in rising flood waters” (MacGregor 2010, 227). These images used by 

NGOs and activists bring to mind both Spivak and Enloe, where brown womenandchildren 

(Enloe 1991; Spivak 1994) are the victims in need of rescue from white, Western men. 

Intentions aside, this approach reproduces “colonial visions of a superior global north and 

an inferior south” (Manzo 2010, 103), or an invulnerable subject and vulnerable other. This 
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depoliticises vulnerability and promotes the “neo-liberal paradigm of development, with its 

emphasis on market forces and minimalist states” (Manzo 2010, 103). This is a politics that 

assists ‘foot loose’ capitalism and weakens states, exacerbating poverty and increasing 

vulnerability to disaster (Manzo 2010, 103).  

The critical literature on resilience is persuasive that resilience represents no break from the 

dominant frame of vulnerability, and should be understood not as a rupture, but as “yet 

another tale of neoliberal governmentality” (Bracke 2016, 53). For this reason, I remain 

focused on vulnerability in this thesis. However, resilience has increasingly been presented 

as an alternative to vulnerability, where the vulnerable subject can perform resilience in 

order to adapt to climate change. Resilience has been growing as a concept of interest since 

AR3 and is used and theorised by prominent social vulnerability researchers (Adger 2000; 

Adger, Brown, and Waters 2011). Resilience is defined in this climate change literature as 

“the ability of a system to absorb change while retaining essential function; to have the 

ability for self‐organization; and to have the capacity to adapt and learn” (Adger, Brown, and 

Waters 2011, 696). The problem of vulnerability is therefore presented alongside the 

solution of resilience (Kelman 2020b).  

Resilience is therefore seen by some as the opposite to vulnerability; in climate change 

documents, ‘adaptive capacity’ is used similarly. The distinction made in the literature is 

that resilience is the capacity to absorb disturbance and reorganise while undergoing 

change, whereas adaptive capacity is, “The capacity necessary to enable adaptation, 

including social and physical elements, and the ability to mobilize these elements” (Adger, 

Brown, and Waters 2011, 697). However, in practice these terms are not used so clearly or 

carefully and resilience has become another “fuzzy concept” (Methmann and Oels 2015, 52) 

in climate change knowledge production and governance. It is also a favoured concept in 

the global economic institutions such as the World Bank and IMF (Bracke 2016).  

This neoliberal concept celebrates resilience as the ability to ‘bounce back’ from harm 

(Bracke 2016). In this way, acts of survival or survivance on the part of islanders or other 

colonised peoples, become proof of their adaptability. Julian Reid argues that resilience is a 

favoured concept of neoliberalism, as it is a concept that disciplines people into believing in 

the necessity to secure wellbeing for themselves rather than looking for external assistance 

(Reid 2012, 69). It is therefore a fundamentally depoliticising concept, where people are 

supposed to adapt to “the conditions of the complex world instead of transforming the 

social and political conditions which hold them back or seeking to transcend these 

conditions” (Amo-Agyemang 2021, 3). A community that is focused on becoming resilient is 

therefore a community that is adapting to degrading conditions rather than fighting the 

source, trying “to simply survive rather than extinguish the sources of their oppression” 

(Amo-Agyemang 2021, 3).   
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In this section show far I have shown that despite contestations, the dominant framing of 

climate change vulnerability is depoliticising. Even in the social vulnerability and empirical 

gender literature, vulnerability is framed as inherent, tying the concept closely to adaptation 

without a reflection on how “vulnerability is… produced in and by society” (Ribot 2014, 667). 

The technocratic responses favoured by the institutions evade debate about alternative 

approaches to adaptation, and deny the political nature of how vulnerability comes in to 

being. Yet an historically aware understanding of vulnerability has to recognise that 

"vulnerability to climate change is, in essence, political" (Mikulewicz 2018, 18). In the 

remainder of this section, I discuss the growing subdiscipline of Critical Adaptation Studies 

(CAS) that is making this politicising argument.   

CAS is a developing literature that works to re/politicise adaptation. Vulnerability is 

therefore not the only focus of this work, but the importance of vulnerability for adaptation 

means it figures heavily. CAS builds on the work done through the concept of social 

vulnerability, but is more concerned with power and politics, arguing, “power and politics 

are embroiled in all aspects of adaptation programs, including in their inception and design, 

making power constitutive of adaptation rather than an externality that requires 

postimplementation management” (Nightingale 2017, 12). Social vulnerability is criticised 

for tracing how social differentials affect vulnerability, “without interrogating why and how 

such inequalities have been produced or reproduced in the first place” (Taylor 2014, 82). 

CAS’ additional analysis of power and politics enables deeper attention to be paid to how 

adaptation policy actually affects those considered ‘vulnerable’ and who is able to 

effectively engage in the politics of adaptation. However, its focus on the politics of 

adaptation means that CAS is still primarily an intervention into the scientific understanding 

of vulnerability. The ‘how’ of addressing vulnerability is still adaptation, and the ‘who’ is still 

marginalised groups within the Global South.   

CAS goes deeper into an analysis of vulnerability by not just asking how vulnerability should 

be identified and measured, but how it is produced, “what is necessary is an interrogation of 

the origins of vulnerability” (Mikulewicz 2018, 29). This level of analysis leads to the 

conclusion that vulnerability is produced actively; vulnerability is not natural or inherent, 

people are vulnerabilised or “rendered vulnerable” (Taylor 2014, 86). Vulnerability is also 

understood to be produced relationally, with “the relative security of some... produced 

through a series of socio-ecological relationships that reproduce the relative vulnerability of 

others” (Taylor 2014, 73). Vulnerability therefore needs to be analysed in terms of origin, 

here meaning research into the politics of adaptation itself. CAS conducts this analysis in 

three ways. Firstly, through analysis of the power dynamics that affect policy; secondly 

through attention to the politics of knowledge; and thirdly, through research into the power 

of adaptation discourses.  
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The first way that CAS uncovers the politics of climate change adaptation, is an analysis of 

how power operates within policy. This work finds that ‘vulnerability’ is not the criteria 

which is enabling access to resources, an assumption that lies under much climate change 

vulnerability research. Instead, vulnerability is understood as being produced or even 

exacerbated by the politics of adaptation. This can occur through ignoring social inequalities 

at a local level, meaning that the root causes of vulnerability are missed (Mikulewicz 2018, 

19). It can also occur as those with relative power within communities are able to affect 

adaptation policy through strategic use of vulnerability identification:  

“... the choices of adaptation efforts overwhelmingly favoured the wealthier, higher 

caste landowners. They are certainly not the most vulnerable people in the VDC. 

Rather, they were able to use their social and political clout to shape the adaptation 

project towards their needs rather than those of more vulnerable people in the 

area” (Nightingale 2017, 17). 

This means that solutions such as ‘bottom up’ policy are still not enough to understand the 

politics of vulnerability and adaptation if they still rely on generalising assumptions about 

communities, and fail to account for local dynamics.  

Building on this, the second way that CAS uncovers the politics of climate change adaptation 

is through attention to the politics of knowledge. This work highlights that without an 

explicit acknowledgment of power relations and politics within adaptation decision making, 

bottom up approaches still fall short of adaptation’s “transformative potential” (Tschakert 

et al. 2016, 182). This is because of the aforementioned nuances of how power operates at 

a local level, but also because of how groups are positioned in relation to adaptation, whose 

knowledges are considered authoritative, and “who is considered knowledgeable and 

competent to undertake planned activities” (Eriksen, Nightingale, and Eakin 2015, 527). This 

argument builds on research into the UNFCCC and IPCC (Hulme 2010) which has highlighted 

that how the problem of climate change is framed affects how the solutions to climate 

change are understood. For adaptation and more specifically vulnerability, this means 

researching at a smaller scale to prevent generalisations of entire populations as ‘climate 

vulnerable’ (Eriksen, Nightingale, and Eakin 2015, 529). It also means including “local 

knowledge and strategies in designing adaptation measures; it is supposed to be not just 

community-based but also community-driven” (Mikulewicz 2018, 22, my emphasis).  

Finally, CAS is interested in the power and politics of adaptation and vulnerability 

discourses. Discourses become an analytical focus, drawing on Foucault and Butler 

(Tschakert et al. 2016; Nightingale 2017; Mikulewicz 2020) to ask questions about the 

vulnerable subjectivity. Viewing adaptation as a discourse enables an analysis of 

vulnerability not as some, “benign, evolutionary process that humanity must undergo to 

adjust to climate change but rather a powerful discourse that legitimizes specific forms of 
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depoliticized governance that lead to technocratic solutions and preclude any meaningful 

social transformation” (Mikulewicz 2020, 1808). This work also questions what the 

designation of ‘vulnerable’ means for people or groups. What this research finds is that the 

discourse of vulnerability is itself vulnerabilising, “the creation of threats from vulnerable 

populations requires explicit recognition of others’ vulnerability coupled with discursive and 

material actions that reproduce and exacerbate that status” (Thomas and Warner 2019, 9).  

This ‘weaponising’ of vulnerability, transferring an at-risk population discursively into a 

threat, enables a security response, as seen especially in discourses of climate-induced 

mass-migration and climate conflict (Thomas and Warner 2019, 9).    

Together, these insights of CAS work to uncover how the politics of climate change 

adaptation renders people vulnerable. This is an important intervention into the dominant 

scientific approaches of biophysical and social vulnerability which do not sufficiently 

politicise how vulnerability is re/produced, particularly through climate change politics 

itself. In this sense, CAS serves as an important politicisation of the scientific understanding 

of vulnerability. However, what CAS does less to address, is the colonial imaginative 

geographies of places and people and naturalised patterns of harm.  

As with the empirical gender work, the case studies of CAS are drawn from the Global 

South, and the arguments for understanding local dynamics are understood to be relevant 

to ‘developing countries’. Yet the ongoing coloniality of global politics and global climate 

politics (Sultana 2022) is not understood as a driver of vulnerability. The colonial patterns of 

harm that climate change seems to follow are thus naturalised. One article does draw from 

postcolonialism to discuss colonial imaginations (Mikulewicz 2020) and another takes 

seriously the discursive effects of being identified as vulnerable (Thomas and Warner 2019). 

However, the purpose of CAS work is to contribute to policy so even in these papers, 

adaptation is an “urgent development goal” (Mikulewicz 2020, 1812). This policy-minded 

focus of CAS is explicit throughout, “One of the advantages of this framework is its explicit 

policy relevance” (Taylor 2014, 81). With their research offering lessons for adaptation, 

“Researchers and policy makers may thus appropriate and redirect the problematic practice 

of personification to better serve those most in need” (Thomas and Warner 2019, 9).  

The effect of this is a limit on how far CAS is able to push its analysis, as it attempts to shift 

the paradigm rather than fully challenge it. Without taking this next step, to question and 

deconstruct the discursive frame of vulnerability, vulnerability will continue to be used to 

depoliticise patterns of harm that are seen as natural. The narrative of “Third World 

women... as the impoverished, vulnerable “other”” (Parpart 1995, 236) is so entrenched, 

that climate change disappears in these narratives, as only one more threat experienced by 

the inherently ‘weak’ that can be solved through Western expertise and intervention. In a 

climate change context, the scientific project of measuring vulnerability is riddled with these 

assumptions that turn climate change into another arm of development politics. For a 
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critical approach to vulnerability, these assumptions need to be better challenged. In the 

rest of the chapter I turn in two directions to establish why I move to feminist and Oceanic 

theory to make this challenge. I start with the literature on islands, and then end with a 

section on decolonising climate change and feminist vulnerability studies.  

Island vulnerability  

In this thesis I am focusing on the Pacific Islands due to their importance to the 

development of climate change vulnerability as a concept, and also because of the 

resistance and counter-narratives to vulnerability that is present in Oceanic thought and 

activism. In this section, I establish how islands are discussed in other climate change 

literature. I begin with an overview of how the institutions frame islands as vulnerable; this 

is done quickly as it is covered extensively in chapter 4. I then discuss the broader literature 

on islands and some recent moves within critical theory to think with islands. This broad 

review of the literature will allow me to establish the basis of the move I make in the next 

chapter, where I develop the concept of ‘islanding’.  

The representation of islands throughout the IPCC reports has remained remarkably stable. 

In the first IPCC report, the impending uninhabitability of coral atoll islands was already 

being suggested: "The very existence of entire island countries such as the Maldives, Tuvalu 

and Kiribati could be imperilled by a rise in the mid-range of current sea-level rise 

projections" (IPCC WGII 1990, 5–6). Small islands have been a regional chapter section 

within the IPCC WGII reports since AR2 (IPCC WGII 1995), and are named as particularly 

vulnerable within both the original UNFCCC and the Paris Agreement (UNFCCC 1992; 

2015d). As I outline in chapter 4, this link was made due to pre-existing literature on Pacific 

Island vulnerability that fed into the early reports, and also the early use of vulnerability 

only in relation to biophysical effects such as sea level rise. As the scientific concept 

expanded and formalised, this synonymity remained due to the strength of the historical 

discourse of island vulnerability.  

The islands in question are not just those of the Pacific, but also the Indian Ocean and 

Caribbean, usually discussed through the acronym, ‘Small Island Developing States’ (SIDs). 

This is an official group created at the 1994 Barbados Programme of Action to recognise the 

members’ particular challenges in relation to sustainable development, such as “their small 

size, remoteness, narrow resource and export base, and exposure to global environmental 

challenges and external economic shocks” (UN 2019, np). Despite its popularity, there are 

significant problems with the SIDS designation as it is itself inherently colonial, reflecting the 

false narrative that islands are peripheral and unsophisticated. Also, as Ilan Kelman points 

out, not all ‘SIDS’ members are small, islands, developing, or states (Kelman 2018, 150). The 

use of this label within the IPCC reports makes the chapters very broad, as the 

heterogeneity between the islands is huge. Following the references highlights this problem, 
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as the regularly repeated argument about the importance of island tourism are backed up 

with Caribbean research only, without specifying or clarifying. For example, statistics 

included in a Box on tourism lists the Bahamas, the Cayman Islands, and St Lucia as the 

islands that receive more than 60% of their GDP from tourism (IPCC WGII 2014, 636). 

Elsewhere, Pacific research is used to make statements about ‘SIDs’ with similarly 

misleading effects.  

The primary example of where Pacific research is used to generalise, is around the issue of 

migration. In AR5, the language of uninhabitability and territorial integrity is widely used, as 

it has been since AR1, although this is now a generally made point rather than made 

specifically in relation to coral atolls, “small island states may become uninhabitable” (IPCC 

WGII 2014, 803). This question of uninhabitability is discussed throughout the reports 

alongside migration and ‘retreat’ as an adaptation method, although noting, “On some small 

low-lying island states and atolls, however, retreat away from the coasts is not an option. In 

some extreme cases, migration and resettlement outside of national boundaries might have 

to be considered” (IPCC 1998, 16). By AR5, some critical literature is included in these 

debates:   

“several authors highlight the lack of empirical studies of the effect of climate-

related factors, such as SLR, on island migration (Mortreux and Barnett, 2009; Lilleør 

and Van den Broeck, 2011). Furthermore, there is no evidence of any government 

policy that allows for climate “refugees” from islands to be accepted into another 

country (Bedford and Bedford, 2010). This finding contrasts with the early desk-

based estimates of migration under climate change such as the work of Myers 

(2002). These early studies have been criticized as they fail to acknowledge the 

reality of climate impacts on islands, the capacity of islands and islanders to adapt, or 

the actual drivers of migration (Barnett and O’Neill, 2012)” (IPCC WGII 2014, 1625).  

This critical literature is all about the Pacific, and there is no mention of the Caribbean in the 

whole section. The effect of this generalisation is twofold. Firstly, the lack of specifying 

which islands are facing uninhabitability, and why has led to a misunderstanding of the 

science, exemplified by the idea of the ‘sinking island state’. This phrase misleads on a 

number of levels, but of relevance here, uninhabitability is not the same as land 

‘disappearing’, and is instead about access to the conditions of life such as fresh water and 

food. This in turn has led climate deniers to latch on to any research that shows that islands 

are ‘actually’ growing, as proof that climate change is not real. Secondly, this generalisation 

does a disservice to the causes and consequences and difficulties faced by islands with very 

different biophysical, political and economic circumstances. Later I argue that this problem 

is reversed in critical theory that theorises from the Caribbean and generalises about islands 

elsewhere.  
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The final point to note about the IPCC’s Small Islands sections, is that the explanation of 

island vulnerability within the IPCC reports changes very little over time. This vulnerability is 

pre-existing and inherent, due to “inherent physical characteristics” (IPCC WGII 2014, 1616) 

of islands and also theories of inherent economic vulnerability that rely on economic 

theories of smallness in particular (Briguglio 1995; Bishop 2012). Alongside these inherent 

vulnerability, governance and development explanations are given for ‘exacerbating’ 

vulnerability. These are wide-ranging, but the primary focus for Pacific Islands, if the 

distinction is made, is over-population, and lack of ‘adaptive capacity’. As I mentioned 

earlier, these concepts are ‘fuzzy’; however, in this context, islands are said to lack adaptive 

capacity to due to their development status, and the high costs of adaptation.  

For islands then, there is a tension as to the role of climate change in their vulnerability. 

Climate change itself is simultaneously a new and existential threat, and merely one 

problem amongst many. This difference can be understood through the categories of 

biophysical and social vulnerability. AR3, the last report before social vulnerability became 

dominant, noted that “all available assessments confirm the high vulnerability of small 

island states to climate change, independent of the methodology applied. As already noted, 

global assessments come to the same conclusions” (IPCC 2001, 866). Social vulnerability 

changed this to an extent, and the later reports do stress that climate change exacerbates 

pre-existing vulnerabilities. This leads to more emphasis being made of population 

pressures, and “socio-ecological stress” (IPCC WGII 2014, 1635) of changing land use, for 

example. However, as I argue later in relation to Majuro atoll, the causality is not followed 

further, to ask why populations are being forced into coastal cities, or what is creating the 

demand for extractive processes that are causing water shortages, for example. Others 

argue that climate change itself is a distraction. For example, Kelman argues that focusing 

on climate change depoliticises the other problems faced by islands (Kelman 2014). In 

chapter 5 I argue the opposite: that this academic history of rationalising island vulnerability 

means that focusing on ‘development challenges’ rather than climate change actually 

depoliticises alternative futures for islands beyond the dominant debates around migration 

and population.  

This brief survey of islands in the IPCC shows that the scientific understanding of climate 

change vulnerability views islands as inherently vulnerable due to their islandness, 

smallness, but also for social, governance and developmental reasons. However, it is 

imagined vulnerability that dominates in the UNFCCC, where the ‘label’ of vulnerability, 

“presents opportunities for countries to get access to financial and technical resources by 

the develop [sic] parties, to these most vulnerable states” (Oculi and Stephenson 2018, 79). 

This struggle within the UNFCCC is discursive rather than scientific, and vulnerability is 

claimed as an identity by UNFCCC state delegates, most conspicuously by AOSIS members 

(McNamara and Gibson 2009, 479). The literature shows that islands have been effective in 
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maintaining their position as ‘particularly vulnerable’, which is largely attributed to the 

effectiveness of the AOSIS (Yamamoto and Esteban 2014, 111). In chapter 6 I discuss the 

limitations of this strategic identity, but it has been successful within the UNFCCC at least as 

far as coalition forming, most recently with the creation of the Climate Vulnerable Forum 

(CVF).   

The success of islands maintaining this link is reflected in the documents of the UNFCCC. In  

the original Convention, ‘low-lying and other small island countries’ are ‘recognised’ as 

particularly vulnerable three times, alongside “countries with low-lying coastal, arid and 

semiarid areas or areas liable to floods, drought and desertification, and developing 

countries with fragile mountainous ecosystems” (UNFCCC 1992, 4–5). In the Paris 

Agreement, small islands are named as particularly vulnerable five times, alongside LDCs 

(UNFCCC 2015d). The move from listing region types to LDCs reflects the move from 

biophysical to developmental focus, but islands maintained their position with the 

documents. As I discuss in chapter 6, this has been achieved through diplomacy alongside 

attempts to reject the victimising connotations of vulnerability discourse. For example, 

many Pacific states have rejected the SIDS label, preferring the term ‘Large Ocean States’ 

which references the authority they exercise over vast ocean territories (see Chan 2018; 

Powers et al. 2019; Bordner, Ferguson, and Ortolano 2020).    

Due to this consistent institutional recognition of island vulnerability to climate change, 

there is a large literature on the topic, the widespread consensus being that island states 

have a particular and extreme vulnerability to climate change (Barnett and Campbell 2010, 

1). Despite conceptualisations of vulnerability being contested, more broadly applied, and 

increasingly formalised, the ‘sinking islands’ have retained a strong imaginative link with 

climate vulnerability (Barnett and Campbell 2010, 168). The majority of the work on island 

vulnerability therefore accepts the sinking islands storyline as a starting point for the 

research problem. This research uses the impending uninhabitability of islands as a case 

study for philosophical or legal problems for concepts of sovereignty, or climate refugee 

status  (Risse 2009; Nine 2010; Kolers 2012; Gerrard and Wannier 2013; Vaha 2015). This 

work uses European theorists and frameworks such as Locke, rights, and international 

community to analyse the morality or legitimacy of various responses to sate 

disappearance. This rationalist approach often approaches the questions from a position 

that islands disappearing is bad, but islanders are absent from these discussions. As I discuss 

in chapter 4, these debates therefore reinforce the colonial storyline of the sinking islands. 

The racialisation of islands as mysterious places of danger means the political question of 

why or how islands are sinking, or even if they are, is absent, and the sinking becomes just a 

‘natural’ part of climate change.  

In island literature, as in the institutions, island vulnerability is explained through a 

biophysical focus on island characteristics: “Small islands are made vulnerable by their small 
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size, insularity and remoteness, environmental factors, limited disaster mitigation capability, 

and demographic and economic structure” (Pelling and Uitto 2001, 60). The vulnerability is 

natural, islands are small and remote, they are low-lying and resource poor, they are 

overpopulated; all of which is implied to mean inherently vulnerable. Climate change is 

therefore diminished as the source of the problem, as it becomes largely a barrier to 

development, with solutions to come from finance, and improved governance (Mycoo 2018, 

2350).  

This developmental argument is supported by an economic literature on the inherent 

economic vulnerability of small states (Bishop 2012) small island states (Briguglio 1995) and 

specifically Pacific atoll states (Pollard 1989). Vulnerability is on the one hand an existential 

condition of smallness: "small states are distinguished by their overriding existential 

condition: vulnerability” (Bishop 2012, 947). Whilst simultaneously, vulnerability is a cause 

of smallness: "The reality, unfortunately, is that small states are conditioned by their 

vulnerabilities and this is what marks them out as being identifiable as ‘small'” (Bishop 2012, 

956). The fatalistic politics and self-fulfilling contradictions of the vulnerability paradigm is 

therefore a form of “structural determinism, wherein smallness, islandness and remoteness 

only feature as handicaps that somehow need to be overcome or compensated for” 

(Baldacchino and Bertram 2009, 156). These contradictions create a vulnerability trap for 

island states, implying that solutions need to come from development organisations and 

financialisation as opposed to climate change mitigation and greenhouse gas (GHG) 

stabilisation at a level that would prevent uninhabitability.  

Whilst this perspective dominates, there are challenges to the dominant narrative that 

frames migration in particular as inevitable. Forecasts of “massive, abrupt and unavoidable 

flows of climate refugees” (Bettini 2013, 63) have been strongly disputed on a factual basis, 

as well as critiquing the politics of the claim. Mortreux and Barnett (2009) trace the idea of 

climate migration to an Australian minister who, in 1996, “explained the ‘‘appeal’’ of 

relocating small island states due to the financial ‘‘costs and benefits’’ of this as compared 

to the costs of mitigation” (Mortreux and Barnett 2009, 105–6). This argument has been 

successfully normalised, with “Climate change-induced migration... now presented as a 

rational strategy of adaptation to unavoidable levels of climate change and the relocation of 

millions of people is rendered acceptable and rational” (Methmann and Oels 2015, 51).  

This narrative is not just prevalent in the sensationalist or right wing media but in the 

scientific, capitalist, humanitarian and even radical literatures (Bettini 2013, 64). The 

refugee narrative is especially resisted by island states themselves, as to them it represents 

giving up on hope, with the additional concern “that focussing on migration instead of 

mitigation [is] not only defeatist but a globally irresponsible vision for the future” 

(McNamara and Gibson 2009, 480). The history of island vulnerability also shows that these 

arguments themselves are historical, with the case of the failed resettlement of Nauruans a 
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profound example of how island inhabitability was knowingly decimated for extractive 

mining on the basis that islanders could be relocated (see Tabucanon and Opeskin 2011).  

The literature that I position myself within, and against this dominant approach, uses 

frameworks such as racial capitalism (Robinson 1983) postcolonialism and the coloniality of 

disaster (Bonilla 2020) and critical feminism (Wynter 2003; Butler 2004) in order to argue 

that a full understanding of climate change vulnerability requires an historical analysis of 

how racialised practices of capitalism and coloniality have produced vulnerability. This 

research historicises and politicises the geopolitical creation and perpetuation of 

vulnerability. This work shows how vulnerability is geographically re/produced through 

coerced im/mobilities, foreign aid, and historical practices of debt exploitation and 

extraction (Sheller 2018; 2020).   

The addition of racial capitalism points to the way that these racialised logics are related to 

the uneven distribution of harm, and the resources of safety, to show that, “race is central 

rather than epiphenomenal to the logic of capital, and… to account for racialized 

continuities in capitalism’s violence” (Issar, 2021, 61). For Ruth Wilson Gilmore, racial 

capitalism is “not a thing, it’s a relation” (Gilmore 2020, 2.25). Understanding vulnerability 

as relational, and as historically produced, means exploring the material and discursive ways 

in which vulnerability is produced and justified through racialisation, following the logic that 

“capitalism requires inequality and racism enshrines it” (Gilmore 2020, 1.39). This means 

relating the discourse of danger to the policies of racialised disposability in the history of 

violence in the Pacific, and how “communities of color and the environment are basically 

deemed exploitable and disposable by an elite (mostly white and male) capitalist class” 

(Batur and Weber, 2017, 334).  

As Kothari and Wilkinson (2010) demonstrate in their work on islands in the Indian Ocean, 

racialised and gendered colonial imaginaries justified and legitimised colonial rule and 

power and later development strategies, with lasting effects (Kothari and Wilkinson 2010, 

1409). Similarly, Pacific Islands have historically been positioned as disposable sites for 

extraction and experimentation, based on the racial classifications made in the days of 

European ‘discovery’. As I discuss in chapter 4, the racialised island groupings of ‘poly’, 

‘micro’ and ‘mela’ nesia created in the 18th century categorised the potential material uses 

and perceived dangers of each island, creating categories of disposability. This racialisation 

process also created categories of value, meaning that some islands were mined ruinously 

for phosphate, some islands were chosen for nuclear annihilation, some islands were settled 

and some islands became luxury tourist destinations (Aldrich and Johnson 2018). Similarly, 

some islanders were seen as beautiful and sexualised (T. K. Teaiwa 1994) and others as 

savage and inhuman, justifying their coercion into indentured labour (Banivanua-Mar 2007). 

These same categorisations endure in the scientific and technical language of the climate 

change era, where the paradise atolls of Polynesia are spoken of as unfortunately doomed 
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paradises, and the larger islands of Melanesia are discussed as migration risks. This history 

of environmental and human exploitation and destruction that runs alongside the 

justificatory language of vulnerability is therefore important to understanding the current 

attitude of disposability towards islands and islanders. 

There is a body of critical literature on Caribbean islands that recognises the historical 

reasons for island vulnerability. This work addresses the essentialism of vulnerability 

discourse, drawing attention to the geographies of vulnerability, and the “historical 

practices of debt exploitation and extraction [that] have contributed to the making of 

vulnerability to climate change” (Sheller 2018, 974). By arguing that it is not islands’ 

inherent economic vulnerability that is the problem, but racial capitalism, this work shows 

that economic challenges come from the persistence of colonial agricultural systems (Rhiney 

2017), high levels of indebtedness “traceable to relations of colonialism and imperialism” 

(Sealey-Huggins 2017, 2) and restrictions placed on islands by colonial centres such as steep 

transportation costs and inflated prices (Bonilla 2017, np). Island vulnerability is therefore, 

at least in part, a result of old patterns of colonial extraction, racio‐colonial governance 

(Bonilla 2020) or disaster colonialism (Faria et al. 2021).  

This work shows how the relation of racial capitalism produces vulnerability through 

colonial practices of racialisation, dehumanisation, and the myth of expendability 

(Bhattacharyya 2018, x). However, this politicising argument needs to be extended to 

question the extinction narrative itself. This language of extinction and existential crisis 

reproduces an imaginative geography of “doom, disaster, and development” (Chaturvedi 

and Doyle 2015, 129). Although it is important to draw attention to the role of outside 

forces such as the global economy in distributing vulnerability, especially due to the 

seriousness of already-existing climate effects, this language leaves unchallenged the idea 

that ‘bad’ geography and governance is the problem, and that island states are “weak, 

passive, unstable and marginal” (Barnett and Campbell 2010, 167).  

There is also some research on Pacific Island vulnerability that is critical of dominant 

international discourses (Farbotko and Lazrus 2012; Steiner 2015; Bordner, Ferguson, and 

Ortolano 2020). This research is politicising, and includes islander research as well as 

research conducted in islands. It also points to the neocolonialism of climate politics. 

Hau’ofa is regularly cited as a way to counter narratives of smallness, isolation and passivity, 

and to point to island cosmologies that view the ocean as connecting rather than isolating. 

Acts of resistance are also given space, include the Pacific Warriors’ day of action and the 

poetry of Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner (2017b). Some research on the Pacific also stresses the historic 

adaptability of island cultures (Campbell 2009; Pam and Henry 2012). This research stresses 

ideas of resilience and agency. This work is useful and important. However, my point of 

departure is to focus more closely on how coloniality endures in climate change politics, and 

a much more in depth engagement with the resistance work of Oceania.  
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Vulnerabilisation and feminist vulnerability studies  

In this final section, I engage with the literature that enables a critique of vulnerability from 

outside of the dominant frame, and which is focused on highlighting the ongoing coloniality 

of climate change. I also engage with feminist vulnerability studies to establish the 

theoretical space which is the subject of my next chapter, in which I develop my theoretical 

framework. This literature not only engages with colonialism as historically responsible for 

the current distribution of inequality and effects of climate change, but also argues that 

coloniality is the enduring logic behind climate politics. The importance of this work is that it 

does not accept either of the two stories of climate change that I discussed in chapter 1. 

Climate change is neither an emergency, nor a development issue. Instead, it is an ongoing 

form of coloniality and violence that is being perpetuated through, “The ecologically 

unequal exchange between the Global South and Global North, ongoing extractive 

capitalism, the imperial structures of global trade, and domination in setting policies and 

ideologies” (Sultana 2022, 4).  

The article by Farhana Sultana which first uses the ‘climate coloniality’ term, understands 

the distribution of vulnerability to be an effect of coloniality, where “Eurocentric hegemony, 

neocolonialism, racial capitalism, uneven consumption, and military domination are co-

constitutive of climate impacts experienced by variously racialized populations who are 

disproportionately made vulnerable and disposable”  (Sultana 2022, 4, my emphasis). 

However, most of this work, whilst pushing beyond a focus on colonialism as historically 

responsible for climate change, “but also as something that continues to exacerbate the 

vulnerabilities of communities to it” (Bhambra and Newell 2022, 1) does not take the 

important additional step of arguing that coloniality is perpetuating the racialisation and 

disposability of populations that are discursively constructed as the vulnerable other. Much 

of this work cites CAS analyses of vulnerability in order to point to the processes that render 

vulnerable (Sealey-Huggins 2017; Perry 2022b). However, as my review of CAS showed, this 

does not do enough to deconstruct how vulnerability as a discourse is itself reproducing 

climate coloniality.  

Another recently published article actually makes the opposite oversight to this work on 

coloniality. This article is framed around the ‘securitisation’ of climate vulnerability. The 

authors argue, as I do, that vulnerability is a disempowering concept, “in the context of 

disasters and crises, the concept of vulnerability is often used to portray individuals and 

groups as ‘weak’, ‘threatened’ and ‘in need of help’” (Chmutina et al. 2022, 1). This article 

also draws on very similar literature to my theoretical framework which I develop in chapter 

3; however, there is a fundamental difference in our arguments. The argument of the article 

is that a shift is occurring, and the “‘threatened’ - and therefore usually pitied – [are 

becoming] those who are feared and hated, i.e., a ‘threat’” (Chmutina et al. 2022, 1).  
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The reason that coloniality is so important to my analysis, is that I am arguing that this has 

always been the case. It is work on coloniality that draws attention to the way that colonial 

discourses shift over time (Bankoff 2022) to maintain the binaries of safe and unsafe, 

civilised and uncivilised, vulnerable and invulnerable. What this article does demonstrate, is 

that the application of my theoretical framework needs to be done alongside an historical 

analysis of the discourse of vulnerability. This shows that one of my contributions of this 

thesis is bringing together both a theoretical contribution, where I develop vulnerability as a 

concept that can better be understood using the insights of critical feminist work, and an 

empirical contribution, where I conduct an analysis of the dominant frame of climate 

change vulnerability that is detailed and historical.   

The critical feminist work that has been written on vulnerability has not been widely applied 

to climate change. This work makes three key insights that establish the basis for the 

theoretical framework I develop in the next chapter. Taken together, these insights enable a 

theorisation of vulnerability that neither empowers the paternalistic institutions that 

promise protection and rescue but that reproduce gendered effects, nor reproduces the 

figure of the passive, victimised vulnerable Other (Butler, Gambetti, and Sabsay 2016, 2). 

These three moves are: to challenge the essentialising figure of the ontologically vulnerable 

Other; to challenge the depoliticising and disempowering paternalist politics of vulnerability 

identification; and to challenge the fantasies of invulnerability. This feminist work therefore 

offers a fundamental critique of vulnerability discourse and politics, and also enables a 

reimagining of vulnerability through ideas of resistance.  

Firstly then, critical feminist work has long argued against the essentialising effect of 

vulnerability discourse which further entrenches “the image of the helpless premodern, 

vulnerable Third World woman” (Parpart 1995, 222). This is a key feminist insight that 

rejects claims about the constitutive vulnerability of womanhood, or poverty, “in favor of a 

social and political account about how vulnerability is produced and distributed” (Butler, 

Gambetti, and Sabsay 2016, 2). This means questioning the assumption that women are 

naturally more vulnerable, and asking what processes produce this vulnerability, or neglect 

women from the distribution of the resources and tools that create invulnerability.  

Gilson’s work (2011)  points to the difference between negative vulnerability, conceived as 

weakness, and positive vulnerability as a universal human and enabling condition of 

potential which gives us the ability, “to fall in love, to learn, to take pleasure and find 

comfort in the presence of others, and to experience the simultaneity of these feelings” 

(Gilson 2011, 310). She also shows how it is the negative understanding that dominates, 

with essentialising effects:  

“A shift is made from thinking of vulnerability in terms of weakness to thinking about 

those who are vulnerable as weak. This shift is encapsulated in statements such as 
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‘‘those living below the poverty line are vulnerable to disease’’ or ‘‘women are 

vulnerable to sexual assault,’’ which can then collapse into the belief, for instance, 

that ‘‘the poor are dirty, incapable of caring for themselves’’ and ‘‘women are 

defenseless creatures; women are weak” (Gilson 2011, 311).  

In this way ‘the vulnerable’ become a research object, and a community to be identified and 

then ‘assisted’. Whilst CAS has shown the way that this identification can be wielded 

strategically in order to gain access to resources, it has also shown the dangers of this 

identification, where vulnerable groups become securitised groups. It is anti-essentialist 

feminist vulnerability work that can acknowledge both the vulnerabilisation of marginalised 

communities, but also that processes of vulnerability identification are gendered. Thus 

avoiding the “triumphant, purified neutrality, [that] erases social and political contestations, 

economic disparities, and the material processes of the entangled, emergent world” (Alaimo 

2009, 30). This dual move creates a firmly political position that recognises both the social 

construction of gendered inequalities, but also of climate change, that is also  

“manufactured in a crucible of inequality… a product of the industrial and the fossil-fuel 

eras, historical forces powered by exploitation, colonialism, and nearly limitless 

instrumental use of “nature” (Cuomo 2011, 693).  

Secondly, critical feminist work challenges the depoliticising and disempowering paternalist 

politics of vulnerability identification. This paternalist politics moves from identifying ‘the 

vulnerable’ to a moral argument for more intervention to ‘fix’ the vulnerability. This 

disempowering politics of vulnerability lies in the majority of climate change work. The 

scientific frame of vulnerability is designed to identify and target the ‘most vulnerable’ and 

provide assistance in the form of neoliberal development strategies such as finance. This 

assistance has been shown by feminist work to place an additional burden on women (see 

for example Chant 2010). It is also a model that assumes that vulnerability is victimhood, 

passivity, and inaction (Butler, Gambetti, and Sabsay 2016, 1). If action has to be taken by 

the invulnerable subject, and the invulnerable subject is the masculine, Western Man, then 

this reinforces a politics of paternalism and coloniality. Within climate change this also 

undervalues forms of knowledge that lie outside of the institutions, leaving “very little room 

for human voices let alone the voices of those women who would wish to complicate or 

resist the way they appear in the climate story” (MacGregor 2010, 227).  

Vulnerability discourse is depoliticising as it shields from debate questions around how 

vulnerability is created. By asking where vulnerability comes from, questions of power 

become inseparable from the discourse itself. Asking these questions reveals how 

vulnerability fits into hegemonic discourses of masculinity and femininity that not only 

naturalise the vulnerability of some, but frame and produce climate change politics itself. 

Overemphasising vulnerability therefore limits the possibilities for action, “as it obscures 

power imbalances and denies women agency while legitimizing differences as 
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unchangeable” (Bee, Biermann, and Tschakert 2013, 98). Hence, vulnerability is a discourse 

that is also disempowering, constructing women as “one dimensional objects: [who] rarely 

enter the discussion unless as climate victims” (MacGregor 2010, 227). This affirms 

stereotypes about the “Southern woman as helpless, voiceless and largely unable to cope 

without the help of UN development agencies funded and staffed by the North” (MacGregor 

2010, 227). Again, this makes the high emitting states the solution to the problem of the 

weak and vulnerable people and states through “the imposition of external, top-down 

interventions to ‘effectively’ tackle climate change that further marginalize and silence 

women’s as well as male voices and their experiences in dealing with climatic extremes” 

(Bee, Biermann, and Tschakert 2013, 98). 

Finally, the work of feminist vulnerability studies is also effective at challenging the fantasies 

of invulnerability. Vulnerability being synonymous with weakness requires a disavowal to 

retain this fantasy, “The denial of vulnerability can be understood to be motivated by the 

desire—conscious or not—to maintain a certain kind of subjectivity privileged in capitalist 

socioeconomic systems, namely, that of the prototypical, arrogantly self-sufficient, 

independent, invulnerable master subject” (Gilson 2011, 312). The politics of this myth of 

autonomy (Fineman 2004) is reactionary, because it is an impossible state, “because 

vulnerability is an unavoidable feature of our existence, invulnerability must be continually 

sought and, as it is never really adequately and securely achieved, masterful identity must 

be continually shored up” (Gilson 2011, 313). The masculine fear of or denial of vulnerability 

creates a fearful and reactionary politics. Feminist theory argues against this fear-response 

and instead for a radical openness to what happens if vulnerability is accepted, “as a space 

to work from as opposed to something only to be overcome” (Hirsch 2016, 81). For climate 

change, it is imperative that the fantasy of invulnerability is challenged so that fantasies of 

wealth-based individualistic safety are no longer allowed to dominate.   

This section has shown how feminist vulnerability studies is an effective tool for critiquing 

the politics and fantasies of in/vulnerability. However, there is also some room within 

feminist theory for rethinking vulnerability. Alaimo (2009), shows how climate change is 

wrapped up in notions of masculinity, both with the “hegemonic masculinity of aggressive 

consumption, as well as transcendent scientific visions” (Alaimo 2009, 26). As far as 

masculinity relies on an imaginary of strength and impenetrability (see also Daggett 2018), 

as well as scientific mastery over nature, vulnerability can be a response to both of these. If 

vulnerability is accepted, then this comes with the realisation that “humans are not outside 

the planet looking in, not floating above the phenomena of climate change, but instead, that 

we are always materially interconnected to planetary processes” (Alaimo 2009, 25–26). This 

‘insurgent vulnerability’ leads to “a recognition of our material interconnection with the 

wider environment that impels ethical and political responses” (Alaimo 2009, 26). Alaimo’s 

argument is powerful, as she is able to critique current scientific, data-collecting approaches 
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to vulnerability, in which, “the ability to “Understand, Assess, and Predict” global climate 

change supercedes the goal of reducing climate change” (Alaimo 2009, 29) whilst also 

recognising the feminist potential of the concept. This dual move of critique and reimagining 

is key to what this thesis is arguing for vulnerability politics.  

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have established the arguments of the dominant frame of vulnerability, 

including the interventions of social vulnerability, empirical gender research, and critical 

adaptation studies. I have also given a survey of the literature on island vulnerability both 

within the institutions, and in the broader academic literature. Finally, I have discussed the 

literature that has been politicising climate change politics and vulnerability in particular in 

moves that I am positioning myself within. Through this exploration, I have found an 

institutional pressure, coming from the UNFCCC and IPCC, for vulnerability data. This has led 

to a field of research that is creating knowledge on vulnerability from a limited theoretical 

position that views vulnerability as a measurable phenomenon and an inherent property of 

systems or groups. This dominance of the positivist position restricts understanding of what 

vulnerability is and excludes other forms of knowledge and voices from the Global South. 

Yet this form of vulnerability knowledge creation has not gone unchallenged. The 

vulnerability index project has also led to an incentive for states to be seen as vulnerable, as 

it has become tied to adaptation funds and resources. IOs have therefore been created by 

members of the SIDS and LDCs groupings and beyond, as vulnerability has become a 

coalition forming identity within negotiations for those who are pushing for stronger 

mitigation efforts. Vulnerability discourse has therefore been appropriated and used in 

different, strategic ways within the UNFCCC.  

I have also found struggles over the meaning of vulnerability and its use as a concept 

beyond the institutions. This struggle is present in the feminist literature, between feminists 

who are pushing for stronger recognition of vulnerable groups as opposed to the common 

focus on vulnerable zones, and feminists who are critical of vulnerability as a concept, who 

point to its essentialising and generalising effects. Similarly, I found that the literature on 

island states’ vulnerability to reflect the struggle between work engaging unproblematically 

with vulnerability as a concept, and those critiquing it. However, I found the reformulations 

of vulnerability as a concept that are present in the non-climate change literature to be rare, 

with the notable exceptions of Alaimo and islander scholars Hau’ofa and Teaiwa. This means 

that I have been able to identify that despite the volume of literature on vulnerability and 

climate change politics, there is still a need for critical research into the concept, and 

especially the use of feminist theoretical work used in relation to island states and 

mitigation activists.  
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My argument is that without the insights of climate coloniality research and critical feminist 

research on vulnerability, participation in vulnerability discourse, whilst strategically 

tempting due to its discursive power, will continue to reproduce colonial imaginaries of ‘the 

vulnerable’ as a racialised, gendered other. There is an urgent need to decolonise the study 

of climate change (Sultana 2022). Both as a violent material shift in the safe habitability of 

earth, and as a system of knowledge that is perpetuating “colonial ideologies and racisms... 

including those that create and maintain climate breakdown” (Sultana 2022, 6). 

Vulnerability is a key concept in climate change science, of importance for reparation 

arguments that centre around ‘loss and damage’ as well as the new climate finance models 

that are perpetuating global debt patterns (Perry 2022a). Critical work on vulnerability 

needs to address both how and where vulnerability is being produced and the discursive 

framework that is used to justify and naturalise this vulnerabilisation. Whilst feminist 

vulnerability studies is arguably an abstraction from climate change, and one based in the 

same centres of knowledge that are perpetuating coloniality, the tools that this work brings 

is extremely helpful for beginning the deconstruction project that is required. 

Understanding vulnerability through feminist vulnerability studies offers a challenge to the 

scientific, paternalist and Western dominated project of climate adaptation.  

In the next chapter I show how critical feminist vulnerability literature can push the concept 

of climate change vulnerability beyond its current conceptualisation. This feminist account is 

compatible with the politicisation that has begun with CAS, pointing to the processes of 

vulnerabilisation, including through the scientific project of vulnerability assessment. What 

the feminist approach adds, is a way to address the gendered and racialised assumptions 

that underlie the intuitive framing of vulnerability, perpetuating colonial discourses and 

enabling a naturalisation of the suffering of populations deemed ungrievable. Feminist work 

shows that an anti-essentialist questioning of deeply embedded assumptions of climate 

change politics must also be anti-paternalist in its politics, avoiding the traps of Western-

dominated scientific and technological solutions that reinforce colonial power relations. 

Finally, the strength of a feminist approach to vulnerability is its challenge to the masculinist 

fantasies that underlie both the scientific and intuitive understandings of what it is to be 

vulnerable to climate change. CAS has started this problem of deconstructing and critiquing 

the embedded assumptions of climate change politics. However, for those who want to 

understand vulnerability for the pursuit of climate justice, the difficulties of the concept 

need to be better understood so that the theoretical traps of institutional climate change 

vulnerability can be avoided.  
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Chapter 3. Vulnerability: precarity, grievability and islanding 

Introduction.  

In this chapter I develop a feminist theoretical framework that will enable me to answer 

both my research questions of understanding how climate change vulnerability is 

conceptualised in climate change politics, and whether vulnerability can be 

reconceptualised as a critical concept. In my introduction I showed that vulnerability is being 

resisted in Oceanic thought and activism, however my literature review of climate change 

vulnerability literature showed that the majority of research on the concept, even critical 

research, works within and reproduces the dominant frame. In this chapter I therefore begin 

to bring together the critical, analytical feminist work that critiques and deconstructs 

vulnerability discourse, with the literature of Oceania. This combination enables a 

framework that is enriched by strong theoretical work on vulnerability, but that also stays 

rooted in an empirical and material context that accounts for “local, embodied, material, 

lived experiences of knowing subjects” (Sultana 2022, 4).  

In this chapter I identify Butler and Hau’ofa as two key thinkers for my theoretical approach. 

Butler, because they rethink vulnerability through the concepts of precarity and grievability, 

that are particularly salient in a climate change context, and Hau’ofa, because he challenges 

and historicises discourses of vulnerability as applied to Pacific Island states through his 

concept of Oceania. In this chapter I will therefore focus on the concepts of precarity, 

grievability, and islanding to build my framework for understanding how vulnerability to 

climate change can be theorised in order to challenge the dominant frame of climate 

change vulnerability, and reimagine climate change politics through a new understanding of 

vulnerability.  

In this chapter I address each concept in turn, starting with precarity, then grievability, then 

islanding.  For each concept, I first explore the ways that the concept is used and 

understood in the literature. I then discuss how my key thinker, or thinkers, uses the 

concept. For precarity and grievability, this is a section on Butler’s development of the 

terms, and for islanding, this is a section on how Hau’ofa’s initial intervention has been 

developed by islander scholars. I end each section by reflecting on how this concept will be 

useful for understanding my particular context of climate change politics, and my empirical 

material more specifically. To conclude the chapter, I discuss how the concepts work 

together to form a framework for understanding vulnerability to climate change that is 

informed by critical feminist and Oceanic literature, thereby avoiding the victimising and 

paternalist implications of the dominant vulnerability climate change narratives.   
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Precarity  

Precarity is the first concept that I am using to build my theoretical framework. This is a 

concept that comes from the French ‘précarité’, the first use of which is credited to 

Bourdieu (1963, 361), who used it to distinguish between contingent and casual workers in 

Algeria (Waite 2009, 414). Its early use to describe conditions of poverty and employment 

relations has, in the social sciences, become more specifically tied to the conditions of 

employment in the post-Fordist, neoliberal era (Waite 2009). This literature uses precarity in 

relation to the deterioration of working conditions since the global restructuring of the 

economy that began in the 1980s, arguing that this global economic transformation has 

created a new and extreme inequality, and with it a new class system (Standing 2011). The 

loss of both employment opportunities and rights due to deindustrialisation decimated the 

old solidarities of the working class, and created the ‘precariat’ (Standing 2014, 10). This 

new class suffers from flexibilisation and informalisation of labour, alongside the reduction 

of the welfare state, creating a disempowered class that is beginning to recognise itself and 

to organise (Standing 2014, 12). The politically radical potential of precarity comes from the 

instability of the condition, being a term that conjures uncertain and unstable ‘life worlds’ 

(Waite 2009, 416). It has therefore been used as a term of solidarity by activist groups, 

particularly in Europe, but also internationally (Waite 2009, 417–18).  

Waite differentiates between those that uses precarity to mean “a generalised condition of 

life, or as a much more focused descriptor of particular experiences derived from the labour 

market” (Waite 2009, 415). Whilst Butler’s development of the term is building on precarity 

as a condition of life, the focused descriptor that is rooted in labour theory is particularly 

problematic from a feminist and postcolonial perspective. The precarity labour theory work 

is criticised by feminists for not addressing gender due to its “male-centric conception of 

work and social struggle” (Federici 2006, np), defining ‘work’ only as wage labour, and failing 

to account for the unpaid labour of social reproduction. The development of precarity in 

response to neoliberalism is therefore criticised for only becoming aware of the concept at 

the moment that the “western, male worker” (Fantone 2007, 7) starts to experience it. To 

combat these limitations, Ettlinger works to create a critical geography of precarity, that is 

not fixed to time and space, drawing attention to one of the biggest problems with the 

term, that is its very specific, Western European model of employment, and relationship to 

the state (Ettlinger 2007).  

Similarly, the concept of precarity from a postcolonial perspective is shown to be nothing 

new. A global, historical analysis very quickly shows that Fordism / Keynesianism is the 

exception, and precarity the norm, as opposed to the other way around (Neilson and 

Rossiter 2008; Munck 2013). Ronaldo Munck deconstructs the idea that precarity is 

historically exceptional, suggesting that this idea is based on “a mythical, stable working 

class with full social and political rights” (Munck 2013, 752), arguing that its ‘discovery’ by 
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Northern academics says more about their shifting employment realities, than the actual 

labour conditions of the majority of people globally (Munck 2013, 747). Precarity as a labour 

theory is also conceptually unable to account for various forms of violence and exploitation 

that occur in forms other than economic. Even from a purely economic position, the 

Eurocentric conceptualisation of precarity still mistakenly universalises the experience of 

the UK worker, as it cannot apply to the many postcolonial states that have never 

experienced welfare state capitalism (Munck 2013, 752). Precarity for postcolonial states is 

not only not new, but has been violently enforced by the colonial powers that prevented 

any mitigation through assassinations of socialist independence leaders, enforced state 

restructuring of the Structural Adjustment Programmes, and inescapable debt burdens.  

Butler and precarity  

The conceptualisation of precarity that I find most useful for my context, is that developed 

by Butler. Butler has been developing the concept of precarity alongside vulnerability and 

one of my other concepts, grievability, since ‘Precarious Life’ (2004), as part of their ongoing 

work to develop an ethics of non-violence, leading most recently to their book ‘The Force of 

Non-Violence’ (Butler 2020). Butler’s focus on violence in this work is primarily in relation to 

war, and the violence of the US. However, as I am conceptualising climate change as a form 

of violence, these insights also apply to my context. Climate change has been described as a 

form of slow violence, following Nixon (2013), due to the decades of inaction in the face of 

overwhelming evidence of what would happen without mitigation. However, climate 

change is not just a slow violence. As the effects of climate change become more 

destructive, climate change related deaths and devastation is increasing, alongside the ‘fast’ 

forms of violence that are produced through the extraction and exploitation of climate 

change inducing industries, that create “place-specific pollution, devastation, and loss, much 

of which is irrevocably retrievable or recoverable” (Sultana 2022, 5). 

Precarity is a concept that Butler carefully distinguishes from ‘precarious’ or 

‘precariousness’, which they use interchangeably with vulnerability. Whilst vulnerability, or 

precariousness, is a condition of being alive, with “no thinking of life which is not 

precarious” (Butler 2009a, 25), precarity for Butler has a different meaning, as a specifically, 

“politically induced condition in which certain populations suffer from failing social and 

economic networks of support and become differentially exposed to injury, violence and 

death” (Butler 2009a, 25). This means that precarity has to be understood as inherently 

political, in a way that is avoidable when speaking about vulnerability, as it is a “politically 

induced condition of maximized vulnerability and exposure [to violence]” (Butler 2009b, ii, 

my emphasis). Butler also makes it clear that precarity, as opposed to vulnerability, is 

unevenly distributed. This means that to talk about climate change precarity, means talking 

about the production of precarity, its distribution, and its geography.  
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Butler’s concept of precarity does not just map or describe the distribution of vulnerability, 

but looks for the strategies that implement the inequality; strategies that become visible in 

the responses to catastrophes such as earthquakes (Butler 2009a, xvii). Precarity points to 

the choices made in distributing destruction. Butler says that the differential distribution of 

precarity is both a material and a perceptual issue (Butler 2009a, 25). This means that 

precarity is created by failing social and economic networks of support, and exposure to 

violence, but also by the perceptual frames and discourses that craft whose lives are 

regarded as valuable, or grievable (Butler 2009a, 25). This is a politicising argument that is 

made in related literatures to argue that, for example, disasters or famines are not natural 

(Edkins 2000; Kelman 2020a). Understanding climate change vulnerability through the lens 

of precarity is therefore an exploration of the discursive frames and material practices that 

create precarity, and that delimit who does and does not count as a life to be protected.    

Precarity in my theoretical framework 

To fit climate change vulnerability into Butler’s framework, everyone is vulnerable to 

climate change, being reliant on a safe environment to live. However, precarity to climate 

change is produced firstly by the creation of an unsafe environment through GHG emissions, 

leading to a general vulnerability. Then secondly, by lack of mobility or resources due to 

global border regimes and a discriminatory global political economy, leading to differentially 

distributed precarity. To use this concept analytically, is to acknowledge that precarity is an 

imposition, and therefore to look for the ways in which structures of safety are unevenly 

deployed or wholly absent. To put it another way, precarity changes the language of 

vulnerability away from ‘the vulnerable’, and towards ‘the vulnerabilised’. The analytical 

strength of precarity, is therefore its explicit focus on political and institutional production 

of precarity, as opposed to the analysis of individual experience of vulnerability (Waite 2009, 

21). Butler’s conceptualisation of vulnerability as a politicisation is therefore similar to the 

work done by CAS, in that precarity contextualises the creation of vulnerability. However, 

the purpose here is to avoid paternalistic responses that reproduce the power dynamics 

that geographically distribute ‘vulnerability’; paternalism that is visible in the adaptation 

politics of the climate change institutions. 

Thinking about precarity and island states means exploring the ways that the global political 

economy makes islands materially vulnerable. Mimi Sheller, for example, has looked at the 

way that neo-colonial practices of aid, development and austerity within the Caribbean 

produce vulnerability (Sheller 2018). Sheller effectively shows how military and economic 

interventions and coercion have contributed to ecological distress and exacerbated 

vulnerability to climate change related disasters. Similarly, Autumn Bordner et al have 

explored the ways in which colonial power dynamics increase vulnerability to climate 

change in the Marshall Islands (Bordner, Ferguson, and Ortolano 2020). Again, this is a really 

strong and important analysis, effectively showing how colonial violence in the twentieth 
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century has constrained possibilities to adapt, “destroying local institutions, concentrating 

populations in overcrowded and resource-poor urban centers, and inducing social problems 

including heavy disease burdens” (Bordner, Ferguson, and Ortolano 2020, 4).  

Whilst state and regional analyses such as these are extremely interesting and important, 

following this approach would not answer my research questions that addresses how 

vulnerability as a discourse works on an international level. My argument is that this 

vulnerabilisation comes from a failure to mitigate, and reduce emissions; a failure to provide 

sufficient debt-free adaptation funds; and from an epistemological commitment to the 

fantasies of invulnerability that cannot conceive of climate solutions that break free from 

the patterns of extraction, exploitation and violence.  

Precarity as part of my theoretical framework will draw attention to how climate change 

politics is producing vulnerability. This means the UNFCCC will be framed as a form of 

infrastructure that is failing in its functions of reducing GHG emissions to mitigate climate 

change, and providing states with adaptation funds in order to manage its already existing 

effects. Precarity will also show how vulnerability indexes, through their epistemological 

commitment to developmental economics, and feminist vulnerability work that does not 

challenge this commitment, are producing a paternalist politics of vulnerability that is 

oppositional to radical climate change action. My empirical focus of islander activism, seen 

through the lens of precarity, will show how the alternative, counter-narrative to 

paternalism is already active. The poetry of Jetñil-Kijiner (2017) for example, and the 

activism of the Climate Warriors (350 Pacific 2013a), fights explicitly against fossil fuel 

production with actions such as ‘Canoes vs Coal’ (Davidson 2014), and against the politics of 

disposability with poems such as ‘Two Degrees’ (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 76–79). They also 

avoid developmental arguments, instead placing blame at the feet of those who should 

carry it, making links between climate change and decades of colonialism, environmental 

destruction, and social injustice (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b). This names climate change as a form 

of violence being done to them, whilst also refusing to be portrayed as powerless victims.  

Grievability 

Grievability is a concept developed by Butler (2004) alongside their work on vulnerability, 

precarity, and the ethics of non-violence. There has been limited engagement with 

grievability so far in the literature, and even less from within environmental politics. Butler 

uses grievability to explore the unequal narratives around the violence perpetrated globally, 

whose deaths are mourned as human, and “through what logic of exclusion, what practice 

of effacement and denormalisation” (Butler 2004, 38) lives cease to be considered 

grievable. I shall go into more detail about Butler’s conceptualisation in the next section, but 

first I will outline the literature on climate grief, which is conceptually different, but 

thematically related to grievability, and literature that directly engages with Butler’s 
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‘grievability’. Following this, I will explain how I interpret Butler’s grievability, and then end 

this section by outlining how I intend to use the concept to theoretically inform my analysis.  

The literature on climate change and grief addresses the losses that are now unavoidable 

due to the changing climate. These losses will not just be human, but also of plant and 

animal species, ecosystems and landscapes, leading to “ecological grief” (Cunsolo Willox and 

Ellis 2018, 275). This idea is explored from a mental health perspective, focusing on how 

climate change is provoking emotional responses, increased prevalence of mood disorders 

such as depression and anxiety, and the effects of loss of personal or cultural identity (see 

for example Cunsolo Willox 2012; Clayton, Manning, and Hodge 2014; Bourque and Cunsolo 

Willox 2014). Grief is also written about reflexively, by researchers of climate change (Head 

and Harada 2017; Gordon, Radford, and Simpson 2019);  climate change activists (Scher 

2018; Uplift 2020); and environmental journalists (Holthaus 2018; Heglar 2019; Law 2019). 

‘Climate grief’ is also a hashtag on Twitter, and has inspired cartoons (Barliant 2020) and 

self-care courses (Good Grief Network 2020).  

This grief is anticipatory (Cunsolo Willox 2012) as well as reactive, based on an expectation 

of the losses to come. Some of this material is an extension of the self-care industry, and 

promotes a depoliticised form of individualised grief, or “privileged commercialism” (Scher 

2018, 10). However, the academic literature and activism in particular is explicitly engaged 

with the political potential of grief, building similar arguments to Butler. The political 

potential of grief comes from the recognition that there is a value to what is being lost, and 

that its loss is therefore felt and mourned. This can apply to loss of human life, but can also 

be a recognition that the ecosystems and landscapes that are being destroyed are 

mournable (Cunsolo Willox 2012, 141). This idea that there is a relationship between being 

mournable and being valuable resonates with grievability.  

‘Recognition’ is the idea that bridges the concepts, as it is not the value of things that affects 

its grievability, but the recognition, through complex normative schemes, of its value (Butler 

2009a, 4). This is not to say that this is a universal, uncontested recognition; conversely, this 

is a highly contested area. Recognition is preceded by recognisability, so a critical approach 

to the question of recognition, asks how recognisability is constituted. To do so, Butler says 

you have to understand that fields of recognition are variable, and historically constituted 

(Butler 2009a, 5). Mourning is therefore a political act, as it is a recognition of value. It is 

also, through this recognition, the creation of a fellow vulnerable entity, and mournable 

subject, “capable of degradation, destruction, and suffering” (Cunsolo Willox 2012, 147).   

Grief and mourning are also political as they are inherently relational. Mourning is an active 

process that binds us to others, through recognition of each other, but also through shared 

grief (Cunsolo Willox 2012, 148). For Butler, the process of mourning "furnishes a sense of 

political community of a complex order, and it does this first of all by bringing to the fore the 
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relational ties that have implications for theorizing fundamental dependency and ethical 

responsibility" (Butler 2004, 22). The ever contentious question of who ‘we’ are, is answered 

by the question, “whose lives are considered valuable, whose lives are mourned, and whose 

lives are considered ungrievable” (Butler 2009a, 36). If mourning carries a ‘we-creating’ 

capacity that brings to the fore our relational ties to others, then that could form “the basis 

and mechanisms for recognizing the vulnerability of others through our own fragility—a 

fragility that, through climate change and the resulting impacts, we all share to varying 

degrees and in varying ways on this planet” (Cunsolo Willox 2012, 149). However, that 

recognition would require a shift to include the grievability of those who are not currently 

recognisable as grievable.  

Finally, the politically engaged work on climate grief makes links with indigenous rights. This 

is firstly because there are indigenous cultures that have an ontology that cares for the non-

human, and understands the interdependence of all life systems, for example the Inuit 

concept of ‘Sila’ (Qitsualik 1998). Indigenous grief therefore already considers grievable the 

non-human life that is being lost to climate change. This is juxtaposed with the grief 

experienced by those who have bought into and benefited from the fantasy of mastery. As I 

discussed in chapter 1, the idea of the ‘modern self’ is built on the separation and 

superiority of (white, male) humans from nature, and of “human history as a process of 

continuous improvement” (Head 2016b, 5). This fantasy is being challenged by the growing 

realisation of shared vulnerability, but whilst this loss of imagined safety is being felt by 

some, indigenous grief takes a very different form, coming from a position of marginality. 

There is a difference in what is being grieved.  

The confrontation with vulnerability is on the one hand what Butler would term as a loss of 

First Worldism, the "converging, congealing grief at the loss of the conditions that underpin 

contemporary Western prosperity" (Head 2016b, 2). On the other hand, it is not the ending 

of the industrial, colonial, extractive processes of modernity that is grieved, but the effects 

of those very processes. The grief faced by the crumbling of the Enlightenment ideal of 

endless improvement, and the comforts brought to the wealthy by the modern fossil fuel 

economy is surely a different grief to that experienced by displaced indigenous peoples such 

as the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe who have been violently removed from their land, and 

forced to watch as it is plundered (see Faith 2019).  

The links with indigenous rights are also made because indigenous peoples are understood 

to have been grieving the longest. Historicising climate change and vulnerability in a way 

that makes links with colonialism shows how the grief of losing loved places, as “climate 

change transforms the places themselves, or disrupts the patterns of social life that interact 

with them” (Head 2016a, 23) is for many, not a new experience. This is something that 

comes through clearly in Oceanic thought and activism and that I discuss throughout the 

thesis. This poem excerpt by Jetñil-Kijiner, taken from a collection of her poems, weaves 
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love of the Marshall Islands, grief at what has been lost already, and anger at what is still 

being threatened by the same states that dispossessed Marshall Islanders from their homes 

and contaminated their islands within living memory:    

“... my islander ancestors, cross-legged  

before a general listening  

to his fairy tale  

about how it’s  

                for the good of mankind  

to hand over our islands  

let them blast  

radioactive energy  

into our sleepy coconut trees  

our sagging breadfruit trees  

our busy fishes that sparkle like new sun  

into our coral reefs  

brilliant as an aurora borealis woven  

beneath a glassy sea” (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017a, 21).  

This poem shows that there are people and places who have never been valued by the high-

emitting, high-consuming colonial powers, except as places to plunder or consume. This is 

one way that the concept of climate grief resonates strongly with the work on grievability. 

Not only are indigenous groups the people who have been experiencing climate grief and 

grief over the loss of land and non-human life the longest, they are also amongst the people 

who are disproportionately “derealized from ethical and political consideration in global 

discourse” (Cunsolo Willox 2012, 139), along with women, racial and sexual minorities, 

peoples of different religions, certain ethnic groups, and those living with HIV/Aids (Cunsolo 

Willox 2012, 139). As Ashlee Cunsolo Willox points out, it is the case that those who are 

most likely to grieve the loss of the land and climatic and environmental degradation are 

also those who are most often marginalized, and not considered as grievable themselves. 

This is not coincidental, but based on historical discourses that have dehumanised racialised 

peoples, and justified the violent and extractive colonial systems that are ongoing realities 

for many indigenous peoples, including islanders.  

Returning to the concept of grievability in the literature, whilst I have found ways in which 

climate change literature is engaging with the themes of grievability, the use of the concept 

itself is usually found outside of this context. It has been taken up in a number of different 

areas in order to compare different responses to violence, death and danger. For example, 

Maja Zehfuss uses grievability to explore hierarchies of grief (Zehfuss 2009) and how they 

enable the possibility of war. Tal Morse uses the concept of ‘mediatised grievability’ to 

develop a framework for analysing the way that the media responds differently to different 
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deaths, addressing its spectators with an ethical solicitation with regard to how they should 

feel and act in response to distant deaths (Morse 2018). Other work focuses not on deaths 

that have occurred, but on anticipatory grief and the political effects of representational 

disposability in the international asylum and adoption systems, for example (van Wichelen 

2015) or how colonialism relies upon the representation of native peoples as inhuman, and 

ungrievable (Byrd 2011). There is a striking absence of work on climate change and 

grievability, although Cunsolo Willox’s work above is conceptually close without using the 

term itself. Yet there are productive potential commonalities across different contexts that 

are useful for understanding how grievability can work as an analytical tool: through looking 

at representations of different ‘groups’, often racialised peoples; looking for recognition of 

humanity, and how these representations produce politics of exclusion, reduced mobility, 

and disposability.  

Butler and grievability  

Grievability is a concept developed by Butler, alongside both vulnerability and precarity. 

Grievability can be used as a descriptor of whose vulnerability is seen as problematic, or 

aberrational, simply as a question of ‘who is mourned’. However, Butler theorises it more 

deeply than this, which makes it analytically useful. Grievability is not just asking who is 

grievable, but also asking how this grievability is produced, for example through media 

narratives (Butler 2004, 38). Having established that precarity is differentially distributed 

globally, and politically produced, grievability is how to understand the representational 

regime that delimits “whose lives are worthy of sustenance and protection and whose lives 

are perceived as disposable or not even human” (Hammami 2016, 171). Grievability is 

therefore a concept that is still analytically focused on conditions of precarity, but 

specifically “through what logic of exclusion, what practice of effacement and 

denormalisation” (Butler 2004, 38) lives cease to be considered grievable. Precarity and 

grievability are most effective when analysed together, as grievability is understood through 

the discourses that enable precarity to be politically produced. Grievability helps to express 

a form of global inequality that is based upon racial schemes that allow distinctions between 

lives that are valuable and lives that are not (Butler 2020, 11). Simply put, it is the vulnerable 

who are ungrievable.  

An analysis of grievability needs to remain tethered to an analysis of the politics of precarity 

and violence. Without this, there is a question of ‘to whom’ lives are considered grievable. 

At times I found it uncomfortable to read Butler’s description of lives as ungrievable, for 

example the phrase “these lives are never lived, nor lost in the full sense” (Butler 2009a, 1) 

on the first page of Frames of War does not explain from what position they are speaking. 

Of course the civilian lives lost in the wars that Butler is discussing, despite going largely 

unreported in the US, were grievable lives to their loved ones. Clearly then, there are 

different, overlapping, contested grievabilities. Butler is writing of the First World 
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perspective and epistemological frame that allows for First World violence. I am concerned 

with climate change, therefore concerned with the grievability of the vulnerabilised in this 

area, and how they are represented as ungrievable, or omitted from the frame entirely. One 

research question raised by grievability, is therefore how recognition of islands as 

particularly vulnerable can co-exist with logics of disposability. This is the subject of chapter 

4.  

In the previous section, I discussed how climate grief is not just for the loss of human life, 

but also the non-human life, landscapes, and cultural practices that are being lost and 

threatened. Butler engages with the potential anthropocentrism of grievability, but also the 

difficulty of expanding its implications. Plants are living, yet vegetarians do not object to 

eating them, and some processes of life require destruction and degeneration (Butler 

2009a, 16). Butler argues that the logic of expanding grievability, as a concept of non-

violence, to all life would lead to an anthropocentric assumption that all life is under the 

protection of humans (Butler 2009a, 18). Grief can be felt for the loss of the non-human, 

and in wars there are huge losses of plant and animal life that are almost entirely ignored 

and left ungrieved by both perpetrators of the violence and media narratives (Butler 2009a, 

75). Yet the translation to grievability requires a certain amount of human focus, that can be 

expanded through a strong understanding of interconnectedness. As Butler puts it, the point 

is not to expand the list of the dead, but to “reconceive life itself as a set of largely unwilled 

interdependencies, even systemic relations... a co-constitution that implies the need for a 

reconceptualisation of the ontology of life itself” (Butler 2009a, 75–76).  

Grievability in my theoretical framework 

Grievability is useful for my research, as I can use it to bring to the fore the way that the 

potential loss of entire cultures and islands to climate change has become normalised due 

to the way that colonial discourses of danger have persisted through time and are now 

active in the language of vulnerability (Bankoff 2001). This normalisation relies on discourses 

that create the racialised and gendered vulnerable Other. Grievability draws analytical 

attention to how discourses produce hierarchies of care, and of value. This is not just about 

valuing and caring for ‘human’ life. Partly because of the exclusions that the category of 

human must rely upon, but also because for radical action to be taken to prevent and repair 

the violence of climate change requires a care for and valuing of the health of the planet as 

a whole, based on an understanding of deep interconnectedness. 

For me to use grievability to explore the discourses through which hierarchies of care and 

value are maintained and normalised, I will therefore be looking at the ways in which 

climate change discourses feminise and racialise the vulnerable, as inherently weak and 

therefore ungrievable. However, the vulnerable does not just mean islanders, but also the 

islands themselves. Discourses of lost paradises, and the tragedy of the sinking island states 
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often exclude islanders from the narrative entirely. As I discuss in chapter 4, the loss of 

luxury holiday destinations is to be lamented, but the people and cultures that come from 

these places are omitted entirely, lacking any grievability. Meanwhile, the islands that are 

not common holiday destinations, but have other uses such as refugee internment camps or 

military bases, will either be protected for the good of the occupying state, or will be 

discarded as sacrifice zones (Klein 2015). Grievability therefore challenges the depoliticised 

victimisation of certain groups who are portrayed as weak or disposable; their suffering an 

essential part of who they are. My third concept of ‘islanding’ is also crucial for this 

repoliticisation.  

Islanding 

My final concept is one that I am forming from a few different authors who discuss the ideas 

that I am calling ‘islanding’. This concept is one that I use in two different ways through the 

thesis. In this chapter, my focus is on developing islanding as a concept of critique. I 

therefore begin with an engagement with the seminal essays of Wendt (1982) and Hau’ofa 

(1993). I then explain how I use this work, and the Pacific Studies work that has developed 

from these interventions, to create a decolonial feminist concept of critique. I then outline 

exactly how I use islanding as a critical concept in chapters 4-6. In chapter 7, I return to the 

concept of ‘islanding’ to more closely address my second research question and 

reconceptualise vulnerability outside of the dominant frame of vulnerability, and without 

reproducing the fantasies of invulnerability.  

The most influential thinker behind this decolonising concept is Hau’ofa who is widely cited 

for his essay, ‘Our Sea of Islands’ (Hau’ofa 1993). This essay is a call to the elites and the 

people of Oceania to let go of the “derogatory and belittling views” (Hau’ofa 1993, 3) of 

themselves that are based on the racism of Europeans, colonisers, and missionaries. It is a 

call for decolonisation, both materially, and spiritually. Hau’ofa’s chief claim is that islanders 

need to cease thinking of themselves as ‘small islanders’, a designation placed on them by 

others, naturalising dependency, indebtedness, social fragmentation, political instability and 

degrading environments (Hau’ofa 1993, 4–5). Instead, Hau’ofa wants to reclaim ‘Oceania’ as 

a way of rebuilding solidarity, kinship and pride across the Pacific region. The reason I want 

to call this concept ‘islanding’, is to take the cue from other islander thinkers who have 

expanded on Hau’ofa, to address not just the people of Oceania, but those who live in the 

fantasy of continentalism that is far removed from the Oceanic mindset. In the rest of this 

section, I will trace the concept through its thinkers more thoroughly, exploring the debates 

within the literature and explaining my position within them. Finally, I will show how this 

concept will help me understand my empirical material and further my theoretical 

argument.  
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The concept that I am calling islanding finds its earliest expression in the work of Wendt, a 

Samoan author who wrote an essay called, ‘A New Oceania’ (Wendt 1982). This essay is a 

reflection on culture particularly, and how colonial narratives can be overcome to foster 

pride and overthrow dependency in islanders, and a new Oceanic culture formed. Wendt is 

careful to reflect on the difficulties of knowing what ‘true’ culture is, and how to form a 

cultural identity whilst acknowledging that “no culture is perfect or sacred... no culture is 

ever static” (Wendt 1982, 52). The challenge is for a new Oceania, not a return to a pre-

colonial paradise. Wendt’s challenge is taken up in ‘A New Oceania: Rediscovering Our Sea 

of Islands’, an edited volume in which islander scholars provided contemporary responses to 

Hau’ofa’s essay, in particular relation to perceived Pacific dependency (Hau’ofa et al 1993). 

The reason Hau’ofa has been so inspirational to islander scholars, above and beyond Wendt, 

is that he is not just calling for an end to dependency, but arguing that dependency is a 

colonial imposition that exists as a discursive belittlement that is based on falsehoods and 

racism.   

Hau’ofa’s argument is primarily contesting the discourses of smallness and dependency, 

exemplified by the term ‘MIRAB societies’, an acronym for ‘migration, remittances, aid and 

bureaucracy’ coined by Aotearoa settler authors Bertram and Watters to describe the 

economies of “South Pacific Microstates” (Bertram and Watters 1985, 497). Hau’ofa’s 

argument is that these discourses are not only incorrect, based on colonial, racial and 

environmentally deterministic prejudices, whilst homogenising a diverse region, but they 

are also self-fulfilling. Language is very important to Hau’ofa, because of its material effects. 

He rejects the idea of the Pacific as ‘islands in a far sea’, instead suggesting ‘a sea of islands’ 

(Hau’ofa 1993, 7). Only a continental mindset could make the mistake of seeing Pacific 

Islands as small, as “the world of Oceania is neither tiny nor deficient in resources” (Hau’ofa 

1993, 11). MIRAB is based on a view of Pacific Islands singularly, according to the way they 

were carved up in the colonial era, transforming what was a large Pacific community into 

‘small’, fixed states and territories, and confined people to them (Hau’ofa 1993, 7).  

This continental thinking, that can only look at individual islands like Tonga, or Niue, or 

Kiribati, is for Hau’ofa an obsessively land-based ontology. If Oceania is instead its people, 

and the water that connects them, then Oceania encompasses, “the great cities of Australia, 

New Zealand, the United States, and Canada” (Hau’ofa 1993, 12). From this position, 

Oceania is not small, but vast. Remittances are no longer a sign of a poor, failing state, but a 

function of reciprocity, as “everything homeland relatives receive, they reciprocate with 

goods they themselves produce, by maintaining ancestral roots and lands for everyone” 

(Hau’ofa 1993, 12). A purely economic view of islanders’ actions cannot understand that the 

mobility of islanders is not dependence, but interdependence, a mistake that “is not only 

erroneous but denies people their dignity” (Hau’ofa 1993, 13). Hau’ofa ends his essay with a 
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passage that is worth reproducing in full, as it shows the hope with which he writes, and 

explains why ‘Our Sea of Islands’ has been so influential:  

“Oceania is vast, Oceania is expanding, Oceania is hospitable and generous, Oceania 

is humanity rising from the depths of brine and regions of fire deeper still, Oceania is 

us. We are the sea, we are the ocean, we must wake up to this ancient truth and 

together use it to overturn all hegemonic views that aim ultimately to confine us 

again, physically and psychologically, in the tiny spaces that we have resisted 

accepting as our sole appointed places, and from which we have recently liberated 

ourselves. We must not allow anyone to belittle us again, and take away our 

freedom” (Hau’ofa 1993, 16).  

However, ‘Our Sea of Islands’ has been called unrealistically optimistic, ignoring the serious 

structural challenges, and the “relationships of dominance and subordination” (Thaman 

1993, 44) that are faced by islands. These challenges could in my terms be called the 

conditions of precarity, including high debt, and trade restrictions placed on islands by the 

states with whom they have an ongoing or historical colonial relationship. Some islands, 

such as Banaba and Nauru, are also environmentally devastated due to the effects of 

imperial plunder (K. M. Teaiwa 2014). These islands are examples where ruinous phosphate 

mining has had a detrimental effect on the ability to grow food, and contaminated the 

ground water. The structural challenges faced by islands such as Nauru and Banaba are 

therefore significant.  

When the phosphate mines of Nauru eventually closed in the 1990s, unemployment hit 

90%, and Nauru went from being the second richest country in the world, to being 

completely reliant on foreign aid. In 1995, life expectancy for Nauruans was only 50 for men 

and 55 for women. Nauru sued Australia, and used the money to replenish topsoil (Shenon 

1995). Twenty years later, Nauru’s president wrote an op-ed reflecting on how climate 

change has exacerbated the states’ problems, “Nauru’s coast, the only habitable area, is 

steadily eroding” (Stephen 2011, np). Yet he did not reflect on the post-mining phase of his 

state’s financial relationship with Australia, that is its new role as an off-shore detention 

centre for asylum seekers who attempt to enter Australia (Doherty 2016). It is clearly true 

that Nauru cannot simply think itself out of dependency, or use positivity to pull itself out of 

debt. It is the case that the international global political economy is based on inequalities, 

access to cheap labour, and financial indebtedness. For Nauru, “as much as it might like to, 

it cannot say no to Australia’s comparative economic might” (Doherty 2016).  

Yet despite this, “Nauruans are active in revitalizing their culture through fishing, sport, 

music, and dance” (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 5). To talk about Nauru simply as a vulnerable ‘SID’, 

or a ‘sinking island’ denies the material history of what has been done, and learns none of 

its lessons. Having had its culture suppressed by German colonists, its land devastated to 
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provide fertiliser to enrich other lands, no longer able to grow food on the land that has not 

been relocated, with even that eroding into the sea, now reliant on Australia for income in 

return for hosting a harmful offshore detention scheme, it is not helpful to Nauru to deny 

the enormous challenges it faces. However, in the language of vulnerability, Nauru’s 

challenges become simply a function of its islandness, as if inevitable as opposed to 

produced through the actions of colonialism. A problem in my mind throughout this 

research is how to recognise the material ways that climate change is already devastating 

islands, and exacerbating structural issues, without victimising, essentialising and 

homogenising islands and without dooming the islands as tragic “Titanic states” (Barnett 

and Campbell 2010, 167). However, I argue that islanding, a concept that works with 

Hau’ofa’s ideas as well as others, is exactly the concept that helps to face this theoretical 

challenge.  

I am calling this concept ‘islanding’, as a response to Teresia Teaiwa’s contribution to an 

Island Studies textbook’s call for imaginative contributions to a chapter entitled, ‘Island 

Futures and Sustainability’ (Baldacchino 2007). In her short contribution, Teaiwa asks, “Shall 

we make “island” a verb?... Let us “island” the world! Let us teach the inhabitants of planet 

Earth how to behave as if we were all living on islands!” (T. K. Teaiwa 2007, 514). Islanding is 

therefore not just about islanders regaining control and pride in their own narratives, but 

about expanding the islander mindset out, instead of the other way around. As I discussed 

in chapter 1, Teaiwa’s words both clarify the fantasy of continentalism, and challenge it. If 

islands can be understood to have limited resources and space, then so too can large island 

continents. “The islanded must understand that to live long and well, they need to take 

care... Once islanded, humans are awakened from the stupor of continental fantasies” (T. K. 

Teaiwa 2007, 514). The particular vulnerability of islands can be more easily understood 

alongside states such as the UK, whose islandness tends towards nationalist exceptionalism 

as opposed to an understanding of interconnectedness, than to the largest island that is 

usually split into Europe, Asia, and Africa. However, the idea of island Earth acts as an 

imaginative piercing of what is said to be ‘inherent’ about islands as defined through 

vulnerability.  

Similar reflections are made elsewhere in the chapter, formed of passages by eighteen 

contributors including Teaiwa. On the subject of migration and remittances from the 

Caribbean, Olwig writes, “the Eastern Caribbean... should not be viewed as an archipelago 

surrounded by the sea, but rather as important anchoring points in vast seas of 

relationships” (Olwig 2007, 518). This is clearly reminiscent of Hau’ofa’s arguments 

regarding the Pacific. Similarly, the concept of ‘nissology’ means “the study of islands on 

their own terms” (McCall 2007, 51). This word has a French conceptual history, but in 

English, nissology derives from the Greek root for Island ‘nisos’ and study of ‘ology’ (McCall 

1994, 104). Nissology is again used similarly, to move research away from continentalist 
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views of islands as Other, to argue “why we need not feel sorry for islands and Island states” 

(McCall 1994, 106). Others point out that islands will be created by sea level rise as well as 

submerged (Lowenthal 2007, 520), and that the Pacific makes up one third of the surface of 

the earth, and 71 percent of its oceans (Waddell 1993, 30). This perspective changes Kiribati 

from a small island, to a large ocean state, and Oceania becomes not a “pitiful confetti of 

microstates, but a great oceanic realm” (Waddell 1993, 32).  

This islanding work, and the work of Oceania is able to acknowledge the violence being 

enacted in the world’s oceans, whilst maintaining a radical hope in the ability of islands and 

island communities to recover and thrive. This radical hope is both decolonial and feminist, 

and the positivity of this literature is an effective antidote to the doom-laden narratives of 

the dominant SIDS literature whilst also being critical of the colonial and neo-colonial 

conditions that affect islands (Crocombe 2007, 524). My other concepts are able to show 

how colonialism has created the conditions of precarity, and dehumanised islanders in order 

to nullify calls for mitigation on the basis of futility, or rationality. To this, islanding adds a 

productive way out of the dominant discourse of vulnerability’s victimising and paternalising 

narratives, whilst forcing close attention on to islands and islanders themselves.  

Islanding as a concept shows that decolonisation is not only recovering geographical 

territory, but also reinventing cultural space (Subramani 1993). The diminishing of the 

region and of the self that resulted from internalising the colonial impositions of distance, 

difference, discreteness and isolation needs a decolonial resistance to confront the “narrow, 

scientific colonial ideology” (Subramani 1993, 27). These are not only historical impositions, 

but still play out but within and outside of climate change politics. The widely accepted 

subcategories of Melanesia, Polynesia and Micronesia, for example, come from the 

nineteenth century ‘table of living beings’, and the language of biological racism (O’Carroll 

1993, 25). It also matters that Pacific Islands are not featured on most global maps, as how 

can their ‘disappearance’ be felt when they are already hidden from view?  The commonly 

used names of many islands are colonial, ‘Easter Island’ instead of Rapanui; many islands 

still have colonial flags, containing the union flag in the top corner. The Hawaiian 

independence struggle continues, the Chagos Islanders continue to fight for justice from the 

UK government to be ‘allowed’ to return home, their citizenship having already been 

stripped (Harding 2019). Against these realities, islanding is a concept that demands islands 

to be present in the literature that is written about them, rather than ‘peering over the 

shoulder’ of the expected author. 

Islanding has also been used in non-Pacific literature, notably by Mimi Sheller in a Caribbean 

and specifically Haitian context (2012; 2018). For Sheller, ‘islanding’ begins very differently 

to my use of it; as a negative description of how immobility is produced on islands in 

moments where mobility would be a survival mechanism:  
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“...there is an islanding effect in which mobility regimes in post-disaster situations 

bring highly motile foreign responders and assistance to some of the affected 

population, while holding the ‘internally displaced’ in place, in an ongoing process of 

marginalization, serial displacement, and containment – as if they were marooned 

on an island of misery, even while surrounded by the coming and going of well-

equipped frequent flyers” (Sheller 2012, 187).  

Sheller is drawing out how uneven racial political economies affect survival during 

environmental crises, and in disaster recovery. Later, she describes more islanding effects, 

“of debt, foreign aid, and austerity” (Sheller 2018, 974). Islanding for Sheller is in my terms a 

vulnerabilising process. This process of islanding is part of the politics of precarity rather 

than a critique or reimagining of it. Yet Sheller also acknowledges the possibilities of 

Teaiwa’s provocation at the end of her later article, by seeing islanding not as an ‘effect’ or a 

process of violence, but as:  

“a positive healing practice that holds out hope not just for the Caribbean or the 

Pacific islands, but for humanity as an archipelago. If we can all be islanded, and 

awake to Black and Indigenous geographies, then we can perhaps learn to better 

cooperate in making a more just Island Earth” (Sheller 2018, 983).  

Sheller’s change of position on the possibilities of islanding over time comes after 

encountering Teaiwa’s work, something she credits in a note to a Facebook friend (Sheller 

2018, 983, note 2). In one short chapter contribution, Teaiwa manages to show a way to 

reimagine islanding as a positive awakening to appreciating the reliance of humans on a 

liveable and just planet.  

Elsewhere in island studies, islanding is again used differently. In the same volume in which 

Teaiwa writes of making island a verb, Godfrey Baldacchino uses ‘islanding’ as a way to 

describe the way that islands are othered (Baldacchino 2007, 2). Baldacchino’s work in 

general pushes against this othering, criticising the ways that continental scholars see 

islands as metaphors more than they do as real places with great diversity and 

heterogeneity. He explains this continental fascination as related to ideas of sovereignty, 

and an obsession with control, “Is it the boundedness and separation that makes islands so 

attractive to fantasy and mythology?” (Baldacchino 2005, 247). Whilst critical of the 

‘inherent vulnerability’ literature, Baldacchino is still recognising that islands do something 

to thought. Baldacchino wants to demystify islands, but the way I want to use ‘islanding’ is 

to denormalise continents.  

It is difficult to define an island in a way that does not include all land on earth, suggesting 

that it is more of an imagined rather than geographical category. The SIDS grouping includes 

low lying coastal states, and AOSIS includes non-island members. The imaginative category 

of vulnerable island is then not truly about islandness, but about the fantasy of an island. 
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Davis draws a distinction for this reason, between the island as a physically existing 

geographic space, and the island as deployed by scholars as a “modernist label for an 

isolated and disconnected realm that may or may not be actually geographic” (S. Davis 

2021, 416–17, emphasis in original). It is this isolated and disconnected realm that becomes 

the sinking island. This fantasy label is then used to justify the politics of precarity and 

ungrievability, and justifies the violence of climate change and the storyline of the doomed 

islands.  

Simultaneously, there is a treatment of the modern state as a metaphorical island in its 

boundedness. There are moves within academic work to rethink the world through islands 

that challenge the modernist fantasy of sovereign individual states as islands. Pugh and 

Chandler have started what they call an ‘Anthropocene Islands’ agenda, revolving around 

their book and article (Pugh and Chandler 2021; Chandler and Pugh 2021). They have a 

special section in the Island Studies Journal, a reading group, and an early career network, 

all building on the idea that, “Islands have become one of the most emblematic figures of 

the Anthropocene” (Pugh and Chandler 2021, 179). Their interest in islands is their symbolic 

strength against the fantasies of modernity, and the modernist episteme, the linear and 

universalist imaginaries of progress and civilisation:  

“Islands have thus come to symbolise strengths and capacities that modernist abstract 

and reductionist understandings cannot grasp. Islands have become saving figures in the 

Anthropocene. Saving connections, dependencies, knowledge practices and relations 

that have been lost in modernity and now need recovering” (Pugh and Chandler 2021, 

180).  

They use four heuristics in their analysis: resilience, patchworks, correlation, and storiation. 

They begin in the Caribbean and mostly use the work of Glissant, but they also cite Hau’ofa, 

both Katerina and Teresia Teaiwa, and some other Pacific thinkers such as Craig Perez and 

Jetñil-Kijiner. They mention islanding as a nod to Teaiwa’s ‘island as a verb’, but again 

someone, this time Baldacchino, is thanked in a footnote for drawing their attention to the 

passage. It is Caribbean thought that they are more familiar with and use more.  

The Anthropocene Islands initial publications also invited responses from a number of 

scholars, including Sheller and Perez. Sheller welcomed the island thinking, but warned of 

“theoretical piracy” (Sheller 2021, 2), a criticism she carries over from her reflection on 

‘creolisation’ theory (Sheller 2003). Sheller’s criticism of ‘Anthropocene Islands’ is that 

Caribbean theory is used to make a new thing by scholars in the UK, but at the same time, 

the Caribbean work itself is ‘made minor’. Sheller’s concern is that:  

“Chandler and Pugh conflate (or submerge) this strand of relational thought that 

originates in postcolonial Caribbean theorists writing from the periphery with 
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postmodern philosophers such as Derrida and later relational theorists such as 

Donna Haraway, Anna L Tsing, or Timothy Morton” (Sheller 2021, 2).  

Sheller’s position is that islanding thought should draw more on Black and Indigenous 

geographies rather than submerged by theoretical frameworks that primarily draw on USian 

or European thinkers, in this case Haraway, Tsing and Morton. Sheller’s criticism resonates 

with my difficulties connecting with the agenda. For me, islanding entails a recentring of 

thought and scholarship away from Europe: not to take Pacific thought and make it relevant 

to Europe and the rest of the world, but to challenge the assumptions of European thought 

with Pacific thought. It is entirely possible that there is no difference, and I am also 

committing piracy. However, I follow Enloe’s recent reflections on conversations with 

Teresia Teaiwa, where she was not advised to stop her interest in the Pacific, but to seek to 

improve it, telling her, “Okay but now you have to go deeper” (Enloe, speaking at 

International Feminist Journal of Politics 2022, 41.40).  

For me this means that my concept of ‘islanding as reimagining’ climate change vulnerability 

is going to be driven by the words and scholarship of Oceanic thinkers, being clear on the 

s/pacific (T. K. Teaiwa 1994) context of the discussion. Oceanic work does not need to be 

islanded; it is islanded. Teaiwa and Hau’ofa were writing exciting theoretical work on 

islanding far before the contemporary move. This is not to suggest that Pacific Studies is 

disconnected to the rest of the world, or should be held separate. Wendt writes that the 

Pacific decolonial literature of the 20th century was, “inspired by and learning from the anti-

colonial struggles in Ireland, Africa, the Caribbean, and India, the civil rights movement in 

the United States, the international student protest movement and the opposition to the 

Vietnam War” (Wendt 1995, 2). Quito Swan has also traced how Black internationalism and 

the Black Power movement inspired particularly Melanesian independence movements 

during the 20th century and how Black Pacific Islanders also travelled to the US and 

independent African states to seek solidarity (Swan 2022). However, based on these 

reflections, I have chosen not to ‘supplement’ islanding as a concept with Butler, despite the 

compatibility of the two, including Butler’s focus on relationality. The version of islanding 

vulnerability I am developing is therefore a Pacific-Islanding vulnerability.    

Islanding in my theoretical framework 

Islanding is a critical concept that does two things within my thesis. Firstly, I use islanding as 

a critical concept alongside precarity and grievability in chapters 4, 5 and 6. Secondly, I use 

islanding to reimagine vulnerability through the academic, activist and artistic work of 

Oceanic thinkers who are focused on radically reimagining, reframing and resisting climate 

change coloniality. This reimagining is the subject of chapter 7, and addresses my second 

research question, of the possibilities of reconceptualising vulnerability. However, for the 

rest of this section, I will explain how islanding as critique is useful for my analysis. 
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Islanding as critique provides a counternarrative to the dominant ‘SIDS’ discourse, and it 

challenges the paternalist politics of development. Firstly, islanding counters derogatory and 

belittling narratives that are told about island states (Hau’ofa 1993) by critiquing the 

supposed powerlessness and dependency that is present in the ‘sinking islands’ discourse. 

Yet it does this not just with rebuttal, but with counternarrative, for example countering the 

climate refugee narrative of island people being passive while living in their stable paradises 

until forced out by climate change, with a narrative that details a history of “strong 

knowledge, wisdom, and abilities for dealing with significant social and environmental 

changes as part of typical island life” (Kelman 2018, 155). These counternarratives do not 

deny that climate change is already affecting and will continue to affect islands, but do 

provide nuance and balance that is missing from much of the media and academic 

narratives of doomed or sinking island states. To use islanding as a concept I will therefore 

be questioning whose knowledge is counted. Islanding will also point me to challenge 

assumptions I find about islands, and to question dominant narratives that are at odds with 

the way that islanders portray themselves. To recognise simply, that they are not drowning, 

they are fighting. 

Secondly, islanding is a challenge to the paternalist politics of development. Countering 

narratives is a step towards this, as narratives also operate as a “self-serving structure to 

support external climate change research, policy, and practice” (Kelman 2018, 160). In 

chapter 5, I argue that the scientific project of vulnerability measurement has turned 

‘vulnerability’ into a buzzword or fuzzword (Cornwall 2007) that folds vulnerability into 

wider development policy. A study of the allocation of aid for climate change adaptation 

found the same thing, and argues “adaptation aid flows very closely follow general 

development aid flows. The extent to which adaptation aid is new and additional thus 

remains unclear” (Weiler, Klöck, and Dornan 2018, 65).  

Resistance to patterns of dependence, aid, and debt is therefore part of the concept of 

islanding. This resistance is also seen in international climate change policy, as “islanders 

and public servants… [position] themselves against what is construed as the latest 

incarnation of a hegemonic and externally imposed, international development agenda” 

(Baldacchino 2018, 218). Politically, islanding points to the ‘polluter pays’ principle, ‘loss and 

damage’, law suits against fossil fuel companies (Volcovici 2020), struggles for land rights 

(Sou 2019) and against the colonial disposability that is preventing mitigation. Using 

islanding as a concept of critique is therefore about applying these two interventions: 

countering victimising narratives of islands as weak, small, and powerless, and countering a 

paternalist politics that is built on these assumptions. These interventions make the concept 

powerful, whilst also being theoretically consistent with precarity and grievability.   
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Conclusion: A framework for understanding climate change vulnerability  

In this chapter I have developed a theoretical framework that will enable me to answer my 

research questions. My first research questions asks how vulnerability is conceptualised in 

climate change politics. Together, precarity, grievability and islanding are able to analyse 

vulnerability in a way that points both to the global political economy that is responsible for 

unequal distribution of the resources of safety and adaptation (precarity), but also the 

discourses through which these power relations are maintained and normalised (grievability 

and islanding). This analysis repoliticises and draws attention to the coloniality of 

vulnerability as a concept. I am therefore able to answer my research question in a way that 

does not reproduce this coloniality, and that is able to politicise technocratic accounts of 

scientific vulnerability.  

My second research question asks whether vulnerability can be reconceptualised as a 

critical concept. The purpose of the critique built by my concepts is therefore to enable this 

reimagining, especially through the concept of islanding. Islanding enables a reimagining of 

vulnerability by emphasising the arguments and resistance movements of ‘the vulnerable’ 

themselves, and stressing the interconnectedness and reliance of all life on a balanced 

environment for survival. All of these concepts draw on vulnerability as a relational and 

interconnected condition. They all then build on this idea to explain how vulnerability can 

be conceptualised in the dominant discourses as differential, explaining this through the 

global political economy, through racialised and gendered discourses, and through colonial 

histories.   
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Chapter 4. The sinking island storyline and climate coloniality   

“I also get a little bit annoyed when we have people in those sorts of countries who 

point the finger at Australia and say we should be shutting down all our resource 

sector so that, er... so that... erm, you know, they can... er, continue to survive. They 

will continue to survive! There's no question they will continue to survive and they 

will continue to survive with, with large aid assistance from Australia. They will 

continue to survive because many of their workers come here and pick our fruit. Pick 

our fruit grown with hard Australian enterprise and endeavour..." Michael 

McCormack, (transcribed from video, Smee 2019).  

“Dear Australian Deputy PM Michael McCormack, 

Your fruit grows on lands that does not belong to you 

Your fruit is grown with the phosphate taken from the Islands of  

Nauru and Banaba where they can no longer bear fruit 

Your fruit has been picked by a generation of Pacific slaves 

Your fruit grows in abundance because you have taken ours.” 

'Pick our fruit', Yuki Kihara, (2019). 

Introduction  

This chapter conducts an historical survey of the development of vulnerability discourse in 

relation to Pacific Islands, in order to answer my research question of how vulnerability is 

conceptualised in climate change politics. My argument in doing so, is that what is currently 

understood as a scientific concept within the IPCC, has developed from racialised colonial 

imaginative geographies of risk and safety. This coloniality is being reproduced in climate 

change politics due to a lack of engagement with the assumptions that underlie knowledge 

of vulnerability. The contradictions that this causes, such as islands continuing to be named 

as particularly vulnerable within UNFCCC documents despite indexes increasingly not 

ranking them highly, is explained historically. The discourse of extreme vulnerability has 

been used in relation to islands since their first ‘discovery’ by Europeans. Precarity is 

therefore being produced through colonial continuities, and discourses of (un)grievability 

that naturalise island harm and islander dispossession. The possibility of islanding 

vulnerability in a way that overcomes this is through telling an historical, decolonial story 

that relates the violence of colonialism, nuclear testing and waste dumping, dispossession 

and land extraction through to climate change. 
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The image of the ‘sinking islands states’ is emblematic of climate change vulnerability. As 

the epigrams that start this chapter indicate, the survival of islands is now a fiercely 

contested topic, under which lies a history of colonialism and racial capitalism in the Pacific. 

This chapter explores why climate change vulnerability and small island states have such a 

strong historical association. In chapter 2 I established the immediate links that were made 

between sea level rise, vulnerability, and island vulnerability. I also outlined the large and 

disparate fields of literature that engage with island vulnerability. Within this crowded 

landscape, two additional questions motivate this chapter. Firstly, on what theoretical basis 

does the widely accepted ‘inherent vulnerability’ of islands rest, and how did it become so 

embedded in climate change politics? Secondly, what political implications does the 

extinction narrative of the inherently vulnerable ‘sinking islands’ have? In order to answer 

these questions, this chapter explores the discursive and material history of Pacific Island 

vulnerability discourse.  

Drawing on Sylvia Wynter (2003), this chapter shows how colonial classifications of land and 

people, and justifications of imperialist violence have categorised Pacific Islands as doomed 

paradise(s), and islanders as naturally fragile. Whilst the arguments themselves and the 

forms of violence have shifted over time, the gendered and racialised logics of disposability 

have endured. This history underlies both the slow violence of climate change (Nixon 2013; 

O’Lear 2016) and what I identify as the climate change extinction narratives of the sinking 

island states and the climate refugee islanders. Through these racialised narratives, island 

loss and uninhabitability is justified as natural and inevitable, thereby obscuring the violence 

of continued emissions behind the colonial myth of the vulnerable island paradise. Climate 

change is therefore understood in this chapter as a colonial continuity, a harm that is not 

new, but has repeatedly produced extractive violence and dispossession in the Pacific 

(Pfalzgraf 2021). The analysis is historically specific to the Pacific; however, the conclusions 

of the chapter speak more broadly, as a critique of the concept of climate change 

vulnerability itself. Using evidence from research into the concept of vulnerability and 

Pacific Islands, I argue that the politics of vulnerability is inescapably colonial and 

paternalistic. Further, that the vulnerability paradigm does not function to strengthen 

arguments for mitigation, but instead to naturalise the loss of land, and render islanders 

vulnerable through a racialised, capitalist politics of development.     

Colonial discourses and materialities: Climate Change in Paradise  

In this section I trace the development of the two extinction narratives I have identified 

through a discourse analysis of literature on islands through the first six sites I identified in 

chapter 1. I identify two extinction narratives that are in tension throughout these 

documents, that of the paradise / doomed islands, and that of fatal impact / innate 

degeneracy of islanders. These extinction narratives are named for the colonial language 

they are rooted in, but their arguments shift over time to reflect changing dominant strains 
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of thought whilst retaining their logics. In Wynter’s terms, the racialised classification 

remains the same, as do the racialised and capitalist logics of extraction and disposability, 

but the justifications shift (Wynter 2003, 303).  

I identified these narratives through a dual recognition: Firstly, of the racialisation of climate 

change extinction narratives and their imaginative geography (Said 1978; Gregory 2004; 

Chaturvedi and Doyle 2015); and secondly, of the colonial history of these narratives (Grove 

1995; Bankoff 2001). I trace these narratives through time, noting the periods of shift in 

justification as these narratives endured, alongside the waves of violence enacted in the 

Pacific. All reproduce a discourse of inherent island vulnerability, and a politics of 

naturalised harm. The discourse of vulnerability and the material legacy of violence in the 

Pacific are therefore interlinked, and endure in fatalistic climate change politics. Notably, 

this fatalism is also present in some activists’ accounts that use the island extinction 

narrative to make justice arguments; an argument of ‘wishful sinking’ that requires island 

loss, as “only after they disappear are the islands useful as an absolute truth of the urgency 

of climate change, and thus a prompt to save the rest of the planet” (Farbotko 2010, 47).    

Figure 2: Results of an image search for ‘sinking paradise islands’, 11th October 2021.  

 

The first extinction narrative relies on a dualism of islands as paradise, and as doomed. This 

dualism is sometimes oppositional, but more often coexists. It is present in the way that 

Europeans have classified islands as often simultaneously pristine environments and yet 

doomed to extinction since the first wave of imperialist contact in the 18th century (Grove 

1995). In the media of the 21st century, it is used as a dramatic device, using aerial imagery 

of atolls in particular (see Figure 2) and juxtaposing these images of beauty with stories of 

an approaching uninhabitability. This practice has a history that I trace from first imperial 

contact, to the climate change documents of the IPCC. The second extinction narrative relies 

on a dualism of islanders as fatally impacted, or as innately degenerate. It is visible in the 

early debate by imperialists over the reasons for islander population collapse after their 

arrival, categorising islanders according to the racial science of social Darwinism and 
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environmental determinism (Howe 1977; T. K. Teaiwa 2006). This narrative revolves around 

islanders as opposed to islands; however this distinction is imperfect. It is not easy to keep 

the narratives of islands and islanders separate as they are so often conflated in 

homogenising and environmentally deterministic ways. The aerial images of Figures 2 and 5 

show how islanders are also often invisibilised from the sinking islands story in the media 

and scientific publications. Islands seem largely uninhabited in these images, yet climate 

vulnerability discourse often stresses population growth and density. Again, there is a 

history to this narrative, rooted in the early moments of colonialism, but stretching into 

present day climate change politics. I will now outline each history in turn.   

Paradise / doomed islands  

The description of Pacific Islands as paradise is evident in accounts of the first moments of 

European ‘discovery’. At this early point, the paradise-image included ideas of ecological 

balance, plenty, and perfection. Rousseau, drawing in turn on Defoe, had popularised the 

motif of paradise islands in France, as places of refuge and purity (Grove 1995, 236). These 

myths of unspoiled paradise inspired authors such as Pierre Loti who was then read by 

Gauguin, inspiring his move to Tahiti in search of his own ‘erotic Eden’ (Mathews 2001). 

However, these paradise islands were also vulnerable to ruin, “the substance of the weak is 

always employed to the profit of the powerful” (Rousseau 1782, 104). Even at this point, the 

destruction of islands is predicted as ‘natural’, and justified colonial rule under the guise of 

protection. Scientists such as Darwin also saw islands as pristine, unspoiled places, for 

whom “each island appeared as a laboratory experiment” (Kiste 1985, 10). The Pacific was 

therefore important in the development of European thought, from Darwin’s theories, to 

the anthropology of Margaret Mead and others (T. K. Teaiwa 2006, 72) to the European 

environmentalist movement (see Grove 1995). These responses to the Pacific Islands were 

all colonial, involving a racialised categorisation, naming, claiming, and extraction, both of 

knowledge and of materials.   

The early distinction between ‘poly’, ‘micro’ and ‘mela’ nesia is a clear example of this 

racialisation. Dumont d'Urville’s categorisations of the ‘many’, ‘small’ and ‘black’ islands was 

not based on cultural ties or island history, but on the emerging race science of the period, 

switching between perceptions of islanders and islands (Kabutaulaka 2015, 112). This 

racialised mapping of islanders also used the physical geography of islands as explanatory 

for observed differences. The larger size of some ‘Melanesian’ islands such as Papua New 

Guinea compared to atolls made them more difficult to explore and plunder, and their 

environment was seen as ‘less healthy’, making them less attractive for colonising (Kiste 

1985, 5–6). In this racialised classification system, there was a hierarchy according to which 

Melanesians were at the bottom, “placed in the same category as black people from Africa” 

(Kabutaulaka 2015, 113). Melanesians were therefore seen as savages, cannibals, and 

sorcerers, and this was linked deterministically with the ‘unhealthy’ environment in which 
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they lived (Kiste 1985, 6).  The people of the ‘paradise islands’ of Tahiti and ‘Polynesia’ more 

widely were seen differently, as Rousseau’s noble savages, and compared favourably with 

the darker skinned Melanesians who were seen as “cruel and blood thirsty” (Bougainville 

1878, quoted in Kiste 1985, 4).  

This paradise discourse was also gendered. Alongside describing the islands of Tahiti as 

paradise, Bougainville described Tahitians as “physically a beautiful and handsome race... 

the sexual availability of women [doing] nothing to change his opinion” (Kiste 1985, 2). This 

sexualisation of islander women contributed to the paradise discourse in the colonial 

period, as the paintings of Gauguin document (see Figure 3). The portrayal of the noble 

savage was part of this, Polynesians being ascribed a ‘soft primitivism’, “Life was portrayed 

as being easy, and people were pure and guileless. Their lives were filled with pleasure and 

uninhibited sex” (Kiste 1985, 3). Again, science played a role in perpetuating this 

romanticism, with ethnologists and anthropologists going on expeditions to study the 

‘primitive peoples’ (Malinowski 1932; Aldrich and Johnson 2018, 164). In the next section I 

will focus more on these racialised and gendered framings of islanders. However, having 

outlined the origins of the extinction narrative of islands as doomed paradise, I will now 

trace it through the other periods of my research, alongside the material history that was 

justified through this narrative. 

Figure 3: ‘Exotic Eve’ Paul Gauguin, 1890.  
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The second period that is crucial to the development of island vulnerability discourse, is mid 

to late 20th century colonialism. Knowledge creation at this point comes from colonial 

administrators such as H. E. Maude. Maude was from a colonial military family, born in 

India, and developed a fascination of the Pacific based on romantic fiction. He started 

writing his book ‘Slavers in Paradise’ whilst working for the Western Pacific High 

Commission (Maude 1981, vii). He calls the book a labour of love, and is the first written 

account of the Peruvian slave trade that devastated communities across the Pacific Islands 

(see Horne 2007; Tuiburelevu and Wagner-Hiliau 2020; Nyman and Olul-Hossen 2021). In 

this sense, it is important work, written at the end of living memory of the practice, a 

photograph of the last survivor included on the first page. However, it relies on a devaluing 

of islander oral knowledge practices which Maude implies are exaggerated or 

sensationalised (Maude 1981, xx). It uses paradise discourse as a dramatic device, opposing 

images of paradise with themes of danger. The cover (Figure 4) looks like a work of fiction. 

The women are bare-chested, and the island beautiful, whereas the slavers carry guns, 

wearing classic ‘pirate’ outfits, a three masted ship visible in the distance. Maude 

encourages this fictional perception in his preface,  

“For the majority of readers... it will be read simply as a contribution to island 

literature: as the story of the most dramatic region-wide conflict between human 

greed and bewildered innocence ever to occur in the romantic setting of the South 

Seas” (Maude 1981, viii).  

In his other work, Maude’s neo-Malthusian attitude to islanders is clearer, writing of his 

perception of environmental degradation and overpopulation: “The ultimate hope for the 

Gilbertese people probably lies in drastic population control” (Maude 1968, 342). This 

attitude led to the forced displacement and relocation of 720 i-Kiribati islanders in the 

1930s, from the Gilbert to the Phoenix Islands (Connell 2012, 128). This relocation was a 

failure as the Phoenix Islands were subject to “repeated and lengthy intervals of drought” 

(Knudson 1977, 175). Islanders were again relocated in the 1950s to the Solomon Islands, 

“where, half a century later, they were some of the main victims of the 2007 tsunami” 

(Connell 2012, 128).   
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Figure 4: Cover of ‘Slavers in Paradise’ (Maude 1981) 

  

Whilst the early colonial period was marked by the violence of first encounters and 

colonialism, the later period was marked in particular by the phosphate mining, military 

occupation and nuclear tests of the 20th century. At this point, islands were still largely 

represented globally through films about cannibals and hurricanes, alongside the romantic, 

revealing again “a duality of the paradisiacal and potentiality on the one hand, and the 

pestilential and primitive on the other" (Bennett 2009, 12). Narratives of faraway paradise 

failed to protect islands from destructive practices such as Operation Greenhouse. The 1951 

operation “overtly labeled the islands as a contained ecological space, a ‘greenhouse’ for 

experiments in nature/physics” (DeLoughrey 2013, 170). In the reporting on the bombing of 

Bikini Atoll, islands are portrayed as indistinguishable:  

"As for Juda of Bikini and his people now living on Rongerik atoll, they probably will 

be repatriated if they insist on it, though the United States military authorities say 

they can't see why they should want to: Bikini and Rongerik look as alike as two 

Idaho potatoes" (Rooney 1946, 24) 

Island populations are discussed as too small to warrant any concern: For example, Henry 

Kissinger’s infamous comment for which he has become notorious in the Pacific, "There are 

only 90,000 people out there. Who gives a damn?" (T. K. Teaiwa 1994, 101). Islands are also 
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consistently left off world maps, invisibilising the harm that is done to them. The time lapse 

map created by Isao Hashimoto vividly shows how many bombs were dropped on the Pacific 

Ocean during the Cold War (Hashimoto 2003). What it does not show, is the islands that 

exist in the ocean where most of the bombs are dropped. Yet the 15-megaton 

thermonuclear weapon Bravo alone, itself one of six bombs dropped on Bikini Atoll as part 

of Operation Castle, killed the crew of a Japanese fishing vessel, exposed hundreds of 

Marshall Islanders to nuclear radiation, that in turn caused miscarriages, leukaemia deaths, 

thyroid cancers, and “permanently displaced its residents due to continuing lethal levels of 

cesium137, even 40 years later” (DeLoughrey 2013, 171).   

As climate change became a research focus in the 1980s and 1990s, the paradise frame 

continues to be used, but with a shift in tone, the ‘inevitable’ uninhabitability becoming a 

much stronger part of the story. Environmental and economic vulnerability begin to be 

conflated in this period, as islands began to achieve independence, a process that is still 

incomplete. Yet the work of this research period fails to reflect on the role of colonial 

practices in creating the problems that are described. An example of this is a 1991 report on 

‘The Changing Climate in Paradise’ (Brook et al. 1991) that was written primarily by 

meteorologists and published by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. The cover (Figure 5) 

features the familiar aerial shot. The island is not named, described simply as, “An atoll... 

The fragility of these places is clearly seen” (Brook et al. 1991, ii). The report’s preface 

engages in the paradise framing, explaining the choice of title, and telling a depoliticised 

history of the region:  

“More than 40,000 years ago when mariners from Asia first settled the islands of the 

South West Pacific they found a beautiful and productive ocean and island 

environment. To the Europeans, who much later visited them, the Pacific Islands 

have been considered synonymous with Paradise... But the present era is one of flux 

for the Pacific. There is a climate of change everywhere. Small States have gained 

their independence and are taking up the challenge of government within an 

increasingly complex global system... The fragile nature of the Pacific Islands makes 

them particularly vulnerable to shifts in climate and associated sea level changes...” 

(Brook et al. 1991, iii).  

The connection between this quote and the paradise narrative of the colonial era is direct, 

and acknowledged. The idea of islands as places of ecological balance, plenty, and 

perfection is put into a moment in time – that of first arrival, “they found a beautiful and 

productive ocean and island environment” (Brook et al. 1991, iii). The transition to islands 

having a ‘fragile nature’ is unexplored and unexplained. As the report goes on, the duty of 

Europeans, called ‘expats’ throughout, is to provide assistance to the weak islands who 

somehow, blamelessly, went from ‘beautiful and productive’ to the brink of uninhabitability.  
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Figure 5: Cover of report, showing ‘An atoll’ (Brook et al. 1991; photography by R. R. Brook).  

 

Finally, the extinction narrative is also present in recent climate change documents. The 

IPCC reports have given special attention to islands states since the first assessment report 

(AR1), due in part to the early intuitive pairing of vulnerability and sea level rise and the 

existing literature on island vulnerability. Image continues to be important as islands are 

both hyper-visible but also missing from most maps included within the reports. Yet the 

cover of the 1992 supplementary IPCC report on ‘impacts’, an early term for vulnerability, 

uses a photograph of the Maldives for a cover that could be a photograph taken from the 

‘Slavers in Paradise’ location (Figure 6). The beach now empty of people save for one man, 

lounging in a deckchair, the whole image suggests the paradise framing. The danger is 

implied by the content of the report itself, in which uninhabitability is raised, “The economic 

and social viability of such island nations as Tuvalu, Tokelau, Kiribati, the Marshall Islands 

and the Maldives could be imperilled by a rise in the mid-range of current sea-level rise 

projections” (IPCC WGII 1992, 33). As is fear of refugees, “Sea-level rise along with flooding 

and drought may be the source of a potential international environmental refugee problem, 

[including] South Pacific island populations who may face the loss of their homelands” (IPCC 

WGII 1992, 34).  
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Figure 6: Climate Change 1992: The Supplementary Report to the IPCC Impacts Assessment, 

(cover photo).  

 

More recent IPCC documents contain similar statements, potentially due to a stable 

authorship of the islands chapters throughout time: for example Lino Briguglio, a leading 

proponent of the inherent economic vulnerability theory, is a recurring lead author (IPCC 

2001, 843; IPCC WGII 2007, 687; IPCC 2014b, 1613). Island vulnerability is due to their 

“inherent physical characteristics... AR5 reconfirms the high level of vulnerability of small 

islands to multiple stressors, both climate and non-climate” (IPCC WGII 2014, 1616). The 

non-climate stressors are to be read as high population density, and bad management. For 

example: “A study of Majuro atoll (Marshall Islands) found that erosion was widespread but 

attribution to SLR [sea level rise] was obscured by pervasive anthropogenic impacts to the 

coastal system” (IPCC WGII 2014, 1620). The cited study, used as evidence for how 

‘pervasive anthropogenic impacts’ obscure SLR details how land reclamation means that 

land area has actually increased on Majuro atoll (Ford 2012). It is population density that 

marks the atoll as nevertheless vulnerable, “High-density residential and commercial 
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activities on often poorly designed and constructed reclamation ultimately increase 

vulnerability of atoll islands to coastal hazards, with such hazards likely to be further 

amplified by future sea level rise” (Ford 2012, 20). However, there is no mention of nuclear 

displacement or military occupation and the segregation that this entails. Kwajalein atoll, for 

example, colonised by the families of the US military who live in subsidised housing, is 

described as “almost heaven” (Hirshberg 2015, 342). Whilst the Marshallese are restricted 

to certain islands such as Ebeye, where a “habitable land mass of approximately 0.10 square 

miles, houses around ten thousand Marshallese people (around a thousand of whom work 

on the U.S. Army base on neighboring Kwajalein)” (Marcoux 2021, 16–17).  

In this section I have highlighted how the paradise / doomed islands extinction narrative of 

Pacific Islands dates from the arrival of Europeans in the region. This seemingly positive 

portrayal of paradise on earth was never a defence against the violence of imperial and 

colonial dispossession and extraction. Instead, the seeming fragility of the islands was used 

as a justification by Europeans for their intervention: to make the land productive and to 

protect it from the dangers of the tropical region. This continues in climate change politics, 

with an ahistorical analysis of island vulnerability that naturalises conditions created 

through the policies of racial capitalism and militarism. In the next section, I will describe the 

way that this paradise framing of islands becomes further embedded through the 

vulnerabilising of islanders, switching my focus to the parallel discourse of ‘fatal impact’ and 

its dualism of innate degeneracy. 

Fatal impact / innate degeneracy 

‘Fatal impact’ refers to the ideas developed in the 19th century as the toll of “introduced 

diseases, the creation of new wants, and the general disruption of island societies” (Kiste 

1985, 7) was feared to be leading inexorably to the extinction of islanders. Cook and Diderot 

among others argued that ‘civilisation’, meaning European contact, was a corrupting force, 

ruining the innocence and purity of island culture, and especially of women (Howe 1977, 

139). Similarly Robert Louis Stevenson emphasised the psychological stress of colonisation, 

“Experience seems to show us... that change of habit is bloodier than a bombardment” 

(Stevenson 1896, 32). The other side of this binary is that of ‘innate degeneracy’, that 

argued that islanders had fallen into “slothful decadence and decay” (Howe 1977, 144) 

before the arrival of Europeans. This developed as the argument that European contact was 

corrupting, and clashed with the beliefs of Christian missionaries who were also present in 

the region. Instead of blaming contact, Christians attributed the decline of islander 

populations to a vengeful god, “the imminent extinction of some Pacific races resulted from 

the 'retributive justice of Providence for the idolatry and bloodshed of heathen times'” 

(Howe 1977, 142).  
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This also marks the line between the figure of the noble savage described earlier, and the 

view of Christians for whom ‘heathens’ could only be ‘ignoble’. Teresia Teaiwa describes 

how this was a reaction against the sexuality of islanders, and a way of legitimising colonial 

control,  

“By the late eighteenth century, European Christians had determined that the 

islands were purgatorial rather than paradisical, and that the noble savage was really 

ignoble: Islanders needed both salvation and civilization, and mostly they needed to 

be clothed... Clothing functioned as a device of colonial social control, not only by 

eliminating nudity, but in colonial Papua, for instance, by distinguishing appropriate 

dress for Islanders from appropriate dress for Europeans” (T. K. Teaiwa 1994, 97).  

Rather than due to a vengeful god and lack of faith, the scientific language of social-

Darwinism also argued for the innate degeneracy of islanders, but due to a lack of struggle:   

“The present races of Polynesia have long ago been doomed, in obedience, 

doubtless, to immutable laws, to extinction. Of late, they are marching more rapidly 

to their destined goal, and no mortal hand can stay their fatal progress. But surely 

this is no matter for fond regrets or philanthropic sighs. These Polynesians have 

doubtless performed some allotted part in the economy of nature” (Forbes 1873, 

321). 

This idea of innate degeneracy was environmentally deterministic, arguing that island life 

was too easy, “The law of struggle is the basis not only for racial advance but of racial health 

and racial continuance. No species can persist if not subject to it” (Brown 1916, 283). Again, 

this justification is necessary to legitimise colonial control, obscuring the harm done by 

colonialism behind arguments of inevitability and inherent weakness.  

What these arguments share is a justification of imperial domination for the good of 

islanders, to save them from environmental, spiritual and psychological ruin. The claim is 

that “More European presence and regulation rather than less was necessary to alleviate 

the islanders' suffering” (Howe 1977, 142). Some island population numbers started to 

recover in the 20th century, but the debate carried into the later colonial period, and 

endured in climate change extinction narratives. Echoes of ‘fatal impact’ can be seen in 

justice arguments that assert the passive innocence of islanders in ways that obscure their 

activism and resistance. Whilst the argument of ‘innate degeneracy’ is still present in 

arguments that focus on population and governance, placing the blame of climate change 

effects on to islanders themselves.  

As with the paradise discourse, the later colonial period of the 20th century continued using 

extinction narratives to justify the violence of extraction and displacement. The reporting on 

the Pacific nuclear tests is one example. The innate degeneracy idea, that islanders were 
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complicit in their own demise, is dominant in the narratives of the US military. The 

aforementioned newspaper article that argued that Bikini and Rongerik atolls were 

indistinguishable was written by Lieutenant Rooney of the US Navy who described islanders 

as ‘primitive’, with the headline, “The Strange People From Bikini” (Rooney 1946, 23). 

Rooney stresses that islanders consented happily to their removal, “they love one another 

and the American visitors who took their home” (Rooney 1946, 101). The message in this 

article, written by a military participant in these tests, is that colonialism is benevolent and 

that islanders approved of what was being done. Elsewhere, there is footage of a US soldier 

telling islanders that their exile was necessary, “for the good of mankind” (Willacy 2017, 

11.00).  

Other contemporary accounts deploy the noble savage narrative, even after the unexpected 

levels of destruction that the bombs caused; here describing an islander undergoing a 

radiation test, “these are fishing people, savages by our standards... John is a savage, but a 

happy, amenable savage” (Intl Forum 2014, unattributed US documentary, approx. date 

1946 4.25). Together with the comments of Kissinger, the message is that islanders are 

disposable, due to their ‘primitive’ temporal and geographical separation from the real 

‘civilised’ world of the 20th century.  

The fatal impact argument on the other hand, is apparent in the anti-tests arguments of the 

time. This comment article in the New York Times deploys both the noble savage and the 

paradise narratives, juxtaposing islander innocence with the destructive effects of 

civilisation:  

“Bikini lagoon, although we have never seen it, begins to seem like the one place in 

all the world we cannot spare; it grows increasingly valuable in our eyes - the lagoon, 

the low-lying atoll, the steady wind from the east, the palms in the wind, the quiet 

natives who live without violence. It all seems unspeakably precious, like a lovely 

child stricken with a fatal disease... The natives are being moved to another atoll to 

make Lebensraum for our scientists on Chain Reaction Bay. The account we saw of 

the eviction said that these Bikini Islanders were an unusual bunch - they lived in 

peace & didn't murder one another. Such people, afflicted with unnatural lassitude, 

are out of luck on this up-&-coming planet & it is not surprising that they are having 

to move on. Presumably nothing much will be left of Bikini when the scientists get 

through; it will simply be remembered as the one-time habitation of some queer 

dicks who failed to drop things on each other” (White 1946, 17). 

The tests went ahead because whether fatally impacted by civilisation, or innately incapable 

of joining the civilised world, islanders are framed as a vulnerable subject, and their lives 

seen as disposable.  
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In the emerging climate change literature of the 1980s, economists begin to argue that 

climate change vulnerability comes from lack of economic development. As I discuss in 

chapter 5, this work assumes that developing countries are most vulnerable, as “the rich 

countries do not only possess the more advanced technologies to cope with changes in 

agricultural productivity, but they also are less liable to get into a situation where these 

means would have to be applied” (Meyer-Abich 1980, 69). The answer to both climate 

change vulnerability and economic vulnerability is therefore the same, a continuation of the 

development model formed by the logics of racial capitalism. As ‘developing countries’, 

islands factor into this argument implicitly as a source of the expected ‘mass migration‘ 

consequence of an adaptation pathway. In the literature of this period, contradictions of the 

developmental position become clear. For example, it is advised that islands convert farms 

to export crops such as palm oil over ‘lesser crops’, meaning those that are eaten or used 

locally whilst also equating island vulnerability with shortage of land  (Hackett 1990, 80).   

Population concerns also endure, and are used to explain vulnerability. One example is a 

report that details how malnutrition levels are growing in Papua New Guinea due to a lack 

of food, describing how tinned fish and rice are being bought with money earned from wage 

labour or from the sale of cash crops such as coffee or pyrethrum (O’Collins 1990, 119). 

Rather than a land use problem, or a trade problem, this is framed as a population growth 

problem,  

“Climate warming and increased salinity in atoll aquifers and coastal swamps will 

bring about changes in the type and quantity of food resources... people are now 

eating more imported food as land is turned over to cash crops... high levels of 

malnutrition are emerging, due to population increases” (O’Collins 1990, 119).  

Again, this framing is part of the innate degeneracy narrative, where islanders are having 

more children than they can support, and making poor dietary choices. Blaming population 

factors rather than the changes in land use that have just been detailed obscures the role of 

the economic policies being endorsed in the reports, and how the turning over of the land 

to cash crops is not improving quality of life. Elsewhere, Maude is cited to claim that for 

islands, “the Malthusian spectre [has] been sighted” (Connell and Roy 1990, 96).  Climate 

refugees are called an inevitability, simply renewing existing assumptions about the 

inevitability of economic and environmental refugees from the region, “Without further 

substantial external assistance, there is little doubt that people who were once described as 

real and potential 'economic refugees' will become, in less than fifty years, a new group of 

'environmental refugees'” (Connell and Roy 1990, 109). This framing of the problem not 

only considers population control to be more feasible than mitigation, but also fails to 

reflect on the role of colonialism in undermining existing cultural practices and mobility that 

prevented population problems (O’Collins 1990, 120).   
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These narratives continue in the IPCC reports, often linked with concerns about migration 

and refugees. Vulnerability is also repeatedly linked with higher population densities, 

especially on coasts, “For these countries, sea-level rise could force internal or international 

migration of populations” (IPCC WGII 1995, 11). Relocation due to uninhabitability is 

described as increasingly likely due to population pressures and management problems 

(IPCC WGII 1995, 305). This shifts blame to bad (self) governance, and diminishes the role 

that climate change is playing in island vulnerability. Resettlement and migration are still 

discussed as adaptation strategies in the latest report, bearing the warning that they should 

be seen as, “options of “last resort” on islands, as they may actually discourage viable 

adaptation initiatives, by fostering overdependence on external support” (IPCC 2014b, 

1642). Relocation in the Pacific has a coercive and failed history, yet this history is absent 

even implicitly from this discussion. The paternalistic warning of ‘fostering overdependence’ 

contrasts harshly with the activism of islanders such as Jetñil-Kijiner who are resisting any 

suggestion of relocation.  

In this section, I have shown how the fatal impact / innate degeneracy extinction narrative 

debates the abilities and responsibilities of and towards islanders with no attempt to 

include them in the conversation. This paternalism and racism endures in climate change 

politics, as islander vulnerability is understood as inherent, and their future status as 

refugees assumed to be inevitable. This fatalistic politics can be found in activist accounts as 

well as more widely critiqued narratives that blame vulnerability on bad governance, 

overpopulation and lazy islander culture.  

Climate precarity in paradise 

So far in this chapter, I have shown how colonial discourses of inherent island 

uninhabitability and islander weakness has extended a politics of fatalism into climate 

change discussions. In this section I further this argument by showing that the politics of 

coloniality continues to create precarity through dispossession, land devastation and forced 

im/mobilities. I discuss this coloniality and precarity through the example of Banaba, an 

island that is now officially part of Kiribati, but only through the actions of colonial state-

making. In this section I contribute to debates over the political effects of talking about 

climate refugees in relation to Pacific Islands, where islanders have been rejecting the idea 

of exodus or refugeehood as an unacceptable future scenario since the 1980s (McNamara 

and Gibson 2009, 479). This is a rejection of the depoliticised discourse of inevitability, but 

also a rejection of the fantasy of continentalism, where people are ‘from’ one place and that 

their sovereignty is contingent on remaining static in that place. The communities of 

Oceania, in contrast to this, have long ‘survived’ through a seafaring and mobility (Hau’ofa 

1993) that is now either denied them or enforced upon them.  
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The histories of the phosphate mining of Nauru and Banaba are stories of how colonialism 

created precarity of an extreme kind. I will begin by telling the story of phosphate in brief, 

focusing on Banaba due to the depth and detail provided by Katerina Teaiwa’s research, 

including in her book ‘Consuming Ocean Island: Stories of People and Phosphate from 

Banaba’ (K. M. Teaiwa 2014). In 1900, Aotearoa settler Albert Ellis was sent on a prospecting 

mission by a mining company based in London, Sydney and Auckland, to search for 

phosphate on ‘Ocean Island’ (K. M. Teaiwa 2020d, 10.20). Over the next 80 years, the 

mining of Banaba removed 20 million tons of land, 90% of the land surface, and shattered a 

2000 year old culture, "It took millions of years for that island to form and it took 80 years to 

destroy it" (K. M. Teaiwa, cited in Galvin 2017, np). This phosphate was removed to enrich 

cropland globally, but primarily the settler colonies of Australia and Aotearoa, themselves 

sites of violence and dispossession against Indigenous peoples.   

During World War II, Banaba became a Japanese target due to its phosphate industry. The 

British Phosphate Commissioners (BPC) therefore destroyed the mines and left, and the 

Japanese army occupied Banaba in 1942. Katerina Teaiwa details what happened during 

occupation, after BPC left: 

“There were 2,413 people on the island when 550 Japanese took possession in 

1942... All the British and many Islanders died during the Japanese occupation, 

including several Banabans who were beheaded and others who were electrocuted 

in a perimeter fence test”(K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 140–41).  

The survivors of occupation were those who had been sent to labour camps on Kosrae, 

Tarawa and Nauru, including Katerina and Teresia Teaiwa’s great-grandfather Tenamo (K. 

M. Teaiwa 2014, 141). After the withdrawal of Japan, with Banaba now depopulated, BPC 

decided not to return Banabans to their land and instead relocated them to Rabi Island in 

Fiji. Now part of Kiribati, Banaba never won independence, unlike Nauru, although a 

population of “approximately 400 Banabans and I-Kiribati [reside] on Banaba today, living 

there as caretakers while the majority of Banabans live on Rabi in Fiji” (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 

5). One reason for this is that Kiribati wants to mine Banaba further, whilst Banabans resist 

this and call for independence to protect the land from further mining (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 

199).  

The spirals of dispossession continue, as Kiribati has famously bought land on Fiji as a place 

of potential relocation, although the land that is currently being used to grow food (Pala 

2021). Clearly it is nonsensical to say that the colonial history of dispossession in the Pacific 

is over, or that climate change is not part of this story. The transformation of the Pacific by 

colonialism and capitalism has been an attack on entire cultures, as well as the land. Seeing 

people and land as separate is also an imposition, as Pacific concepts of land and people are 

linked metonymically, ontologically and spiritually (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 7). In the language of 
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Banaba, ““Te aba”... means both the land and the people simultaneously; there is a critical 

ontological unity” (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 7). This means that what was done to the land, as it 

was spread across other places and used to grow food, amounts to an act of violence of 

cannibalistic proportions:  

“spreading Banaba across Aotearoa is, as the Māori curator, Te Hira Henderson, 

proclaimed at the opening of Project Banaba, one of the most shameful things he’s 

ever heard of, the worst thing you can do to Indigenous people—take their bones 

and spread them across other people’s lands and eat them” (K. M. Teaiwa 2020e, 

314).  

My argument in using climate precarity as a concept that pushes back on the 

depoliticisation of ‘vulnerability’, is that the dominant frame of climate change vulnerability 

begins the story with climate change. This means that newspaper articles in publications 

such as ‘The Guardian’ in the UK that are concerned about climate change can write of 

‘Kiribati’ as a place “where nearly all vegetables are imported and obesity levels are high” 

(Pala 2021, np) in articles that express concern for the motives of China in offering technical 

assistance to the Kiribati government. This story is concerned with ‘democracy’ and 

‘motives’, and the islands of Kiribati are framed as important for their relative proximity to 

Hawai’i, “home of the US Pacific Command and Pearl Harbor Navy base” (Pala 2021, np). A 

telling of climate precarity instead, historicises why Kiribati has to import food, and why the 

move from a diet of fish and vegetables has been replaced by foods high in salt and fat. It is 

the naturalisation and depoliticisation of vulnerability that is enabling the cycle of violence 

to continue.  

Understanding climate precarity as an ongoing form of coloniality not only questions 

paternalistic concerns about Pacific Islands’ diplomatic choices, but also makes demands for 

mitigation imperative. It is not enough for adaptation finance and refugee status to be 

offered to islanders who islands have been decimated for the enrichment of other lands, 

“Banabans cannot adapt to an island where 30 to 50 metres of the surface has been 

completely removed” (K. M. Teaiwa 2022, np). Nor can loss and damage be calculated using 

positivist vulnerability measurements that themselves rely on development and governance 

proxies when loss and damage is “historically loaded with the unaddressed impacts of 

extractive empires” (K. M. Teaiwa 2022, np). As debates continue about the impending 

uninhabitability of certain Pacific Islands, and future displacements, Banabans are already 

reckoning with dispersed populations and land. Teaiwa writes that the spread of ‘te aba’ 

globally makes Banabans ‘at home’ when visiting Australia and Aotearoa as their land is 

there. She gives an example from 2012, when a Banaban man sought refugee status in 

Aotearoa, “claiming that the political situation in Fiji created an oppressive context for 

Banabans and that New Zealand was, in any case, responsible for the Banaban plight to 

begin with. He was unsuccessful with his claim” (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 198).  
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Ungrievable island/ers 

The justifications for these acts of colonial and capitalist acts of violence are racialised, 

gendered, and infantilising. Formal colonialism relied on the logics of un/grievability as it 

created a racialised and gendered discourse of islanders that dehumanised and justified 

violence against them, through dispossession and exploitation. In this section I will stay 

focused on Banaba, and discuss grievability through the trope of ‘for the good mankind’, 

and the temporality of sacrifice. H.E. Maude was active in the case of Banaba, as he acted as 

lands commissioner of the Gilbert and Ellice Islands, and his language is indicative of the 

racist paternalism that allowed the BPC to take so much. He writes in 1946: 

“I have known the Banabans for seventeen years... It seems to me that during this 

period the community has progressively degenerated morally and physically, and 

that urgent messages are now indicated if they are not to sink into a state of 

indolence and apathy” (H.E. Maude, cited in K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 142).  

Maude is making an ’innate degeneracy’ argument, where the arrival of mining on the 

islands saved Banabans. The only external blame for the subsequent ‘degeneration’ is 

placed at the feet of the Japanese occupation, after which:  

“[Banabans’] attitude towards the Government, and Europeans in general, may have 

undergone a change... they are now said to be more openly critical than before, 

which is ascribed to their having seen the European[s] beaten, if only for a time, by a 

brown- skinned race such as themselves” (H.E. Maude, cited in K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 

142).  

This racialisation of Japanese people and Banabans as the same, with the assumed effect of 

some sort of solidarity was a devastating miscalculation on the part of the British, that led to 

Banabans being left during the war, as “there was an assumption within the Company and 

the colonial office that [the Banabans] would be treated reasonably because they were not 

European. There was some oblique element of racialized kinship in that assumption” (K. M. 

Teaiwa 2014, 142). As I have discussed, that did not play out during occupation.  

Once again, this violence against land and people in the Pacific was justified as ‘for the good 

of mankind’ (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 16). This justification was used especially when Banabans 

attempted to resist the decimation of their land, as the scale of the mining became clearer, 

and their demands increased. In 1927, Arthur Grimble, another administrator and islander 

‘expert’ wrote a letter to the Banabans in response to their demand for £5 per ton of 

phosphate removed. In the letter he tells the islanders they are facing a choice between 

accepting the terms of Empire and therefore ‘life’, or angering the British Empire, and the 

King and therefore losing everything. He writes:  
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“If you do not sign the agreement:—(1) Do you think your lands will not go? Do not 

be blind. Your land will be compulsorily acquired for the Empire. If there is no 

agreement who then will know the area of the lands to be taken?... Therefore 

because of my sympathy for you I ask you to consider what I have said now that the 

day has come when you must choose LIFE or DEATH. There is nothing more to say. If 

you choose suicide then I am very sorry for you but what more can I do for you as I 

have done all I can. I am your loving friend and father, Arthur Grimble” (Grimble, 

cited in K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 134–35).  

At this point, where the paternalist lies were no longer working, the principle of ‘for the 

good of mankind’ was adopted by the BPC to justify any act of violence in order to access 

the phosphate. The response to islander resistance was to turn ‘the good of mankind’, a 

“seemingly universalist and yet quite specific imperialist and capitalist” (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 

135) idea, into the total removal of all land rights and any sense of Banaban independence 

or autonomy. The infantilising and paternalistic language of ‘your loving friend and father’ 

and the scolding tone of the letter demonstrates how the humanity and grievability of 

Banabans was unrecognised.  

At every point, the racialisation of Banabans, the gendered assumptions of who held 

authority on the islands and the infantilisation of them as unable to self-govern all allowed 

for violence to continue and all rely on the ungrievability of an entire land and culture. 

These justifications were made to Banabans as late as 1945, in a speech to displaced 

Banabans on Rabi Island, Ellis himself said:  

“Now I would like to tell the [Rabi] Council a little about the phosphate. The white 

man goes to Nauru and Banaba and takes away plenty of phosphate. What does he 

do with it? He puts it in a machine and then puts a very strong acid on it and that 

makes it good to put on the ground. When that is done everything grows very well, 

the sugar cane and the wheat and the grass for the cattle—every kind of food. That 

is good for the white man but it is also good for all the other people too. The rice, 

sugar, tinned beef and flour and other kinds of food which have been grown with the 

phosphate come back, come to Rambi. To work the phosphate is good for the white 

man and good for the Banabans. I am an old man but I am very glad to be doing 

useful work with the phosphate because it is good work for the white man and good 

work for the native too” (Ellis, cited in K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 49).  

Ellis was speaking to Banabans after 45 years of devastation for the community. The mining 

of Banaba and the removal of the land and the people had not, as Ellie claimed, been good 

for ‘the native’. The ‘mankind’ for whom the mining had been good, was the white settlers 

whose lands have been enriched in order to grow their European crops on the lands of 

Aotearoa. For the good of mankind is a trope that has been used repeatedly in the Pacific to 
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justify its sacrifice; clearly then Pacific people are not the ‘mankind’ being assisted. Climate 

change and the perpetuation of the fossil fuel industry in the full knowledge of the effects 

happening in the Pacific is yet another example of this, and the same arguments are being 

made, on the same racialised basis.  

The second way in which grievability is clear as a mechanism of coloniality, is through the 

temporality of sacrifice. Now that the mines of Banaba and Nauru are closed, phosphate 

scarcity is coming to be understood as a global crisis for food production, with “rising alarm 

over the perceived limits of phosphorus for life on earth” (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 36). However, 

the entire literature on this current global ‘problem’ ignores both Banaba and Nauru, 

simultaneously avoiding any discussion of the ethical and environmental dilemmas that 

come with sort of extractive mining that phosphate requires (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 36). The 

reassurances that technology will enable access to deep sea mining reserves of the Earth’s 

crust pay no attention to the damage to life that this mining will do, including, again, to 

Pacific Islands. The language of the good of mankind and the fantasy of mastery over 

planetary limits cannot conceive of a price that is too high for the perpetuation of 

capitalism.  

The temporality to this is that this fantasy cannot conceive of a price that has been paid 

already, nor a price that is too high to pay in the future. Certain elements might change, as 

inhabited islands are no longer the primary site of extraction, but the sacrifice of the 

vulnerable is still willing to be made. That the crisis is thought to be beginning in the 21st 

century, when the phosphate glut of the 20th century was devastating and genocidal for 

Banabans demonstrates the coloniality of grievability. Banaba’s value was as a resource to 

be spread globally, but other calculations of grievability will be made as phosphate is 

located elsewhere. The government of Aotearoa is now engaging in offshore extraction, at a 

cost much higher than the £50 annual rental paid to Banaban ‘Natives’ on their 999 year 

lease. A lease signed with a cross by one man, identified by the armed Ellis and his fellow 

armed representatives of what was then called the ‘Pacific Islands Company’ as the ‘King’ 

although Banaba had no such person (K. M. Teaiwa 2014, 45–46).    

Islanding extinction narratives  

Islanding the extinction narratives of the Pacific through decolonial feminist voices is 

important to reflect that these struggles have long been ongoing, and often led by women 

(Swan 2022). In this section, I use the work of Haunani-Kay Trask to counter the colonial 

storyline of doomed islanders and uninhabitable islands. Trask was a Hawaiian 

independence campaigner and academic at the University of Hawaii where she co-founded 

the field of Hawaiian studies (Pak 2022). Her speeches, writing, and anticolonial activism 

argued for Hawaiian political sovereignty, by which she meant nationhood and land back, 

against racist US imperialism, and particularly against military occupation and exploitative 
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tourism (Trask 1993; 1999a). Her influences included Fanon and Malcolm X, and she was 

active and outspoken against global US imperialism, and hypocrisy in relation to democracy. 

Trask died in 2021, but the movement she represented is ongoing, and she remains a 

popular figure in the Hawaiian freedom movement.  

Trask is an effective voice of critique for coloniality, as she refused to accept that 

imperialism or racism were historical events, rather than ongoing, or that the independence 

of Hawai’i was impossible. Trask made two clear and repeated arguments against the 

depoliticisation of US occupation. Her first argument was against the idea that Hawaiians 

were content with US occupation, and that occupation was permanent and benign, Hawai’i 

now permanently integrated into the US through statehood. Her second argument was that 

racist, colonial, Christian representations of Hawaiians as docile, and sexually available, 

were inaccurate and violent “we are not happy Natives” (Trask 1999a, 2). Trask is perhaps 

best known globally for her speeches, in which she made these arguments against the 

fragility of Hawaiians:  

“The intention was to kill every one of us. And we are still here, one hundred years to 

the day that the racist American country took our sovereignty.  

I am not an American! 

I am not an American! 

I am not an American! 

I am not an American! 

I am not an American! 

I am not an American! 

Do you think they can hear us now? ...  

We are not American! 

We are not American!  

We are not American!  

We are not American!  

Say it in your heart. Say it when you sleep. We are not American. We will die as 

Hawaiians. We will never be Americans” (Trask, transcribed from video 1993, 0.42-1.46).  

In her academic work, Trask also makes these arguments, against the distortion of history, 

and the fantasies of colonisation as civilising. For Trask, the colonial myth of the docile 

islander is an ongoing method of control, and she speaks directly to the myths of paradise 

islands and of fatal impact:  

“Historians, I realized, were very like missionaries. They were a part of the colonizing 

horde. One group colonized the spirit; the other, the mind. Frantz Fanon had been right, 

but not just about Africans... The first step in the colonizing process, Fanon had written, 

was the deculturation of a people. What better way to take our culture than to remake 
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our image? A rich historical past became small and ignorant in the hands of Westerners. 

And we suffered a damaged sense of people and culture because of this distortion. 

Burdened by a linear, progressive conception of history and by an assumption that Euro-

American culture flourishes at the upper end of that progression, Westerners have told 

the history of Hawai'i as an inevitable if occasionally bittersweet triumph of Western 

ways over "primitive" Hawaiian ways. A few authors—the most sympathetic— have 

recorded with deep-felt sorrow the passing of our people. But in the end, we are 

repeatedly told, such an eclipse was for the best” (Trask 1999a, 114–15).  

This deep-felt sorrow, and bittersweet triumph is present in climate discourses, and politics. 

The sinking islands storyline bears this exact tone, where the islands of the Pacific are 

represented as unfortunately doomed, paving the way for a politics of plunder, “whether it 

be the case of phosphate mining in Banaba or now deep-sea mining on our ocean floor” 

(Mangioni 2021, np). Trask refutes this too, again through a rejection of the depoliticising, 

inaccurate historical account, “Even while they plan our demise, First World countries and 

those aspiring to that status memorialize our passing” (Trask 1999a, 62).  

Trask also directly confronted the tourism industry, as based on the colonial imagery of 

sexualised islanders, which also applies to the islands of Hawai’i themselves. The paradise 

islands of Hawai’i are not protected by their sexualisation as this process is a claiming, a 

masculinist right to plunder:  

“Hawai'i—the word, the vision, the sound in the mind—is the fragrance and feel of soft 

kindness. Above all, Hawai'i is "she," the Western image of the Native "female" in her 

magical allure... In Hawai'i, the destruction of our land and the prostitution of our 

culture is planned and executed by multinational corporations (both foreign-based and 

Hawai'i-based), by huge landowners (such as the missionary-descended Castle & Cook of 

Dole Pineapple fame), and by collaborationist state and county governments. The 

ideological gloss that claims tourism to be our economic savior and the "natural" result 

of Hawaiian culture is manufactured by ad agencies (such as the state-supported Hawai'i 

Visitors Bureau) and tour companies (many of which are owned by the airlines) and 

spewed out to the public through complicitous cultural engines such as film, television 

and radio, and the daily newspaper” (Trask 1999a, 136–37).  

Trasks shows that the argument that islands globally ‘need’ tourism to survive is a colonial 

one, it is a capitalist one. Through historicising island life and cultures, and pointing directly 

at the forces that spread the lie of benign or needful tourism, Trask refutes these 

arguments. In the Pacific, these arguments are based on the idea that islands cannot 

produce the food or water needed to support life. While she is not writing about climate 

change, she is writing on the tendency of European civilisation to destroy the earth, and the 
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need for Indigenous people globally to have their land returned, as the ones with the 

knowledge to best care for it. She relates this to Indigenous cosmologies,  

“In our genealogy, Papahānaumoku, "earth mother," mated with Wākea, "sky 

father," from whence came our islands, or moku. Out of our beloved islands came 

the taro, our immediate progenitor, and from the taro, our chiefs and people. Our 

relationship to the cosmos is thus familial... In our language, the name for this 

relationship is mālama 'āina, "care for the land," who will care for all family 

members in turn. This indigenous knowledge is not unique to Hawaiians but is 

shared by most indigenous peoples throughout the world... To put the case in 

Western terms: biodiversity is guaranteed through human diversity. No one knows 

how better to care for Hawai'i, our island home, than those of us who have lived 

here for thousands of years. On the other side of the world from us, no people 

understand the desert better than those who inhabit her. And so on and so on, 

throughout the magnificently varied places of the earth. Forest people know the 

forest; mountain people know the mountains; plains people know the plains. This is 

an elemental wisdom that has nearly disappeared because of industrialization, 

greed, and hatred of that which is wild and sensuous” (Trask 1999a, 59).  

Trask’s politics was a refusal of the inevitability of this harm continuing. She spent time 

educating Hawaiians about their histories, the agriculture of Hawai’i that farmed both land 

and sea, and fed the people easily and plentifully as an alternative story of island life, and of 

an alternative future, beyond that of more tourism, more development, and more 

destruction. She also made it clear, as many islanders still do, that harm done in the Pacific 

does not happen without global consequence, “Pacific Islanders know their survival as 

distinct peoples depends on the survival of the Pacific itself. The First World nations must 

still learn what Pacific Islanders have known for millennia: upon the survival of the Pacific 

depends the survival of the world” (Trask 1999a, 53).  

Conclusion  

In this chapter, I have argued that the discourse of climate change vulnerability comes from 

a colonial imaginary of islands and islanders as inherently vulnerable as well as material 

manipulations of their geographies for extractive purposes. This discourse naturalises the 

loss of islands, treats islander lives as disposable, and has been used repeatedly over time to 

justify violence in the region. The epigrams at the start of the article are an example of how 

debates about the ability of islanders to ‘survive’ are conducted. An Australian politician 

responds to a question about the role of Australian emissions in the violent effects of 

climate change on the Pacific Islands with ‘they will survive’. What could be taken as an 

explicit denial of extinction is not actually avoiding the extinction narrative itself, as islands 

are places of otherness only, and survival entails ‘aid’, and access to wage labour in 
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Australia. It is in the response of poet Yuki Kihara (Kihara 2021) that the extinction narrative 

is challenged, telling the history of violence that enables a white settler Australian to claim 

ownership of land and capital that are possessed only through the ‘enterprise and 

endeavour’ of white imperialism and racial capitalism.  

Historically, island extinction narratives and their accompanying material constructions have 

relied on an othering of both islands as paradise / doomed islands and islanders as either 

fatally impacted victims of modernity or innately degenerate and doomed in turn. This is 

important because extinction narratives are widespread in climate change politics, where 

they do not function to strengthen arguments for mitigation, but have instead been used to 

naturalise the loss of islands. Contemporary arguments within climate change politics about 

differentiated responsibility, loss and damage, reparations and mitigation demands should 

therefore be seen in the context of this history of violence in the Pacific, and how the legacy 

of colonialism lies behind the story of the ‘sinking islands’. Islanding this narrative therefore 

involves a telling of histories that refute the lies of weakness and inevitability. In conclusion, 

this chapter has argued that extinction narratives vulnerabilise island states. Applying a 

historical analysis to discourses of vulnerability, and asking how these impact on capitalist 

accumulation and dispossessions is therefore important, as the solutions to vulnerability are 

different if it is understood as an actively reproduced condition that is already being resisted 

by vulnerabilised communities.  
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Chapter 5. Chalk on the White Wall of Development  

“If climatic changes must be expected to hit mainly the Third World and not the 

industrialized world... the problem tends to fade out as a distinctive problem--like 

chalk on a white wall or like a particular darkness in the night. The reason is that if it 

is mainly the developing countries that are affected, climate-oriented policies 

become part of development policies in general” (Meyer-Abich 1980, 70).  

Introduction 

This chapter details the development of the scientific understanding of climate change 

politics through the IPCC in order to answer my research question of how vulnerability is 

conceptualised in climate change politics. This chapter argues that the way vulnerability has 

been conceptualised within the IPCC and UNFCCC has further embedded a climate change 

politics that produces both precarity and (un)grievability. This institutional conceptualisation 

understands vulnerability to climate change through existing development frameworks, 

where ‘the vulnerable’ are the un(der)developed. This use of vulnerability as a development 

term poses climate change as a threat to the ‘First World’ only through out-migration from 

undeveloped vulnerable states and regions. This argument is made explicitly in the 1980s, 

posing climate change as chalk on the white wall of development (Meyer-Abich 1980). This 

framing then becomes dominant through the reproduction of its logics in the IPCC, with 

institutionalising forces also coming from the UNFCCC’s finance mechanisms.  

This dominant framing of vulnerability as a development term generates precarity through 

its reinforcement of a politics as usual that keeps reproducing and exacerbating the violence 

of climate change. Whilst the discourses of grievability are still naturalising colonial patterns 

of harm, they are also quantifying them through positivist and developmental language that 

also justifies violence on the basis of poverty. The islanding critique that I focus on as a 

counternarrative in this chapter, that overcomes this framing, is the short stories of Hau’ofa 

(1983). These stories centre the humanity of islanders and the absurdity of development as 

a universalising project. They also offer a disavowal of the fantasies of invulnerability that 

underlie the politics of development; the fantasy of continentalism that assumes the 

possibility of endless development as a good, and the fantasy of modernity that assumes a 

universality to the European development path.  

This chapter’s shift in focus, from colonial politics to a politics of development follows 

Bankoff’s three separate but related stories of how Western societies have re/framed large 

areas of the world as unsafe, moving from colonial tropicality to 20th century development 

(Bankoff 2001, 19). Rather than representing a new era, Bankoff shows how this shift 

changed the justification for Western intervention from medicine to aid, the colonial 

relationship reconceptualised as donor and recipient nations, or developed and 
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undeveloped states (Bankoff 2001, 22). This new story is based on a “linear theory of 

progress from traditional to modern, from backward to advanced” (Bankoff 2001, 22) and a 

denial of how the wealth of the developed world was amassed through slavery and 

imperialism (Williams 2021). The ideology of development has itself adjusted over time to 

find new explanations for continuing inequalities, shifting from a model that saw the state 

as the solution, towards the neoliberal period where the state became part of the problem, 

leading to “a period of retrenchment, austerity and protectionism... rising levels of global 

indebtedness and the harsh application of structural adjustment programmes” (Bankoff 

2001, 22). Whilst the politics of disposability has continued under this shifted discourse, 

there has been a change in justification from the inherent environmental vulnerability of 

‘the tropics’ and the biological weakness of the savage, to the underdevelopment of the 

state and the political culture of the underdeveloped.  

Similarly, the shift in the vulnerable subject is from the figure of the savage to the 

undeveloped or undevelopable subject. Escobar’s description of the underdeveloped 

subjectivity could also be a description of the vulnerable subject: 

“endowed with features such as powerlessness, passivity, poverty, and ignorance, 

usually dark and lacking in historical agency, as if waiting for the (white) Western 

hand to help subjects along and not infrequently hungry, illiterate, needy, and 

oppressed by its own stubbornness, lack of initiative, and traditions” (Escobar 2012, 

8).  

This figure, which is also a gendered and racialised figure, is familiar from the colonial 

discourse but in this chapter I show how it persists in development discourse, allowing 

climate change to be folded into, rather than challenge, the politics of mass disposability. 

The figure of the noble or ignoble savage who needs civilising by missionaries and colonial 

administrators becomes the lazy and lascivious islander who is not ready to self-govern, and 

who needs ‘expat’ support.  

In a climate change context, there are additional reasons to oppose the carbon intensive 

development model, as seen for example in the green growth or degrowth movements (see 

Kallis et al. 2020). However, my argument is not directed against a specific model of 

development, but the conflation of climate change vulnerability with a lack of development 

as a whole. The assumption that ‘being developed’ means being invulnerable, or at least 

increasing ‘resilience’ or ‘adaptive capacity’ is made quite broadly throughout vulnerability 

documents, and is an underlying logic rather than an argument. This assumption is a 

problem for three reasons. Firstly, the coloniality of the false universalism of the linear, 

modernist development model; the suggestion that the European model of development is 

possible without the existence of a ‘Third World’ to plunder (Rodney 1972). Secondly, as it 

suggests that a capitalist development model can be a solution to climate change 
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vulnerability whilst itself being a vulnerabilising force in its current high carbon, fossil fuel-

based form. Thirdly, because discursively this framing is reliant upon fantasies of 

invulnerability. It is this third point that is most important for the argument that I make 

here.  

Drawing on a chapter from an early edited book on climate change (Biswas and Ausubel 

1980), this chapter argues that understanding vulnerability as a development problem 

represents a choice to frame climate change as chalk on the white wall of development, and 

a political decision to follow an adaptation pathway that has knowingly accepted large-scale 

loss and damage, based on fantasies of safety and invulnerability on the part of the 

developed. With this argument in mind, the first part of the chapter traces how vulnerability 

has been understood as a development concept in the IPCC over time, finding that this 

argument has persisted with very little alteration despite the various interventions of social 

vulnerability and constantly developing methodologies. I then use my theoretical concepts 

to show how this has created a politics of colonial continuity, where climate change politics 

has reinforced a politics of precarity and differentiated grievability. Finally, I use the concept 

of islanding to highlight how counternarratives to this chalk on a white wall framing expose 

how the cost of choosing an adaptation pathway hides behind racialised narratives of lazy 

islanders and wasteful governments, using the short stories of Hau’ofa to ridicule the 

development narrative and disturb its ‘common sense’ story.  

Climate change: Chalk on the White Wall of Development  

My argument that vulnerability has become a development concept rests on an analysis of 

how it is used and measured within the IPCC report WGII chapters. The shift from a 

primarily biophysical understanding centred largely around the effects of sea level rise to a 

social, developmental conceptualisation happens through the reports. However, the 

argument that vulnerability comes from lack of wealth and development, and that wealth 

creation and development is therefore the ‘solution’ to climate change vulnerability, 

predates the IPCC. My research into pre-IPCC documents on climate change included a 

chapter written for an edited book (Biswas and Ausubel 1980) published by the 

International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) Task Force, entitled ‘Chalk on the 

White Wall? On the Transformation of Climatological Facts into Political Facts’ (Meyer-Abich 

1980). This chapter is notable as the IIASA has been important in the production of climate 

change knowledge (Hughes and Paterson 2017). Additionally, this chapter is of importance 

as it says explicitly what lies implicit in the later vulnerability literature. It is also used as 

evidence by regular IPCC ‘Small Islands’ chapter author John Connell and his co-author that 

action on climate change on the part of those with the power to mitigate is neither probable 

nor rational:  
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“There is little evidence that our present social-political systems have the capacity or 

willingness to control global events such as the unique greenhouse 'experiment'... 

Meyer-Abich [suggested that] adaptation is the most rational political option... Thus, 

at best, climate-oriented policies to cope with climate change would become part of 

development policies in general” (Connell and Roy 1990, 108). 

They then use this as justification to assume atoll states will become uninhabitable, and 

therefore argue for migration as the only option left to islanders (Connell and Roy 1990, 

108–9). Whether or not the chapter was more widely influential, it is certainly 

representative of a pattern of thought that it successfully predicted would dominate.  

The central claim of Meyer-Abich’s chapter is that the distribution of climate change 

vulnerability along developmental lines is of key importance in choosing a political pathway 

in response to climate change science. He argues that there are three potential political 

responses to climate change science: prevention; compensation, or adaptation. Of these 

three, the chapter not only predicts that adaptation will be the route that is taken, but 

endorses it as “the most sensible strategy” (Meyer-Abich 1980, 68). This is based on a 

rationalist cost-benefit comparison of the three, and the assumption that the only ‘costs’ of 

an adaptation strategy would be mass migration and ‘vocational re-education and 

industrialisation’, by which he largely means adaptation of agricultural practices (Meyer-

Abich 1980, 68). Differential vulnerability forming along developmental lines is a key part of 

this argument. It is the developing countries who are most vulnerable, as “the rich countries 

do not only possess the more advanced technologies to cope with changes in agricultural 

productivity, but they also are less liable to get into a situation where these means would 

have to be applied” (Meyer-Abich 1980, 69). Continuing the policies of global development 

is therefore the answer to both climate change vulnerability and economic vulnerability, 

meaning that climate change fades into insignificance, as “chalk on a white wall or like a 

particular darkness in the night” (Meyer-Abich 1980, 70).  

This chapter is therefore articulating a position on climate change that is dominant but 

rarely made explicit in this way: that the wealthy states are invulnerable, and a high GDP is 

the best adaptation measure to a changing climate. This argument has remained resilient 

despite key interventions such as the Stern Review (2007) that seem to argue for a more 

universal understanding of vulnerability. The Review in fact barely alters the adaptation 

pathway argument, setting a temperature level to be avoided but still basing the calculation 

on the point at which the developed world will be affected.  

The key messages of the chapter, ‘Costs of Climate Change in Developed Countries’ are that 

climate change will be benign to a point, “Climate change will have some positive effects for 

a few developed countries for moderate amounts of warming, but will become very 

damaging at the higher temperatures that threaten the world in the second half of this 
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century” (Stern 2007, 138). These benefits exist up to a threshold of 3°C, and it is only at 

temperature increases of 4 to 5°C and higher that damages are expected to be universal 

(Stern 2007, 139). Similarly, the stabilisation target is given an upper ceiling of 550 ppm.  

However, the chapter, ‘Implications of Climate Change for Development’ reads very 

differently, painting a picture of extreme vulnerability on the part of developing states. Yet 

the threat faced is primarily to the ability of states to develop, “Climate change poses a real 

threat to the developing world. Unchecked it will become a major obstacle to continued 

poverty reduction” (Stern 2007, 104). Echoing Meyer-Abich closely, the major effects are to 

agriculture and causing mass migration and conflict (Stern 2007, 104). Therefore, whilst the 

Review is advocating for a change in pathway to an extent, this is only for levels that 

stabilise global temperature at the point needed for developed states to avoid dangerous 

effects. This argument still depoliticises the conditions that create vulnerability, and defends 

a continuation of the developmental status-quo as the politically rational option.  

The solution of climate change vulnerability being ‘development’ can be critiqued from a 

number of angles, but the focus for me, is that this ‘development’ is a discursive fantasy 

giving new justifications and language to colonial geographic imaginaries. The political 

implications of this fantasy are made explicit by Meyer-Abich, but the logic can be seen 

much more widely. Even in moments such as the Stern Review where a different ‘pathway’ 

seems to be being advocated, the distribution of vulnerability still falls across development 

lines and it is the invulnerability of the ‘developed’ states that is being defended.  

This logic is even present in climate justice arguments that are made on the basis of climate 

change vulnerability mapping on to development, so the ‘poorest’ countries will feel the 

worst effects of climate change despite contributing the least to greenhouse gas 

accumulation. This argument supports assumptions that climate change will only affect ‘the 

poor’ and further entrenches the fantasy of invulnerability. As one example of how this 

argument is made, an Oxfam report states that the poorest 50% of the global population are 

responsible for only 7% of cumulative emissions from 1990 to 2015 whereas the richest 10% 

caused 52 % of emissions (Gore 2020). The report then draws the conclusion that 

development or, in this case, ‘growth’ is the solution to vulnerability (Gore 2020, 4). 

However, this is a depoliticised and ahistorical explanation for this distribution. Repeating 

these claims so often makes them seem natural or unfortunate, rather than a result of 

politically produced patterns of harm.  

IPCC Working Group II and vulnerability  

The IPCC WGII reports reflect this adaptation pathway decision, and the assumption that 

vulnerability maps onto development patterns, even as their conceptualisation of 

vulnerability changes over time. The first IPCC report to focus on vulnerability was the 

‘Impacts Assessment’ (IPCC WGII 1990). At this point, vulnerability was a narrow term used 
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in relation to biophysical effects such as sea level rise, and ‘impacts’ was the word to 

describe the distribution of wider climate change effects. Even for sea level rise, 

vulnerability was assumed to map on to development, “One can reliably predict that certain 

developing societies will be more vulnerable to climate changes than highly industrialised 

countries because they are already at the limits of their capacity to cope with climatic 

events” (IPCC WGII 1990, 5–6). Vulnerability at this point is understood as primarily 

biophysical, and socioeconomic, it is not until AR3 (IPCC WGII 2001) that social vulnerability 

literature is included. Before this move, the 1992 Supplementary Report still describes 

vulnerability as pre-existing, coming not from climate change effects specifically but 

“population pressure, pollution, subsidence, coastal erosion, construction, warfare etc.” 

(IPCC WGII 1992, 90). In AR2, the mix of socioeconomic and biophysical continues, where 

the vulnerability of human health, socioeconomic systems and ecological systems is said to 

depend upon “economic circumstances and institutional infrastructure” (IPCC WGII 1995, 5) 

meaning that developing countries are the most vulnerable. Some nuance is given to this, 

with the particularly vulnerable being, “people who live on arid or semi-arid lands, in low-

lying coastal areas, in water-limited or flood-prone areas, or on small islands” (IPCC WGII 

1995, 5).  

The 1998 Regional Impacts Report puts more focus on vulnerability, marking this new 

direction as a shift to a more qualitative focus on, “sensitivity, adaptability, and vulnerability 

of ecosystems and social and economic sectors in the 10 regions—not as a quantitative 

integrated assessment of impacts” (IPCC 1998, 21). This report highlights most regions as 

extremely vulnerable, including the Antarctic peninsula and the Arctic (IPCC 1998, 10); 

Australia (IPCC 1998, 12); Small Island States (IPCC 1998, 16) and Africa, which is described 

as “particularly vulnerable to the impacts of climate change because of factors such as 

widespread poverty, recurrent droughts, inequitable land distribution, and overdependence 

on rain-fed agriculture” (IPCC 1998, 32).  

In this report, the African section is particularly notable for how vulnerability to climate 

change and development are conflated. For example, state interventions in the economy 

are described as a hinderance to adaptation, “In many countries, the economic policies and 

conditions (e.g., taxes, subsidies, and regulations) that shape private decision making, 

development strategies, and resource-use patterns (and hence environmental conditions) 

hinder implementation of adaptation measures” (IPCC 1998, 8). This attitude reflects the 

neoliberal development policies of this period of austerity and SAPs, recommending ‘climate 

change adaptation’ measures such as the removal of “preexisting market distortions (e.g., 

subsidies), [and] correcting market failures (e.g., failure to reflect environmental damage or 

resource depletion in prices or inadequate economic valuation of biodiversity)” (IPCC 1998, 

8).  
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There is another shift from AR3 onwards, at which point the title of the WGII chapter 

changes to include vulnerability, where it has remained up until AR6. This shift is described 

as increasing the importance of adaptation and complexity, “In comparison to previous 

assessments, greater attention is given to climate change adaptation; multiple pressures on 

systems; links between climate change, sustainable development, and equity; and 

characterization of the state-of-the- science and confidence levels” (IPCC WGII 2001, 77). 

Later reports tend to only refer back as far as AR3 in reflections on updating past reports, 

suggesting that these changes became embedded and formalised at this point.  

AR3 also shifts its engagement with the UNFCCC from Article 4 to Article 2, meaning a shift 

to engagement with the question of what amounts to ‘dangerous anthropogenic 

interference with the climate system’. However, the authors of the chapter, ‘Vulnerability to 

Climate Change and Reasons for Concern: A Synthesis’ draw a line for where they see a 

value judgement: 

“The question of what is dangerous is one that the authors of this chapter cannot 

answer. Danger is a function of the degree to which effects are negative and the 

degree to which those effects are unacceptable. The latter is a value judgment. The 

TAR’s task is to define what is known about the effects of climate change—to 

identify their character and their implications and whether they are negative or 

positive. It is not about determining whether these effects are acceptable” (IPCC 

WGII 2001, 917).  

This line, beyond which ‘values’ are said to intercede is one that is still able to discern 

whether implications are negative or positive. This problem of what is seen as value neutral 

despite its inherent politics is one I will return to in the grievability section.  

Whilst there are a couple of mentions of social vulnerability in AR3, it is AR4 in which social 

vulnerability becomes prominent. The definition of vulnerability changes in this report, 

“both to account for an expanded remit by including social vulnerability (O’Brien et al., 

2004a) and to reconcile it with risk assessment (Downing and Patwardhan, 2005)” (IPCC 

WGII 2007, 138). The new definition is, “the degree to which a system is susceptible to, and 

unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change, including climate variability and 

extremes” (IPCC WGII 2007, 6, my emphasis). The focus on development and its relationship 

to ‘coping’ remains in AR4, and particularly the sustainability of certain ‘development 

pathways’, “Future vulnerability depends not only on climate change but also on 

development pathway” (IPCC WGII 2007, 19). The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 

are woven throughout the chapters, with climate change framed as a barrier to the 

achievement of the goals (IPCC WGII 2007, 20).  

One striking moment where the implications of focusing on development becomes clear, is 

in a section where the number of people who will be affected by climate change is framed 
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as dependent on differences in vulnerability that will vary by development pathway, as 

opposed to the amount by which climate changes:  

“This indicates that the projected number of people affected is considerably greater 

under the A2-type scenario of development (characterised by relatively low per 

capita income and large population growth) than under other SRES futures [T20.6]. 

This difference is largely explained, not by differences in changes of climate, but by 

differences in vulnerability” (IPCC WGII 2007, 20).  

In this framing, it is income and population growth that are the problem, meaning the 

solution has very little to do with addressing climate change. The focus on ability to cope 

reinforces the adaptation pathway over choosing protection or compensation, in Meyer-

Abich’s terms. Another example is in the section on coasts, where it is argued that, 

“Developing countries have a more limited adaptive capacity due to their development 

status, with the most vulnerable areas being concentrated in exposed or sensitive settings 

such as small islands or deltas” (IPCC WGII 2007, 40). This apparent coincidence of 

geography, where the ‘developing’ areas are also the vulnerable areas is not explained. If 

these vulnerable ‘hotspots’ are expected to be severely impacted, even allowing for so-

called ‘optimum adaptation’, then that suggests it is biophysical, not development, factors 

that are the problem, but that is not the argument being made.  

Another shift is discernible in AR5, with the inclusion of more critical literature. The new 

vulnerability definition in this report is, “The propensity or predisposition to be adversely 

affected. Vulnerability encompasses a variety of concepts and elements including sensitivity 

or susceptibility to harm and lack of capacity to cope and adapt” (IPCC WGII 2014, 5). This 

definition has moved even further away from biophysical factors, and ‘predisposition’ has a 

more strongly ‘vulnerability is inherent’ implication than previous definitions. This change is 

explained as a further complicating of the concept, “Since [AR3], the understanding of 

vulnerability has acquired increased complexity as a multidimensional concept, with more 

attention to the relation with structural conditions of poverty and inequality” (IPCC WGII 

2014, 179). The section goes on to say that climate change could, “slow down or reverse 

past development achievements; hinder global efforts on poverty reduction; and lead to 

human and environmental insecurity, displacement and conflict, maladaptation, and 

negative synergies” (IPCC WGII 2014, 179). Framing the effects this way around suggests 

that climate change is a problem of making development more difficult, as opposed to one 

that will be solved by development. This is a new formation, but it does not contradict the 

more established argument that development is the end goal, rather than halting the 

violence of climate change and preventing the production of climate precarity.  

Vulnerability is broken down in AR5 into ‘environmental’ vulnerability, and ‘institutional 

vulnerability’, which “refers, among other issues, to the role of governance” (IPCC WGII 
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2014, 1068). Environmental vulnerability is said to affect rural populations more due to their 

reliance on ‘ecosystem services’, and is increasing due to extreme weather events coupled 

with bad land management and degradation (IPCC WGII 2014, 1068). Institutional 

vulnerability is increasing in places with failed governance, as “Governance is increasingly 

recognized as a key factor that influences vulnerability and adaptive capacity of societies 

and communities exposed to extreme events and gradual climate change” (IPCC WGII 2014, 

1068). Somalia, Ethiopia, Haiti and Afghanistan are therefore listed in this section as the 

most vulnerable states, and the Failed State Index and Corruption Perception Index are both 

named as characterising both institutional vulnerability and governance failure (IPCC WGII 

2014, 1068). Both of these vulnerabilities draw lines of grievability, where ‘rural 

populations’ and bad land management create their own vulnerability through an absence 

of modernity, and institutionalised vulnerability is a governance failure to adapt to changing 

conditions. It is rural populations and states such as Haiti and Afghanistan that are at fault 

and need to change in this formulation.  

This use of indexes to draw lines of risk is important to the scientific understanding of 

vulnerability. Vulnerability measurement has developed throughout the Assessment 

Reports, beginning with an ‘index’ of vulnerability compiled by unidentified ‘experts’ in AR1, 

to the complex vulnerability indexes produced for later reports. The index of AR1 was 

undertaken with a vote by experts who voted on a list of 27 vulnerable countries, with 

developed states removed from consideration on the basis of their assumed invulnerability, 

“using information on terrestrial topography as the key determinant.... omitting developed 

nations regarded capable of protective action” (IPCC WGII 1990, 2/20). According to this 

system, Bangladesh scored a ten meaning most vulnerable, followed by Thailand, Egypt and 

China. This early system was followed by the Common Methodology (IPCC 1991) created in 

response to the UNFCCC’s requirement for a standardised and comparable measurement 

technique. This was a comparatively simple seven step method and very broad. A full 

methods conversation is first held in the Technical Guidelines of 1994, a longer report 

written to allow for comparable assessments in different regions or geographical areas, 

economic sectors, and countries, and to enable states to meet their commitments under 

Article 4 of the UNFCCC (IPCC 1994, v).  

Complexity continues to increase through the reports, with assessment methods sections 

not just for vulnerability but for ‘climate-change impacts, adaptation and vulnerability’ 

(CCIAV) as a whole. The increasing importance of vulnerability and its formalisation in the 

UNFCCC means that measurement also becomes more important, “[since AR3] the need for 

improved decision analysis has motivated an expansion in the number of climate-change 

impacts, adaptation and vulnerability (CCIAV) approaches and methods in use” (IPCC WGII 

2007, 31). For vulnerability specifically, the difficulty of measurement on a global scale is 

acknowledged, despite the pressure for this type of index, “Vulnerabilities to climate change 
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depend considerably on relatively specific geographical and sectoral contexts (very high 

confidence). They are not reliably estimated by large-scale (aggregate) modelling and 

estimation” (IPCC WGII 2007, 43). However, this does not challenge the project due to the 

UNFCCC requirement for comparable vulnerability scores.  

From AR4, social vulnerability is incorporated into measurement of vulnerability. 

Differences between quantitative and qualitative approaches are also noted, particularly in 

relation to adaptive capacity, “Many studies endeavour to do this in the context of human 

development, by aiming to understand the underlying causes of vulnerability and to further 

strengthen adaptive capacities” (IPCC WGII 2007, 138). Finally, in AR5, vulnerability ranking 

and mapping is acknowledged as being heavily critiqued, “Vulnerability indices have 

received close scrutiny in several recent reviews... and a number of global studies have been 

critiqued by Füssel” (IPCC WGII 2014, 1151). The different approaches are also 

acknowledged here, and the relationship between method, objectives, starting point, and 

available data (IPCC WGII 2014, 1176). In particular, regional comparisons and the use of 

weighting is described as problematic, “The approach has been critiqued extensively 

because the weights assigned the indicators depend on expert opinion which can result in 

different regions appearing more or less vulnerable, as Füssel (2010b) found in reviewing 

global vulnerability maps based on different indices” (IPCC WGII 2014, 1177). Again, despite 

an acknowledgement of this critique, the use of weights and proxies is still prevalent as I 

discuss in the next chapter.  

What this overview of twenty-four-year history of the concept of vulnerability within the 

IPCC WGII chapters shows, is that whilst some critical literature has begun to be included 

from AR5, fundamental changes to how vulnerability is understood have been minimal. 

Since AR1, vulnerability has been linked to levels of development, meaning that it has been 

used to justify development policies that are themselves vulnerabilising. The vulnerable 

being identified as those who are un(der)developed and / or badly governed has made 

climate change fade as a problem, with adaptation policies becoming a branch of 

development, and mitigation becoming disengaged from questions of differential 

distribution of harm. If vulnerability is ‘chalk on the white wall’ of development, then it is 

the mitigation and adaptation measures that do not fit into current development models 

that fade in significance. Whilst the insights of social vulnerability bring some structural 

awareness of the production of vulnerability, within the IPCC the possibilities for non-

developmental thinking are constrained by the requirement for formalised ranking 

methodologies, as I will discuss further in the next chapter.  

Precarity and vulnerabilisation  

In the previous chapter I described how colonialism created precarity through changing 

ownership, land devastation and forced im/mobilities. Here, I further this argument by 
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showing that the politics of development continues to produce climate change precarity, 

but with new justifications of modernisation and liberalisation, and through new tools of 

financialisation. Here I am contributing to the arguments made in the racial capitalism 

literature especially, that argues that the solutions of climate change vulnerability that focus 

on financial and governance interventions represent a colonial continuity, “coercive 

financial instruments like catastrophe insurance, debt swaps, ‘blue bonds’ and traditional 

public debt constitute tools... further integrate these societies differentially into racialized 

financial geographies and entrench a coloniality of being” (Perry 2022a, 1). However, my 

argument is that these solutions are made possible through the way that climate change 

vulnerability is itself framed as a development problem. In this section, I describe how the 

politics of precarity is reproduced through the framing of climate change vulnerability as a 

developmental problem in three ways: through an ahistorical causal story of vulnerability; 

through an economic story of inherent island vulnerability; and through the vulnerabilising 

solutions of export capitalism.  

Firstly, the ahistorical story of vulnerability is told to explain continued inequalities as 

though they are new, rather than representing colonial continuities. This story also denies 

the colonial history of industrialisation to argue that development is a possible pathway 

without mass exploitation and extraction of land and people. Development critics have long 

argued that this is not the case (Rodney 1972; Escobar 2012). Gargi Bhattacharyya’s 

metaphor of the world as a house and development ideology as the promise that everyone 

will get into the living room eventually, makes the argument clearly, “The integrity of the 

building demands that different groups remain in their separate wings and such 

differentiations are important for the maintenance of the building and its lovely main living 

room” (Bhattacharyya 2018, 1–2). Precarity is reinforced by this false promise, as the politics 

that create the living room are established as desirable for all by depoliticising its creation 

and maintenance.  

As my discussion of vulnerability within the IPCC showed, the idea of vulnerability as 

produced was introduced by the intervention of social vulnerability. However, this 

production is largely seen within a short-term temporality, and a state-level scale. 

Colonialism is not mentioned at all until AR3, in the Africa chapter, where it is used to 

‘explain’ African states’ ‘weakness’ as a reason for being ‘behind’, “State-centered political 

economies in their postcolonial sense are relatively recent over most of Africa, and their 

boundaries include wide ethnic diversity within single nations and cut across previous 

political territories” (IPCC 2001, 491). Colonialism is also discussed in relation to African 

states’ negative trade balance, “Trade linkages show the pattern established by the former 

colonial relationships” (IPCC 2001, 492). These examples do not understand colonialism as 

causal of vulnerability, but as historical circumstances that are yet to be resolved by the 

post-colonial state.  
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Colonialism is not included in the island chapters until AR4, in a subsection on socio-

economic stresses. This first mention cites a paper that describes the forced and coerced 

movement of islanders during colonialism as, “migration between islands during the colonial 

era” (Pelling and Uitto 2001, 58). This article is cited within the report to argue for island/er 

resilience:  

“Globalisation is also a major stress, though it has been argued that it is nothing new 

for many small islands, since most have had a long history of colonialism and, more 

latterly, experience of some of the rounds of transformation of global capitalism” 

(IPCC WGII 2007, 693).  

Surviving colonialism here becomes a proof of the adaptability of islanders. However, this is 

not an intervention into extinction narratives, but an argument of resilience, where 

resilience becomes proof of a community’s ability to bounce back from harm, as opposed to 

an argument against the violence itself (Bracke 2016).  

These two examples of how colonialism is first introduced into the IPCC reports show how it 

has been reduced to a historical occurrence, with only some acknowledgement that its 

effects have not ‘yet’ been overcome. This framing reproduces precarity as it requires no 

alteration to the development and adaptation pathway. The assumed linearity of 

colonialism, independence, and a progressively ‘stronger’ state is the fantasy of the living 

room, and the ‘stress’ of climate change is simply another obstacle to be overcome along 

the way. Colonialism is over, and the problem now is post-colonialism. This is a depoliticising 

and naturalising argument that renders “disaster, death and debt as ordinary events and 

obligations arising from postcolonial statehood” (Perry 2022a, 1).  

From AR5, some additional critical literature has been included that changes this story 

slightly. In relation to islands, the change in citation patterns for AR5 and the Special Issue 

(IPCC WGII 2019) are notable. From a previously fairly stable repetition of authors and 

knowledge, these reports include some new critical literature, including on the subject of 

colonialism and development as productive of present-day vulnerability. For example, an 

explanation is given for why island populations are often located along coasts, “While 

traditional settlements on high islands in the Pacific were often located inland, the move to 

coastal locations was encouraged by colonial and religious authorities and more recently 

through the development of tourism” (IPCC WGII 2014, 1623; 2019, 371). The shift here is in 

noting how tourism is reproducing a problem that colonial authorities began; however, 

without a reflection on why island states have become so reliant on tourism, and the 

colonial imaginaries that prop up this industry (Trask 1999a), the causes and solutions of 

vulnerability are still hidden.  

Whilst AR5 and the Special Issue signal a potential move towards the inclusion of 

colonialism as at least partially explanatory of patterns of vulnerability, precarity as a 
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concept lays bare the limitations of this inclusion. Precarity is the condition of produced and 

therefore political vulnerability. Colonialism under this framework did not just produce 

vulnerability during colonialism, leaving certain patterns of trade and settlements in place 

until amended; rather, its patterns still form the basis of the global economy. Similarly, 

colonialism did not just cause a movement of people, but still shapes mobility according to a 

racialised ordering of people and citizenship. The ahistorical story is therefore denying the 

coloniality of contemporary political solutions to inequality and vulnerability, and also 

naturalising the inequalities as part of a natural linear pathway out of postcolonial 

development.  

Secondly then, the economic story of inherent island vulnerability produces precarity 

through a climate change politics that frames the problem of vulnerability to climate change 

as a problem of economic weakness and lack of development. Although there is growing 

acknowledgement of colonialism as productive of vulnerability within the IPCC reports, 

development is still seen as the answer to this problem, allowing for the continued 

endorsement of vulnerabilising adaptation policies. For islands this is despite the dominant 

framing of islands as ‘inherently economically vulnerable’, as in the work of Briguglio who 

has been a Lead Author for the Small Island chapters since AR3. There is therefore an 

economic story for why islands are vulnerable, but it is not a story based on the ill-effects of 

colonialism or extractive models of capitalist development.  

This inherent economic vulnerability is built on environmentally deterministic assumptions 

about island characteristics, such as “limited size, proneness to natural hazards, and 

external shocks enhance the vulnerability of islands to climate change” (IPCC WGII 2007, 

689). This is in addition to tropicality literatures cited in the IPCC that link poverty and 

latitude, “Poverty is concentrated in the tropics and subtropics. This has led some analysts 

to the conclusion that a tropical climate is one in a complex of causes of poverty” (IPCC WGII 

2014, 692). However, there is nothing universally true about these often-repeated 

characteristics, and nothing ‘island’ about them either.  

Framing the problem of island vulnerability in this way diminishes the role of climate change 

as one problem amongst many, the solutions to all of which are ‘development’. However, 

these solutions to island vulnerability are occasionally acknowledged as risks in themselves, 

“some development paths can increase some types of vulnerabilities, whereas others can 

reduce those vulnerabilities” (IPCC WGII 2001, 918). Sustainable development therefore 

becomes the language used to try and resolve the conflict “growing pressure on natural 

resources from unsustainable economic development is likely to exacerbate the impacts of 

climate change on natural systems” (IPCC WGII 2001, 937–38, my emphasis). However, the 

way that island vulnerability is framed repeatedly, is as fundamentally undevelopable: too 

resource poor, too small. Island ‘development’ is therefore often prioritised over the 

sustainability of the projects as a ‘necessity’. This includes approaches and arguments made 
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by vocally high ambition states such as Guyana, who are active as a low-lying member of 

AOSIS and the CVF and yet are opening gold mines and even exploring for oil to pay for 

costly adaptation schemes (Vaughn 2022).  

Similarly, market-based solutions for islands such as more tourism, or investing in the ‘Blue 

Economy’ are also vulnerabilising through the extractive and high-emission cost of these 

industries. They are also often neocolonial, as they involve the privatisation of sacred land, 

as in the case of Hawai’i and Mauna Kea (Case 2021) and coercion through debt, as in the 

case of Seychelles and ‘Blue Bonds’ (Dix 2021). As I will discuss more in the islanding section, 

it is therefore not development that Oceania thinkers are fighting for, but full 

independence, land back, and control over their own resources. However, proposed 

development is not only vulnerabilising due to its extractive and destructive industry and 

high emission cost, but because it is based still on the continentalist and modernist fantasies 

of achieving invulnerability through becoming more European.  

Returning to AR3, environmental issues on islands are said to be a result of development as 

well as sea level rise, for example beach erosion, which is caused by sand mining and the 

removal of mangroves (IPCC WGII 2001, 857). However, these sections blame bad 

governance, and ‘incorrect’ development, again evading the role of the global political 

economy in creating demand for sand and phosphate. They also fail to reflect that this 

mangrove removal has often happened in the name of adaptation projects run by Global 

North companies, as documented by Barnett and Campbell (2010). Governance is also 

blamed for other environmental issues that interact with climate change such as 

“overexploitation of resources, pollution, increasing nutrient fluxes, decreasing freshwater 

availability, sediment starvation, and urbanization” (IPCC WGII 2001, 866). Again, this 

language places blame on bad management. The example of nutrient flows is particularly 

ironic when thinking of Banaba, an island that was more valuable to the British and 

Australian governments and companies when broken down into phosphate and used to 

enrich the land of new colonies than as a homeland of an entire people (K. M. Teaiwa 2014).  

The final way that precarity is produced through institutional vulnerability discourse, is 

through its framing of solutions to vulnerability that are themselves often vulnerabilising, 

such as increased export capitalism, tourism and climate finance. Islands are repeatedly 

othered as exceptions, impossible to develop, whilst simultaneously at fault for not 

developing according to the linear / modernist expectation. Whilst MIRAB theory as written 

(Bertram and Watters 1985) was actually attempting to argue that island economies could 

maintain a good quality of life if allowed to continue with its migration, remittance, aid and 

bureaucracy (public employment) model, this argument was not interpreted in this way. It 

also came at a time where the development orthodoxy was changing. Far more common is 

the suggestion found in both pre-climate change and early / late climate change documents, 
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that islands need to move away from this model and develop export economies (Cameron 

1991; 2005).  

Examples of the ecologically devastating impacts of extractive export-based monocultures 

on islands, such as palm oil and Indonesia, but also phosphate and Banaba, are not used to 

challenge the development argument. Throughout the IPCC island chapters, islands are 

described both as problematically over- and under-developed, “Many of these systems 

already are stressed by development, including pollution, habitat destruction, 

encroachment for expansion of human habitation, and overextraction of natural resources” 

(IPCC WGII 2001, 936). This contradiction is made possible through the ahistorical story 

discussed above, where the problem is post-colonial island governance.   

The recommendations for export-led development also comes from assumptions about 

island development pathways that pre-date the IPCC. These earlier climate change 

documents follow the developmental logic that island vulnerability, including to climate 

change, can be solved through extractive economic development. These recommendations 

are often directly contradictory to the framing of the problem. For example, discussing 

inundation in Papua New Guinea, one report details how one side of Misima Island is 

subsiding faster than the other. The subsidence is described as happening far from the 

centre of economic activity, as it is not the side of the island on which a gold mine has been 

proposed, but the side that “provides the major part of the island's sago... used for roofing 

for virtually all the island's buildings, and for the shutters which cover the window openings 

in the walls of houses, as well as being an occasional food source” (Sullivan 1990, 222). This 

separates economic activity from the materials needed for everyday life. It is recommended 

that roads to the mine are built in ways that can withstand a one metre sea level rise, with 

no discussion of cancelling the project to enable sago habitat restoration, or how gold 

mining will negatively impact the environment.  

This set of priorities, based on the assumption that development and vulnerability have a 

direct relationship, instead ends up creating and exacerbating precarity through economic 

decisions that undermine social reproduction and damage the environment. For example, in 

Tonga the move to large areas being used for single cropping as opposed to small scale mix-

use has created a pest problem, meaning that farmers now require large amounts of 

pesticides and fertilisers (Brook et al. 1991, 56).  

This section has argued that understanding vulnerability as chalk on the white wall of 

development creates and exacerbates climate precarity, and obscures the violence of 

climate change through naturalising language of inherent economic weakness and bad 

governance. This framing of the problem concludes that the solution to climate change is 

islands developing their economies along an extractive model, through the opening of 

mines, or the transition to cash crops over subsistence agriculture. The apparent solution of 
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capitalist integration in the global political economy leads to a prioritisation of mines over 

local materials, and changes in consumption and labour practices. These recommendations 

come alongside details of land erosion, the need for some islands to import food due to lack 

of farmland, and increased prevalence of malnutrition.  

Materially, precarity is created through the degradation of land turned over to intensive 

farming techniques and increased reliance on imported food, and discursively, as 

vulnerability is used to naturalise the new conditions. Simultaneously then, the dominant 

frame of vulnerability argues that the vulnerability of islands in particular is a function of 

their ‘smallness’ and fragile environments, whilst arguing for the sort of agriculture that 

hands the function of land to the pursuit of profit, as opposed to the growing of food and 

building materials that create self-sufficiency.   

Grievability and the value of life   

In the previous chapter I argued that colonialism relied on the logics of grievability as it 

created a racialised and gendered discourse of islanders that dehumanised them and 

justified violence against them, through dispossession, experimentation following the 

nuclear tests, and exploitation. The discourse of development follows the same racialised 

logics of uneven disposability, but using the language of modernity and underdevelopment 

rather than the language of civilisation. This section contributes to the arguments around 

racialised sacrifice zones, where capitalist modernity is understood to require violence 

against the majority world, “an understanding of the modern world as based on the historic 

destruction of the worlds of others” (Bhambra and Newell 2022, 3).   

I put this argument in terms of vulnerability and invulnerability, imagined categories 

between which there is a clear demarcation between where is safe and where is unsafe. 

This demarcation whilst justified in various different terms, is itself heavily defended. In 

other words, the line between the invulnerable, developed subject and the vulnerable, 

undeveloped and disposable other is one that cannot be allowed to move. The two main 

ways this is done through the IPCC reports is through economist cost/benefit analyses that 

devalue the lives of both islanders and of the vulnerable more widely in conversations over 

‘key’ vulnerabilities and thresholds, and the calculation of loss that values economic loss for 

the Global North as more serious than the loss of entire islands and cultures.    

The first of the debates about valuable life within the IPCC was the AR2 WGIII chapter ‘The 

Social Costs of Climate Change: Greenhouse Damage and the Benefits of Control’ (IPCC 

WGIII 1995, 179–224). The chapter was controversial at the time for its conclusions about 

the differential value of human life globally (Pearce 1995). The debate revolved not around 

whether the assessment was accurate, but whether it could be included within the report, 

with strong objections from delegates from India, China, Brazil, and Cuba amongst others 

(Pearce 1995, np). The authors argued that their assessments were scientific and value-free, 
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“We are specifically debarred from making policy recommendations” (Pearce 1995, np). It 

was not their findings that were under question, but whether it was moral to draw 

conclusions from these results, or whether all life-values should be settled at the high rate 

on the understanding that poor states would get richer. Clearly then, judgements about 

differential grievability and assumptions about the distribution of vulnerability underlies 

decisions about climate action. Within WGII chapters, I identify these discussions within the 

language of ‘key vulnerabilities’ and ‘tolerable windows.  

Grievability highlights how the value of lives are differentially distributed. The climate 

change institutions play a large role in the debates about values of life, and what is to be 

protected, and the language of ‘key vulnerabilities’ is one way that this has developed 

within the IPCC. Key vulnerabilities have been discussed since AR4, citing Article 2 as the 

reason for needing to identify ‘key’ vulnerabilities, for simplification and for guidance for 

decision makers:  

“for identifying levels and rates of climate change that may be associated with 

‘dangerous anthropogenic interference’ (DAI) with the climate system, in the 

terminology of the UNFCCC ... Ultimately, the determination of DAI cannot be based 

on scientific arguments alone, but involves other judgements informed by the state 

of scientific knowledge” (IPCC WGII 2007, 73). 

It is therefore a mechanism for the purpose of drawing a line where climate change crosses 

from being chalk on a white wall, to something that needs prevention. This is understood to 

be a value judgement, but one that is informed by science, as if the science itself is value 

neutral. This new move is important within the report, with a chapter entitled, ‘Assessing 

key vulnerabilities and the risk from climate change’ (IPCC WGII 2007, 779). Key 

vulnerabilities are to be identified according to a list of criteria, see Figure 7. The final 

criteria, ‘importance of the system(s) at risk” (IPCC WGII 2007, 781) is a judgement that 

relies on logics of grievability, as importance can only be decided according to value-laden 

logics. Key vulnerabilities are therefore an attempt to relate vulnerability more closely to 

the need for mitigation, but one that leans further into vulnerability as a discourse of value.  
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Figure 7: Criteria for identifying Key Vulnerabilities in AR3 (IPCC WGII 2007, 781) 

Within AR4, islands are the first group to be associated with key vulnerabilities in the 

Summary for Policymakers, “based on a number of criteria in the literature (magnitude, 

timing, persistence/reversibility, the potential for adaptation, distributional aspects, 

likelihood and ‘importance’ of the impacts)” (IPCC WGII 2007, 15). Islands as used as 

illustrative of key vulnerabilities again in the Technical Report (IPCC WGII 2007, 73) and are 

one example of two, along with ‘Indigenous, poor or isolated communities´ to appear in 

Table TS.8. ‘Table of selected key vulnerabilities’ (IPCC WGII 2007, 74). Again, islands’ prime 

criteria for key vulnerability is “Irreversibility, magnitude, distribution, low adaptive 

capacity” (IPCC WGII 2007, 74). However, whilst this is a recognition that could suggest an 

importance being allocated to islands, grievability shows that recognition is not the same as 

being valued. Islands hold a strong imaginative link with vulnerability that makes them an 

easy example to turn to for summaries in Boxes, but this has not translated into emission 

reductions to levels that are safe for islands as this identification would imply. This is 

because there is still an underlying discourse that islands are inherently vulnerable, 

undevelopable, and unsavable.  

The discussion of tolerable windows in AR3 and AR4, and then thresholds in AR5 is another 

debate around which grievability becomes relevant. Tolerable windows are again important 

to the relationship between vulnerability and Article 2, and also the relationship between 

vulnerability and mitigation. The section, ‘How can Vulnerability Assessments be Related to 

Policies for Reducing GHG Emissions?’ discusses this through asking what would happen if a 

‘reducing vulnerability’ model replaced ‘reducing GHG emissions’ model in discussions of 

GHG targets (IPCC WGII 2001, 118). This is called a ‘tolerable window approach’ (TWA) and a 

‘safe-landing approach’, extended to include, “economic, social, or equity aspects—that is, 

to define tolerable windows for climate-related facets of these sectors and obtain emission 

corridors that simultaneously satisfy all possible windows” (IPCC WGII 2001, 118). These 

decisions are acknowledged to be normative, and are therefore to be made through, “a 

consultative process involving scientists in close cooperation with stakeholders, 

decisionmakers, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and others” (IPCC WGII 2001, 118). 
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However, the section is vague, and there is no discussion of what might or might not be 

tolerated. This idea of vulnerability used in this section is close to a justice conception but 

does not really fit with the use of vulnerability elsewhere in the report. The TWA also 

appears in AR4, but is no longer linked with vulnerability, “The TWA is helpful in exploring 

the feasibility and implications of crucial social decisions (acceptable impacts and mitigation 

costs) but, unlike CBA [cost-benefit analyses], it does not propose an optimal policy” (IPCC 

WGII 2007, 754). There is no discussion of the TWA in AR5.  

Tolerable windows are replaced by ‘thresholds’ which are also normative, “e.g., a magnitude 

of sea-level rise no longer considered acceptable by low-lying coastal dwellers” (IPCC WGII 

2007, 73). ‘Thresholds’ are also used in the more familiar way, to describe non-linear shifts 

or tipping points, “such as a hypothetical sudden change in the Asian monsoon or 

disintegration of the West Antarctic ice sheet or positive feedbacks from ecosystems 

switching from a sink to a source of CO₂” (IPCC WGII 2007, 73). In AR5, thresholds are still 

linked with Article 2 and dangerous limits, and again acknowledge the value judgements 

that these thresholds entail. For example, the judgment over valuing economic growth over 

‘well-being of the vulnerable’:  

“determining what is dangerous is ultimately a judgment that depends on values and 

objectives. For example, individuals will value the present versus the future 

differently and will bring personal worldviews on the importance of assets like 

biodiversity, culture, and aesthetics. Values also influence judgments about the 

relative importance of global economic growth versus assuring the well-being of the 

most vulnerable among us. Judgments about dangerousness can depend on the 

extent to which one’s livelihood, community, and family are directly exposed and 

vulnerable to climate change. Scientific assessment of risk can provide an important 

starting point for such value judgments about the danger of climate change” (IPCC 

WGII 2014, 93).  

The argument then, is that these judgements can be assisted by ‘scientific’ risk assessment, 

of which vulnerability assessment is presumably one form. Vulnerability assessment is 

therefore not just loaded with value judgements, but also then used to make further value 

judgements.  

Arguably, tolerable windows had more radical implications than thresholds. However, 

grievability highlights that the IPCC’s discussion of vulnerability, dominated as it is by the 

logic of development, will not place value and grievability on the areas designated within 

these ways of thinking as ‘undeveloped’ or ‘underdeveloped’ or ‘undevelopable’. This lack 

of grievability is visible in the case of islands. Vulnerabilities that are often discussed as pre-

existing climate change, i.e. inherent vulnerabilities, are also discussed as unavoidable, as in 

the small island chapter, “Climate change is inevitable, even if any global agreement to limit 
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GHG emissions were swiftly implemented”(IPCC WGII 2001, 869). This in effect removes 

islands from the tolerable window or threshold discussions, as emissions are a side-issue to 

islands’ inherent, unavoidable vulnerability. However, some literature is included that 

advises the threshold for dangerous climate change should be atolls no longer existing. This 

point is made in a couple of places, and in a Box, “The potential abandonment of sovereign 

atoll countries can be used as the benchmark of the ‘dangerous’ change that the UNFCCC 

seeks to avoid” (IPCC WGII 2007, 707).  

The other way in which islanders are framed as ungrievable through the politics of the IPCC 

is the way that islands as economic objects are seen as lacking the development potential 

that continental regions are expected to have based on their resources. Whilst states in 

Africa especially are said to have vast resources but lack the governance to fully benefit 

from the resources, the debate for islands is discernibly different. Both are grievability 

arguments, but for islands it is the lack of future potential that is of key importance. If 

islands will not ever develop, because it is simply impossible for them to do so, then a 

developmental argument cannot be made to prevent their loss. Literature on island 

economic vulnerability furthers this argument, as does the population preoccupation and 

the discourse of islands as vacuums of aid money. The MIRAB framework relied on a 

developmental argument that was already running out of favour at the time of publishing, 

that assumed aid would keep flowing without loan requirements (Bertram and Watters 

1985). Even in MIRAB and its comparatively positive view of islands though, the authors 

state that islanders have too high an expectation of their life quality based on a ‘mirage’ of 

wealth that has been sent to them through aid, with aid money resulting in, “an economic 

system which could not conceivably become self-sufficient without sacrificing those [high 

living] standards” (Bertram and Watters 1985, 508).  

The climate refugee discussion that takes place in the context of Australia shows how 

colonial Pacific Islands designations of mela/poly/micronesia persist in contemporary 

politics. As discussed in the previous chapter, the settler colony of Australia views islanders 

as ungrievable, and less important than Australia’s economic reliance on fossil fuel and 

other resource-intensive industry. To this end, there has been some discussion about 

extending migration options to islanders despite Australia’s otherwise aggressively hostile 

migration regime. This debate has continued with the publication of the Kaldor report and 

its suggestion of a ‘Pacific visa’ (McAdam and Pryke 2020). Ex-prime minister Kevin Rudd 

also suggested a deal whereby residents of Tuvalu, Kiribati, and Nauru could get citizenship, 

and in return “Australia would become responsible for their territorial seas, their vast 

Exclusive Economic Zones, including the preservation of their precious fisheries reserves” 

(Rudd 2019 n.p.). Tuvalu’s then prime minister Enele Sopoaga accused Rudd of imperial 

thinking, pointing to Australia as a huge emitter that would then be benefitting again from 

the harm done, and said his country would “Certainly not to be subjugated under some sort 
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of colonial mentor” (Stewart 2019, np). Another proposal is recruiting Pacific Islanders to 

the Australian defence force as a pathway to citizenship. However, these proposals are all 

written as if it is Australia that needs to be convinced of the value of the deal, as is clear in 

Rudd’s wording.  

There are two problems that Australia has with the idea of accepting climate refugees. One 

is an enduring hostility to the acceptance of any migration from states racialised as non-

white, and the second is the concern that allowing Polynesian and Micronesian migration 

risks having to also accept differently racialised Melanesians, although this is worded behind 

the justification of ‘size’:  

“Hastings (1984)6 has concluded that ‘it should not be any great economic burden to 

this country to subsidise a substantial proportion of island peoples - perhaps all of 

them in a few instances - but should we do?’ His concern was that there are grave 

dangers in selective migration policies and that much larger countries, such as Papua 

New Guinea and the Solomon Islands, might subsequently demand the same 

privileges. This was the principal concern of the Australian Department of 

Immigration and Ethnic Affairs in 1981 when migration policies were being reviewed, 

and probably of the FitzGerald Committee in 1988” (Connell and Roy 1990, 109). 

This section has argued that supposedly value-free discussions of thresholds and tolerable 

limits within the IPCC draw lines of acceptable loss according to logics of grievability. The 

language of development provides a new justification for the lines that are drawn along 

colonial patterns, now dividing the world according to developed and undeveloped, safe 

and unsafe, grievable and ungrievable. For islands specifically, I have shown how the chalk 

on a white wall argument perceives islands as unworthy of protection, and as a migration 

problem only. Island populations are simultaneously too small in absolute terms to justify 

the sacrifice of emission reductions on the part of the industrialising world, and too high in 

relative terms, leading to accusations of bad governance. The debate about solutions of 

migration also shows how the adaptation pathway arguments made by those most 

responsible for the violence of climate change not only perceive islands as disposable, but 

also seek to profit from the harm being done. The language of vulnerability holds no 

possibility for justice in these conversations that formalise racialised categories into 

positivist and developmental frameworks.  

Islanding: counternarratives to development  

In the previous chapter I used ‘islanding as critique’ to tell an anti-colonial narrative that 

relates the violence of colonialism, nuclear testing and waste dumping, dispossession and 

land extraction to climate change in order to resist victimising narratives of the passively 

 
6 This citation is to a Sydney Herald newspaper article.  
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‘sinking’ islands and fragile islanders. Here, I further expand upon islanding to show that 

development is a European and neocolonial ideology that cannot be transplanted to an 

island context, based as it is on the fantasies of invulnerability. To explore the effects of 

development ideology in an island context, I use the work of Hau’ofa, who makes D-E-V-E-L-

O-P-M-E-N-T his primary object of ridicule in ‘Tale of the Tikongs’ (Hau’ofa 1983).  

In this section I will start by outlining how islanding critiques of development offer a 

counternarrative to the established development discourse, through a strong rejection of 

the adaptation pathway, and the fantasy of invulnerability being achievable through 

development. I will then use a discussion of Hau’ofa’s short story collection, ‘Tales of the 

Tikongs’ to provide a more in depth Oceanic critique that makes visible the assumptions 

that lie beneath the recommendations of the Wise Men, Very Important Persons, Overseas 

Experts, and Elites (Hau’ofa 1983, 19). This discussion both recentres islanders in their own 

story, but also uses humour to undermine the common-sense assumptions of Western 

expertise. This theme of humour in storytelling is one to which I return in chapter 7.  

Island climate activism is known for its demands for mitigation within the limits of 1.5°C, and 

for an effective loss and damage mechanism. In the terms of Meyer-Abich’s three pathways, 

this means that islanders are amongst the loudest voices demanding a prevention or 

compensation pathway. The connections that island activism makes between the different 

waves of violence in the Pacific does not mean that climate change ‘fades away’, but instead 

becomes a call for not allowing another choice of disposability for the ‘good of mankind’ to 

be paid for by the people of the Pacific (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017a). The paternalism of the 

argument that island problems are problems of development, smallness or insufficient 

‘Europeanness’ are rejected in favour of demands for land back and historical accounts of 

how islands sustained life before the interventions of colonialism, capitalism and militarism 

(Kurashima, Fortini, and Ticktin 2019; Di Franco 2022). A key part of islanding the adaptation 

pathway is therefore valuing islander knowledge.   

In the more recent IPCC reports, there has been some discussion of ‘traditional’ knowledge; 

however, this is not the same conversation. The role of traditional knowledge in the reports 

is again related to adaptive capacity, or resilience, where the goal is overcoming the effects 

of violence, worded here are ‘changing social and ecological conditions’:  

“Natural resource dependent communities, including indigenous peoples, have a 

long history of adapting to highly variable and changing social and ecological 

conditions. But the salience of indigenous, local, and traditional knowledge will be 

challenged by climate change impacts. Such forms of knowledge are often neglected 

in policy and research, and their mutual recognition and integration with scientific 

knowledge will increase the effectiveness of adaptation” (IPCC WGII 2014, 758, my 

emphasis). 
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This quote ‘others’ indigenous knowledge as separate from the scientific, and also shows 

how ‘resource dependence’ is marked out as other, as if not all communities are reliant on 

access to water, air, and food. Climate change does appear in this section, but the 

suggestion is that indigenous, local, and traditional knowledges are not adaptable, as if they 

are historical and non-changing. Notably, AR5 does include an acknowledgement of both 

the role of colonialism and development in undermining island practices, and knowledges, 

“Further, traditional approaches that Pacific island communities have used for survival for 

millennia (such as building elevated settlements and resilient structures, and working 

collectively) have been abandoned or forgotten due to processes of globalization, 

colonialism, and development” (IPCC WGII 2014, 1637). This is part of AR5’s greater 

recognition of the role of history in creating vulnerabilities, but these arguments still do not 

dominate.  

Islanding as critique also addresses the fantasy of climate change invulnerability as a 

condition of development that definitively bars islands from being anything other than 

vulnerable. In the IPCC, the ‘Small Island’ sections describe island vulnerability as largely due 

to an inherent island impossibility of development, as well as over population, insufficient 

large-scale exporting of primary goods, and urbanisation. Solutions are therefore either 

explicitly or implicitly, migration; having fewer children; converting land to cash crop 

production, and moving away from the urban centres. All of these solutions involve huge 

changes in lifestyles and are based on assumptions the unviability of island life. They also 

ignore many of the drivers of the problems that are identified.  

Critiquing these assumptions therefore often takes the form of historical accounts of how 

the conditions of life are undermined actively by colonial and capitalist forces. For 

urbanisation in the Marshall Islands, for example, islanders have been restricted to certain 

islands of the archipelago as the US has occupied some with military bases and military 

families (Hirshberg 2015). Runit Island has become a toxic waste site (Willacy 2017) after the 

tests that also depopulated Bikini Atoll, and islands have themselves been mined extensively 

and ruinously for phosphate in the case of Banaba and Nauru (K. M. Teaiwa 2011). These 

critiques are powerful counternarratives that serve as correctives to dominant assumptions 

about islands. However, for the rest of the chapter I will turn to an alternative approach to 

critique, through the fiction of Hau’ofa.   

Tales of the Tikongs 

For the remainder of this chapter, I will focus on how Hau’ofa’s ‘Tales of the Tikongs’ helps 

denaturalise and repoliticise the assumptions of the development vulnerability framework. 

Tale of the Tikongs is a single volume of connected short stories which focus on different 

residents of Tiko, a fictional island in the Pacific Ocean. This book was written ten years 

before Hau’ofa wrote ‘Our Sea of Islands’ in which he describes a change in thought:   
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“two years ago I began noticing the reactions of my students when I described and 

explained our situation of dependence. Their faces crumbled visibly, they asked for 

solutions, I could offer none...  But the faces of my students continued to haunt me 

mercilessly. I began asking questions of myself. What kind of teaching is it to stand in 

front of young people from your own region, people you claim as your own, who 

have come to university with high hopes for the future, and you tell them that our 

countries are hopeless? Is this not what neocolonialism is all about? To make people 

believe that they have no choice but to depend? Soon the realization dawned on me. 

In propagating a view of hopelessness, I was actively participating in our own 

belittlement” (Hau’ofa 1993, 50).  

However, Tales of the Tikongs does not read as hopeless, and it is clear that even before this 

change, Hau’ofa did not accept the development myths or neo-colonial behaviours of the 

old colonial powers in the Pacific.  

Pacific Islands have repeatedly been framed as exceptions to independence norms. 

Justifications have been based on their ‘islandness’, with smallness and isolation forming the 

US’ argument that islands were not colonies, but outposts and therefore exempt from 

independence arguments (Banivanua-Mar 2016, 124). However, the nature of islanders 

themselves has formed continuing arguments for their ‘inability to rule themselves’ or their 

unsuitability for full independence. The League of Nations Mandate System was established 

to lead ‘peoples not yet able to stand by themselves’ gradually to independence through the 

‘guidance’ of approved regional powers. For example New Guinea, Nauru and Samoa were 

designated as unable to rule themselves and therefore came under the control of Australia 

and Aotearoa (Watson 2015, 6). These arguments continue through climate change 

documents that designate islanders as in need of ‘expat’ support in the areas of science and 

research, not because of a lack of education, but cultural norms such as early retirement age 

(Brook et al. 1991). It is these arguments, that islanders are unsuited to development, rather 

than development being unsuited to islanders, that Hau’ofa satirises in Tales.   

Tales of the Tikongs is regarded as a “milestone in Pacific literature” (Gillet 2005, 91). The 

book is entertaining but it also provides a sharp account of islander responses to 

paternalistic, ‘Western’ development interventions in the Pacific, “while denouncing the 

two main powers in presence, the capitalist and religious” (Gillet 2005, 91). The stories of 

Tales "explore the absurd contradictions within and inconsistencies between the discourses 

and practices of development and self-determination in an uneven international order 

systematically divided between developed and underdeveloped peoples” (Slaughter 2007, 

206). Development and development aid is shown to ‘fail’ on islands for reasons that are 

absurd, in stories told through, “an aesthetic that is itself resolutely anti-realist and anti-

traditional, functioning as a ‘burlesque[ … of] the inflated rhetorics of humanitarianism, 

developmentalism, postcolonialism, and internationalism’ (Slaughter 2007, 206).  
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Tales of the Tikongs satirises assumptions about islands as lazy and promiscuous in a story 

about Sione Falesi7 who has sixteen children and opposes the Family Planning Association 

(FPA) as being unchristian (Hau’ofa 1983, 3). The Men of Wisdom at the Thinking Office hire 

an Overseas Expert to convince Sione to work harder in order to stop him spending time 

with his wife and producing more children. The expert, Mr Dolittle, has one frustrating 

meeting with Sione then flies back to Australia to give a press conference, declaring, “this lot 

of natives, like the Aborigines, [have] an enormous untapped potential for work; but that 

His Excellency’s Government must first import the Protestant Ethic” (Hau’ofa 1983, 5). This 

vignette illustrates how development experts remain frustrated when islanders interpret 

the knowledges that are brought to islands in their own way. All of Sione’s reasons for his 

lifestyle are based on the Bible, but Dolittle still does not think he is doing Protestantism 

correctly. Sione’s ‘nativeness’ needs to be solved in a new way, through becoming more 

European, and more aspirational.   

The notion of development not being done right by islanders due to a lack of training is the 

subject of the story, ‘The Glorious Pacific Way’ (Hau’ofa 1983, 83). In this story, Ole 

Pasifikiwei starts as a hobby-collector of oral histories and family genealogies which he has 

been collecting in exercise books for seven years, hoping one day to have enough money for 

a typewriter and some filing cabinets. This work draws the attention of the Ministry of 

Environment, Religion, Culture and Youth (MERCY) and diplomat Mr Minte, who says that 

there are funds available for projects like Ole’s, for the preservation of the Pacific Way. 

When Ole says he would like a typewriter and some filing cabinets, Minte explains that he 

could not give money specifically for that, “We don’t want to tell people what to do with the 

money we give, but there are things we cannot fund... What’s a civilised typewriter got to 

do with native cultures?” (Hau’ofa 1983, 85).  

Accessing this money requires jumping through various, increasingly absurd hoops. Ole is 

persuaded to pursue the funding despite his frustrations, and in the process has to abandon 

his pride and self-respect. He is advised to lose weight and never appear too smart, “The 

reason why Tiko gets very little aid money is that our people are too fat and jolly” (Hau’ofa 

1983, 87). Finally, having set up a Committee for the Collection of Oral Traditions, he starts 

to receive money, and is sent to a training course in Manila. Upon his return, he discovers 

that his elderly aunt has used all of his exercise books, that contained seven years of 

research, as toilet paper. The discovery finally breaks him and he dedicates his life to 

achieving grants, becomes rich, and never researches again (Hau’ofa 1983, 93). This story is 

obviously ironic, as all the interventions made to preserve the Pacific Way bring Ole further 

away from his ability to do so. It shows how the processes of island life are disrupted by the 

institutional and formalising requirements of the agencies that are supposedly enabling 

 
7 “'Falesi' is the Tongan pronunciation of the word 'Pharisee' and a direct allusion to the Biblical parable that 
denounces the Pharisee's arrogance and self-importance” (Gillet 2005).  
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what is already happening. It also shows how the ‘game’ of aid is incompatible with living as 

a ‘fat and jolly’ islander, where the subjectivity of undeveloped victim has to be performed 

to meet the expectations of the men such as Mr Minte.  

Islanding as a concept acts as a rejection of dominant institutional assumptions about 

islands, and Tales does this effectively. It acts as a disruption to bureaucratic and 

institutional ways of thinking, bringing islanders back into the story, not as over-crowded 

vulnerable communities, not as victims, and not as receptacles of traditional knowledge but 

just as people with their own complicated and funny lives. In particular, this intervention 

highlights the ‘Buzzwords and Fuzzwords’ (Cornwall 2007) of formal development, and how 

it creates its own realities and fantasies. For example, the Tale of the part-time fisherman, 

Ika Levu8, who is developed against his will in the form of a $4000 Development Loan from 

Alvin (Sharky) Lowe of Alice Springs, Australia for the purpose of Bottom Development 

(Hau’ofa 1983, 21). Sharky is the Fisheries Grassroots Development Adviser and the South 

Pacific Representative for certain companies in Japan and Australia who get the $4000 from 

Ika to pay for his new motorised dinghy, nets and hooks. Sharky makes his profit and 

disappears, leaving Ika burdened with unpayable debt. His story ends with him deliberately 

sinking the gear in order to avoid his unaffordable loan payments, “Since he had neither 

money nor anything worth confiscating... no one tried to touch him. His name was simply 

added to a long, long list of unreliable persons not worth aiding in the future” (Hau’ofa 

1983, 25).  

Climate change does not appear in the stories, but the bureaucratic hurdles put in place to 

receive climate finance are clear examples of what Hau’ofa is mocking. Islands have been 

recognised both intuitively and scientifically as ‘vulnerable’ yet research shows that state 

ability to access adaptation funds relies more on bureaucratic strength, and the reputation 

and relationships between the development agencies and the states and regions that are 

eligible (Garschagen and Doshi 2022). In the case of islands, the reputation of the Pacific as 

bad value for money will have a political effect.  

The trope that aid is less effective in the Pacific than elsewhere, and that islanders are 

‘unreliable’ aid recipients like Ika, is widespread. For example, research done by the 

Development Policy Centre in Australia states, “We find the clearest impediments to 

effectiveness in the Pacific are remoteness and small population size. The relatively 

politically free nature of many Pacific states also appears to be associated with lower project 

effectiveness” (Wood, Otor, and Dornan 2020, 1). This statement reflects the inherent island 

vulnerability narrative, as well as explicitly describing political freedom as a problem. 

Katerina Teaiwa replied twice to the publication of this research on Twitter, “Aye? Out of 

curiosity... did anyone consider the lower effectiveness to have anything to do with the 

 
8 Meaning ‘fish ripe’ (Gillet 2005) 
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design, aims, frames, expected outputs & outcomes on the side of the donors?” (K. M. 

Teaiwa 2020a) and “New question: Why are aid & development donors supported by the 

development industrial complex including development researchers, scholars, experts & 

consultants so ineffective in the Pacific?” (K. M. Teaiwa 2020b). Her frustration reflects an 

exhaustion with these historical narratives that islanders are to blame for badly designed 

and ineffective policies in the Pacific, but also the idea that these ‘Overseas Experts’ of the 

development industrial complex are people who have a place in designing Pacific 

‘development’. 

Tales goes beyond criticising development agencies as being corrupt, useless and damaging 

in island contexts they do not understand or respect. The saddest Tale is ‘Blessed are the 

Meek’ (Hau’ofa 1983, 68). It starts by using the example of the US to suggest that the ability 

of a state to walk tall even though he may be short is what makes Americans believe they 

are from the Greatest Nation on Earth, “A Tikong, on the other hand, tends to walk short 

even though he may be tall” (Hau’ofa 1983, 68). The story then turns to Puku Leka9, a tall 

man who appears short (Hau’ofa 1983, 68). This illusion has been created by a life of abuse 

and exploitation from his family and then employer, who take advantage of both him and 

his endurance in the face of these injustices to keep enacting them. His resilience is used to 

perpetuate more injustices, as he continues to survive. After losing his land and house, he is 

forced to live in a small hut and seek wage labour. At his interview, the official tells him that 

his experience as a gardener on his father’s land, the roof over his head, and his height 

mean he needs no employment benefits. He is then advised to be grateful for his luck, and 

the story ends with him alone still, “And although he is a tall man he walks short, for his 

spirit is humbled and his back permanently bent” (Hau’ofa 1983, 74).  

Bankoff describes how the rise of developmentalism as the dominant discourse after 1945 

shaped representations of reality, “As a consequence, many societies began to be regarded 

in terms of development and to imagine themselves as underdeveloped, a state viewed as 

synonymous with poverty and backwardness” (Bankoff 2001, 23). Hau’ofa uses the story of 

Puku to show the damage done by the internalisation of derogatory and belittling 

discourses. The story also shows that domination and exploitation requires an ideological 

justification. Puku accepts his fate as natural because he has been violently taught to accept 

the injustices he suffers through Christian fortitude.  

This section has argued that the dominant institutionalised understanding of vulnerability 

can be critiqued through islanding, by ridiculing the ‘buzzwords and fuzzwords’ of 

development language and the common sense, paternalistic notions of what islands ‘need’. 

Whilst the knowledge of islands in the IPCC comes almost exclusively from Overseas 

 
9 Meaning, “short dwarf, fitting for the scape-goat of the village who has to walk in a bent down position” 
(Gillet 2005).  
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Experts, Hau’ofa’s stories show that alternatives such as ‘traditional knowledge’ which 

supposedly represent ‘bottom up’ knowledge collection are designed to add to the 

development project and therefore offer no true alternative. It is the frameworks 

themselves that require intervention and resistance. As Hau’ofa himself later argued, it is 

only through a total rejection of the colonial frameworks that islanders can overcome the 

prevailing view of islands, and resist the story told by the “perpetrators of the smallness 

view of Oceania” (Hau’ofa 1993, 14). This story of smallness dominates in the IPCC and 

paternalist discussions of aid expenditure and migration that assume no awareness or 

knowledge on the part of islanders themselves. Islanding these assumptions through 

critique can therefore interrupt these decades long debates and bring islanders back into 

their own story, not as over-crowded vulnerable communities, not as victims, and not as 

receptacles of traditional knowledge, but as people with their own complicated lives.  

Conclusion 

This chapter has used an early discussion of the political implications of climate change for 

developed states to argue that the dominant frame of vulnerability has remained embedded 

in the politics of the adaptation pathway choice. This pathway of politics as usual assumes 

that development creates invulnerability, without a concrete sense of how this happens. 

Instead, I suggest that this reflects a broad assumption that patterns of climate change 

vulnerability will follow established and normalised, and therefore ‘acceptable’ patterns of 

violence and harm. The fantasy of invulnerability is therefore more a condition of already 

being developed and of being sufficiently ‘European’.  

Through an engagement with the short stories of Hau’ofa, I have argued that it is through a 

rejection of the assumptions that underlie the dominant frame of climate vulnerability that 

can open up space for a radical rethinking of common-sense assumptions about both 

climate change vulnerability and islands. The radicalism of islanding is its refusal to accept 

the underlying value judgements that are reflected throughout the IPCC chapters. On the 

other hand, in the next chapter I discuss the critical interventions that have been made into 

the dominant frame and how they have been pacified. These attempts understand the 

strategic power of the concept and therefore try to influence it; however, I argue that this 

project cannot succeed whilst vulnerability continues to be understood in a way that is both 

colonial and developmental.  
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Chapter 6. Contestation and Pacification 

“We must show how the politics of pacification and neutralization work, how power 

can finally acknowledge demands for visibility once it has emptied their content of 

any subversive element, but also how and why certain demands will never be 

accepted because they will lead to the dismantling of the structures of domination 

and exploitation. I think that decolonial feminism can avoid assimilation and 

commodification by remaining close to the struggles of the women who are made 

the most precarious, close to the struggles of all those who fight against imperialist 

wars, extractivism, police violence and racial injustices, and for social, 

environmental, reproductive and epistemic justice. There are struggles that cannot 

be pacified” (Vergès 2021b, np).  

Introduction 

In the previous two chapters I have addressed my first research question of how 

vulnerability is conceptualised in climate change politics. These chapters have argued that 

vulnerability as a concept in climate change politics has emerged out of colonial 

geographical imaginations and now acts to defend the unequal production of climate 

precarity. This colonial framing is persistent as the racialised, gendered idea of vulnerability 

that it establishes continues to be perpetuated in media narratives especially, reinforcing 

intuitive storylines such as the ‘sinking islands’. Whereas the developmental framing that 

vulnerability is known through a scientific method of indexing states according to 

biophysical and, increasingly, social indicators endures as it is of great institutional 

importance to the governance of climate change. In turn, this reinforces climate change as 

merely ‘chalk on the white wall’ of a global system of capitalist driven development.  

This difficulty, of an enduring colonial legacy and persistent scientific positivism, is the 

subject of this chapter in which I move to my second question, regarding the possibility of a 

radical reconceptualisation of vulnerability. This chapter therefore focuses on the 

pacification of attempts to contest the dominant conceptualisation of climate change 

vulnerability. This argument, that the strength of these discourses makes contestation 

difficult, will draw largely on critical feminist work that argues strongly for working outside 

of a system that will always work to pacify the potential of radical concepts (Vergès 2021b). 

This chapter therefore has implications for radical work on vulnerability, arguing against 

strategic attempts to participate in global institutional processes that themselves produce 

vulnerability.   

This chapter revolves around the ideas of contestation and pacification. I begin with 

contestation as an acknowledgment that the dominant frame of vulnerability has always 

been contested. There have been two main interventions into scientific vulnerability work 
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that have had an effect on vulnerability knowledge production. These interventions are the 

social vulnerability literature, and empirical gender work. There has also been a strategic 

use made of the intuitive understanding of vulnerability, especially on the part of islands 

within the UNFCCC and media. This move has been discussed as largely positive, as an 

example of islands exerting ‘moral power’ (de Águeda Corneloup and Mol 2014). This has 

been used to explain the ‘disproportionately’ large role that islands play within the UNFCCC 

for example through groups such as AOSIS and the CVF. This chapter takes seriously the idea 

of strategic vulnerability that makes use of intuitive understandings of vulnerability rather 

than simply being acted on by them. The contestation section of this chapter therefore 

examines contestations of both the scientific and intuitive understandings of vulnerability. 

This section acknowledges both the temptation of participating in a strong discourse, and 

the partial success of certain interventions into the dominant frame.  

The second section of the chapter revolves around the idea of pacification, an idea I draw 

from Françoise Vergès (2021a; 2021b). Pacification is the process through which power 

neutralises certain demands or concepts, taking or folding in concepts, “once it has emptied 

their content of any subversive element” (Vergès 2021b, np). Elsewhere, this process has 

been called ‘flattening’, for example the flattening of concepts with radical potential has 

been discussed in critical development literature (see Chandhoke 2007 and the rest of the 

special issue). This flattening turns potentially radical concepts to ‘buzzwords’ (Cornwall 

2007). Development institutions utilise the capacity for language to carry different 

meanings, and draw on their intuitive and normative resonance, “The work that these 

words do for development is to place the sanctity of its goals beyond reproach” (Cornwall 

2007, 472). This flattening or ‘buzzwording’ is about depoliticisation. A concept becomes 

formalised, meaning that it becomes, “abstracted from all debates and contestations over 

its meaning, stripped of its ambiguities, its dark areas, and its oppressions” (Chandhoke 

2007, 608). 

Pacification has this depoliticising element to it, as vulnerability has certainly become a 

development term, and is formalised through vulnerability indexes in particular. However, 

pacification is also about what is able to happen within the political moment of 

contestation, before this flattening has happened. Here I am drawing on the idea of the 

political as about contestation, and the possibility for change lying within that moment 

(Edkins 1999, 5). In this chapter I argue that the reason that vulnerability is potentially still 

able to contain some radical potential, as drawn out by Butler et al (2016), is the split 

between the scientific and intuitive understanding. However, both modes of thought 

contain a mechanism of pacification, be it the flattening effect of the positivist project of 

vulnerability indexes or the strength and persistence of colonial geographic imaginations.     

The final section of this chapter islands the tension between contestation and pacification 

using the feminist poetry of the vulnerable subjects whose voices are absent from climate 
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change negotiations; namely, the women of Melanesia (Nyman and Olul-Hossen 2021). This 

section engages decolonial scholarship, and the poetry of those who do not use vulnerability 

strategically, but have it applied to them. It develops the implications of this chapter, and 

asks what a decolonial feminist politics of climate change vulnerability could look like. This 

section argues with critical feminists that interventions that can name colonialism are not 

enough (Tamale 2020, 28). Instead, vulnerability needs to be used as a radical, disruptive 

concept that challenges the fantasies of invulnerability. Against the scientific flattening of 

the concept, and against the strategic use of intuitive vulnerability in ways that perpetuate 

essentialisms (MacGregor 2006).  

Contestation.  

In the previous chapters, I have argued that the coloniality of vulnerability has endured, 

narratives shifting to justify and naturalise new forms of violence. I have also argued that as 

a development concept, vulnerability serves as a depoliticising technology within climate 

change politics. These serve as powerful reasons not to engage in vulnerability discourse as 

doing so reinforces a politics of precarity. However, in these chapters I have also noted 

moments of contestation, where the politics of vulnerability has become visible. It is this 

contestation that this section takes seriously. Firstly, I explore the contestation of scientific 

vulnerability, in particular the interventions of social vulnerability and empirical gender 

work. These interventions have had some success in changing the scientific frame of 

vulnerability, making room for new political questions. Secondly, I explore the strategic use 

of the intuitive frame of vulnerability by those who are invoked as or self-identify as 

vulnerable, focusing on Pacific Island leaders in the UNFCCC forum, AOSIS, and the CVF. 

Whilst I do not argue that either of these moves has successfully overcome the difficulties of 

the concept, this section explores what is possible without a more fundamental challenge to 

vulnerability discourse.  

Contestation of the scientific   

The first intervention to make an impact into the scientific framing of vulnerability was that 

of social vulnerability. In chapter 2, I described how social vulnerability is a contestation that 

aims to politicise vulnerability and complicate a purely biophysical analysis. Figure 8 shows 

one example of how social vulnerability asks how vulnerability is created through questions 

of human and political ecology, political economy, and the entitlements literature. These 

become analytical variables for a ‘causal structure’ of vulnerability that is balanced with 

endowments, class relations and empowerment. This complex analytical triangle then 

enables a mapping of vulnerability by livelihood group, individual characteristics such as 

marital status and gender, or by region (Bohle, Downing, and Watts 1994, 42).  
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Figure 8, ‘The Causal Structure of Vulnerability’ (Bohle, Downing, and Watts 1994, 39).  

 

As Table 2 shows, ‘causes’ of this vulnerability are no longer the effects of climate change, 

but factors such as poverty, and insurance. Whilst social vulnerability is not intended to be 

synonymous with poverty, it is highly relevant to it, to the point where it can be considered 

both a cause and an indicator. It is also important on an individual behavioural level, 

affecting the ability to act as rational economic actors, “Poverty affects vulnerability through 

individuals' expectations of the impacts of hazards and their ability to invest to alleviate 

risks; and affects the coping and recovery from extreme events through directly constraining 

opportunities for coping and reducing the resilience to impacts” (Adger 1999b, 254 my 

emphasis).  

Table 2, Collective and individual vulnerability to climate change: determinants and indicators, 

(Adger 1999b, 252).  

 

Whilst the work of Adger in particular is very prominent in the later IPCC reports, other, 

more critical literature is not. A good example of this is the work of Jesse Ribot, including his 

co-edited book, ‘Climate Variability, Climate Change and Social Vulnerability in the Semi-arid 

Tropics’ (Ribot, Magalhães, and Panagides 1996). Chapters within the book reckon with 

colonialism as causal of vulnerability, ten years before the first mentions of colonialism 
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within AR4 (2007). This book’s understanding of social vulnerability does still draw primarily 

on Amartya Sen and the disaster literature, but particularly highlights the role of the state in 

distributing vulnerability, “state action and inaction, in additional to broader forces of 

differentiation and marginalization, may be responsible for producing much of the 

vulnerability faced by marginal populations” (Ribot 1996, 3). The position of climate change 

is still that of vulnerability-multiplier, as social vulnerability looks at “the root causes of 

vulnerability, rather than to its symptom – the negative outcomes, ‘impacts’ that follow 

triggering events such as droughts” (Ribot 1996, 4). This means that analysis of the role of 

colonialism in producing climate change itself is absent, with the one exception of O’Brien 

and Liverman’s chapter (1996).   

This chapter focuses on Mexico and links colonial land use and colonial political economy 

with existing climate-related vulnerability (O’Brien and Liverman 1996). The chapter begins 

by outlining biophysical vulnerability, due to its tropical latitude, variable climate, and steep 

topography, “Mexico, and the Mexican people, are extremely vulnerable to droughts and 

other climatic variations” (O’Brien and Liverman 1996, 55). This is followed by an historical 

section, showing that Mexico has ‘throughout history’ experienced long periods of drought, 

with climatic variations explaining the development of agriculture, and the collapse of 

“powerful pre-Hispanic civilizations” (O’Brien and Liverman 1996, 56). This is used to show 

that indigenous groups developed technologies that conserved water and reduced drought 

risks (O’Brien and Liverman 1996, 57). The historical analysis moves to the colonial period 

and outlines how changes in economy and “land-tenure relations imposed by the Spanish 

crown and church created a tremendous vulnerability to drought among the poorer and 

indigenous campesino populations” (O’Brien and Liverman 1996, 57). They outline how 

colonialism also: increased inequality between large landholders and small producers; 

introduced cattle that began the process of desertification, and developed mining 

settlements that involved deforestation and desiccation (O’Brien and Liverman 1996, 57).  

This analysis is then brought up to date beginning with the Mexican revolution and the 

ensuing “demands of a rapidly growing population” (O’Brien and Liverman 1996, 57). 

Vulnerability is said to have increased due to an increase of modern agriculture techniques 

such as mono-cropping, and the replacement of traditional hazard prevention strategies 

that pre-dated colonialism (O’Brien and Liverman 1996, 57). Other exacerbators of 

vulnerability are land redistribution and poor land management, leading to more frequent 

droughts despite no change in climate, supporting “a hypothesis that hazard losses have 

been increasing irrespective of weather severity, because of increases in social vulnerability 

to natural disasters” (O’Brien and Liverman 1996, 60). A final ‘global warming’ section uses 

GCMs to project the effects of climate change on Mexico, focusing primarily on the effects 

of predicted temperature rises and precipitation decline on the different regions (O’Brien 

and Liverman 1996, 61–66) and a reflection on the implications for agriculture. These 
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sections do not return to the analysis of colonialism with which the paper began. The 

chapter ends with a reflection on Mexico’s role in climate change, with its emissions being 

largely based on land-use change and oil production, and a conclusion that supports 

sustainable development, “with less deforestation, greater care of soil and water resources, 

and stewardship of biodiversity” (O’Brien and Liverman 1996, 70). The narrative of the 

chapter, by ending this way, places the colonial political economy in the past, drawing no 

attention to continuities that drive Mexico’s current energy or agricultural policies or 

ongoing struggles against these policies.  

As an aside, this is a way in which island literature differs from that of other states. The 

innocence of island states is usually stressed alongside claims of extreme vulnerability, as in,  

“Although these countries are among the least responsible for climate change, they 

are likely to suffer most from its adverse effects and could in some cases even 

become uninhabitable. This is what makes them a special case requiring the help and 

attention of the international community” (UNFCCC 2005, 5 my emphasis).  

This claim is moralistic, as if island states ‘deserve’ to survive due to their innocence, unlike 

the states such as Mexico who are ‘guilty’ of deforestation and emissions. However, as I 

argue in chapter 4, this claim is also based on a colonial island imaginary of the noble 

savage, and reminiscent of fatal impact thesis. 

Overall, the story of the chapter, especially the first sections, is reminiscent of Davis’ 

political ecology in ’Late Victorian Holocausts’, where he provides a social and economic 

history to denaturalise vulnerability to disasters, drawing on Watts to argue, “the 

vulnerability of tropical agriculturalists to extreme climate events after 1870 was magnified 

by simultaneous restructurings of household and village linkages to regional production 

systems, world commodity markets, and the colonial (or dependent) state” (M. Davis 2001, 

288). Methmann and Oels point to the existence of this radical strain of political ecology 

within climate vulnerability research, but note that it is marginalised (Methmann and Oels 

2014, 280). This marginalisation is reflected in its lack of prominence in the IPCC. This book 

does show that contestation of social vulnerability literature was more radical than what 

became included in the IPCC, as I will discuss in the pacification section.  

Social vulnerability then, had some success in contesting the scientific understanding of 

vulnerability. The differences between social vulnerability and the conceptualisation seen 

previously in the IPCC is primarily a refocusing on social groups as opposed to regions or 

region-types, and an inclusion of notions of power, class, and to a lesser extent, race and 

gender. Vulnerable social groups are now identified as poor and marginalised livelihood 

groups, for example refugees, and “widowed, divorced or separated women, malnourished 

children, the infirm and handicapped, and the elderly” (Bohle, Downing, and Watts 1994, 

42).  This change in focus means that social vulnerability creates a causal narrative for 
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vulnerability, and the global political economy is no longer framed as benign, “Vulnerability 

is the result of processes in which humans actively engage and which they can almost 

always prevent” (Adger 2006, 270).  Social vulnerability is therefore not ‘natural’ as it is 

produced by society. This literature comes at times from a critical theoretical background, 

but its application to climate change requires the positivism of assessment methodologies. 

Solutions to vulnerability therefore remain embedded in development thinking, with 

vulnerability measured through proxies such as GDP per capita, ‘dependency’ and ‘stability’ 

(Adger 1999b, 252).   

The second intervention that is visible in the IPCC reports is the empirical gender literature 

that argues for the inclusion of gender as a factor in vulnerability. Alongside this comes the 

argument for the inclusion not just of women, but also indigenous groups and other 

marginalised people. Again, this intervention emerges in AR3, and is informed by and 

related to the social vulnerability literature. This intervention takes the form of altering 

vulnerability measurement and index methodologies to include proxies such as ‘female 

literacy rates’ and ‘female child mortality rates’ (O’Brien et al. 2004, 305, note 7). It also 

begins to affect questions of knowledge production, and ‘Traditional Ecological Knowledge’ 

(TEK) is discussed in all reports from AR4 (IPCC WGII 2007). As discussed in chapter 2, 

empirical gender work on vulnerability is called so following Peterson (2005) to reflect the 

interpretation in this work that gender means women, and the vulnerable in this work are 

primarily women of the Global South:  

“Impacts will also differ according to gender... This happens particularly in 

developing countries, where gendered cultural expectations, such as women 

undertaking multiple tasks at home, persist (Wood and Salway, 2000), and the ratios 

of women affected or killed by climate-related disasters to the total population are 

already higher than in developed nations (ADRC et al., 2005)” (IPCC WGII 2007, 374).  

Vulnerability is attached to lists of marginalised groups,  such as “age, class, gender, health 

and social status” (IPCC WGII 2007, 729). However, race is never included. This is a 

particularly vivid omission for the Hurricane Katrina example, “In Louisiana 1,101 people 

died, nearly all related to flooding, concentrated among the poor and elderly” (IPCC WGII 

2007, 861).  

Vulnerability in this type of feminist work is often left undefined (Hemmati and Röhr 2007; 

Brody, Demetriades, and Esplen 2008; Röhr et al. 2009; Goldsworthy 2010). When 

definitions are given, they are often taken from the IPCC (Denton 2002), or the UN 

(Dankelman et al. 2008). This is because this work is not written to be a critical engagement 

with vulnerability, but as an intervention into policy and development. One addition to the 

definition of vulnerability that does appear (Masika 2002; Brody, Demetriades, and Esplen 

2008; Goldsworthy 2010), is the relevance of decision making power, “it is the vulnerable 
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and marginalised who have the least capacity or opportunity to prepare for the impacts of a 

changing climate or to participate in negotiations on mitigation” (Brody, Demetriades, and 

Esplen 2008, 1). Almost all of the work comes from a developmental position, in which 

sustainable development is posed as the answer to gendered vulnerability, with 

interventions aimed at polices that simply bear women in mind, and “ensure that the 

relevant incentives are provided so that women and men can… build a sustainable future 

through using their comparative advantages” (Denton 2002, 18).  

Climate change is again side-lined through this intervention, which is focused more on 

poverty, and climate change itself is evoked only as far as it “magnifies existing inequalities” 

(Dankelman et al. 2008, 6). This position comes from the IPCC assumption that, “it is those 

who are already the most vulnerable and marginalised who experience the greatest 

impacts” (Brody, Demetriades, and Esplen 2008, 1). The argument is that women are 

inherently vulnerable, and therefore more vulnerable to climate change, and that this 

reinforces “the disparity between women and men in their vulnerability to and capability to 

cope with climate change” (Dankelman et al. 2008, 10). The focus almost exclusively on 

women from the Global South is reflected in case study choice, which are usually of states 

within Africa or South America, or in the recurring claim that “rural women in developing 

countries are disproportionately adversely affected by environmental degradation” (Masika 

2002, 6). This economic framing means that microfinance is discussed as a solution 

(Goldsworthy 2010; Dankelman et al. 2008), despite the body of research that documents 

the problem with these initiatives (see for example, J. Hickel 2014). Mitigation is not a large 

part of this literature, as its intervention is primarily aimed at adaptation practice.  

Mitigation is raised sometimes when women’s vulnerability is used to make justice 

arguments. These arguments demand greater inclusion of women's voices within the 

climate institutions (Hemmati and Röhr 2007), again evoking women’s particular 

vulnerability to make the argument (Enarson 2000, 48). Vulnerability is sometimes used in 

empirical work to make a normative argument for climate justice, such as “No climate 

justice without gender justice” (Terry 2009, 5). These arguments draw on the claim that 

women are more vulnerable, and yet less responsible for climate change (MacGregor 2014, 

627). Notably, this is similar to that argument made on behalf of the sinking islands: their 

perfect victimhood lies in their innocence from blame.  

Again, most of this work is written to intervene in policy and adaptation debates, arguing 

that “integrating a gender analysis adds to the quality, effectiveness, legitimacy, and 

likelihood of implementation of climate protection policies” (Hemmati and Röhr 2007, 5). 

Vulnerability is relevant to this project, as the institutional importance of the concept is 

recognised, and “integrating gender analysis into capacity and vulnerability assessments at 

the local level is essential” (Enarson 2000, ix). This work also comes with the same 

awareness seen in vulnerability indexes that adaptation funds are limited, and argues that 
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“donors’ responses to climate change should be gender-sensitive” (Brody, Demetriades, and 

Esplen 2008, 1), and that adaptation funds should therefore be directed towards women. 

These arguments do however risk placing further demands on women’s time, who are often 

already burdened with greater care responsibilities (Morrissey, MacGregor, and Arora-

Jonsson 2022, 61).  

A slightly more critical analysis does emerge in AR5 (IPCC WGII 2014). Vulnerability is still 

known through lists of marginalisation, “Wealth, education, ethnicity, religion, gender, age, 

class/caste, disability, and health status exemplify and contribute to the differential 

exposure and vulnerability of individuals or societies to climate and non-climate related 

hazards” (IPCC WGII 2014, 1066–67). However, ‘Gender and Climate Change’ also gets its 

own cross-chapter box (IPCC WGII 2014, 105–7). This section includes some critical 

literature that questions the effect of impact-focused analysis of women as opposed to 

gendered analysis (MacGregor 2010), and the essentialising portrayal of women as 

vulnerable (Arora-Jonsson 2011). Whilst this section challenges the established assumption 

of the inherent vulnerability of women, the assumption persists elsewhere in the report, for 

example a section about heat stress notes a “usually higher physiological vulnerability in 

women” (IPCC WGII 2014, 106). This claim is not supported, but instead signposts a later 

section. However, this later section (IPCC WGII 2014, 718), leads only to evidence of the 

effect of heat stress on children and pregnant women which does not support the claim of 

higher physiological vulnerability in women as a whole.  

Overall, this impact-focused feminist research certainly had an effect on the scientific 

understanding of vulnerability. Building on social vulnerability’s move to look beyond states, 

this work argued strongly for including gender in analysis and measurement of vulnerability, 

as well as other markers of marginalisation. It also allowed justice arguments to be tied to 

vulnerability. This change does not address the cause of vulnerability, but does shift thinking 

to include complexities on the scale of analysis.  

Strategic use of imaginative vulnerability  

The interventions of those who participate in vulnerability discourse for the purpose of 

strategically using the identity that has been applied to them are more difficult to organise 

into separate parts. International groups such as AOSIS and CVF have formed around the 

identity of ‘climate vulnerable’, using the platform of the UNFCCC COPs and the member 

states’ widely accepted status as vulnerable to argue for strong and urgent mitigation. Due 

to the relation between the UNFCCC’s finance instruments and vulnerability, it is also 

perceived as materially beneficial to be identified as vulnerable. Barnett and Campbell 

(2010) discuss the strategic use of vulnerability by island leaders in terms of ‘appropriation’ 

(Barnett and Campbell 2010, 166). Their analysis of the dangers of the concept, as 

victimising and depoliticising, attributes islander use of the term, which has no translation 
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into any Pacific language, to a combination of the urgent need to make the argument for 

mitigation and the fact that, “vulnerability is the language that captures those risks and 

facilitates engagement with power” (Barnett and Campbell 2010, 166). The power of the 

discourse, especially as an intuitive recognition and an institutional language, also enables a 

discursive contestation. The diplomats and representatives of the vulnerable states 

therefore use the language of vulnerability strategically, but alongside notions of humanity 

and justice. This use is an attempt to produce and enhance grievability and fight the politics 

of precarity, but using the discourse that is widely accepted and folded into the institutions.  

The assumption in much of the literature is that the designation of ‘vulnerable’ is a 

strategically useful identity, particularly for islands. Island groups and coalitions such AOSIS 

and CVF are discussed as being coalitions of the vulnerable, and having a “disproportionate 

influence in the negotiations” (Barnett and Campbell 2010, 95). Repeatedly in the literature, 

both these things are stressed: island states are the most vulnerable, and they are having a 

disproportionate influence or appear to have disproportionate power within the UNFCCC. 

Importantly, these two things are understood together, and as related. This applies from the 

early days of climate politics, with AOSIS supposedly achieving ten of their twelve 

negotiating goals for the original FCCC (Ashe, Van Lierop, and Cherian 1999).  

Islands were already identifying themselves as climate vulnerable before the adoption of 

the UNFCCC, and using this identity strategically. This meant that they were ready for when 

the international conferences started, arguably at the point where developed states began 

to be concerned, “If global warming was a problem that had implications only for the island 

nations, then it is highly doubtful that there would ever have been an international summit 

on the matter” (Shibuya 1996, 547). AOSIS are also credited with some success in the Paris 

Agreement, including the soft target of 1.5°C, due to their “moral leadership” (de Águeda 

Corneloup and Mol 2014, 281) their own ambitious reduction targets and emphasis on 

fairness and justice (Hoad 2015, 262) and their pre-COP diplomatic work through the High 

Ambition Group (Fry 2016, 106).  

This literature is interested in islands due to their smallness and vulnerability, the research 

problem being their ability to influence negotiations despite their assumed lack of power. 

With this research puzzle comes the assumption that the smallness and vulnerability is the 

answer somehow. However the research itself, although framed this way, is more about 

theories of diplomacy: The role of the media and emotions in amplifying certain messages 

(Shea, Painter, and Osaka 2021); the importance of coalition building, niche diplomacy and 

expertise (Deitelhoff and Wallbott 2012; Panke 2012; Ourbak and Magnan 2018) and the 

ability to borrow power (Benwell 2011). Exceptions where the weakness is part of the 

theory, understand the performance of vulnerability as a way to counterbalance structural 

weakness, and become norm entrepreneurs (Corbett, Xu, and Weller 2019, 648) and the 

moral power of being vulnerable and not responsible (de Águeda Corneloup and Mol 2014). 
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However, in the majority of cases, the smallness or vulnerability of islands or small states 

more broadly is only a rhetorical device, where ‘dwarfs’, ‘roaring mice’, or ‘weak states’ 

(Panke 2012; Shibuya 1996; Genovese 2020) with “intrinsic disabilities” (Ashe, Van Lierop, 

and Cherian 1999, 209) are in the “last chance saloon” (Hoad 2015) and “punching above 

their weight” (Panke 2012). 

A discursive analysis of how islands strategically engage with vulnerability within the 

UNFCCC and its surrounding reporting shows that this language of weakness is usually 

absent. The Pacific Climate Warriors and their slogan ‘We are not drowning we are fighting’ 

(350 Pacific 2013a) is a deliberate and explicit rejection of the island extinction narrative. 

The media work done by island diplomats and poets such as Ronny Jumeau and Jetñil-Kijiner 

do similar work. Vulnerability is also politicised by the island diplomats who use vulnerability 

strategically, always linking it to the politics of precarity, emission rises and a refusal to 

mitigate. The Suva Declaration, and the speeches of AOSIS members at COP21 are two 

examples where this difference is clear.  

The Suva Declaration’s opening statement is that the members of the PIDF “Are gravely 

distressed that climate change poses irreversible loss and damage to our people, societies, 

livelihoods, and natural environments; creating existential threats to our very survival and 

other violations of human rights to entire Pacific Small Island Developing States” (Pacific 

Islands Development Forum Secretariat 2015, 1). This statement uses ‘loss and damage’ 

instead of vulnerability, a more political term that evokes harm and redistribution. It also 

immediately stresses what is at risk: people, societies, human rights. There is no 

disappearance of islanders in this formulation. The document continues, repeatedly making 

the point that this harm is being done through a failure of mitigation, and the continued use 

of fossil fuels. This statement is against the politics of precarity, and also refusing the 

ungrievability demonstrated in continued failure even to stop opening coal mines. The 

demands include a 1.5°C target, loss and damage to be made distinct from adaptation, 

strong mitigation targets and “adaptation measures for Pacific Small Island Developing 

States to be 100% grant financed” (Pacific Islands Development Forum Secretariat 2015, 19 

i).  

The demands of AOSIS within the UNFCCC negotiations of COP21 were similar. Again, there 

is an avoidance of the term ‘vulnerability’ itself, despite an engagement with the wider 

discourse. The Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, and Kiribati (UNFCCC 2015e; 2015h; 2015c) 

avoided ‘vulnerable’ completely. Others, such as Tuvalu, use ‘low-lying’ instead of ‘small’ to 

describe themselves (UNFCCC 2015b). Things that are emphasised, are the urgency of 

action, the humanity of the people who are labelled vulnerable and the justice argument 

that islands have contributed least and are suffering first. The urgency argument stresses 

both the importance for islands of swift action, but also for states that currently feel safe, 

and future generations “these nations should also realise that the sooner they refigure their 
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economies to wean themselves off carbon, the better they too will be. Because they are 

merely delaying the inevitable day of reckoning” (UNFCCC 2015a). This pushes against the 

fantasy of invulnerability, and stressing the universal danger. The humanity argument also 

emphasises that climate change will affect survival beyond islands, “it is not about science, it 

is not about economics, it is about the survival of this Planet – of PEOPLE, men, women and 

children, whole communities, cities and nations” (UNFCCC 2015c). Religious appeals are 

made in the speeches, with Mauritius referencing the Pope’s encyclical, “challenging the 

human family to halt the deterioration of the environment” (UNFCCC 2015g). This is a 

cosmopolitan argument, and an attempt to overcome the politics of un/grievability. These 

statements are diplomatic, but they are still politically charged. They are contesting notions 

of invulnerability, and the politics of precarity. Finally, they make direct appeals to justice 

and their history, drawing the line from colonialism to climate change, as well as appealing 

to the imbalance between who has emitted most and who is feeling the consequences:  

“Our islands have always been the world’s laboratories. The impacts of economic 

meltdowns, catastrophes, geopolitical conflicts and now climate change are always 

amplified on islands. We were the first to feel and suffer the direct consequences of 

climate change, although we contributed the least to its causes” (UNFCCC 2015f).  

This is the strand that the literature would argue is exerting moral power, but it is also 

resisting the depoliticised vulnerability discourse that frames vulnerability to climate change 

as either an emergency or a development issue. This is a contestation of the politics of 

precarity and a refusal of the naturalisation of climate change violence.  

What this section on the contestation of vulnerability through the strategic use of 

vulnerability has shown, is a different use of the discourse. This has involved an avoidance of 

the victimising connotations of weakness, a more deliberate set of political demands to fight 

the politics of precarity, and a strategic use of the vulnerable identity to form and extend 

coalitions. The literature on this both over- and under-states the success of this strategic 

use. It overstates the weakness of islands for rhetorical purposes, drawing in turn on the 

inherently economically vulnerable literature to stress the lack of ‘power’ that small / island 

states have. It understates the ways in which islands are contesting the vulnerability 

discourse, rather than simply utilising it to make moral arguments. Ultimately though, the 

recognition of islands as vulnerable that this repeated messaging has reinforced has not led 

to actions to end the politics that is creating climate change precarity. Grievability is not 

simply recognition of the ability to die, but that then being understood as a problem to be 

solved.   

Pacification  

In this section, I discuss how these contestations have been pacified in their attempts to 

reconceptualise vulnerability. This section is an exploration of my second research question: 
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whether it is possible to reconceptualise vulnerability as a critical concept. Each of the 

contestations that I have discussed so far in this chapter contained important challenges to 

early assumptions about climate change vulnerability. What they did not achieve, is a 

realignment of vulnerability away from a positivist, individualist analysis where vulnerability 

is knowable and measurable in distinct units that can be ranked for the purpose of resource 

allocation. Nor did they challenge the colonial, racialised and gendered imaginative 

assumptions of vulnerability to climate change.  

The implications of vulnerability analysis have also remained the same. The politics of the 

paradigm is that climate change maps on to existing understandings and patterns of 

vulnerability, so that climate change fades in significance; as chalk on a white wall. In this 

section I argue that this process takes place both in the framing of the research that is done, 

as scholars choose to write as an engagement with policy and climate institutions, and 

afterwards, as choices are made about which research can be included in official accounts of 

vulnerability. This process of selective inclusion allows the institution to establish control 

over the discourse, and to filter out the more radical work (Melamed 2011, 1). Official 

vulnerabilities are therefore acknowledged, whilst at the same time establishing limits to 

who and what is included.  

The potential of climate change vulnerability for radical politics as argued by feminists such 

as Butler, is that this official account is occasionally at odds with the intuitive, leaving space 

for contestation. This section addresses the limits of the contestation that has taken place in 

response to the scientific framing of vulnerability, arguing that the critiques of empirical 

gender work and social vulnerability can easily be included without challenging the 

fundamental coloniality of the discourse. It then discusses the pacification of strategic 

justice arguments that engage with the intuitive framing of vulnerability, and the difficulty 

of overcoming colonial geographical imaginations that are persistently reinforced.  

Pacification of interventions into scientific vulnerability  

Pacification of the scientific frame of vulnerability first takes place before research is 

conducted. The two contestations that I have described above have included radical ideas 

within their field. Social vulnerability draws in part on radical work (see for example Watts 

2002; Ribot 2014). However, this work is marginalised within climate politics, and it does not 

get cited in the IPCC. This reflects an ongoing debate not just over authorship and citation 

practice within the IPCC, but also whether interventions should limit themselves to 

contributions that fit within the IPCC’s frameworks. Taking a ‘realist’ or ‘weak social 

constructionist’ approach as a deliberate rejection of what gets called ‘radical’ or ‘strong’ 

constructivism is a pattern in the IPCC literature. One review article concludes the “work on 

vulnerability [abandons] radical in favor of more moderate forms of constructivism” 

(McLaughlin and Dietz 2008, 103). Wisner et al write that they do this deliberately,  
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“[parting] company with strong social constructionist approaches because we 

believe they do not lead, in any direct way, to an improvement in practice - either in 

disaster prevention or in post-disaster management. Therefore, for example, we 

acknowledge Bankoff’s (2001) approach to famine as interesting but not useful from 

our perspective” (Wisner et al. 2004, 19, my emphasis).  

Bankoff’s work is criticised not for its content, but for its epistemological position that is 

seen as unhelpful, “Although [Bankoff’s] view is accurate, we feel it is difficult to use it to 

contribute to the prevention or mitigation of disasters and improvement of relief and 

reconstruction. We acknowledge it but leave it to one side” (Wisner et al. 2004, 19). Yet 

leaving aside the colonial history of vulnerability discourse makes a full understanding of the 

concept impossible. This rejection is based on a desire to contribute to the institutional 

processes of the IPCC and UNFCCC which limits the level at which they perceive they can 

critique the concept. Vulnerability is an ‘existing’ concept in the politics of climate change, 

that can be developed and improved upon, but a more complete critique is useless, even if 

it is ‘accurate’. In the preface to the second edition of the book, written ten years after the 

first edition (1994), the authors ask, “How could so much international attention be devoted 

to a subject with so little to show for it?” (Wisner et al. 2004, xv). Ironically, a potential 

answer to this is given by the ‘strong’ social constructionist approaches that the authors 

nevertheless discard as practically useless.  

Another reflection on this topic is included in (Adger et al. 2001), where they compare 

‘global environmental management discourse’ with ‘populist discourse’, which is the name 

they give to work “that portrays local actors as victims of external interventions bringing 

about degradation and exploitation” (Adger et al. 2001, 681). There, the authors argue that 

for climate change, there is a dominant managerial discourse, that “evokes institutional 

failure and population growth as the causes of climate change and suggests international 

action as a solution” (Adger et al. 2001, 698), and a profligacy discourse that “evokes over-

consumption as the root cause of climate change and suggests that only tackling this 

fundamental issue will avert global catastrophe” (Adger et al. 2001, 698). They identify 

managerial approaches as neo-Malthusian and economistic / rationalist. However, Adger’s 

work on social vulnerability is also placed outside of both discourses, as a corrective to the 

dominant discourses, “both of which portray societies as fragile and disempowered in the 

face of global climate change” (Adger et al. 2001, 701). This suggests that this was the 

moment of contestation, as social vulnerability was not yet dominating in the IPCC at this 

point.   

The decision within a lot of social vulnerability work to focus on contributing to policy 

means avoiding certain conversations about history and power, “a focus on power does not 

lend itself easily to the kinds of managerial solutions that animate the policy sphere that 

human security perspectives seek to engage” (Taylor 2014, 83). Feminist work on climate 
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change vulnerability has faced a similar difficulty. Empirical gender work does not challenge 

any of the epistemological or ontological problems of the institutional conceptualisation of 

vulnerability, simply accepting “the positivist assumptions of the dominant discourse” 

(MacGregor 2010, 229). The intervention of empirical gender work within climate change 

has primarily been to argue for the inclusion of gender in policy responses by drawing 

attention to the way that women are differentially affected by climate change (MacGregor 

2010). In order to participate in the work of the climate institutions, this approach fails to 

draw on wider feminist critiques of the coloniality of vulnerability discourses. The limits of 

this approach become even clearer through the second level of pacification of the scientific, 

that is the flattening of vulnerability research, which as we have seen is broad, into proxy 

variables of vulnerability indexes.  

The contestation of the scientific understanding of vulnerability is inevitably an intervention 

into the main project of the scientific vulnerability work, that is vulnerability indexes. These 

indexes are the preferred tool of the institutions to manage vulnerability, supposedly to 

identify where climate adaptation funds should go, although research suggests that this is 

not the criteria that is actually being used (Garschagen and Doshi 2022). The process of 

turning social vulnerability ideas to proxies that can be quantified is inevitably reductive. 

Remaining within the confines of the institutional vulnerability paradigm allows the 

contestations of social vulnerability to be folded into a neoliberal or development 

framework and its “strong fixation on addressing vulnerability through expanding market 

access and promoting good governance” (Taylor 2014, 84).  

Vulnerability indexes have been used in climate change politics from the early IPCC reports, 

developed in response to an institutional requirement from the IPCC and UNFCCC. The 

Technical Guidelines of the IPCC (1994) were intended to assist states to fulfil their 

commitments to Article 4 of the Framework Convention. Article 4 requires that Annex II 

Parties assist “the developing country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse 

effects of climate change in meeting costs of adaptation to those adverse effect” (UNFCCC 

1992, Article 4: 4). The Technical Guidelines are therefore for assessing these effects in 

relation to costs and adaptation. Vulnerability indexes therefore become necessary because 

of the requirements of the UNFCCC, informed by the language and knowledge development 

of the IPCC. The earliest indexes are therefore unsurprisingly primarily biophysical, based 

largely on the impact of sea level rise (Holthus et al. 1992; Hoozemans, Marchand, and 

Pennekamp 1993). However, over time the inclusion of social vulnerability factors becomes 

the norm.  

This move into including more social vulnerability factors does not mean a move away from 

positivist methodologies, or claims of objectivity, quantification and replicability. In one 

example, the methodology is partially based upon discussions with self-identified un-named 
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experts, using their weightings to test their index. Yet their claim is that their index is novel 

in its move away from subjective vulnerability assessment,  

“Published studies of national-level vulnerability to date generally have been 

characterised by indicators chosen subjectively by the authors, based on 

assumptions about the factors and processes leading to vulnerability, informed by 

literature review and intuitive understandings of human–environment interaction. 

The approach presented here uses an empirical approach to develop indicators of 

vulnerability to a range of climate hazards at the national level...”  (Brooks, Adger, 

and Kelly 2005, 152).  

This continuation of positivism requires the use of proxies to change social vulnerability into 

measurable terms. This requirement pacifies the potentially radical concept of social 

vulnerability by reducing the more complex story of vulnerability it tries to tell to simplistic, 

measurable phenomena.  

Proxies enable vulnerability measurement (Moss, Brenkert, and Malone 2001; Adger et al. 

2004; O’Brien et al. 2004; Brooks, Adger, and Kelly 2005). Most indexes have an aspect of 

climate change that they focus on, for example Wheeler uses increasing weather-related 

disasters, sea-level rise, and loss of agricultural productivity (Wheeler 2011). However, 

proxies are a methodological way of turning a contested and difficult concept such as 

vulnerability into measurable units that can then be added together, or weighted and 

added. This means that while indexes claim to be measuring vulnerability, and their results 

are presented in this way, their methods sections show that they are measuring something 

more specific, reflecting the values and choices of the authors.  

Vulnerability indexes then become reduced to indexes of, to take one example, adult 

literacy rates and female child literacy rates plotted against region (O’Brien et al. 2004). This 

example claims to use the IPCC’s typology of vulnerability “as a function of three 

components: adaptive capacity, sensitivity, and exposure” (O’Brien et al. 2004, 304). 

However, each claim that is made has to be converted into something for which there is 

data. Therefore, the biophysical element of adaptative capacity becomes reduced to soil 

quality and depth, and replenishable ground water. Similarly, ‘social capital’ as measured for 

socioeconomic adaptive capacity is reduced to female child mortality rates and female 

literacy rates.  

Another example of how proxies are used is in Moss et al (2001), see Table 3. The Table 

shows a selection of the relationships between vulnerability and measurement for one 

index. In this example, vulnerability is the result of the VRIP calculation, putting vulnerability 

on a sliding scale with resilience. Meaning that if ‘food security’ is measured as high, that 

will mean the system is resilient. Staying with this example, food security is affected by 

cereal production by area, and animal protein consumption by capita. This is justified in the 
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next column, which implies that modernisation and access of farmers to ‘inputs’, 

presumably meaning finance and subsidies in the agricultural sector increases yield, and the 

final column shows the relationship, where vulnerability / sensitivity goes down as 

productivity goes up. Doing the same for animal consumption shows that the underlying 

assumption is that sensitivity goes down as animal consumption goes up, based on a 

population’s access to markets and shifting consumption patterns. Thinking through the 

implications of this one example alone (there are eight rows) shows how the assumptions of 

the authors affect what vulnerability indexes will show once operationalised.  

Table 3,  Part of the proxy model used for VRIP (Moss, Brenkert, and Malone 2001, v).  

 

This Table has a coherent epistemology of how development along modernist lines is argued 

to increase resilience. Unexpected factors that are not pictured in the table include 

sensitivity going down as fertility goes down, and coping-adaptive capacity going up as the 

percentage of unmanaged land goes up. The first is difficult to understand as defensible 

without being Malthusian, but is epistemologically coherent with the rest of the index which 

is clearly using the European modernist model as the formula for invulnerability / resilience.   

Pacification then, is taking place on two levels within scientific research. Firstly, the IPCC is 

acting as a pacifying institution, as the desire to contribute to policy and official knowledge 

production is affecting research design. Scholars are avoiding ‘strong constructivist’ work 

that would historicise the discourses and values inherent in vulnerability research in order 

to produce ‘useful’ research that stays within the dominant frame. Secondly, the project of 

vulnerability measurement is reducing vulnerability to proxies that cannot reflect the 

complexity of vulnerabilisation, and that instead reproduce fantasies of invulnerability that 
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consider safety from climate change to lie in the European model of development. This 

section has therefore provided a partial answer to my research question on the potential for 

reconceptualising vulnerability as a radical concept: not if research remains committed to an 

idea of usefulness that does not challenge the dominant frame, and not if invulnerability 

continues to be thought of through the fantasies of mastery, modernity and continentalism.  

Pacification of strategic essentialism  

As I argued in chapter 3, the colonial assumption that islands are doomed to uninhabitability 

show the dangers of participating in vulnerability discourse, even strategically. Farhana 

Sultana writes of COP as simultaneously a theatre of climate colonialism, and “a site of 

decolonial, anti-colonial, anti-racist, and feminist politics” (Sultana 2022, 2). At COP, climate 

politics is both performed and contested. This performance is a struggle between competing 

narratives. Whilst discourse does allow for contestation, the storyline of the sinking island 

states is a strong one that risks being reinforced, with the connotations of inevitability and 

an already-written ending. The power of the concept means that it can be appropriated, but 

it “cannot always be controlled, and its use can lead to unintended consequences” (Barnett 

and Campbell 2010, 166).  

Understanding COP as a political theatre (Death 2011) is helpful for understanding the 

pacification of strategic essentialism through the UNFCCC. The performance of diplomats 

and heads of state at COP can garner attention on a global scale, creating new audiences 

and opportunities to take centre stage. Each COP becomes a story, with heroes and villains, 

and “the cast of actors performing their roles on the summit stage” (Death 2011, 10). Island 

diplomats can become the heroes of summit theatre, as in COP26 with the story of the 

Tuvalu minister giving a speech whilst stood in the sea (Guardian News 2021). This 

performance’s success can be a viral moment of attention, but “the primary effect of the 

summit theatre is the reinforcement and reaffirmation of existing state-centric 

constellations of global power relations” (Death 2011, 10). Ultimately, the pretence and 

performance of ‘action’ amidst the perpetuation of colonial continuities is legitimised 

through participation. The islander story is already written, and these acts only reinforce the 

story of the sinking islands. Island diplomats can become heroes, but their role cannot be 

radical; it has to be the noble victim.  

The process of the UNFCCC allows space for islands to speak and to contest the politics of 

precarity and their ungrievability, but it only grants concessions that lend the process 

legitimacy without having to make any crucial changes. The ‘wins’ described in the literature 

about AOSIS are limited to the cheap, with the Paris Agreement asking only for ‘efforts to be 

pursued’ to limit to 1.5°C (UNFCCC 2015d, Article 2, 1a) and for grant-based adaptation 

resources to be ‘considered’ (UNFCCC 2015d, Article 9, 4). Yet participation creates “spaces 

of opportunities to challenge the system, to utter necessary words for more people to hear, 
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collectivize among young and old activists, learn from different positionalities, create new 

openings and possibilities of alliances” (Sultana 2022, 2). The question is whether 

vulnerability discourse can be formed into a ‘revolutionary potentiality’ or ‘story of radical 

hope’ (Sultana 2022), or whether it cannot avoid the essentialism of vulnerability discourse 

and the sinking islands story.   

MacGregor calls strategic essentialism an oxymoron (MacGregor 2006, 34). This concept is 

first used by Spivak to describe the “strategic use of positivist essentialism in a scrupulously 

visible political interest” (Spivak 1987, 205). Island use of the vulnerability discourse, one 

which essentialises the vulnerable as inherently weak and is founded in a colonial history of 

violence and disposability, is an example of strategic essentialism. Spivak defended the term 

as a tool of deconstruction, where the strategic use was to critique the essential subject 

(Pande 2017, 5). Some of the contestation discussed in the previous section did undermine 

the positivist separation of vulnerability units, and the repeated stress of vulnerability as 

strength, not weakness is also a challenge to the essentialism of vulnerability discourse. 

However, the pacification of this strategic use of vulnerability is evident in the history of 

climate politics. In this history, island vulnerability has been institutionally acknowledged for 

decades, used strategically for decades, and the sinking island story has become deeply 

embedded in media accounts of climate change. All while emissions have continued to rise 

and the demands of AOSIS have remained ‘aspirational’.  

Lana Lopesi describes this difficulty as a key tension of representation for marginalised 

people, who are struggling against limited opportunities to speak, and the strength of 

existing racist stereotypes and colonial imaginaries (Lopesi 2021, 87). This struggle for 

islands is compounded by the fact that these imaginaries were forged for the direct purpose 

of pacification, “the colonial ‘development’ goals... were ‘pacification’ for areas of economic 

potential, and marginal but controlled involvement in the cash economy” (Bennett 1994, 

64). As long as the aim of development in the region is keeping colonialism, military 

occupation, and Western models of development and tourism active, contestations of 

vulnerability that challenge vulnerabilisation must be kept pacified.  

Furthermore, MacGregor shows that those who participate in strategic essentialism are 

often protected from the effects of doing so. For example, the essentialising work of 

ecofeminists reinforces racist and sexist “homogenizing categorizations and romantic 

portrayals of women in “the South” [that] do much more harm than good” (MacGregor 

2006, 52). In relation to Tuvalu, Farbotko and Lazrus have shown the difference between 

everyday resistance to the climate refugee narrative, the elite use of it, and then the 

‘outsider’ use of it (Farbotko and Lazrus 2012, 387). The research that has been done in 

Tuvalu has repeatedly shown that Tuvaluans reject the refugee identity (see for example 

McNamara and Gibson 2009). On the other hand, government narratives are “often 

characterised by self-identification as vulnerable, a strategy which captures the seriousness 
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of climate risks, and draws attention to the need for international responses” (Farbotko and 

Lazrus 2012, 387). Yet, as I outlined in the previous section, these narratives still attempt to 

emphasise rights and justice. It is the ‘outsider’ discourses that are resisted most strongly in 

Tuvalu, as they are mobilised “for different purposes: to sell news, to save earth, to turn 

attention away from the drivers of climate change” (Farbotko and Lazrus 2012, 387).  

Pacification of the strategic use of vulnerability is harder to demonstrate empirically. 

Islanders have managed to garner attention through the COP stage. As Seychelles 

ambassador Jumeau said in 2010, “we have carried the message everywhere. There is not a 

single government, not a single head of state, not a single finance minister in the world who 

does not know the story of the island states” (Jumeau 2010). This message has undoubtedly 

been powerful, and the literature on island states reflects this. However, the political effects 

of the sinking island story are depoliticising, and the history of the violence that I described 

in chapter 4 has never been done without knowledge of the price that would be paid by 

islanders. If vulnerability is to be reconceptualised in a radical way that avoids the coloniality 

of the dominant frame of vulnerability, even in ways that attempts to shore up islander 

grievability, reinforcement of the extinction narrative and its politics therefore needs to be 

resisted. In the next section I will discuss the position of critical island feminists on the 

contestation and pacification of vulnerability. This section shows that while island diplomats 

engage in strategic essentialism, they are in part protected from the effects of this politics.  

Islanding: critical feminist response  

“I think that decolonial feminism can avoid assimilation and commodification by 

remaining close to the struggles of the women who are made the most precarious, 

close to the struggles of all those who fight against imperialist wars, extractivism, 

police violence and racial injustices, and for social, environmental, reproductive and 

epistemic justice. There are struggles that cannot be pacified” (Vergès 2021b, np).  

So far in this chapter I have argued that contestations into the scientific and imaginative 

understandings of vulnerability have had partial success with drawing attention to the 

politics of precarity, but these contestations have been pacified through a positivist 

epistemology that requires vulnerability to be a measurable phenomenon, and a discourse 

that reinforces a colonial historical narrative of weakness and extinction. For islanding 

contestation, I therefore look to the work of island feminists who are differently positioned 

both from the literature that is included in the official vulnerability literature of the IPCC and 

from island diplomats and politicians who engage in strategic essentialism. In this section I 

look to the work of Teresia Teaiwa (T. K. Teaiwa 2021) and Haunani-Kay Trask (Trask 1999a) 

and the poetry collection ‘Sista, Stanap Strong! A Vanuatu Women's Anthology’ (Nyman and 

Olul-Hossen 2021). Teaiwa and Trask were scholars and poets who drew attention to the 

lives of women of the Pacific Islands, as well as making radical and revolutionary arguments 
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against the continuing gendered violence of imperialism and colonialism in the Pacific. The 

poetry collection is written by ni-Vanuatu women who are writing against racism, 

colonialism, misogyny and sexism (Nyman and Olul-Hossen 2021, 15). All of these women 

are fighting the unpacifiable struggles of Vergès’ quote above.  

Whilst the appropriation of vulnerability discourse by diplomats goes some way to counter 

victimising narratives of islanders as weak and passive, the discourse remains firmly a 

paternalistic one. What has become clear from islanding vulnerability so far, particularly in 

the work of Hau’ofa (1993), is that the story of island vulnerability is belittling, fitting into 

colonial and paternalistic narratives that the islands need Western ‘support’ to survive. 

Trask describes her unlearning of these stories of doomed and dependent islands as a move 

from “deep-felt sorrow” (Trask 1999a, 115) to a “rage and an insistent desire to tell the 

cruel truths about Hawai’i” (Trask 1999b, 17). These ‘cruel truths’ expose Western 

epistemologies as colonial too. The scientific project of ranking vulnerabilities, with all the 

hidden value judgements the project entails is one that cannot conceive of strengths that 

are not part of the development paradigm. Trask’s demands on the other hand, are made 

for the purpose of bringing strength and life back to her beloved Hawai’i, and for an end to 

imperialism and colonialism. Western science in this view can no more offer solutions to 

environmental breakdown that they are causing than can justice be achieved without 

decolonisation, “because the West has lost any cultural understanding of the bond between 

people and land, it is not possible to know this connection through Western culture” (Trask 

1999a, 120).  

The poetry anthology ‘Sista, Stanap Strong!’ (Nyman and Olul-Hossen 2021) broadly tells the 

stories of the women whose voices are absent not only from the high-level diplomacy of 

climate change politics, but also of many activist accounts. As a so-called ‘Melanesian’ 

island, Vanuatu is not included in what is criticised as ‘polycentric’10 view of the Pacific 

(Koller and Thompson 2021). Vanuatu achieved independence in 1980, meaning that this 

volume marks the 40th anniversary. This date reflects the experience of independence 

struggles in Melanesia, many of which are still ongoing. As with many independence 

movements in the Pacific, women played a large role, especially through the Nuclear Free 

and Independent Pacific group (Swan 2022, 254). Women’s groups were active across 

Oceania at this time, and were “well organized, widespread, and... addressing the 

intersecting issues of nuclear testing and independence” (Swan 2022, 254). However, the 

 
10 Polycentric in this context means the dominance of Polynesian voices and examples in what is celebrated 
about the Pacific. This is often reflected on as a racialised phenomenon, with Micro- and Melanesians 
experiencing racism in Polynesia. Other examples include the increasing use of ‘Moana’ to mean ocean, as well 
as depictions of the Pacific within the Disney film. The problem is reproduced when ‘Oceania’ is used, with only 
Polynesian examples.  
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poems of this anthology characterise the attainment of independence, “as freedom for men 

but not for women” (Jolly 2022, 232).  

Many of the thirty-seven contributors to the volume are previously unpublished. The 

contributions are written mainly in English, but also in Bislama, and two Tannese languages. 

The age range of the contirbutors “straddles generations, from a twenty year-old to an 

octogenarian” (Jolly 2022, 231). The contributions of the anthology tell stories of everyday 

violence as well as criticising colonial narratives of weakness and fragility. Rebecca Tobo 

Olul-Hossen and Nellie Nipina Olul write a first person story of the fear and uncertainty that 

came with independence and the change in identity from ‘New Hebridean’ to ‘ni-Vanuatu’ 

(Olul-Hossen and Olul 2021). This fear is a given fear, of not ‘being ready’ for independence, 

or of losing the ‘privileges’ or colonialism – the British or French run hospitals, churches and 

schools (Olul-Hossen and Olul 2021, 165). The passage ends with joy, at being free and 

independent, represented through the ownership of a passport and the birth of a 

granddaughter who is both ni-Vanuatu and Bangladeshi.   

The anthology ends with Rebecca Tobo Olul-Hossen's poem, 'They came, they saw, they 

labelled: Hemi taem naoia11' reproduced here in full. Lines 5-11 spell out the shape of 

Vanuatu’s flag with the labels that Vanuatu has been given:  

They came, they saw, they labelled. 

And they are here. Still. 

Labelling. Still.  

They came. They saw. They labelled. Still labelling.  

Fragile states 

 Unfinished states 

  Small Island Developing States (SIDS) 

   Arc of instability  

  Pacific Island Countries and Territories (PICTs)  

 Pacific Islands (PIs)  

Least Developed Country (LDC) graduating to Middle Income Country 

As if graduating is cause for celebration 

 
11 Jolly translates this as ‘it’s now time’ (2022, 232).  
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Neo colonialism 

Call it out for what it is 

Not-another’s-backyard 

All labels with inescapable implications 

Vanuatu, who are you? Yu, yu hu stret? 

No more acquiescing ‘I stret nomos’ 

Coupled with rubber stamp processes 

It is now time! 

It is time for critical thinking 

Hemi taem naoia! 

Taem blog gat longfala tingting 

Happy birthday Vauatu. 

Now start acting like you’re 40. 

(Rebecca Tobo Olul-Hossen, in Nyman and Olul-Hossen 2021, 176–77) 

These neo-colonial claim-making practices, within which Olul-Hossen includes the ‘SIDS’ 

category, carry “inescapable implications” (Olul-Hossen 2021, 176). The labels inscribe 

themselves over the flag of Vanuatu, scribbling names and acronyms over the potential to 

be otherwise that independence brought. However, the paternalist figure is also within, 

with many of the contributions speaking of male violence against women in Vanuatu.  

Kali Regenvanu writes with anger against the global image of Vanuatu as a paradise and 

environmental underdog, whilst violence against women and girls is pervasive: 

“You have twisted this Pacific paradise into an unholy hell for women, soaked in 

misery from decades of our tears – the tears of the women you have crushed under 

your weight. 

Vanuatu, though banning plastic straws has earned you the global title of underdog 

David to the world’s Goliath, do not fool yourself. Whereas banning straws is a step 

towards a sunny horizon, your history of wrongdoing to those who live within you 

places you a hundred steps behind” (Regenvanu 2021, 151).  

Mary Jack Kaviamu tells the story of her fight for political acceptance as a woman on the 

island of Tanna (Kaviamu 2021). Kaviamu ran for election in 2016, a decision she made after 

seeing the gendered effects of Cyclone Pam, “Women bore the brunt of the devastation, 

forcing them to seek out new ways to survive. A realisation began to dawn: it was time for 

them to stand up and speak for themselves” (Kaviamu 2021, 138). She ran under the slogan 

‘Hemi taem!’ but was shocked by the aggression faced by women who were suspected of 
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supporting her. This story shows that the act of speaking on behalf of is a gendered process, 

with the women of Vanuatu still fighting for the ability to speak even for themselves. There 

are implications from the contribution of this volume for who gets to ‘stand up’ and tell the 

story of the vulnerable islanders.  

Teresia Teaiwa wrote on similar themes about Micronesia, asking “where are the women?” 

(T. K. Teaiwa 2021, 88). She highlights that while the elite Micronesian men have 

cooperated with American men to bring about militarisation and urbanisation, it is women 

who have been profoundly affected (T. K. Teaiwa 2021, 97). Increased prostitution due to 

militarisation of the islands, though not reduced by Teaiwa to a one-way power dynamic, 

has resulted in a loss of status for women who she says undervalue themselves in the 

exchange. The nuclear testing of the Marshall Islands has had devastating effects on 

women’s bodies (T. K. Teaiwa 2021, 97). Lijon Eknilang, a child during the tests has had 

seven miscarriages and a thyroid tumour (T. K. Teaiwa 2021, 98). Many other women whose 

babies had birth defects suffered doubly due to the traditional implication of infidelity (T. K. 

Teaiwa 2021, 98).  

Teaiwa’s work continues to list the ways that women have been hurt, devalued and silenced 

through the change in power relations brought by US colonialism and militarisation in 

Micronesia. This “distortion of gender roles” (T. K. Teaiwa 2021, 105) has led to a strong 

women-led resistance in the region, leading Teaiwa to argue that history and politics in the 

Pacific cannot be understood without a “woman-centred view” (T. K. Teaiwa 2021, 106). The 

anthology from Vanuatu makes the same argument: that without listening to women’s 

stories of independence and environmental and anticolonial struggle, too much is missed.  

For Trask, the struggle for Hawai’i and for the Pacific is anti-imperial, anti-colonial, and 

feminist. Climate change is not one of Trask’s subjects, but her description of island 

problems as problems of cultural devastation and violence supports seeing climate change 

not as an emergency, and certainly not as a development problem, but as an act of violence. 

What islanding does to contestation, is shows up what has been missing in the contestations 

made so far. What island feminist work refuses to do, is not talk about imperialism, 

colonialism, and Western impositions and violence such as Christianity, disease, and 

militarisation (Nālani McDougall 2011). In this anti-colonial work, you find lists of harms 

done,  

“Spanish, German, Japanese and US whaling, trading, missionary and colonial 

intrusions. The whalers, traders, missionaries, and colonialists were male and 

conducted their business with the Micronesian men whom they had identified his 

power holders. Firearms, firewater, and venereal diseases were part of the male-

associated death, disease, and destruction introduced to Micronesia” (T. K. Teaiwa 

2021, 89).  
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You also find different solutions, or rejections of commonly held solutions. Tourism is not 

the answer when viewed from a feminist lens, as too much of it depends on the labour and 

sexualisation of Pacific women, “Above all, Hawai’i is “she”, the Western image of the 

Native “female” in her magical allure” (Trask 1999a, 137). Sustainable development, and the 

myth of enrichment through capitalism are both mocked by Trask who writes ‘the truth’ of 

tourism, “the awful exploitative truth that the industry is the major cause of environmental 

degradation, low wages, land dispossession, and the highest cost of living in the United 

States” (Trask 1999a, 144). 

What I have tried to show through an islanding of contestation, is another level of the 

pacification of vulnerability. Islanding shows that the scientific understanding of 

vulnerability reduces climate change politics to a Western, masculinist debate about how to 

proxy vulnerability variables that bear no relation to vulnerability as experience in the 

Pacific. Islanding also questions the implications of powerful island men strategically 

essentialising islands, wielding a discourse that has not affected them most violently, and 

that some of them benefit from. Asking where the women are in these debates, and turning 

to the revolutionary feminists of the region for critique that refuses the established and 

settled terms of the debate, shows that without a decolonial feminist analysis, vulnerability 

contestation will continue to reinforce and be pacified by the coloniality of climate change 

politics.  

Conclusion  

In this chapter I have looked at examples of contestation of vulnerability discourse, through 

both interventions into scientific vulnerability and strategic co-optation of intuitive 

vulnerability. I have argued that despite these interventions having an effect on vulnerability 

discourse, the radical potential of the concept has been pacified. Partly due to a decision to 

remain within the existing frame in order to contribute to policy, and partly due to the 

official account of vulnerability filtering out the more radical work in order to maintain 

control of the discourse. I have also shown that the feminists of Oceania are challenging the 

dominant frame of vulnerability in ways that cannot be pacified, committed as they are to 

fighting imperialism, colonialism, extractivism, male violence and racial injustice. This 

chapter has therefore provided an initial answer to my research question of the possibilities 

of reconceptualising vulnerability as a radical concept, and opened up the space into which 

the next chapter enters: the possibility of reimagining vulnerability through a decolonial 

feminist islanding of the concept.  
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Chapter 7. Islanding vulnerability 

“Shall we make “island” a verb? As a noun, it’s so vulnerable to impinging forces. Let 

us turn the energy of the island inside out. Let us “island” the world! Let us teach the 

inhabitants of planet Earth how to behave as if we were all living on islands! For 

what is Earth but an island in our solar system? An island of precious ecosystems and 

finite resources. Finite resources. Limited space. The islanded must understand that 

to live long and well, they need to take care. Care for other humans, care for plants, 

animals; care for soil, care for water. Once islanded humans are awakened from the 

stupor of continental fantasies. The islanded can choose to understand there is 

nothing but more islands to look forward to. Continents do not exist, metaphysically 

speaking. It is islands all the way up, island all the way down. Islands to the right of 

us, islands to the left.  

Yes, there is a sea of islands. And “sea” can be a verb, just as “ocean” becomes a 

verb of awesome possibility. But let us also make “island” a verb. It is a way of living 

that could save our lives” (T. K. Teaiwa 2007, 514).   

Introduction 

Up to this point, I have used ‘islanding’ to critique the dominant frame of climate change 

vulnerability. This islanding critique has resisted the storylines of climate vulnerability that 

have framed islands as small, doomed, weak, and passive. It has centred the counter-

narratives of islanders themselves as a way to combat the dominant framing of ‘small 

islands’ as doomed, weak and passive. This critical analysis of vulnerability has 

demonstrated that the importance of vulnerability as a concept within climate change 

politics also creates the possibility of resistance. Thus far, ‘islanding’ the concept of 

vulnerability has meant overturning the assumptions of vulnerability, but in this chapter I 

take the next step, and attempt to also reimagine vulnerability through the academic, 

activist and artistic work of Oceanic thinkers whose focus goes beyond critique. I do this 

using the term ‘islanding’ drawing from the prompt by Teresia Teaiwa that starts the 

chapter.  

In her contribution, reproduced here in full, Teaiwa proposes a change of thinking and 

relating to the world and each other that is based on mutual care and an acknowledgement 

of our shared vulnerability as reliant on a finite world. So much is packed into this short 

quote that challenges how the environment and vulnerability is understood in Western 

thought.  As a noun, island is itself “vulnerable to impinging forces” (T. K. Teaiwa 2007, 514). 

Turning these forces inside out, or making island a verb is a project of living and thinking 

differently, of caring for all life and resources of life. Fundamentally, it is about imagining 

and working towards a liveable future in the context of a climate changing future. Thinking 
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about climate change and vulnerability in this way means turning focus on continental 

fantasies that imagine their land as unconnected to ocean, and as infinite and invulnerable. 

It means pushing against the binary of the invulnerable continent set against the vulnerable 

island.  

Teaiwa’s use of the language of finitude and limitation is not the same as the scarcity 

arguments that run through the work of neo-Malthusian populationists. Islanding finitude is 

not arguing that the good life entails more land or fewer people, as the theorists of island 

economic vulnerability (Briguglio 1995; Bishop 2012) often state, but instead argues that an 

understanding of interconnected life within the knowledge of a finite world leads to more 

care being taken with what is not viewed as endless in supply. It is an approach to finitude 

that addresses the continental fantasies of endless space and resources. This continental 

fantasy is also colonial in its attitude to land, and foundational to the settler-colony 

mythmaking of statehood and manifest destiny that has been replicated across settler 

colonies globally. The continental fantasy of limitless space, that fails to mention the 

requirement of a ‘Third World’ to absorb the waste of consumerism needs to be challenged, 

and Teaiwa manages here to show a way to do this that leads neither to eugenicist 

arguments, nor individualised consumer-solutions.  

In this chapter I make three moves with the concept of islanding that reimagines 

vulnerability. Firstly, I reimagine vulnerability against the emergency framing using the 

poetry of Jetñil Kijiner to resist the built-in disposability of the story which requires islands 

to sink to prove the reality of climate change. Secondly, I use the book, ‘Two Hundred and 

Fifty Ways to Start an Essay About Captain Cook’ by Te Punga Somerville (2020) and the 

fiction of Hau’ofa to show how humour can be used to resist the common sense notions of 

development, using exaggeration and absurdity to mock the solutions of the Wise Men of 

the international organisations. Finally, I reflect on whether this body of Oceanic work can 

create a new approach to the study of vulnerability, based on a decolonial feminist 

approach founded in care and in an understanding of interdependence.   

Islanding as reimagining 

I have argued that vulnerability is colonial, racialised, gendered, developmental and also 

resists and pacifies attempts to reconceptualise it in ways that overcome this. This suggests 

a thoroughly negative answer to my question of whether vulnerability can be 

reconceptualised as a radical concept. However, the second way that I am using islanding is 

to begin a reimagining of vulnerability that rejects the dominant framing of vulnerability 

entirely. That rejects the dominant ontological understanding of vulnerability as inherent, 

epistemology of vulnerability as measurable, and methodology of ranking the vulnerability 

of individual units with no conception of interconnectedness or relational vulnerability. This 
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reimagining is against the scientific understanding of vulnerability, whilst challenging the 

colonial imagination of who is vulnerable, and what it is to be vulnerable.  

Islanding rests on the idea that there is something different about starting with questions of 

land as questions of islands. Island theory that has come out of the European mode of 

thought does reflect this, as it ‘others’ islands in a lot of different ways, not all of which can 

be explained without recognising that this shift to theorising islands changes or challenges 

the underlying assumptions of dominant thought. Islanding therefore rejects the notion of 

islands as the ‘other’ and instead normalises them. Islanding accepts Oceanic cosmologies, 

where time spirals rather than following a linear path (Tamale 2020, 24), and where space is 

not naturally differentiated between ocean and land. These moves to puncture the ‘first 

world fantasies’ that underlie climate politics will, I hope, begin to allow for a different 

conceptualisation of vulnerability as a feminist decolonial concept based on ideas of care 

and interdependence.  

The rest of the chapter is divided into sections that address the framings of climate change 

that I identified in chapter 1 in order to reimagine vulnerability in relation to these dominant 

frames. I start with islanding vulnerability in relation to climate change as emergency, 

rethinking vulnerability through the work of Jetñil Kijiner in order to reframe emergency 

through radical hope and anger. I then island vulnerability in relation to the frame of climate 

change as a development problem, using the work of Te Punga Somerville and Hau’ofa, 

islanding through humour and storytelling. Finally, I ask what an islanded decolonial feminist 

approach to vulnerability would look like.  

Islanding emergency   

The emergency framing of climate change uses or even relies upon the sinking islands 

narrative, as a ‘wishful sinking’ in order to demonstrate the danger of climate change, or as 

a justice argument where the innocent victim of the islander lives in a pre-modern, guiltless 

state but is being fatally impacted by the high emitters. Against this version of vulnerability, 

reimagining climate change through islanding leads to a different story that resists the built-

in disposability of the emergency frame which requires islands to sink to prove the ‘reality’ 

of climate change. In this section, I use the poetry of Jetñil Kijiner in her book ‘Iep Jāltok: 

Poems from a Marshallese Daughter’ (2017b) to tell a different version of climate 

vulnerability that is based on the strength of women, the coloniality of violence as the 

ongoing story of climate change, and the complexity of islander identity beyond that of the 

imagined island ‘other’. Together, these interventions show that the ‘climate emergency’ 

that is declared by organisations and government bodies in the Global North are detached 

from a politics of climate mitigation, and still rely upon continental fantasies of 

invulnerability.  
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Iep Jāltok is a poetry book rather than collection, telling a story of Jetñil-Kijiner’s life as a 

Marshall Islander, and of the women of the Marshall Islands. Bookended by poems called 

‘Basket’ about birth and pregnancy, ‘iep jāltok’ is defined in a preface as, ““A basket whose 

opening is facing the speaker.” Said of female children. She represents a basket whose 

contents are made available to her relatives. Also refers to matrilineal society of the 

Marshallese” (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017, 2). Against the victimising narrative of the island woman as 

a racialised embodiment of climate vulnerability, the women in Iep Jāltok are strong, and 

complicated. They bring life, they make the sails that power their culture, and they are the 

land itself, the goddesses Liwātuonmour and Lidepdepju. They are also disrespected by the 

men of their families and by missionaries for being women, and by white people and by 

Polynesians in Hawai’i for being Micronesian.  

History and family play an important role in Iep Jāltok, the poems move quickly around the 

past and the present. The occupation of the Marshall Islands by Japan becomes the 

starvation that followed, the arrival of food brought by the US becomes a man dying of 

diabetes, unable to stop eating the grease and salt of imported food that is killing him 

(‘Hooked’, Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 14–18). A bag of Jetñil-Kijiner’s niece’s hair, saved in a 

drawer by her mother, becomes the cancer she died of (see Figure 9), becomes a funeral, a 

love of fish, a diagnosis, the day the ‘sun exploded’, raining on the fisherman as they reeled 

in the fish and sped home, becomes a Chamorro legend about the women of Guåhan who 

saved their island by weaving their hair into a net, becomes hair released into the night 

(‘Fishbone Hair’, Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 24–31). There is no prevaricating about who is to 

blame for this loss, the metaphor of US imperialism strongly made through the language of 

conquering and manifest destiny throughout the poem. This spiralling through time, 

represented visually in the poem as a fishhook, centres the loss rather than the violence, 

whilst making the acts of the past a present-day concern. This spiralling will be discussed 

more in the next section.  
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Figure 9: Excerpt from Fishbone Hair, Jetñil-Kijiner (2017b, 25) 

 

Within the book, Fishbone Hair follows ‘History Project’, a poem about a fifteen-year-old 

Jetñil-Kijiner writing a history project about the nuclear tests. Women are central in this 

history, as they are the ones who give birth to ‘jelly babies’ and hide their miscarriages,  

I never told my husband  

I thought it was my fault 

(Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 20).  

Poems on the effect of the nuclear material on women also feature in Indigenous Pacific 

Islander Eco-Literatures (‘Monster’, Jetñil-Kijiner 2022; ‘Yellow the Cradle’, Spitz 2022). 

These poems are extremely moving, and their inclusion reflects a legacy of anti-nuclear 

feminism in the Pacific, expressed through poetry and activism, including through the 

Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific movement (K. M. Teaiwa 2020c; Mangioni 2021; 

Hogue and Maurer 2022). This work is both feminist and decolonial. Women’s hair features 

repeatedly, a link that is made between the sexualisation and exploitation of Pacific women, 

and the “the fantasies of power-hungry nuclear countries’ leaders” (Hogue and Maurer 

2022, 1273).  

The strength of women in Iep Jāltok is a strength that refuses the belittling narrative of the 

perfect, passive climate victim. Jetñil-Kijiner is adamant on that, and her anger comes 

through clearly, both in this collection, and in a later poem ‘The Butterfly Thief’ in which 

Marshall Islanders become the ‘cute, tubby and smiling bee’ of a climate cartoon that looks 
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at the viewer, the caption reading “If we die, we’re taking you with us” (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017c). 

This is used by Jetñil-Kijiner as a refrain throughout her poem, repeating three times at the 

end, “I’m taking you with me” (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017c). This is a refrain that understands that 

no matter how charismatic a bee, an island or a poet, the story of the sinking islands and the 

fatally impacted, blameless islanders is not threatening the politics of emission and 

extraction. Instead, this repeated narrative is justifying an inevitable loss (Mangioni 2021). In 

contrast, ‘I’m taking you with me’ challenges the fantasy of invulnerability that thinks that 

islands inhabit a different world from the invulnerable continents.  

Islanding emergency with these poems means discussing climate change as another wave of 

this violence. In ‘Two Degrees’ Bikini Islanders are told the ‘fairy tale’ that their island must 

be blasted with radioactive energy “for the good of mankind” (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 23). That 

nuclear history persists on Kili Island, as a clinic full of the descendants of Bikini is inundated 

at high tide,  

patients sleeping in a clinic with  

a nuclear history threaded  

into their bloodlines woke  

to a wild water world  

a rushing rapid of salt  

a sewage of syringes and gauze 

(‘Two Degrees’, Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 78).  

In this way, climate activism is not a new movement or a new fight, it is in an ongoing 

decolonial conversation within the region. Nor is climate change the only struggle of this 

moment, “The issues most binding this vast ocean that covers one third of the whole planet 

are climate change, human security, freedom for West Papua currently under Indonesian 

occupation, and the safeguarding and protection of cultural and environmental heritage” (K. 

M. Teaiwa 2020c, 602–3). The region is connected by these shared issues but also through 

bloodlines of displaced people, poisoned at one place, and flooded in another.  

Perhaps the most well-known poem of this book is ‘Dear Matafele Peinam’, addressed to 

Jetñil-Kijiner’s toddling daughter (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 70–73). Here, the daughter is a ‘seven 

month sunrise’, excited for bananas and hugs (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 70). Yet the words of 

men are a threat to her,   

Men say that one day  

that lagoon will devour you  

They say it will gnaw at the shoreline  

chew at the roots of your breadfruit trees  
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gulp down rows of your seawalls  

and crunch your island’s shattered bones  

They say you, your daughter  

and your granddaughter, too  

will wander  

rootless  

with only  

a passport  

to call home 

(‘Dear Matafele Peinam’, Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 71).  

However the words of women bring comfort, as they have brought strength and comfort 

throughout the book, and she tells her daughter, “no one’s drowning baby” (Jetñil-Kijiner 

2017b, 71). The poem describes the political fight, and the actions of those who are drawing 

a line, marching, blocking coal ships, bicycling, painting (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 72). It is not 

just a hope, it is a demand for and a recognition of solidarity.  

and they’re marching for you, baby  

they’re marching for us 

(Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 72). 

Again, the links are being made here through the voices of women and the activism of the 

region, including movements such as the Pacific Climate Warriors. Passivity is absent from 

this story of resistance, or survivance, which simultaneously fights against new forms of 

violence, and reaffirms culture in the face of the damage already done (Carroll, Nālani 

McDougall, and Nordstrom 2015).    

Islanding emergency is not a denial of what is happening to islands, or what has already 

been lost,  

to the Carteret Islanders of Papua New Guinea  

and to the Taro Islanders of the Solomon Islands  

I take this moment  

to apologize to you  

we are drawing the line  

here 

(Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 71). 

What islanding emergency is instead, is a rebuttal of the mythology of islands, and a 

reminder of the geography. Mother ocean is not ‘rising’, but being ‘pushed over the edge’ of 
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the islands by ‘blindfolded bureaucracies’, ‘backwater bullying of businesses with broken 

morals’ and ‘greedy whales of companies’ (Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 71). Sea level pushing is 

remembered as a biophysical threat, as well as being a politically produced process. The sea 

itself is not the danger, the greed and bullying is, the fossil fuels are.  

Islanding emergency is also humanising. It refuses a politics of disposability, and demands 

survival of both islands and islanders, in full dignity, not as rootless bearers of passports in 

the rim counties of the Pacific. The recurring figures of the women, the goddesses, the 

grandma, the mother president, the dead niece and the small daughter are all challenges to 

paternalistic and victimising climate politics that writes them off, and a reminder of what is 

at stake:  

there are faces  

all the way out here  

there is a toddler  

stomping squeaky  

yellow light up shoes  

across the edge of a reef  

not yet under water  

(excerpt from ‘Two Degrees’, Jetñil-Kijiner 2017b, 79).  

The poetry of Jetñil-Kijiner shows us three things that challenge the emergency framing of 

vulnerability. Firstly, by centring the experiences of women in the Pacific, the narrative of 

the vulnerable, silent ‘Third World’ woman is undone. The histories of anticolonialism in the 

Pacific are feminist, and they are anti-nuclear; they are coalition building, and poetry is a key 

part of this history. Making these stories intergenerational shows that climate change is not 

a moment, but the result of a way of living with land and water that has violent effects. 

Secondly, these connections made between climate change and other forms of colonial 

violence challenge the idea of climate change as a new phenomenon, instead understanding 

it as a colonial phenomenon, which can only be undone through making a decision to end 

this system. This work demands an end to the system of extraction and emission, and the 

costs of continuing are made clear. However, this is not done through a ‘wishful sinking’ or 

doom narrative, but through an urgency of radical hope. Finally then, the emergency 

framing is challenged as not new, not affecting only the womenandchildren of the sinking 

islands, and not answerable through a militarised framing which forms the basis of the 

problem itself. 
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Islanding development.  

The development framing of climate change approaches islands as vulnerable due to their 

status as ‘SIDS’ and failures in their governance and institutions, that is, when islands figure 

in this framing at all. This ‘chalk on a white wall’ story diminishes the importance of 

biophysical climate change effects, so islands become a problem for methodologies that fail 

to rank them as highly as their discursive vulnerability suggests that they should feature. 

This framing also formulates the Western expert as the solution to the climate change 

problem, and the Western development model as the natural, linear and reproducible 

model of progress.  

In this section, I use the book, ‘Two Hundred and Fifty Ways to Start an Essay About Captain 

Cook’ by Māori author and Pacific Studies scholar Te Punga Somerville (2020) alongside a 

discussion of the book between Te Punga Somerville and Hawaiian scholar Emalani Case 

(National Library NZ 2021) and the short stories of Hau’ofa (1983). Together, these texts 

enable a different telling of climate vulnerability that is based on a rearrangement of time 

and space away from European ways of thinking, storytelling, and problem solving, and the 

use of humour to ridicule the idea that the solutions to Pacific problems can come from the 

places that have been a force of devastation in the region, and the ideologies that have 

been used to justify the violence. Together, these interventions show a way to island the 

‘chalk on a white wall’ narrative, that resists the story that island futures require more 

capitalist development, and becoming more European.   

I have chosen to use Te Punga Somerville’s book on Cook, due to its relevance and power as 

a text on coloniality in the Pacific. However, as a Māori thinker, this is arguably going against 

my islanding rationale of using the work of ‘islanders’. Māori as indigenous and Pacific 

peoples share many experiences with other Oceanic islanders, but their settler colony 

experience is not the same as the extractive colonialism experienced in most of the Pacific, 

with the exception of Hawai’i. More importantly for this case, Māori as people indigenous to 

Aotearoa are not who is meant as ‘the vulnerable sinking islanders’ which is the way that I 

have been categorising ‘island thinkers’ up until now. The settler colony of ‘New Zealand’ is 

an island in the Pacific, but one which is understood as safe due to its proximity to 

whiteness and Europeanness. The islands of Aotearoa, Iceland, the UK, Tasmania and 

Ireland have been reported to be12, “the places best suited to survive a global collapse of 

society” (Carrington 2021). Land disputes are ongoing in South Island especially, as 

billionaires buy up hundreds of acres of land for building “apocalypse retreat[s]” (O’Connell 

2018). The imagined ‘most vulnerable’ and ‘most invulnerable’ places on the planet are 

 
12 This is not the wording of the research this Guardian article is based on. However, the reporting is just as 
interesting, if not more, than the research for the purposes of understanding how Aotearoa and Pacific Islands 
are discursively positioned differently vulnerable.  
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islands. The racialised element of the ‘sinking island’ discourse is therefore exceptionally 

clear. 

As a pākehā / pālagi researcher based in the UK, I am certainly in no position to make 

decisions about the identity of Oceanic people. My inclusion of Te Punga Somerville is 

therefore based on Hau’ofa’s reflections on Oceanic people that I discussed in chapter 1, 

and Te Punga Somerville’s own reflections in her book on the topic, “Māori are neither 

uncomplicatedly Pacific nor wholly not Pacific... Māori articulations of the Pacific are deeply 

rooted in the specific: inflected by contextual factors of time, place, history, and intention” 

(Te Punga Somerville 2012, 12). My inclusion of this text is also based on the quality and 

relevance of this work on Cook as a representative of Pacific colonialism.  

Including this book draws critical attention to the myth making of the ‘New Zealand’ settler 

state, and the man who has come to represent the arrival of Britishness in the Pacific. 

Britishness here means the ambition for the region, and the promise of development:  

“one of the important things about Cook is not just what did he start, but alongside 

all of these other forms of colonialism, that starting point in this country has been 

held up as this kind of beautiful moment, this important historical evidence, but also 

prophecy of what this country could become which is.. British really” (Te Punga 

Somerville speaking at the National Library NZ 2021, 25.52).  

This text also works to challenge the possibility of simple storytelling. The Cook of Aotearoa 

is not the Cook of Hawai’i, or even the Cook of the West coast of Canada, the Cook of 

Jakarta or the Cook of Whitby. As Te Punga Somerville ends her book:  

“250 Too Many Cooks  

Spoil the broth.” (Te Punga Somerville 2020, 48).  

In this section I therefore weave together the work of Hau’ofa and Te Punga Somerville to 

show how islanding the development story of climate change vulnerability requires different 

stories to be told, stories that push back against common sense narratives of time and 

space, and that use humour to undermine the colonial continuities that continue to 

circulate.  

‘Two Hundred and Fifty Ways to Start an Essay About Captain Cook´ was originally written as 

a contribution to a journal special issue marking the 250th year since the arrival of Cook in 

not-New Zealand, and not-Gisborne, “When you start your story about Cook’s landing by 

saying he landed at Gisborne, you’ve already decided what the end of the story will be” (62 

At Gisborne, Te Punga Somerville 2020). The book is entertaining, personal and at times 

angry, sad, and hopeful. Its message is that all stories can be told in endless different ways, 
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and each of these ways of starting changes the story. A personal favourite is, ‘223 In 

Montebello Islands’, reproduced here in full:  

“The Montebello Islands, off the coast of Western Australia, is the location where 

the British government initiated their nuclear weapons testing programme in 1952. 

The tests were called ‘Operation Hurricane’, and in this way they gesture wildly 

around the imperial world. The British tested weapons in Australia because of the 

historical link between those countries established when Cook visited in 1770. The 

nuclear arms race is connected in complicated ways to the ‘age of empire’ and ‘age 

of exploration’ Cook so often represents. And, the word hurricane entered the 

English language via Spanish from the Taino term huracan. It is tempting to call the 

whole imperial mess of the past five centuries ‘Operation Hurricane’” (Te Punga 

Somerville 2020, 41–42, my emphasis).  

Te Punga Somerville is not often talking about climate change, something that would 

perhaps be different if she were writing from another Pacific Island, but it does still feature. 

Calling the colonial history in the Pacific ‘Operation Hurricane’, with all the violent and 

global history that she weaves into that short passage, feels like an appropriate name for 

climate change itself. This passage also highlights the ability of islanding to make 

connections across and between time and space and question the inevitability of any event, 

including colonialism, land theft and climate change. Islanding stories begins with this, “the 

way the older people have of telling a story, a way with a beginning that is not the 

beginning, the end is not the end. It starts from a centre and moves away from there in such 

widening circles” (Te Punga Somerville speaking at National Library NZ 2021, 18.05, quoting 

Patricia Grace (1998)).  

There is another spiral-time-telling of climate change later, through the not-Great Barrier 

Reef where Cook’s ship Endeavour was nearly sunk, and cast off six of its cannons to remain 

afloat:  

“the canons were distributed among Australian, New Zealand, American and British 

institutions. Like Christ’s clothing distributed by lot as he hung upon the cross. Like 

relics of saints. Like Indigenous bodies and bits-of-bodies shipped to museums 

around the world so everyone could have one. Whatever floats your boat. The Great 

Barrier Reef is now suffering from an unholy combination of negative factors, 

including increased water temperatures that leads to coral bleaching. How do we 

think about the links between canons tossed into the sea and the unhealthy 

whiteness of coral” (56 On the Great Barrier Reef, Te Punga Somerville 2020, 15, my 

emphasis). 

Again, thinking of climate change as an unhealthy whitening is challenging the dominant 

story, and certainly the idea of development as an answer to vulnerability. In, ‘228 With a 
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Warning’, Te Punga Somerville notes that people on land were gesturing to Cook, trying to 

warn him about the reef (Te Punga Somerville 2020, 43). If he had paid attention to their 

warnings, he would have kept his cannons, and what else would have been different? 

Beyond the more obvious metaphor of the white man ignoring the warnings of indigenous 

folk, thinking about climate change in this way undoes the idea of climate change as this 

inevitable end point of colonial violence in the Pacific, as if islanders have been ‘hanging out’ 

waiting to become globally known as climate victims, or the world’s first climate refugees. 

As if their existence has come into being in order to play the part of the innocent victim; a 

final ending to a long story of violence.  

Moving between sites of the story is another way to island storytelling. In her conversation 

with Te Punga Somerville, Emalani Case laughs about Cook, as in Hawai’i they think of him 

very differently. In Hawai’i Valentines day is Cook killing day. Case says that after Cook was 

killed, he was taken apart and dispersed,  

“And I use that, as graphic as that is, as violent and savage as it’s been claimed to be, I 

use that as a metaphor for how we need to think about Cook. We need to be really 

strategic and what I love about being able to sit here in conversation with Alice is that 

we get to decide where we want to put him in our histories” (Case speaking at National 

Library NZ 2021, 21.56).  

Spiralling stories can also be told strategically, where certain historical moments are centred 

in order to make different parts important. For Te Punga Somerville, the most important 

moment in Hawaiian history is Sovereignty Restoration Day, celebrated on July 31st as the 

day where another British man, not Cook, acted differently:  

“and what he did was, he restored the Hawaiian monarchy to the Hawaiians after a 

British person had come and claimed Hawai’i for the British and this happened in 

1843. And I was like ‘the first part of this story I understand’... but the bit that I found 

really hard to reconcile, being Māori from here, was that six months later another 

British guy came out and went, ‘guys we can’t steal this country from these people, 

they’ve got their own kingdom, they’ve got their own monarchy’” (Te Punga 

Somerville speaking at National Library NZ 2021, 28.10).  

This moment helped Te Punga Somerville see past the ‘New Zealand’ story of colonialism as 

inevitable; that if it had not been Cook it would have been someone else, who would have 

acted in the same way, “As if colonialism is an inevitability... Colonialism is not the only 

model for exchange! There are other ways that we can engage in cultural exchange. Political 

diplomacy! Other than killing people and stealing their stuff. There are alternatives, who 

knew?” (Te Punga Somerville speaking at National Library NZ 2021, 26.50). This reminder of 

agency is also important for the climate change story, as is the non-inevitability of the 

ending.  
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Case, speaking of this non-inevitability, affirms radical hope as to the future of Hawai’i:  

“people often think, ’oh sovereignty, that’s ridiculous, that will never happen’, but 

we maintain this sense of radical hope: it happened before and it could happen 

again. Maybe not in my lifetime. Maybe not in my children’s lifetime. But who 

knows. It is not an inevitable end to our story” (Case speaking at National Library NZ 

2021, 1.06.20).  

Spiralling stories and radical hope are both important elements of islanding, coming 

together to write different stories and different futures. Te Punga Somerville discusses how 

Polynesian thought is particularly equipped for this reimagining,  

“The Tongan scholar Tevita Ka’ili has spent a lot of time thinking about the 

relationship between space and time in Polynesian worlds. Cook interrupted both of 

these in our part of the world, but reciprocally, we can mobilize our concepts of 

space and time to interrupt Cook” (112 In 1881, Te Punga Somerville 2020, 21).  

A rewritten Pacific, a Pacific in which colonialism ceases to be important, an independent 

Pacific no longer haunted by Cook is both a radical hope and under threat due to climate 

change,  

“Actually, I kind of hope that 250 years from now my descendants will have 

forgotten the name ‘Cook’. I get a little giddy with excitement when I think about the 

future they will be living in. Ironically or not, by then climate change may have 

brought us all into a newer relationship with the ocean over which Cook sailed. 

These things are related, of course” (182 In 250 Years, Te Punga Somerville 2020, 

30).  

Finally, islanding storytelling is about using humour to ridicule the dominant narratives. The 

humour of Aotearoa has become an export. Especially the work of Māori actors and 

filmmakers Taika Waititi and Jermaine Clement through TV shows such as Flight of the 

Conchords, What We Do in the Shadows, and Wellington Paranormal. Films too, such as 

Eagle vs Shark, Boy, and Hunt for the Wilderpeople all draw on the same use of humour 

alongside sadness. Even Casketeers, a documentary available on Netflix about a Māori 

owned funeral company is both deeply moving and very funny. Pacific humour is described 

by Hau’ofa similarly: 

 “Laughing at problems, especially at seemingly intractable problems, is a feature of 

many Pacific cultures. For me, this capacity for laughter, for grabbing moments of joy 

in this midst of suffering, is one of the most attractive things about our islands. We 

laugh and cry and we often do them simultaneously” (Hau’ofa 1988, 159).  
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He discusses humour in this interview at length, reflecting its complexity and specificities 

across the Pacific, its secretive and protective nature and also its reflection of strength and 

endurance:  

“Someone told me a story of a Tongan family who took shelter in their small, low 

cookhouse, after their dwelling was razed by a particularly vicious hurricane. Every 

member of the family hung on to the lower parts of the roof to prevent it from being 

blown away. They laughed and joked for hours about the situation that they were in, 

while outside the hurricane was doing its best to destroy them” (Hau’ofa 1988, 160–

61).  

Humour in the story can be seen as a source of strength, and also a refusal to abandon 

hope. To Hau’ofa these stories also play a role in Pacific identity and self-image. He speaks 

of living in Australia and struggling with laughing at the wrong things, and everyone else 

laughing at the wrong times, “I almost lost my sense of humour trying to be civilised; but 

fortunately I never got quite civilised” (Hau’ofa 1988, 161). The politics of Hau’ofa’s humour 

in Pacific fiction is aimed squarely at lampooning the European civilising mission, creating an 

“inside-out, upside-down fictional world... European logic is turned on its head” (Edmond 

1990, 143). 

Te Punga Somerville’s humour also comes through clearly in Two Hundred Ways, often 

making light of a project that she makes clear to be costing her a lot emotionally:  

“Chatting at my Faculty tearoom with colleagues. I tell them what I’m writing and we 

spend the next ten minutes cracking each other up. We cover all kinds of ground: 

exploitation, extinction, murder, violence, theft. ‘Why don’t you do one called ten 

ways Captain Cook tries to leave his wife? You could do “I just need to go and spread 

some syphilis”, “I’m off to discover and kill some people on the other side of the 

world”, “Just had to nip out and observe the Transit of Venus”.’ ‘How about talking 

about Māori discovering Cook — this lost-looking man rowing backwards in the 

water?’ Everything is hilarious. Our eyes are watering. We are slapping the table. 

Someone recalls someone else saying the only thing that came off Cook’s ship was 

syphilis ‘so he refers to the Endeavour as HMS Syphilis.’ People are joining the 

conversation when they come in to get coffee, refill water bottles and heat leftovers. 

Maybe I should have called this essay ‘250 jokes about Captain Cook’. Maybe it’s 

because if you didn’t laugh you’d cry, or maybe it’s a case of humour being a way to 

recall things you can’t forget” (72 With a Laugh, Te Punga Somerville 2020, 19–20).  

Later, humour is used deliberately by Te Punga Somerville who is talking to school children 

in Hawai’i. She uses mocking the English and colonial place-naming to teach them about 

connections between Pacific people,  
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“We then talk about how place names come about, and I ended up getting them to 

guess how some English names came into the region. I joke that the English 

explorers weren’t very original and named them for when they got there. I ask when 

the kids think the Europeans reached certain islands, and they shriek out Easter! 

Christmas! (Twice, because there are two of them.) Thursday! They think it’s 

hysterically funny” (73 With Another Laugh, Te Punga Somerville 2020, 20).  

This way of teaching colonialism as stupid and unimaginative amongst other things helps to 

undo its power. Refusing its names, reclaiming indigenous names, but also laughing at the 

sterile nature of European thought when applied in the region. Again on naming, a Niuean 

PhD student jokes to Te Punga Somerville that her island is known as Savage Island for a 

reason:  

“We all laugh. It’s an inside joke. We reclaim things and turn them inside out. We 

make them our own. All of us savages: we make these names our own. We laugh, 

and together we both affirm and reject Cook’s Pacific. When I Google it; of course I 

find there are lots of Savage Islands.  

Of course there are.” (204 In Savage Island, Te Punga Somerville 2020, 36–37).  

Using humour explicitly against development, the stories of Hau’ofa contain injustices and 

absurdity, and the overall tone is joyful and disrespectful of everyone involved, “These are 

not stories of fatal impact so much as upbeat tales of indigenous responses to cultural and 

economic imperialism” (Hereniko preface, Hau’ofa 1983, vii). For example, ‘The Big Bullshit’, 

a story about a ‘New Zealand’ development scheme of sending cattle to Tiko. The scheme is 

a failure, with all the cows eaten due to funeral obligations, whilst the bulls turn out to be 

impotent (Hau’ofa 1983, 57). In this way, Hau’ofa points to both the uselessness of 

development schemes and their failure to provide what is actually needed due to the 

paternalist racism of the Overseas Experts and their agencies.  

Pacific storytelling islands the linearity of the development narrative of vulnerability. The 

European story of island vulnerability begins with barely habitable islands, and ends with 

climate change and inundation. The hope in that story comes only from islands learning to 

develop, meaning improving governance or development indicators. The Pacific story of 

climate change reflects Oceanic time, “that is place-based and circular [and] recalls that 

Pacific peoples have survived for thousands of years and will continue to do so despite every 

colonial attempt to curtail any sort of future we might imagine” (Mangioni 2021, n.p.). If you 

tell a story of climate change that starts with the IPCC, then islands are vulnerable from the 

beginning of the story. If you tell a story of climate change that begins with Captain Cook, 

then you are still telling a story where islands are vulnerable at the beginning of the story. 

Islanding vulnerability means finding a way of telling the story that starts somewhere else. 
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Perhaps starting with the radical hope that is found in the poetry and words of Jetñil Kijiner, 

the activism of Pacific Climate Warriors, and the scholarship of Emalani Case and others.  

Humour is the other element of islanding storytelling. Both Te Punga Somerville’s 

description of laughter as a way to cope with the emotional toll of recounting a history of 

violence and Hau’ofa’s use of humour to unmask the absurdities of development policy 

undermine the development story of vulnerability. Hau’ofa’s characters’ experience of aid 

and development do not improve their life, and in fact are shown to enrich and enhance the 

careers only of the Overseas Experts themselves. Writing elsewhere, Hau’ofa writes of how 

the ‘resource-poor’ or undevelopable island is again a category where the definition does 

the work, Papua New Guinea being removed from the list of Pacific Islands once its ‘vast 

mineral resources’ were discovered (Hau‘ofa 2008, 19). He also shows how this category 

works to keep islands separate and bounded, the large ocean region kept small and 

dependent, despite the large portion of the earth’s surface covered by the combined 

Exclusive Economic Zones of the Pacific (Hau‘ofa 2008, 19). Being unable to develop is 

therefore a construction of how development is perceived, as ‘becoming British’, but also a 

construction of the region itself.  

The wasteful islanders, the unreliable recipients of development money that Hau’ofa mocks 

in Tales is another rebuttal of another construction. Whilst Aotearoa and Australia claim 

that the aid is for the benefit of ungrateful and careless islanders, Hau’ofa shows in his 

stories, and in his broader work, that it is not islanders who gain from these arrangements. 

As with other debt and aid arrangements, the ‘donor’ countries are the ones that benefit:  

“New Zealand’s overall trade with Pacific Islands as a whole is so much in its favour 

that its total aid outlay goes only a modest way towards correcting the imbalance. 

The same is true of Australia—except that much of its monetary aid never leaves the 

country or it may leave like a tourist only to fly back home in great comfort and 

loaded with duty-free goods. The point is that when the flows of resources within 

the region are added up, Australia and New Zealand still come out well ahead. For 

what they give out in aid they receive in return a great deal more in the forms of 

export earnings and repatriation of profits on investments. It may be said that as far 

as the regional relationships are concerned, if the words “aid” and “help” are to be 

used at all, they should more correctly be used in terms of the small islands “aiding” 

their two big neighbours”(Hau‘ofa 2008, 20).  

The use of humour and satire undoes these narratives, mocking the assumption that 

decolonisation, dependency, and development follow an inevitable linear path, the end of 

which is a Britishness and rationality that will be achieved through letting go of islands’ 

“traditional particularities and non-modern cultures via the financial principles of 

equivalency, separation and solvency, principles that then become the only imaginable 
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moral codes by which the world works” (Watson 2016, 252). The common-sense 

assumptions of what development is are ridiculous, as much as they are dishonest, and 

Hau’ofa’s stories uncover all of this.  

Let us “island” the world! 

This chapter has worked to provide an answer to my research questions on the limits and 

possibilities of theorising a radical vulnerability to climate change. I have argued that 

islanding vulnerability is a reconceptualising that avoids the coloniality of the discourse of 

vulnerability, and rejects the scientific project of defining vulnerability as a distinct and 

measurable characteristic. Butler defined the problem of a radical vulnerability as 

disentangling the concept from its seemingly inevitable paternalistic and / or victimising 

politics. I linked this problem to Vergès’ call for a decolonial feminist politics that strives to 

energise the struggles that cannot be pacified. All of this work has led me to the thinkers of 

Oceania who understand their vulnerability in ways that do avoid the victim subjectivity and 

argue against paternalistic, neo-colonial responses.  

The previous sections have ‘islanded’ emergency, and ‘islanded’ Cook, as a representative of 

Anglophone or European physical and epistemological domination in Oceania. Islanding 

emergency frames vulnerability as a reason for radical hope and care, that does not use the 

suffering of vulnerable others as fuel for fear-led arguments that lead to fear-led responses. 

Islanding Cook frames vulnerability through a rejection of imposed development solutions; a 

rejection based in humour, and through Oceanic resistance and anticolonialism. In this final 

section I bring all of these threads together to suggest an ‘islanded’ framing of climate 

change vulnerability.  

Firstly, an islanded vulnerability is coalition building in ways that extend beyond existing 

alliances and solidarities. Hau’ofa’s vision of an Oceanic identity is one he developed in the 

face of the troubled campus of the University of the South Pacific (Hau’ofa 1998). Violence 

was breaking out as the university’s attempts to encourage diversity and national pride 

were instead reinforcing colonially constructed and imposed racial and national differences. 

His account of the difficulties of forging a shared identity that did not continue this pattern 

leads him to argue for building around the ocean, “despite the sheer magnitude of the 

oceans, we are among the minute proportion of Earth's total human population who can 

truly be referred to as "oceanic peoples” (Hau’ofa 1998, 403). This idea is also expressed by 

Teresia Teaiwa who gave Hau’ofa an epigram for his article, “We sweat and cry salt water, 

so we know / that the ocean is really in our blood” (T. K. Teaiwa 2021, xv). This alignment 

towards a regional, Oceanic identity was to tackle nationalist and racist violence but also 

enable cooperation, “Students were urged to regroup themselves into interest-based 

associations with memberships that cut across nationality and ethnicity. Our staff 

reexamined our academic programs, resulting in the introduction of a common course in 
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Pacific studies” (Hau’ofa 1998, 402). Common causes in the Pacific include anti-nuclear, anti-

militarism, anti-colonial and climate justice movements.  

Extending this Oceanic identity globally would be an appropriation. Islanding as a concept 

does suggest a blurring of the separation between land and ocean but that as an aim does 

not overcome the power relations that would make claiming an Oceanic identity 

inappropriate. However, what can be learned from this is the requirement for a source of 

commonality, which vulnerability could represent. AOSIS and CVF are already forming 

coalitions across lines of vulnerability. For AOSIS, low lying coastal countries like Guyana are 

not excluded from the island alliance as it is the same ocean that is being pushed into all 

coastal settlements. Areas such as Florida which are facing the same problem are being held 

separate only by the fantasies of continentalism, US exceptionalism, and climate denial born 

of imperialism. Islanding vulnerability, against continental and developmental fantasies of 

safety, offers a pathway to solidarity through recognition of the vulnerability that unites all 

life. More specifically, the vulnerability being created by unmitigated climate change.  

Secondly, an islanded vulnerability is a feminist project of expanding notions of radical hope 

and care. Teresia Teaiwa is the primary globally known feminist scholar of Oceania. She died 

in 2017 at only 48 years old. Her sister Katerina recalls one of their final conversations:   

“She said to me on her dying bed... “I have nothing left for myself. I actually have 

nothing left for myself. My battery is down.” I was trying to teach her... [breathing 

techniques] and she was like “I can’t do that... there’s no more space, my battery is 

low, I am done, I’ve run out of energy. But that is where this needs to go.” There 

needs to be some kind of critical and creative thinking about healing, wellbeing, 

wellness... not in that... hyper individualist form of intense wellbeing, as if we can all 

transformationally arrive at... I think she was talking about something... more 

profound, inclusive, holistic, relational, connecting... That’s where she wanted us to 

all go next” (K. Teaiwa speaking at International Feminist Journal of Politics 2022, 

1.54.26).  

This quote comes from an online event launching a posthumous collection of Teresia 

Teaiwa’s academic work and poems edited by Katerina, and Teresia’s friends, entitled, 

‘Sweat and Salt Water: Selected Works’ (T. K. Teaiwa 2021). This conversation reflects on 

how her work was vital, and yet ultimately ground her down, due to the double bind of 

being an academic but also a Black woman academic, researching from the periphery, and 

doing work that is considered to be on the periphery (Megan MacKenzie speaking at 

International Feminist Journal of Politics 2022, 1.24.10).  

Teresia Teaiwa also has an article, ‘Modern Life, Primitive Thoughts’ about this 

unsustainable double bind, which she relates to unsustainable living more broadly and also 

the myth of the Pacific paradise (T. K. Teaiwa 2011). This unsustainability is a lack of care 
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that comes from a striving for the unattainable fantasy of modernity. She writes that 

actually, unsustainability outlasts all else:  

“It remakes itself after the revolution. It is sustainable. It sustains itself. We are its 

collateral damage. Stress, anxiety, depression, hyper-tension, domestic violence, 

state violence, corruption, substance abuse, poverty, animal abuse, environmental 

degradation... these are just some of the effects of the double bind. And they do not 

cease. This is why we need the myth of (the Pacific Island) paradise, right?” (T. K. 

Teaiwa 2011, 178–79).  

Teresia Teaiwa’s reflections at the end of her life on the necessity of care, plus the 

reflections in this article demonstrates how a feminist approach to ‘sustainability’ but in 

other words to a liveable future is needed to break this cycle. She argues against this 

reproduction of an approach to life that has this toll of collateral damage, the recurring 

theme of late capitalism, “’We will exploit every available resource that exists to improve 

life on this planet’ vs ‘Exploiting every available resource that exists is calamitous to life on 

this planet’” (T. K. Teaiwa 2011, 178).  

Breaking this self-sustaining unsustainable cycle is a challenge that Oceanic thought is 

particularly suited for. Spiralling ideas of time and space can work against the linearity that 

underlies modernity’s drudgery, though as Teaiwa describes, the promise has its attraction,  

“The dream is to work, work, work so that we can have lives that are close to the 

ones we think white people have; not hippies, because hippies are too much like our 

ancestors. (We are also capable of linear evolutionist thinking!) Proper middle class 

white people. That’s who we aspire to be like” (T. K. Teaiwa 2011, 178).  

Returning to care and relationality shows a way out, “The Hawaiian/Oceanian worldview 

does not just celebrate harmony, it creates and re-creates it endlessly through webs of 

obligations and a profound sense of respect for kūpuna” (Osorio 2011, 299). Hawaiian 

scholar Jonathan Kay Kamakawiwo‘ole Osorio begins to trace this idea out through an 

Oceanic approach to viewing humanity as existing in webs of interdependencies. The 

understanding of humanity that comes from modernist thinking is individualistic even when 

discussing justice through the vocabulary of inclusion and access, “This kind of vocabulary 

presumes, I think, that the resources of the world can never be assumed to be shared— that 

purposeful actions like laws and policies must be devised in order to make certain some kind 

of sharing takes place” (Osorio 2011, 299). Human interactions are therefore interactional 

rather than relational, “We need each other in the sense that a product needs a buyer and, 

increasingly, a marketable product can be just about anything” (Osorio 2011, 299).  

Osorio is not arguing the existence of a ‘pristine Islander identity’ that rises above “the 

bright and fascinating toys that modern society produces” (Osorio 2011, 299) but he is 
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arguing that the waves of violence in the Pacific in combination with Oceanic concepts such 

as mana, pono and kuleana13 (Osorio 2011, 299) create a unique position of both critique 

and alternative imaginaries. From Oceania, which has suffered the effects of “runaway 

capitalism... the logical result of missionaries, pork and sandalwood traders, whalers, sugar 

and cotton plantations—all of these old and oppressive exploitations, now transformed into 

tourist destinations and military bases” (Osorio 2011, 300) the cost of the wealth of the US 

can be seen and understood to be an impossible shared condition, “we know that the whole 

world cannot live like Americans” (Osorio 2011, 300). Returning to Gargi Bhattacharya’s 

metaphor of the living room, it is a violent fantasy that everyone can live in the one room, 

without the work done in the others. Taking seriously the need for a new approach, seeing 

the violence of the Western approach to the human, Oceanic thought also offers an 

alternative. Osorio concludes with the concept of aloha,  

“there is a need for a new vision that re-unites human beings with all of their 

relations in the world, and that vision is necessary to sustain a very difficult struggle. 

We must recognize that the world is a limited space but that our imaginations, our 

mental universe is infinite. We must understand that the ultimate freedom is 

freedom from want, the ultimate security is sharing, the ultimate power is, simply, 

aloha” (Osorio 2011, 300).  

Spiralling these ideas back to climate change politics, islanding vulnerability from a position 

of care and humanity means demanding significant emission reductions, an end to the 

mass-consumption of the wealthy, and reparations for damage already done. These 

arguments have been present in the UNFCCC speeches of some island diplomats as 

discussed in chapter 6. The themes of shared humanity, mutual vulnerability, and care for 

future generations are repeated in the speeches and in documents such as the Suva 

Declaration. I have argued that these attempts have been pacified by the enduring 

coloniality of the geographic imagination of vulnerability, so the question is how to make 

this an unpacifiable struggle?  

From the position of researchers, journalists and activists in the ‘invulnerable’ developed 

states, it means an amplification of these arguments without a framing of the research or 

story within an extinction narrative. A feminist argument of care and shared humanity that 

does not require the sinking islands to instil fear, but instead argues that there is no 

invulnerability to climate change. It means an argument for changing course and moving to 

the pathway – in Meyer Abich’s terms, of prevention, and compensation. It is an argument 

 
13 Mana - a spiritual and emotional power that an individual increases and refines through leadership and 
other kinds of relationships with others. Pono - a balanced object or person at equilibrium between those 
things that are male and female, easy and disciplined, sacred and ordinary. Kuleana - one’s obligations to the 
family, to the community, and to the land that are both responsibilities and privileges at the same time (Osorio 
2011, 299).  
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for a sustainable future without a reproduction of modernity’s drudgery that requires and 

creates precarity and an unliveable planet. It is an argument for a decolonial, anti-capitalist 

feminism.  

Thirdly, building on this, an islanded vulnerability is a decolonial concept that centres global 

solidarities, formed around shared experiences of coloniality and the environmental and 

life-destroying effects of capitalism. These solidarities in Oceania are Oceanic but there is 

also a history of Black internationalist anti-colonial solidarity between ‘Melanesia’ and 

Aboriginal activists in particular (Swan 2022). These movements have also long sought 

environmental justice. In the Pacific, the destruction of the environment is not a separate 

issue, or a new issue, but the same issue of fighting for full control and sovereignty of land 

which has been stolen twice over, through colonial claiming and capitalist exploitation. 

Climate activists from Oceania are becoming well known through their online presence and 

activism at COPs, but this international work is not new. In the 20th century, Oceanic 

activists travelled widely to raise awareness of their own struggles, and learn from the Black 

movements in the US, UK, and newly independent states in Africa. These organised visits, 

correspondences and conferences enabled the formation of reciprocal solidarities based on 

a shared experience of anti-Black violence (Swan 2022). 

The Pacific was named so by the English, marking out “a space that has been “pacified”” 

(Mangioni 2021). Locating contestation in Oceanic climate change narratives is therefore a 

subversion of this view of islands as weak and passive, as well as offering an alternative 

vision of climate change vulnerability and action. The decolonial canon of Oceania has 

continued to grow since the partial independence achieved in the 20th century, in a region 

that well understands that the “structures and hegemonies that facilitated and reinforced 

colonialism did not disappear with flag independence” (Tamale 2020, 29). This is particularly 

stark in the Pacific, where independence was initially ‘imposed’ on some islands, an 

independence that “came in packages that tied us firmly to the West” (Hau’ofa 1998, 399). 

Yet other islands are still fighting for any independence, such as ‘New Caledonia’, Guåhan 

and Hawai’i. As previously discussed, for Banaba and West Papua, borders have been drawn 

that fail to recognise island sense of self and nation.  

Decolonial solidarities work to forge coalitions across the ocean in ways that are inspired by 

Hau’ofa, building a ‘pan-Pacific regionalism’ or a ‘Blue Pacific’ imaginary, “built and upheld 

by solidarity and consensus between Pacific peoples in resistance to colonial extractivism of 

the Pacific” (Mangioni 2021). The work of Pacific scholars around the term ‘Oceania’ has 

been a refusal of the “stingy colonial-imagined Pacific, with its focus on isolation and 

smallness” (Te Punga Somerville 2017, 26). Wendt and Hau’ofa began the reimagining in 

their work (Wendt 1982; Hau’ofa 1993) and the term ‘Oceania’ now serves to represent this 

“Indigenous-imagined (although not Indigenous-exclusive) Oceania... [which] looks totally 

different when one doesn’t equate land with presence and water with absence” (Te Punga 
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Somerville 2017, 26). The Blue Pacific is an official discourse that has formed against this 

background, and is pushing back against the same belittlement.  

Concepts such as the Blue Pacific, Oceania or islanding are in opposition to continental, 

colonial imaginaries that are based instead on exactly the sort of ‘runaway capitalism’ that 

has caused so much damage. Katerina Teaiwa suggests that moving to a safe, clean, and fair 

future requires “paying serious attention to the blue parts of our planet. If the earth can be 

imagined as a body, the Pacific Ocean is a major organ like the lungs, and we all need our 

lungs to breathe and survive. What we do to the oceans, and to the islands, we do to all of 

us” (K. M. Teaiwa 2020d, 18.25-19.08). This resonates with activists who have repeatedly 

argued that rather than being the climate vulnerable, they are Pacific Climate Warriors, who 

are not drowning, but fighting (350 Pacific 2013a). Climate change, vulnerability, and the 

ocean are concepts that point to the interconnectivity of all life on earth. The protection of 

all is not just for moral reasons, but because the damage done to one part of the body is felt 

in another. Sacrificing a ‘major organ’ like the oceans or the islands that lay within them for 

the sake of accessing more oil, phosphate, or other resources is vulnerabilising us all.  

This means that understanding vulnerability through interdependence is key, yet it is 

difficult to make an argument for understanding vulnerability in this way that avoids the 

globalising sense of ‘we are all vulnerable’. I will finish this section with a poem by Emalani 

Case (2022) that reflects on vulnerability, COVID 19, and the falsehood of ‘we’re all in this 

together’. This poem helps show that the aim of understanding interdependent vulnerability 

is not to create a global ‘we’ but to stress the processes through which vulnerability 

becomes differentially distributed, and the way that safety is produced through harm. The 

argument then becomes that this price is not acceptable. The US fantasy of invulnerability, 

violently upheld through global militarism, including the military occupation of Pacific 

Islands, is creating vulnerability and death of occupied people. Climate change vulnerability 

is caused by militarism, so the struggle for climate justice is against militarism too. This 

chimes with much of the work with which I have engaged throughout this thesis.  

Case writes that COVID19 has been a spiral back to diseased ships bringing death to islands, 

as the military kept landing at Guåhan and Hawai’i through 2020. As many island scholars 

also point out, tourists are part of this colonial damage too. COVID made this clear with the 

exodus of tech-workers and influencers who realised that their online life could be carried 

out remotely, on these imagined islands of safety (Gugganig and Klimburg-Witjes 2021). 

There was also an academic response, as islands were ranked according to their suitability 

as potential refuges for human survival in “extreme pandemics” (Boyd and Wilson 2020, 1). 

Case’s words reflect the frustration at this repetition of history:  

In a global pandemic,  

being Indigenous means  
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the words,  

“we’re all in this together,”  

don’t really apply to you  

because we’re not really 

... 

the military rhetoric really saying,  

we’re willing to kill you  

to save 

some 

... 

But in a global pandemic  

being Indigenous means  

writing,  

speaking,  

crying,  

and protesting  

your people into existence 

(extracts, On Being Indigenous in a Global Pandemic, Case 2022, 351).  

These extracts, and the poem as a whole, encapsulate my argument about vulnerability to 

climate change. Case is saying that COVID19 is not affecting everyone equally, despite the 

physical threat being to the human, because the human ‘we’ of solidarity is not universal. 

The protection of some, through the actions of the US military, requires the 

vulnerabilisation of others. This creation of precarity is justified through discourses of the 

good of mankind, the category from which the affected racialised people are barred; their 

suffering ungrievable. The point of islanding these discourses is, as Case says, taking up the 

rejection of this politics. Of speaking, crying, and protesting, to reject and rewrite who ‘we’ 

means, and whose suffering is political.  

Conclusion  

In this chapter I have made a number of moves in order to argue that the concept of 

‘islanding’ can think with Oceanic scholars and artists to challenge the dominant 

assumptions that underlie current approaches with climate change politics. To make my 

argument I have engaged with Oceanic thought that resists the dominant stories of climate 

change and tells alternative stories. These alternative stories have politicised the positioning 

of islands within climate change politics. They have refused the subjectivity of the doomed 
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vulnerable islander, and ridiculed the hero figure of the Western expert. They have also 

challenged the linearity of the climate change story, and spiralled time to tell new stories 

against the inevitable ending of the sinking islands. This chapter has therefore provided an 

answer to my second research question: whether it is possible to reimagine vulnerability as 

a critical concept. The provisional answer I have given has been yes, if vulnerability is 

reimagined in a way that is decolonial, rejects the fantasies of invulnerability, and is islanded 

as a concept of radical care and a demand for radical action against the colonial violence of 

climate change.  
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Chapter 8. Conclusion: To Hell With Drowning  

This thesis has been a close engagement with the tangled concept of climate vulnerability. It 

has asked questions of how vulnerability operates as a political concept within climate 

change politics, and how this conceptualisation came to dominate. It has done this to give 

serious attention to the possibilities and constraints of resisting vulnerability as a 

depoliticising discourse, and as a mechanism of ongoing climate coloniality. Whilst I have 

argued that attempts to contest the scientific, formalised concept of vulnerability that 

dominates in the climate change institutions have largely been pacified, I do locate a site of 

resistance in the activism and counter-narratives of Oceania. I have therefore spiralled back 

to the powerful work that has come from the region throughout the thesis, and focused on 

it specifically in chapter 7. This has begun to enable a reimagining of vulnerability that 

contests all the fantasies of invulnerability that I have argued underlie the politics of climate 

change vulnerability.  

To conclude, I am going to reduce my argument into a three-point summary that answers 

my research questions of, ‘how is vulnerability conceptualised in climate change politics?’, 

and, ‘can vulnerability be reconceptualised as a critical concept?’. This is followed by a five-

point argument for what this means for those who are interested in questions of climate 

justice, or decolonising climate change politics, and a concluding reflection on how I view 

my thesis in relation to international studies. Finally, I will discuss the limitations of my 

research, and how these relate to avenues of future research that I hope to explore.  

Summarising vulnerability  

Through researching seven sites of vulnerability knowledge production, I have been able to 

trace historically how vulnerability discourse has developed, and how it has become 

formalised and also wielded strategically by various actors in climate change politics. At the 

start of the thesis, I argued that how vulnerability is conceptualised is indicative of how the 

whole of climate change is conceptualised, as it is the conversation of who is imagined to be 

threatened which then has implications for the imagined urgency of protective action. My 

answer to my primary research question is therefore concerning for those who believe that 

climate change action is urgent and a matter of justice.  

Firstly, I have found that what is called vulnerability in climate change politics is not the 

universal condition that feminists have theorised as part of life as a corporeal being, and the 

dependence of this life on access to a safe environment and climate system. Instead, the 

conceptualisation of vulnerability within climate change politics refers to a dual process of 

vulnerabilisation and naturalisation that I have described through the language of precarity 

and grievability.  This vulnerability is not a shared condition, but a description of inequality 
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that is justified through the enduring colonial fantasies of invulnerability, and the racialised 

and gendered production of a naturalised vulnerable other.  

Secondly, this dominant frame of vulnerability is made of two elements: a scientific element 

that flattens climate change vulnerability into a function of under/development, and an 

intuitive element that is drawing on a violent colonial discursive history, especially in 

relation to the Pacific. The increased formalisation of vulnerability over time has failed to 

reckon with the colonial geographic imaginations that underpin the values of the scientific 

project, meaning that coloniality is reproduced throughout the dominant frame of 

vulnerability, even in critical work.   

Thirdly, this dominant frame has been continuously debated and contested. From within, 

the scientific project has been contested most notably by social vulnerability and empirical 

research on the gendered effects of climate change who have attempted to politicise the 

production of vulnerability. From without, the dominant frame has been strategically 

appropriated by those whose islands have been identified as particularly vulnerable and 

who have contested the narratives of islanders as passive victims. However, both of these 

contestations have been pacified by the coloniality of the dominant frame and the 

institutional pressure for methodologies of vulnerability indexing. The possibilities for 

reimagining vulnerability as a critical concept therefore need to be found outside of formal 

contestations.  

Implications for climate justice and decolonising climate politics  

I have positioned my thesis within three literatures: climate politics, island studies, and 

feminist vulnerability studies. My thesis contributes to these three literatures theoretically, 

by bringing the insights of each together to create a new framework of vulnerability, and 

empirically by historicising established storylines of island vulnerability, and showing how 

colonial research has affected the scientific development of vulnerability that has revolved 

around the IPCC reports. However, my research also has implications beyond the fields of 

academia, for those who wish to make arguments for climate justice or decolonising climate 

change politics. In this section I therefore draw out five implications of my research for 

these arguments.  

Firstly, vulnerability has to be reoriented as an argument that demands significant emission 

reductions, an end to the mass-consumption of the wealthy, reparations for damage already 

done and for prevention of further climate change on the basis of care and 

interdependence. Whilst vulnerability remains tethered to adaptation conversations, it is 

naturalised and depoliticised. However, making vulnerability a concept to highlight 

vulnerabilisation is a politicising argument, creating a responsibility to act to minimise 

damage and reduce vulnerabilisation.   
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Secondly, vulnerability to climate change should be understood as a shared and relational 

condition that cannot be measured or understood in in isolated units separate from 

questions of global political economy. The vulnerability of one place or group should be 

understood as maintaining another place or group’s invulnerability, be it geographically, 

through resource flows, or through wealth extraction. Vulnerability therefore needs to be 

understood as produced and distributed according to logics of racialised and gendered 

grievability and differentially valued life.  

Thirdly, the arguments for climate change mitigation and prevention have largely been 

failing because they continue to divide along racialised, gendered and geographic lines that 

make intuitive sense to people, following the patterns of suffering that are already expected 

and normalised in the Global North. If vulnerability continues to be understood as a 

racialised phenomenon, and safety to lie in development, then climate change will continue 

to fade as a problem from the position of the First World fantasies of invulnerability.  

Fourthly then, it is the fantasies of invulnerability: of mastery over nature, of modernity, and 

of continentalism, that need to be overcome, and this should be the place where justice 

arguments and activism starts. Overcoming these fantasies means rejecting ahistorical 

accounts of the European development model being physically or environmentally 

replicable, or possible without a Third World from which resources and labour can be 

extracted for exploitation. If development ceases to be constructed as the solution to 

vulnerability, then this will politicise questions of what a liveable future for the global 

majority can look like.  

Finally, I suggest that islanding is the concept that shows a way to this politicisation and 

imaginative piercing of the fantasies of invulnerability. Islanding vulnerability moves the 

concept away from notions of a positivist, measurable and sovereign characteristic, and 

looks instead for connections and solidarities that can build a challenge to the dominant 

frame of vulnerability. This islanding is possible through a decolonial feminist project that 

rejects the fantasies of invulnerability, and frames vulnerability instead as a concept of 

radical care and a demand for radical action against the colonial violence of climate change. 

Limitations and future directions  

This thesis contains some limitations that represent the starting point for research that I 

want to pursue in the future. These limitations can be broken down into: the limits of 

poststructural critique for improving climate policy; the limits of a purely textual analysis, 

and the focus on Oceania meaning a lack of attention on feminist groups based elsewhere, 

that also foreground decoloniality, care, and resistance. In reflecting on these issues here, I 

will also talk about my plans for future research.  
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A regular question that is raised when I present my work is: if not vulnerability, then what? 

This question is not answered by my post-structuralist approach which is more focused on 

uncovering the colonial history of the discourse of vulnerability than on policy-relevance. 

Whilst I understand the motivation behind the question, I do think that climate work can be 

important even when not policy relevant. Especially as the history that I have told in the 

thesis, and the debate of contestation and pacification that is the subject of chapter 6 all 

suggest that the requirement of policy-relevance can pacify necessary work of critique. 

Within the thesis, I have argued that resilience, the main ‘alternative’ concept that is rising 

in prominence currently, is part of the same discursive framework as vulnerability, and I 

therefore see no alternative there. Instead, there are two avenues I am interested in 

exploring in future, in relation to my concept of islanding: loss and damage, and reparations.  

Firstly: loss and damage. The ‘Pacific Islands Students Fighting Climate Change’ have 

recently had success bringing climate change and human rights to the International Court of 

Justice (ICJ), by seeking an Advisory Opinion from the court. Their campaign launch was 

entitled, ‘The World is an Island’, and was centred around claims of islanding such as, “the 

seas bring us together / they do not separate us... Our world itself is an island” (Pacific 

Islands Students Fighting Climate Change 2019). Future work could therefore pursue this 

idea, asking whether loss and damage, and the arguments being made by Vanuatu and 

others in the ICJ, are challenging the coloniality of the vulnerability story. One potential that 

I see of loss and damage, is the strong argument against finance and debt being part of 

adaptation and recovery funding schemes. However, in my opinion this is made even more 

strongly in arguments of reparations.  

Secondly then, potential lies in the idea of reparations. Keston Perry defines climate 

reparations as “compensation mechanisms to former colonised and marginalised 

developing countries that address historical and ongoing injustices of disproportionate 

impacts of climate change” (Perry 2020, 3). Reparations is a more immediately emotive 

discourse, which summons the storyline of slavery, emancipation and justice. It also 

necessarily tells the story in a way that is historical, and that pays attention to coloniality 

and race. For those reasons, reparations is a conversation that is more likely to resist 

pacification, telling the story in a way that is decolonial and demands justice. It is the 

potential of these arguments, most often made in relation to the Caribbean, that I would 

like to explore in a Pacific context.  

The second limitation to discuss is the limits of a purely textual analysis, bearing in mind the 

objection that comes from disability rights activists: ‘nothing about us without us’ (Charlton 

1998). In chapter 1, I reflected upon why I did not do fieldwork, beyond the obvious 

practical limitation of COVID. What I have now, with this thesis, is a theoretical basis upon 

which I would like to build, starting with the research I initially intended to do, before COVID 

forced a redesign of the project. This means I will attend COP, conducting participant 
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observation amongst the activism that always takes place around the venue. Through this 

process, I will also make contacts for interviews, which I will conduct online in order to avoid 

the huge carbon impact of flying to Oceania in person. From there, I will make contacts with 

researchers and activists in the Pacific, with whom I would like to build non-extractive 

relationships, where I can channel research funds to their activities rather than paying for 

my own flights and accommodation. Writing and researching for my thesis has also 

developed me as a researcher, and I now feel better positioned to reach out to groups and 

see if there is anything I can offer in return for future research. There are also some 

fantastic methodological articles written about how to conduct non-extractive / colonial 

research in the Pacific which I will be engaging with closely as I move forward (McDonnell 

and Regenvanu 2022; Farbotko et al. 2023).   

The final limitation to discuss is how my focus on Oceania in the thesis has led to a lack of 

attention on feminist arguments and groups based elsewhere, that also foreground 

decoloniality, care, and resistance. I chose this focus as part of my ethical reflections on the 

politics of citation, and my interest in ‘islanding’ as an Oceanic, decolonial idea. However, 

this does mean that there is strong critical work that I have not engaged with, that is coming 

from groups such as the Feminist Economic Justice for People & Planet Action Nexus. An 

example of work that incorporates similar critiques of vulnerability is the Issue Brief, ‘A 

Feminist and Decolonial Global Green New Deal: Principles, Paradigms and Systemic 

Transformations’ by Bhumika Muchhala (2021). This work recognises the coloniality of how 

climate change is being weaved into existing relations of aid and development, with 

concerns that incorporating vulnerability into risk ratings will lead to “worsening access to 

capital and creating greater debt distress” (Muchhala 2021, 12). In future, I would like to 

explore more carefully how my work can speak to this differently located feminist work, and 

I see the potential for this particularly in co-authorship.  

Coda 

I began the thesis by talking about the 2023 AAPS conference ‘To Hell With Drowning’. In 

the same year, the International Studies Association (ISA) will hold its annual conference in 

Montréal. This ISA conference, that represents the discipline of international relations, has a 

245 page program. In this program, the words ‘Pacific’ and ‘Oceania’ appear once each. As 

Jindy Rosa (Pettman) said in Teresia Teaiwa’s post-humous book launch, the logo for the ISA 

(see Figure 10) is based on a map that is incomplete, "in an attempt to be internationally 

inclusive, they've actually completely knocked out the Pacific" (Rosa, speaking at 

International Feminist Journal of Politics 2022, 1.34.37). These absences reflect a 

marginalisation of the Pacific within international studies, despite the waves of violence that 

have been enacted there, ‘for the good mankind’, that have enriched and fed the 

invulnerable fantasies of the European world.  
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Figure 10: The International Studies Association logo  

 

One goal of this thesis was to bring the Pacific to the sphere of climate change politics, not 

just as an object of study, but as a participant in the conversation of climate vulnerability 

that so often revolves around the region. A Pacific Studies scholar, if peering over my 

shoulder to read this, would therefore be familiar with most of the stories of precarity and 

ungrievability that I have told, as well as the resistance of scholars and activists of Oceania. 

However, my hope is that I have been able to politicise violence in the Pacific in a discipline 

that too easily forgets its existence, except as charismatic icons of loss, or metaphors for 

innocence and sacrifice. Teresia Teaiwa suggested in jest that fluidarity is a term that better 

describes solidarity in Pacific feminism (T. Teaiwa and Slatter 2013, 449). But if climate 

change is fundamentally a question of water: “too much, too little, wrong time, wrong 

place” (Sultana 2019, np) then what term could be more apt? I therefore end my thesis with 

a statement of fluidarity: to hell with drowning!  
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